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PREFACE
In October 1981 the Second Cambridge Workshop on the general topic of
"Cool Stars, Stellar Systems and the Sun" was held at the Harvard-Smithsonian
Center for Astrophysics. Over 100 scientists assembled to present and discuss
some of the most recent advances in the burgeoning field of cool star outer
} atmospheres.
With the advents of high sensitivity soft X-ray observations provided by
the Einstein Observatory as well as the continued successful operation of the
International Ultraviolet Explorer satellite, there has been an explosive
growth in the investigation of cool stars. In fact we may say that cool stars
have become the hot topic in astrophysics today!
A comparison of these proceedings with those of the first workshop (held
in January 1980) will readily reveal the tremendous progress that has been
realized in a relatively short time. In particular, the data base that has
been established clearly illustrates the similarity between solar activity and
stellar activity. The extension of these observations to stars characterized
by significantly different fundamental physical properties, such as gravity,
effective temperature and rotation rate, will provide the range in parameter
space that is required to test various theoretical models that seek to explain
stellar and solar atmospheric phenomena.
The workshop was made possible through support of the Harvard-Smithsonian
Center for Astrophysics, the James Arthur Fund of the Smithsonian Institution,
the Langley-Abbot Program of the Smithsonian Institution, and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration. We would like to thank the other
members of the organizing committee: Andrea Dupree (Chairman), Sallie Ba.iu-
nas, Lee Hartmann and Randolph Levine; we are also indebted to Sara Yorke and
Stephanie Deeley for their invaluable assistance; and to Anne Omundsen and the
SAO Publications staff for their help with this volume.
'dark Giampapa
Le-an Golub
Cambridge, Massachusetts
February 17, 1982
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Chromospheric Structure in :Relation
to Radiation Losses
R. Grant Athay
High Altitude Observatory/National Center for Atmospheric Research'
Abstract
Under the assumptions that cool star chromospheres are heated by mechanical
energy dissipation that depends quasi-linearly on density and cooled by radiation loss,
it is shown that the basic properties of chromospheres are determined by the ioniza-
tion of hydrogen. In particular, it is hydrogen ionization that provides the freedom for
chromospheres to adjust their radiation losses to balance the prescribed heat input.
The result of such an adjustment is an extended region of low temperature gradient.
Chromospheric radiation losses in cool stars occur mainly in the strongest spec-
tral lines at wavelengths greater than about 2000 A and for which an appreciable frac-
tion of the chromosphere is effectively thin. The most important lines include Ca 1I H
and K and the infrared triplet and Mg II h and k. The strong lines of other abundant
species, such as He, C, N, 0 and Si are less important because their high excitation
energies reduce the collisional excitation rates.
Lyman-a losses are important because of the overwhelming abundance of hydro-
gen. However, the inability of chromospheres to adjust their Lyman-a losses limits the
geometrical thickness of the effectively thin region in Lyman-a and, hence, limits the
total Lyman-a flux.
I. Essential Properties eV!' Chromospheres
For purposes of discussion a cool. star chromosphere is defined as a region at
Te«S (Tc = continuum optical depth) in which the temperature, T, is raised above its
radiative equilibrium value, Tr , by mechanical heating but remains below 5x10 4 K This
value of the upper limit is rather arbitrary and unimportant. It is intended to be high
enough to include the majority of the Lyman-a radiation.
An atmosphere in quasisteady state must have gas pressure decreasing outwards.
In certain temperature regimes, however, the temperature may increase outwards at
	
such a rapid rate that the gas pressure remains virtually constant through a wide 	 I
	
temperature range, as is the case in the solar chromosphere-corona transition region. 	 s
	
It a chromosphere is to be detected through current spectroscopic means, the 	 F
chromosphere must be sufficiently optically thick in such ions as Ca II and Mg II to
impose an easily recognizable signature on the stellar spectrum This requires that
	
such ions be abundant relative to the total hydrogen density, lEH, throughout a region	 a
where the gas pressure drops appreciably. This, in turn, requires that some region of
the chromosphere has a small or moderate temperature gradient. Since the condition
of constant gas pressure corresponds to H d In T/ dz = 1, where H = —dz / d lnnH is the
density scale height, the requirement for a chromosphere to be readily observable
maybe stated as H dlnT/ dz«1 for some range of Twhere singly ionized metals are
abundant.
Y
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An alternative statement to the two conditions T> T, and H dInT/ do <<1 for some
range of T is simply that enough mecb.anical energy be dissipated in an atmosphere
constituted mainly of neutral hydrogen. As we shall demonstrate. the pn e:rli= of
neutral hydrogen insures that the condition H d In T/ do <<1 will very probably occur.
Conversely. in the absence of neutral hydrogen there will be much less tenden^y for
this condition to be fulfilled.
In order to demonstrate the assertion that the presence of neutral hydrogen will
lead to an extended region of low temperature gradient, we assume that the heat
energy input, Q, is removed from the chromosphere by an increased radiation loss, R.
Thus, at each depth in the chromosphere, we require
Q = R,	 (1)
where the units on Q and R are ergs cm -3 s -1 . In making the assumption expressed by
equation (1), we are implicitly assuming that energy transport. by thermal conduction
and fluid motions are negligible. The requirement that H dInT/ do <<1 together with
the relatively low values of Tin the chromosphere insures that thermal conduction is
small. The neglect of fluid motions is a valid approximation for the solar chromo-
sphere and is most likely valid for stars with more or less normal emission components
in Ca II and Mg II lines. There may be cases, however, in which fluid motions are
important in the energy balance.
Although we know relatively little about the form of the heat input, Q, we know a
considerable amount about the form of the radiation loss, R In particular, it can be
shown that under the conditions expected in cool star chromosphere R has such a dis-
tinctive dependence on temperature that certain features of the chromospheric tern-
'
2erature structure are expected to occur almost independently of Q. Looked at from
Another point of view, Q determines the magnitude of R, but the radiation mechanism
itself determines the characteristic form of R. The form of R, in turn, determines the
essentials of the temperature structure. (Of course, the form of R may influence
somewhat the run of Q with height through the influence of Ron the temperature and
density structure.)
It is readily shown from the equation of radiative transfer that a general form for
R is given by
R= Epi f Kvt S j d v,	 (2)ti
where the subscript i denotes a particular spectral feature, x„s is the absorption coef-
ficient, S,j is the source function and pj is the escape coefficient (sometimes called
net radiative bracket) defined by
Pi = 1 — 
fk„j,J„dv	 (3)ftc,,;S„f d v
and J„ is the mean intensity of radiation. An exact evaluation of R requires an evalua-
tion of pi, rc j , and Sj by solution of the coupled radiative transfer and statistical
equilibrium equations and for each of the relevant transitions for a valid model atmo-
sphere. Recent examples of such computations are provided by Vernazza, Avrett and
Loeser (1981) and by Lites and Skumanich (1961).
There are certain conditions under which R can be approximated w flout solving
the transfer equation. The required conditions are that x„t be known, that the fre
quency dependence of S j be known and that the optical depth be small enough that
the overlying atmosphere is effectively thin. Since. R tends to be relatively large for
effectively thin conditions and to be very small for effectively thick conditions. the
it
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approximation of R involves identifying the s trong, est. spectral lines for which a sub-
stantial fraction of the chromosphere is effectively thin. One then obtains a reason-
able approximation for the contribution to R by spectral lines by assuming that S is
independent of frequency and that ic„ is gaussian. For continuum transitions, S,, is a
Planck function and x„ is generally of a known form
When the preceding conditions are satisfied the quantity ptS„t is given by the
photon creation rate. The creation rate, in turn, can often be expressed as a known
function of temperature and density., ' For collisionally excited transitions tend for
two-body radiative recombinations (such as H-), the resultant expression for R has
the familiar form
Rt a n nift( T),	 (4)
where n, is the electron density. nt is the iota or atom density giving rising to the tran-
sition, and f{(T) is a function of temperature whose form depends on the parent ion or
atom and gives the ionization/excitation state of the radiator.
The approximation for R expressed by equation (4) works reasonably well in the
solar chromosphere (Athay, 1981a) provided one uses accurate .solutions of the cou-
pled transfer and statistical equilibrium equations to identify the appropriate transi-
tions. For such cases as the resonance lines of Ca II and Mg II, the approximation is
acceptable. However, there are pitfalls. In the case of the subordinate hydrogen tran-
sitions, which appear superficially to s atlsfy all of the necessary requirements for the
approximations to be valid (Athay, 1976), the values of p tS„t -for individual transitions
are large, but are negative for some tratiisitions. This leads to strong cancellations
with the result that the summation in equation (2) for the subordinate transitions in
hydrogen has a small net value. The exact nature of the cancellations is not yet clear.
Vernazza at al. (1981), for example, report that the energy loss in the Balmer -a line is
cancelled by an energy gain in the Balmer continuum. Lites and Skumanich ( 1981). on
the other hand, find cancellation between Balmer -a and Balmer-fl. Such details are
difficult to evaluate precisely even when the radiative transfer and statistical_ equili-
brium equations are solved numerically.
The subordinate hydrogen transitions illustrate one example of a pitfall in the use
of equation, (4). There are probably others as well. On the other hand, equation (4)
appears to work well for such transitions as the hydrogen Lyman-series, Ca II H and K
doublet and the strong infrared triplet, and the Mg II h and k doublet.
To emphasize the role of hydrogen ionization, we rewrite equation (4) in the form
Rt a 7W -y( TAH)fi( T),	 (5)
where nH is the hydrogen density (neutral plus ionized), y(T,nH) =n,/nH, and mere
we have assumed that rat/ nH is constant. Thus, y(T,nu) represents the fractional_ioni-
zation of hydrogen when the ionization is sufficient that n, a N (N = proton density).
The assumption that N. /nH is constant is a sufficiently good approximation for our
purposes in the temperature region where n t/ nH is near its maximum value. Although
y is a function of both T and nH we are primarily concerned with the T dependence.
Hereafter, we write y = y(T).
The heat input. Q. will normally be determined by physics,' processes that are
independent of R except to the extent that R influences the local density. Also, Q is
r
r
I
y
expected to vary with geometrical height and to exhibit spatial and temporal fluctua-
tions. If Rwere narrowly restricted in the range of value, it could assume, equation(1) would require' a similarly narrow restriction on Q. Stich a situation seems unlikely
on physical grounds. We insist rather that Q be allowe %
 to take on whatever values are
dictated by the heating mechanism. If equation (.) is to be satisfied, therefore. R
	 s)
r
5i ^j
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rfiust be able to adjust to a reasonable range af values of Q. Since Q is expected to
-change "locally", the responsive changes in Rmust be local as well..
Of the parameters in equation (5) only y(T) and fi(T) are locally responsive. The
chromosphere presumedly is near hydrostatic equilibrium, which means that nH is
determined primarily by the underlying atmosphere and is not subject ire marked
change in response to local changes in Q. In cool stars most of the chromospheric
radiation loss is expected to arise from sources whose excitation energies are less
than the ionization energy of hydrogen. This has the consequence that y(T) is a
stronger function of 'temperature than is f{(T). It follows that most of the freedom to
satisfy equation (1), so long as hydrogen is mainly neutral, resides in the quantity
y(T)•
It is possible to solve equations (1) and (5) for H dInT/ dz using approximate
forms for y(T) and fi (,T). The solution for_dlnT/dz is (Athay, 19P.1b)
din 
	
=	
T 2 dlnQ 
—3 d1nnH — dIn 1 — {g) Ndz	 1.16X104 (X2 + 2Xu} L	 dz	 dz	 dz
which yields
`	 d in T 
=	
T	 _H —d In	 _ 	 ±L-(L--y-)—!3 — 2	
+ (7)dz	 1.16x104(Xz + 2Xu) dlnnH 	 d1nnH
Xz is the excitation energy of the second principal quantum level in hydrogen (in eV)
and X. is the excitation energy of the upper quantum level of the transition producing
the dominant radiation loss. Since y(T) is a strong function of T equation (6) is not a
full solution for d In T/ dz. However, this solution is satisfactory for illustraLing the fol-
lowing arguments. Equation (7) is valid only ir. the range where electrons come mainly
from hydrogen so that na si np.
It	 is	 clear	 from	 equation	 (7)	 that	 H d1nT/dz<<1	 for	 TS104 .K"	 and
_2 _d InQ + Ltn C1 — y) 10. The Aerm din 1^Z is small for y«1 and becomesd 1nnH 	d 1nnH d InnH
large when y approaches unity, i.e., when y(T) is no longer a strong function of T, The
term dlnQ/ dlnnH is unknown, but we assume that it is, of order unity. In the solar
chromosphere,	 for	 example,	 between	 the	 temperatures
	
6000	 and	 7000
	
K,
dln(1 — y)/ d1nnH ;u 0,	 d1nQ/ dlnnH ;b 0.7 and HddzT ^ .03 (Vernazza et al., 1981).(The value of dInQ/ dlnnH is estimated from equation (1) and the radiation loss curve
given by Vernazza et al., 1981.) Within this same temperature range y(T) increases by
approximately a factor of 60 whereas f;(T) for the dominant radiation loss (Ca II lines, --3
Vernazza et al„ 1981) increases by a factor of only 2.4.
This solar example is discussed in more detail by Athay (1981b) and illustrates
vividly the strong influence of hydrogen ionization on the temperature gradient in the
chromosphere. Further illustration is given in Figure 1, which indicates the levels in u
the mean chromospheric model of Vernazza et al. (1981) where hydrogen ionization
controls the electron density, viz., 10-4	 y.5.	 Throughout this entire range the
temperature gradient remains small, and just outside this range the temperature gra-
dient increases dramatically. On the high temperature side the increase in din T/ dz
is due to the 1 — y term in equation (6), and on the low temperature side it is due to j
insufficient hydrogen ionization, in which case the electrons come mainly from ioniza-
tion of metals.
These properties of the temperature curve are not dependent upon any
phenomena peculiar to the solar atmosphere. 	 There is good reason to suppose, j
k	 ,^
(t
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Figure 1. Plots of T, n, and nH as functions of height for the recent Vernazza, Avrett,
Loeser (1981) model of the solar chromosphere. The points n, = 2.6x10- 4nH and
r-
	
	 n, = 0.54nH indicated on the temperature curve represent, respectively, the
points where n. si np and y(T) F' .5. The third arrow indicates the primary region
of Lyman-a losses.
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therefore, that they will be quite common properties of cool star chromospheres. In
particular, we expect ionization to produce a substantial region in which
H d 1n T/ dz «1. Furthermore, once y(T) approaches unity,the ability to adjust R, is
very limited and it is unlikely that an extended region of low temperature gradient will
occur.
H. Spectral Characteristics
A. The Hydrogen Ionization Plateau. In the preceding discussion and in the dis-
cussion immediately following, we are considering only the chromospheric tempera-
ture plateau due to hydrogen ionization. This includes the regions where many strong;
chromospheric lines, such as Ca II, bfg II and Si II, are formed. However, it does not
include the region in which Lyman-a is formed. Most of the Lyman-a radiation from
steliar atmospheres arises in regions for which y(T) is very close to unity, which
places it beyond the upper border of the hydrogen ionization plateau. The question of
Lyman-a radiation is discussed in paragraph B of this section.
The total radiation loss per unit area from a chromosphere may be represented
as
RL = ER{Lt,	 (8)t
where the L t 's are characteristic scale lengths for the chromospheric thickness. Most
of the loss is expected to occur in regions for which dlnT/ dz is small. We emphasize
that for the dominant radiation loss both Rt and Lt are fixed by Q. Since the combined
quantity -I(T)ft (T) in equation (5) can vary by more than four orders of magnitude,
cool star chromospheres can readily - adjust to provide a balance between R and Q
through a wide range of values of Q. Thus, it is not particularly surprising to find a
large range in emission line fluxes from stellar chromospheres.
A rough estimate for RL is obtained by integrating the photon creation rate
through the effectively thin region of the chromosphere. Thus, we approximate RL by
TA
4n RL 
a n.1i2Av f eBvdTO, TchSE-1 	 (g)
0
where Am is the Doppler width of the absorption profile, a is the therm.alization proba-
bility, B„ is the Planck function, To is the optical depth at line center and Tah is the
characteristic chromospheric optical thickness for the transition under considera-
tion. The quantity eB„ is the creation rate in units of ergs/ cm- 2 d v- '1 ste^r -1, and the
factor 7ti/ w comes from integrating the absorption profile over frequency. To
integrate equation (9), we assume that EB,, is constant. Also, we set a Ttlt1• where Tshis the thermalization depth. The result is
47PRL Al 
7Y112AV T^ Bv^ 'rcheTth	 (iQ)
th
If rah exceeds Tth , i.e., if the chromosphere is effectively thick, equation (10) becomes
1RL a 7<
1i2avB,,,	 r t.>rth ,	 {11)
This results from setting pS„ in equation (2) to eB„ for Tchss-1 and pS,, - 0 for_T^h>e-1,
It is clear from equations (10) and (11) that most of the radiation loss will occur
in lines for which r h/Tth is relatively large and for which B„ is relatively large. Also,
two or more effectively thick lines at nearby wavelengths will have approximately
equal fluxes.
8
_	 d
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All abundant ionic species would produce large chromospheric energy losses if
their resonance lines were strongly excited in the region of low' temperature gradient,
Le,; if they occurred in spectral regions where B„ is relatively large. Of the astrophysi-
cally abundant elements, the most important contributors to energy loss from they
temperature plateau formed by hydrogen ionization are Ca 11 and Mg 11. Other, abun-
dant species sa?ch as He, C. N. 0 and Si have resonance lines of the populous ions at
very, short wavelengths where B„ is small. Lyman- ot losses are important because of
the overwhelming abundance of hydrogen, However, these losses occur above the
main temperature plateau and require special treatment..
In regions of the spectrum where the photospheric lines are weak or absent, as in
the EUV, the chromospheric flux appears as free-bound continua or emission lines(often self-reversed) above the background continuum. However, in spectral regions
where the phoLosphe ric absorption lines are strong, chromospheric flux appears as
additional radiation near line center. Whether this additional radiation flux produces
a recognizable emission component in a particular spectral line depends upon the
ratio
_11[la► v ^
	
Bah	 NQ^	 Avg,
	
I,,,t„ = 
1 + Bmtn	 X6	 Ov, w,, Ym&a_	 (12)
where subscripts ch and min refer, respectively, to the chromosphere .near the begin-
ning of the lower temperature gradient produced_ by hydrogen ionization and the tem-
perature minimum region; I is the specific intensity; B is the Planck function at the
wavelength of the line; V,,,s, is the macroturbulent velocity; Nis the scattering depth(cf. Athay, 1981a); Nu, is the t,he3rmalization depth in scattering steps. To a sufficiently
Rood: approximation N,,% / Ni;, = Tch/ Tih . The exact form of the function ^ has not beendetermined, but, in general, C decreases as either Av0^,/ Avmin or V.,.,. increases.Since we expect Av,h1Av„►1n>1 and V.„Q,,,>O, we expect (<1. The iriluence of ^ can bequite pronounced, as i.t is in the case of the sure;
As is evident from. equation (12), the appearance of an emission feature is favored
by shorter wavelength (increased B^,/ 8,,, #n) and by increased optical depth (increased
&,,). Thus, the emission features in Mg II are relatively enhanced over those in Ca II
and those in the Ca Il H and K lines are enhanced over those in the infrared triplet of
Ca I1.
The absence of an emission feature in a spectral line does not imply an absence;
of chromospheric emission: Whenever the second term on the right hand side of equa-
tion (12) is much less than ,
 unity the chromospheric emission will merely raise the
observed flux, i.e., fill in the line core. Since ^ and (Na,/Nt,)'/s may each be small
compared to unity, even a large ratio B h B,,,;n does not necessarily produce an emis-
&ion feature.
In the case of the sun, all lines on the wing portion of the curve-of- growth have a
chromospheric component., This includes such examples as Na D lines, Mg b lines, the
Ca I resonance line and many strong lines of Fe I and Fe II. In addition, the high exci-
tation lines, such as hydrogen Balmer lines and lie I lines have strong chromospheric
components. None of these linos has observed emission components because T,h/Tu,
is very small. Thus, the chromospheric flux is small. Collectively, however, these lines
may be important. No proper assessment of the combined contribution of such lines
to the radiation loss has been carried out, except for the Balmer lines.
Since the contrast between photospheric and chromospheric emission is propor-
tional to B6 / Bndn — 1, the contrast should disappear when B6/ ;Baia Is of order unity,
We expect a tendency for this to occur in early type stars where B g. is high enough
that n, a np
 at the temperature minimum. In this case, th^.2 temperature gradient
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should tend to remain small in the lower chromosphere. The condition N a N at the
temperature minimum is expected for all stars earlier than spectral type F1, which is
where Call emission normally disappears (Linsky, 1981). Exceptions to this rule will
occur in cases where Qis large enough in the low chromosphere to force y(T)»10'.
The hydrogen ionization plateau is expected to persist in all stars that have
mainly neutral hydrogen at the temperature minimum. This includes stars up to early
B spectral classes. Thus, most of spectral type B and. later type stars are capable of
producing chromospheres with extended regions of lev temperature gradient. Given a
source of mechanical heating. Q, such stars should have strong chrornospheric emis-
sion. However, in spectral types B and A conspicuous emission features should be less
prevalent.
In 0 type stars without appreciable neutral hydrogen, it is difficult to find a
mechanism that would produce extended regions of low temperaturo ,grr.Ldient at chro-
maspheric temperatures. Thos, stars of this class are expected to hrive very different
:types of chromospheres from later type stars with abundant neutral hydrogen.
B. Lyman-a. Lyman-a radiation from stellar chromospheres presents an intrigu-
ing puzzle. In the region in whist► Lyman-a photons escape readily, the quantity
y(T)f{(T) in equation (5) is essentially constant (Thomas and Athay, 1961). The
equivalent statement with regard to equation (9) is that B„dro is essentially indepen-
dent of temperature. This means that R is determined basically by the value of 72.
Since the transition from the top of the hydrogen ionization plateau where y M ,5 to
the region where Lyman-a photons escape readily occurs with a steep temperature
gradient, the gas pressure in the Lyman-a region is fixed by the gas pressure at the
depth where y N.5. Thus, we may set
e
,
nHA T.s 1^1 NH. T..	 (0)
or
nHa _ T.e	 (11)
nHr, _ Ta
where a refers to the base of the Lyman-a region and .5 refers to the depth where
y =.5.
In any given star, the ratio T'r,/ TQ is fixed solely by the ionization properties of
hydrogen. It follows from equation (11) that nya/nl1.6 is fixed and, hence, from equa-
tion (5) that R./R.5 is fixed. Furthermore, the ratio R.1 R ,5 is large compared to
unity. g5is latter result is demonstrated in Figure 2, which shows a plot of R/n.,nHr
versus temperature (Summers- and McWhirter, 1979; Athay, 1981b). The maximum in
the plot in Figure 2 occurs in the Lyman-a region. At a temperature of 8000 1
 K, which
is characteristic of the y =.5 region, R is below the maximum in the solid curve by
about a factor of 20.
It appears from the preceding arguments that there is no way to avoid a, largejump in R betwLen the y = ,5 and Lyman-a regions if, indeed, the Lyman-a photons
escape readily. This, in turn, appears to impose an arbitrary requirement on Q, which
seems, physically unacceptable.
In stars with an insufficient value of Q in excess of that dissipated in the main
body of the chromosphere, the potential for increased Lyman -a loss simply limits the
temperature to a value somewhat below Ta. This will provide a smooth continuity in R
by reducing the escape of Lyman
-a photons. Such stars, if they exist, are expected to
have chromospheres but no coronae.
In stars that have a. corona overlying the chromospheres, it is inescapable that
some region is effectively thin in Lyman-a, and, hence, that large Lyman-a losses will
lQ
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Figure 2. A plot of the radiation loss rate R/ njin, r versus temperature for the
effectively thin condition. The dashed curve for log T<4.6 and the solid curve for
	 r
logT>4.6 are from Summers and McWhirter (1979). The solid curve below
logT 4:.6 is based on a different collisional excitation cross-section for Lyman-a
(Athay, 1981b) than that used by Summers and McWhirter (1979) and includes
^n 11, Mg II and Lyman-a losses,	 ?
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occur. As a result a large jump in R will occur in the transition from y .5 to the
Lyman-a region. It is equally inescapable that this seemingly places an arbitrary
requirement on Q. This difficulty is well illustrated in the case of the sun. At y =.5,
R ; 10-9 and in the Lyman-a region R ;:J 2x10-2 (Vernazza et al., 1961; Athay, 1981b).
Thus, there is, indeed, a large jump in R. In the region of low temperature gradient
below-/ = .5, Ra7He•7 . which implies Qa7WO -7. Why then does Q suddenly jump by a factor
of 20 when ng decreases by approximately a factor 2.5 in the Lyman-a region? One
answer to this question is simply that. the Lyman-a region may be fed by an energy
source that is physically distinct from that which is operative in the lower chromo-
sphere. This point will be discussed further in Section III.
A second interesting feature of the Lyman-a region is that although R is relatively
large there appears to be no mechanism for forming an extended temperature pla-
teau. Since R a 7q any variation of Q with height, other than a fortuitous propor-
tionality to 7X2, means that R and Q cannot be in balance except in a very limited
range of nH. This situation manifests itself in the solar chromosphere by a slight
pause in the temperature gradient near T = 2x10 4 K, as shown in Figure 1. The region
of low dInTCdz is much less than one density scale height at this temperature so that
nH is essentially constant across the narrow plateau.
M. Radiation Losses
A reliable determination of chromospheric radiation losses is difficult to obtain.
In the case of EUV emission lines, such as Lyman-a, the total line flux is a good meas-
ure of the chromospheric losses in these lines. Unfortunately, most of the radiation
losses are in Fraunhofer lines, and there is no obvious way of identifying the chromos-
pheric contribution to the emergent flux. The practice of simply taking all of the flux
in the Ca II and Mg II line cores between the minima outside of the emission com-
ponents provides a crude estimate for the losses in these particular lines. However,
such estimates are not likely to be accurate to more than a factor two or three, and
they completely ignore the many lines with chromospheric components but without
identifiable emission features.
The most detailed computation of energy losses in the strong Fraunhofer lines of
hydrogen, Ca 11 and Mg II is due to Vernazza et al. (1981). Their tabulation of energy
losses from Ca 11 and Mg II is repeated in Table I. Lyman-a contributes an additional
3x105 ergs CM-2 s -1 . The total loss from these sources is 4.6x10 ® ergs cm 2 s -1 . Most
of the loss occurs in the low chromosphere with an indicated maximum near a tem-
perature of 5500 K and 7 ;tj 10-9. Above the maximum, the radiation loss is given
approximately by
R PH 1x10 -11q.7	(15)
This form remains valid up to the tap of the first temperature plateau. Within the
Lyman-a plateau R is numerically equal to 10` 12nH or to 10^ 0•7, but there is not
enough height range to determine the exponent on nH.
Computed energy losseF of the type tabulated in Table I are quite sensitive to the
model atmosphere and to atomic cross-sections that in many cases are not accurately
known. Thus, they are ncc to be taken too literally. The exponent on nH in equation
(12), for example, could lie anywhere within the range 0.5 to 1. The total chromos-
pheric loses from the lines considered are probably accurate to within a factor of two.
The biggest uncertainty in the total chromospheric radiation loss is in the neglect
of many lines that contribute to energy loss in the low chromosphere and temperature
minimum region. The low chromosphere maximum shown in the radiation loss tabula-
tion of Vernazza et al. (1981) may be due entirely to this neglect.
12
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Chromospheric Radiation Losses from Hydrogen Ionization Plateau
in Units of 105 ergs cm-2 s -1
(Vernazza zt al., 1981)
Ca II	 Mg II	 H-
Line	 K	 H	 8542	 8498	 8662	 k	 h	 Cont.
Radiation loss	 7	 5	 7	 6	 5	 5	 4	 4
>K The temperature rise in the low chromosphere is not necessarily indicative of the1
onset of mechanical heating. In fact, it can be shown that a temperature rise will
occur even when Q is decreasing with geometrical height through the temperature
p minimum and low chromosphere (Athay, 1981a). j
A striking feature of the results in Table I is the near equality of the radiation
' losses in different lines. For a given ion, the near equality results from the strongi; coupling between the lines. In Ca 1I, for example, the H and K doublet and the infrared
triplet share conunon upper levels, and scattering photons move freely from one line
to another. The equality between lines of Ca II and Mg II is less obvious. However, the
ratio of Ca II K to Mg 1I k intensities predicted by equation (11) is approximately 4 at
6000 K and 2 at 80,00 K. The closer equality indicated by Table I probably results from
the multiple sharing among the 5 Ca II lines and the fact that the chromosphere is not
effectively thick in the infrared lines.
The Lyman-a flux of 3x10 5 ergs cm 2 s -1 is not a major fraction of the chromos- }
pheric energy loss.	 However, as noted in Section II, the loss rate, R, increases
markedly and abruptly in the Lyman-a region. This suggests the possibility that the 1
heating process in the Lyman-a region is different from that in the middle chromo-
sphere where Ca II and Mg II losses predominate. Further suggestion that this may be
the case comes from considerations of the energy balance in the transition region to a
the corona. r	 J
Observed emission measures at temperatures near 108 Ksuggest a downward con-
duction flux of about 6x108 ergs CM-2 s'i (Gabriel, 1976). Thus, one expects to see at
least this amount of radiation flux from the transition region.	 However, when the
emission line fluxes in EUV and XUV regions that are of transition region origin are
combined they amount to only about 3x10 5 ergs cm-2 s -1 . The deficit between this
value and the conduction flux is just sufficient to provide the observed Lyman-a flux.
Hence, one is tempted to assign the energy source for the Lyman-a flux to thermal
conduction from the corona. This provides an apparent energy balance, but it raises
r	 r, other problems.
? No physival model of the transition region has been developed that successfully r
carries energy from the corona into the Lyman-a region in sufficient quantity to even y
approximate the observed Lyman-a flux (cf. Athay, 1981c; Gabriel, 1976). The basic
problem is that for a temperature of, say, 5x104 Kthe value of dT/ dh required to give
a conduction flux of 3x105 ergs cm-2 s -1 , as required by Lyman-a, is about 0.6 K cm -1 . J
Observed emission measures, on the other hand, require a value of dT/ dh approxi-
mately 100 times smaller. Also, an enthalpy flux of this magnitude at 5x10 4 ,f rxr,', an J
average hydrogen density of 10 10 cm--3 would require an average downflow velocity of G
75 km s'1 , which is unacceptably large. Thus, while the suggestion that thermal con-
duction from the corona is somehow connected to Lyman-a radiation is attractive, it
remains for someone to discover an energy transport process that transports coronal
energy effectively into the temperature region where Lyman-a is formed.
The author is indebted to A. Skumanich-for helpful comments on the manuscript.
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Modals of Transition Region and Coronai Plasma In Solar "Loop" Structurss
J. C. Raymond and R. Rosner
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics
The theory of coronal loops has been extensively developed 'in the last few years.
We will discuss comparisons between the simple version of the theory and observations
before turning to more recent theoretical work.
A. Comparison of Equilibrium Models with Observations.
The theory of static, magnetically confined corona) loops (e.g., Landini & Monsignori-
Fossi 1975; Craig, McClymont & Underwood 1978; Rosner, Tucker & Vaiana 1978;
Vesecky, An*lochos & Underwood 1979; Levine & Pye 1980; Jordan 1980) makes two
very general, fairly testable. predictions. The models assume local energy balance; the
sum of the non-radiative heating (mechanical or electromagnetic), the radiative energy
losses, and the divergence of the ,conductive dux must be zero. The heating rate is gen-
erally taken to be some simple function of the distance along the loop, or of density, and
constant pressure or hydrostatic equilibrium Is assumed. The models are quite insensitive
to the details of the heating, and reflect mainly the balance between thermal conduction
and radiative losses. The prediction responsible for much of the recent interest in loop
models Is the scaling 'law (Rosner, Tucker & Vaiana 1978)
Tn = 1400(pL) 1 13.
Differing assumptions, mn--t notably the shape of the cooling curve, lead to slightly
different relations (e.g., Craig, McClymont & Underwood 1978).
Tl^ds scaling relation has been discussed by Pallavicini et al. (1981) using Skylab
S054 data. While compact flare loops do not fit the relation, in the sense that the lengths
predicted from the temperature and pressure are much larger than the observed lengths,
this is not surprising, since such loops last too short a time to be considered static. All
other features, ranging from compact high pressure active region loops to long, lot.j pres-
sure loops connecting different active regions, fit the scaling prediction extremely well. In
fact, the scatter In the plot of predicted length versus measured length is only about
what would be expected from the uncertainty inherent in the temperature determination
alone.
The small scatter is remarkable, because none of the measured quantities is obviously
equivalent to the theoretical quantity in the scaling law. The theoretical relation uses the
• maximum temperature in the loop, while the measured temperature is a mean over the
actual temperature range, weighted by the emissivities in the observed wavelength bands.
Since the temperature gradient goes to zero at T n the emission measure does peak
there, and the measured temperature should be only slightly lower than T ax .
 The simple
model does not predict the temperature structure perpendicular to the lop axis. It is
potentially nonuniform, since each field line is effectively isolated from the others, and it
15	 ^
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may be quite Interesting to explore this possibility, because some heating mechanisms
predict energy deposition in a narrow sheath. However, it the scaling law holds for each
field line, and all are the same length, then the pressure is proportional to T8 and the
volume emissivity to T4, so that the emission Is very heavily weighted toward the highest
temperatures. This is convenient for providing an easy test of the scaling law, but unfor-
tunate for attempts to make observations which discriminate among the various heating
theories.
The small scatter is also surprising in view of the fact that the length which enters
the theory is the length along the field lines. If the loop is twisted, this will be greater
than the lent `h measured on an- X-ray Image. Evidently, the twist is not very great.
Finally, the pressures used to predict the lenghts from the scaling Jaw are based on the
assumption that the hot plasma uniformly fills the observed emitting region. It Is not other-
wise obvious that the loop is not a bundle of fine, high pressure filaments, but apparently
it Is not.
Altogether then, the remarkable agree ment between the scaling law and the observa-
tions yields some support for the accuracy of classical thermal conductivity and the stan-,
dard radiative cooling curves, though it doesn 't say much about the heating mechanism.
This is not wrthout value, since the rather large mean free paths of the faster electrons
could potentially change the thermal conductivity (e.g. Scudder and Olbert 1979), and
thermal diffusion (e.g. Rousel-Dupre 1980) or time-dependent Ionization could distort the
cooling curve beyond recognition.
A second oservational test is the emission measure distribution. The simple loop
model below 109 K is a plane-parallel atmosphere in which the divergence of the thermal
conductive flux balances radiative to ^ q^. If the pressure is con^tant and the radiative
cooling coefficient is propotional to T (applicable between 10 and 10 7 K), the emis-
sion measure distribution is proportional to T. No emission measure curve is available for a
single hot loops but active regions, at least above 10 K, ought to be superpositions of
many loops. If one averages over an entire active region, different structures are likely
to dominate the average at different temperatures. Howev?A, if all loops have an emission
measure distribution proportional to T between 10 5 and 10 K, the sum of their emission
measures must be no steeper than that in this temperature range. Levine and Pye (1980)
have attempted to place limits on the distribution of loop parameters based on X -ray and
EUV observations of an active region, and Pallavicini at a/. (1981) have derived equivalent
loop structures to match the average of an active region. The Vernaza and Reeves
(1978) averaged active region EUV spectrum can be fit with an emission measure curve
(Doyle and Raymond 1981). It turns out to be much steeper than predicted by the ther-
mal conduction theory. Most of the hot plasma in that particular active region is not con-
nected to the chromosphere through a plane -parallel, static transition region dominated by
thermal conduction. The easiest modifications to the simple !oop thee.-Y which would
accommodate the observations are divergence of the magnetic field or mass flaws.
Spectroheliograms from the S082A instrument aboard .Skylab suggest °:hat there are
two separate populations of loops; high temperature hydrostatic ones and *cooler, non-
static loops (e.g. Dere 1981; Cheng, Smith, rind Tand6org-Hanssen 1980). The latter
kxops have been extensively studied by Foukal (1976; 1978). They are sometimes asso-
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elated with sunspots, and seem to have cool cores surrounded by hotter material. The
temperature gradients along the loop axes are so low that thermal conduction is much too
small to balance radiative losses. Even loops selected on the basis of visibility in the high
temperature lines of Mg X or SI XII show detectable associated cool gas. Though there
has been a great deal of theoretical investigation of loop Instabiiities recently, there is no
neat theoretical interpretation of the difference between hot and cool loops.
It is also interesting to consider in detail the distribution of material at one point along
the length of a loop (Raymond and Foukai 1981). Three loops for which spectral scans,
were obtained at a known position in the loop above the limb were selected from raster
scans of the Harvard Skylab spectroheliometer. Two were cool loops of the sort studied
by Foukal, and the third was a hot, X-ray  emitting loop. Offlimb spectra were chosen to
avoid confusion with i;cckground tranistion region emission and to make it possible to use
weak lines normally buried by the Lyman continuum emission. An emission measure curve
was constructed based on about 50 lines. We made the usual assumption of ionization
equilibr:um, then looked for discrepancies indicative of departures from equilibrium. Such
departures were found in the highest quality loop spectra. Line ratios of O 111, O IV, and
Ne VII showed that these lines were formed at temperatures below their equilibrium tem-
peratures. This means that the gas was rapidly cooling, presumably radiatively. The emis-
sion measure curves show the presence of gas throughout the temperature range to which
the instrument was sensitive, 2 x 104 to 4 x 1086 K. The low temperature gas is too high.
above the surface of the Sun to be in hydrostatic; equilibrium. The highest temperatures,
as indicated by the [Fe XVIII] and S XIV lines, are present with about a tenth the emission
measure of the x 2 x 106 K peak of the emission measure curve.
The high temperature gas should not be there. The height above the surface is
known, since the distance above the limb is measured from the raster scans. The pres-
sure is known from line ratios and from emission measure - volume analysis. Static loop
models predict that the thermal conduction flux at any height can be at most what can be
radiated away by the layers below. While the pressure, height and temperature (2 x 106
K) of the peak of the emission measure curve satisfy this prediction, the hottest gas
observed produces an order of magnitude too much conductive flux. One possible expla-
nation would involve high temperature loops with high pressures and very small filling fac-
tor along the line of sight. An intriguing alternative speculation is that this gas is directly
connected with the heating procb_. *, . Most theories of energy deposition in active region
loops rely upon heating which is localized in very small volumes. The energy is then distri-
buted by conduction or advection. The existence of a rather small amount of gas at tem=
peratures significantly above the typical temperature of a given loop is a natural conse-
quence of such theories. The theories are not yet able to make detailed predictions of
how much or how hot it should be, however.
0. Existence and Stability of Equilibrium Loop Atmospheres.
Within the past ssnveral years, the existence and stability of equilibrium solutions to
the hydrostatic equations of motion for magnetically-confined "loop" structures on the solar
surface have been extensively studied (Antiochos 1979; Habbal & Rosner 1979; Hood &
Priest 1979; Priest 1980). As will be discussed further below, the temporal behavior of
the confined atmosphere is not at all straightforward to predict, particularly because It is
difficult to realistically simulate the appropriate boundary conditions at the "loop" fGat-
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points (i.e., at the base of the transition region) in analytic calculations. However, by the
end of the Skylab/ATM Active Region Workshop, the consensus view held that unless the
conductive flux at the loop base was "large", instability was inevitable, and that the loop
atmosphere was then unlikely to be In a state approximating hydrostatic conditions_(Rrleat
1980). Under these circumstances, the extegt to which the predictions based on wimple
loop models match the data Is even more remarkable than just discussed above.
Existence of Equilibrium Solutions. The question of existence of hydrostatic equili-
brium solutions to the 'loop" equations of motion arose soon after the Initial discussions of
such so!Ntion. For example, Flood & Priest (1979) focussed on the problem of finding solu-
tions In the case that the temperature at the transition region boundary was specified,
and showed that (for fixed loop length and local heating rate) ±'ne equilibrium equations do
not always yield a continuum of solutions as the loop pressure is allowed to vary as a free
parameter, We shall not review this earlier work (cf. priest 1980), but instead discuss a
somewhat different calculation, which may have some relevance to recent observations of
coronal emission from very active late-type scars. Rosner et al. (1982) have recently
reexamined the equilibrium analysis for confined coronal plasma, and In particular have
extended the analysis to higher corona! temperatures. Three regimes turn out to be of
Importance as the coronal heating rate Is Increased: (I) classical thermal conduction pre-
vails In the tranaitloo region and line doling dominates the coronal radiative losses; (11)
classical thermal conduction prevails in Me transition region and bremsatrahlung dominates
the coronal radiative losses; and (ill) ;neat flux-saturated thermal conduction prevails In the
transition region and bremsstrahlung dominates the coronal radiative losses.
It Is quite straightforward to solve the hydrostatic equations of motion in these three
regimes. The basic new physical effeO which enters Into the analysis Is the fact that
(for fixed loop length) for temperatures log T < 7.3 [the exact value of T depending on
the radiative equilibrium calculations used], the maximum classical thermal conductive flux
in the transition region scales exactly the same way with the coronal temperature as the
critical threshold value of the thermal flux necessary to Initiate heat flux saturation (which
scaler- Is the product of the sound velocity and the pressure); but for log T > 7.3, the
scaling behavior of the critical flux changes, and heat flux saturation becomes possible.
The consequence of this behavior Is best apprecated_If one plots the maximum loop tem-
perature versus the Input heating flux (in era cm sec ; see Fig. 1). It is evident that a
rather curious phenomenon takes place: for heating rates above some critical value, there
exist two solutions to the equilibrium equations, neither of which Is stable! The lack of
stability la easily demonstrated. Consider the upper branch first: these solutions have
coronal temperatures above the critical value at which heat flux saturation takes place,
yet are based on the assumption of classical thermal conduction; such solutions are there-
fore Internally inconsistent, and one would expect heat flux saturation to Initiate. Now
consider the lower branch: here the coronal temperature is below that required for heat
flux saturation, yet the model assumes saturated heat conduction in the transition region;
again, the model Is internally inconsistent, and one would expect the heat flux saturation
process to shut off. Thus, neither solution can be in steady state. It Is indeed tempting
to associate the highly variable high-temperature components of active late-type stars
with such a process, but more study (particularly, detailed simulation of the non-linear
development of the Instability In this regime) Is clearly called for.
The particular example just discussed may well serve as an apt caution that obtaining
solutions to the equilibrium equations of motion (static or not) Is quite insufficient. Not only
{
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may one oot always obtain equilibrium solutions, but even K such solutions can be found,
such solutions may be totally unstable (either because they are Internally Incorisistent, as
here, or because of other time-dependent processes which the equilibrium equations ignore
on a priori grounds; see below).
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Figure 1,-, Variation of the maximum coronal temperature with the imposed "mechanical"
hiaating flux for a simple hydrostatic "loop" model (from Rosner, Golub, & Valana
1982); the assumed tWansition temperature marking changeov;±r to the heat flux-
saturated regime Is 10 K. The domain of heat input for which no consistent equilir
brium models exist is shown in dashed lines.
Stability of Equilibrium Solutions. The early work on stability focussed on two dis_
tlnct issues: first, are the equilibrium solutions stable to Isobaric perturbations if the base
temperature Is held fixed, or, second, if the base conductive flux Is held fined (Antiochos
1978; Habbal & Rosner 1979; Hood & priest 1980). The first case (A) would seem to be
appropriate If the base Is located sufficiently deep in the atmosphere so that corona) (or
transition region) perturbations do not disturb local energy balance; the second case (8) is
more appropriate if the base of the loop is chosen to lie In regions where radiative
processes can control the temperature rise (cf. Marl et at, 1979), and is more difficult to
treat because the base may take on the character of a free surface whose spatial loca-
tion may vary. The results of Antiochos (1979) and Hood & Priest (1980) for case A
(which assumes Axed conditions In the underlying chromospheric plasma) showed instability
	
a
was inevitable for small base conductive fluxes, but with growth rates sensitively depen-
dent on the ratio of bsae to peak temperature.
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The issue for case B is more complex, and depends on whether one chooses to fix
the base conductive flux at fixed location (so that the base temperature is free to vary;
Antiochos 1979; Hood & Priest 1979), or at fixed temperature (so that the base location
is free to vary; Habbal & Rosner 1979); K is not clear which alternative Is realized in
nature (see however Basri et al. 1979). Previous predictions of loop instability in the first
case have been recently shown to be in error by Craig & McClymont (1981), who demon-
strate that for a realistic radiative loss function at low temperatures, the instability time
scales for the most unstable modes of Antiochos or Hood & Priest for the "thermally-
isolated" case far exceed typical observed lifetimes of the loop structures in question;
we therefore conclude that for this case, instability of hydrostatic equilibrium solutions is
irrelevant for modelling of all but the longest-lived loop structures. For the case of fixed
conductive flux at fixed temperature, Habbal & Rosner ( 1979) showed that the stability of
hydrostatic equilibrium solutions depended on (1) the ability of the loop base to adjust to
coronas (or transition region) perturbations; and (ii) the response of the local heating pro-
cess to imposed perturbations. For a particularly simple class of perturbations (which
correspond to uniformly increasing the loop temperature, and 'pushing' the transition region
downwards), liabbai & Rosner demonstrated stability for all the heating processes they
considered. This result is not conclusive: there may exist classes of Perturbations which
do lead to instability; and their relatively simple parametrization of the various corona)
heating processes may not properly take account of the fully-nonlinear response of such
heating mechanisms. Because of the difficulty of proceeding any further by analytical
means in this case, Peres et al. (1981) chose to attack the problem by numerical simula-
tion. This approach also avoids the problem of choosing the appropriate boundary condi-
tions at the nominal base of the loop; rather than adopting essentially ad hoc boundary
conditions at, for example, the base of the transition region (which may or may not be
based justified cn physical grounds), simulation allows one to calculate the response of the
underlying atmosphere. Using a time -dependent, 1-D, single fluid hydrodynamic code, vari-
able spacing, and allowing for upper chromospheric response, Peres et al. showed that
hydrostatic equilibrium solutions are quite robust: even large amplitude perturbations did
not result in catastrophic instability; loop evolution appeared to be largely governed by
mass exchange across the transition region, resulting in loop behavior which strongly
resembled that of the 'evaporative' time-dependent model of Krall & Antiochos (1980), in
which the response of the atmosphere lying below the loop base was assumed as an ad
hoc boundary condition (Fig. 2). It is notable, however, that these calculations did not
take into account the response of the "mechanical" heating process to the perturbation;
some effort in this direction is currently underway (Ferrari et al. 1982). Similar results
showing the great stability of the corona and transition region to even substantial pertur-
bations, but based on a rather different 1-D, two-fluid time-dependent hydro code, have
been recently obtained by Boris, Mariska, Oran, and coworkers at NRL (cf. Boris & Mariska,
this volume, and references therein; see also An, McClymont, & Canfield 1980). Their
work in fact argues that the corona-transition region structure is the unavoidable end pro-
duct of the nonlinear evolution of an initially-uniform state (as related calculations for ther-
mal , instability of the interstellar medium suggested earlier; see also Craig 1980). The
simulations thus show that (i) earlier concerns that hydrostatic models may be unavoidably
unstable were unfounded; (Ii) the loop base does appear to act as a free surface in the
simulations.
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Figure 2: Response of an initially hydrostatic loop atmosphere to a perturbation in heating
rate for typical active region conditions (from Peres et a/, 1981); the caiculation is	 E
meant to simulate the evolution of active region structures (as opposed to flaring
behavior). Note that the model calculation shows evidence for "evaporation", e.g.,
mass exchange across the chromosphere/transition region boundary, In response to
the perturbation.
f
C. Conclusions.
From both the observational and the theoretical perspective, it now appears that the
gross properties of the confined corona can be understood by considering simple hydros-
tatic equilibrium models, although the reasons for this are quite -complex and, in some
cases, still not well-understood; the difficulty of matching the observed steep differential
emiselcr.:measure profiles in spatially-unresolved data stands as a particularly vexing prob-
lem. When one however looks at the corona in some detail, the simplicity dissolves, and-It
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is apparent that hydrostatic models are seriously inadequate. Observations of intensity
fluctuations, of persistent up and down flows, of relatively cool matter residing at coronal
heights, of apparent spatial comingling of hot plasmas at quite different temperatures, all
call for more sophisticated modeling. The new plasma simulations have appeared at---an
opportune -VIme.
This work was supported by NASA contract NAS 5 -3949 and the Langley-Abbot Program of
the Smithsonian Institution (JR) and by the NASA Solar-Terrestrial Theory Program at the
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics (RR).
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INTRODUCTION
We have recently reviewed this general subject (Leibacher and Stein, 1980; Stein
and Leibacher, 1980) and several other good reviews have also appeared during the last
year: "The Sun as a Star" (Jordan, 1981), "Solar Phenomena in Stars and Stellar
Systems" (Bonnet and Dupree, 1981), and "On the Theory of Coronal Heating
Mechanisms" (Kuperus, Ionson and Spicer, 1981). We shall not attempt to duplicate
this work, but will rather outline the problem and comment on some recent
investigations. The bibliography extends beyond the actual references cited here, to
guide the reader to the recent literature.
What are the problems? We grew up with texts such as Unsold and Aller and the
paradigm that the atmospheres of stars were in radiative equilibrium. The existence
of higher temperature outer atmospheres violates• this picture, and is incompatible
-with a structure controlled by thermal energy transport. The problem is that we have
a 'heat flux from a cool region of the star to a hot region of the star, which violates the
second law of thermodynamics. Something is required to make that occur, namely a
non-thermal energy flux. While convection transports the thermal flux, a very small
percentage Is converted into a nonthermal flux. The major part of the outgoing
convective energy is turned back into the radiation field which gets decoupled from
the star when the star becomes-tjranspa4ent and the radiant energy escapes to space.
The small non-thermal flux (10 10 of the thermal flux) is transmitted upwards
and becomes the dominant energy flux still coupled to the star.
Any proposed non-thermal heating mechanism must address four issues. First,
the -radiative losses from the chromosphere and corona are observed, and any
mechanism must generate at least that much non-thermal energy. Unfortunately, that
is all too easy, to do. Almost any process can generate enough flux from the
convection zone, because the amount needed is such a small fraction of the thermal
flux. So this is a good place to start. If the mechanism doesn't provide this threshold
you might as well forget about it. Second, and much more challenging, is the vertical
distribution of -temperature and dissipation. Acoustic waves provide a lot of energy,
but can they get it up to the corona? (It is worth recalling that the losses from the 	 a
non-thermal flux in the photosphere far far exceed the losses in the chromosphere,
which in turn far exceed the losses in the corona.) This has lead people to turn to
Alfven waves which are capable of propagating; energy to great heights. That is all
a	 ryy
well and good, but they may provide only 0.1% of the energy losses in the
chromosphere, which remains an outstanding problem when discussing Alfven waves.
Third, the variation of the observed radiative losses across the HR diagram, their
dependence upon surface gravity and ,-effective temperature, has proved to be a very
fruitful discriminator. EINSTEIN and IUE observations have served to unblock a
situation that existed in solar physics for a long time. The acoustic heating hypothesis
has been judged and found deficient. There are probably several mechanisms at work
simultaneously, both within one star as a function of altitude between the
chromosphere and corona, and across the HR diagram. Finally, there is the issue of
spatial and temporal inhomogeneity of the heating. How does it vary across the
surface of the star, and how does it vary in time? Is the heating stead; state or is it
impulsive, is it associated with open and closed structures and hence modulated by
rotation, or is it uniform as for acoustic waves generated by convection?
We shall discuss the acoustic wave and magnetic field associated mechanisms
separately. The two points we would like to make are: First, that while the mood is
shifting away from the acoustic wave hypothesis to currents and magnetic waves
dissipating in the corona, you should not throw the baby out with the bath water. Even
though magnetic, current heating mechanisms are appropriate for the corona, acoustic
waves appear to be appropriate for the temperature minimum, and in terms of the
total energy budget they represent a substantial loss to the solar atmosphere. So don't
believe everything bad you hear about acoustic waves. Secondly, the whole
heterogeneous class of mechanisms associated with "currents", that is currents induced
in pre-existing magnetic structures, while very, very promising and popular, are based
upon a number of very uncertain elements. The theory of stellar rotation cannot yet
describe the sense of the differential rotation that lies at the base of possible
dynamos. Dynamo theory has not yet advanced to the point where the observed
periodicities in the magnetic field arise naturally, nor can. it can predict the fraction
of surface area covered by strong fields, nor the rate of emergence of new flux. The
spectrum of convective motions, which stresses the magnetic fields, R4 assumed to
resemble that of homogeneous turbulence, which we know should be a poor
approximation for the spatial scales involved.
ACOUSTIC WAVE MECHANISM
What are some of the arguments used against non-magnetic waves? First, there
is Athay and White's (1978) and Bruner's (1978, 1981) OSO-8 observations that with the
measured kinetic energy density in the chromosphere (from line widths and shifts),
propagating at the sound speed, you can't get enough energy up into the corona. This is
not true for the temperature minimum and the low chromosphere. The balance
between observed radiative losses and observed kinetic energy density times sound
speed occurs in the upper chromosphere. Secondly, the observed regions of large
energy losses are very inhomogeneous compared to the homogeneous source. If
turbulent convection were the source, we would expect it to be more or less uniform
over the solar surface, but we see loops and active regions which have enormously
larger loss rates than their surroundings. Third, Linsky and collaborators, using IUE
data, showed that the chromospheric radiation losses do not have the inverse
dependence upon surface gravity that acoustic emission predicts,
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(see Bohn, these proceedings). The observed dependence of the magnesium line flux on
the surface gravity is insignificant. In addition, the observed dependence on the
effective temperature is also much smaller than predicted. Just as the observed
radiative losses vary over the HR diagram, they also vary at one point on the HR
diagram. For a given total luminosity and temperature, substantial differences in the
losses from the outer atmosphere are observed. This contradicts another paradigm -
the Russell-Vogt theorem - that the structure of a star depends only upon its mass and
chemical composition. What we are seeing is evidence for a third dimension to the HR
diagram, possibly rotation. This is incompatible with the basic concept of the acoustic
wave mechanism, that convective generation is a function of g and Te fonly. Finally
the dissipation lengths are off. A lot of energy is generated, buT the vertical
distribution of the dissipation doesn't match up with the observations. Figure 1 shows
that most of the wave energy is dissipated near the temperature minimum and doesn't
produce a corona (Fig. 2). This calculation started with a radiative equilibriumx
atmosph2re Iwith a boundary temperature of 4500 K. An acoustic wave flux of 4 X 10
ergscm s was fed into the bottom of the atmosphere by a piston, and the
atmosphere heated up, until a quasi-steady state was established. We see that as the
waves reach the visible surface they suffer radiative losses, and the flux drops
enormously. This is characteristic of radiative damping. For most waves that have
some compressibility, as soon as the fluctuations can see outer space most of the
wave's energy gets radiated away. Here 80% of the energy is lost by radiative
damping. For other stars it could be 99%. There is a very strong filter function
between the predictions of acoustic flux generation below the visible surface and what
arrives in the chromosphere and corona. Most of the energy is lost in the photosphere.
(It is interesting to consider what effect all of this mechanical energy loss below the
temperature minimum will have on radiative equilibrium models.) The second drop in
the flux further out is due to the formation of shocks and the onset of dissipation,
which forms the temperature minimum. Short • period, short wavelength waves
dissipate their energy about 3-400 km. above T = i. The important point is that after
these waves have traveled up another 4-5 scale heights all their energy is dissipated.
Very little of the energy reaches the corona. Another way of seeing this is by looking
at the temperature structure (Figure 2). Depen(`ng on the opacity, a temperature rise
to 5-7000 K is obtained. Note that the chromospi : •ic structure is very sensitive to the
radiative losses. Hence we may be able to cab: uiate accurate chromospheric models,
even with an uncertain energy input. Again we see that all the energy has been
dissipated at chromospheric temperatures. There is no corona. Thus the acoustic.
heating mechanism (or equivalently slow magnetic waves) can account for the
structure of the low chromosphere, but not the corona.
MAGNETIC MECHANISMS
How does the magnetic field influence the heating of structures on the sun?
Consider the flow of energy through the sun, illustrated in Figure 3. A thermal flux
carries the energy from the interior nuclear energy source to the surface. It is a
radiative flux in the interior and becomes a convective flux in the outer third of the
sun. The presence of a magnetic field in the turbulent convective zone provides a
restoring force against which the convective motions can do work; they can store some
of their energy in the field. Two very different scales of motion play a role: giant
cells, with sizes comparable with the depth of the convection zone, drive the dynamo
giving rise to the surface magnetic fields, while small scale motions (shear turbulence)
25
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Figure 1. Acoustic wave flux and dissipation as a function of mass column density
(Stein, unpublished). An initial atmosphere in radiative equilibrium above r 1 and
adiabatic below is heated by 30s period acoustic waves and cooled by gray LTE
radiation, until a quasi-stationary state is reached.
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Figure 2. Temperature as a function of mass column density. Calculations, similar to
figure 1, were performed using two different opacities, one a table calculated by
Kurucz (private communication) and the other a power law fit by Ulmschneider et al.
(1978). Also shown is the empirical model of Vernazza. Avrett and Loeser (1981).
These results are similar to those of Ulmschneider et al. (1978). }
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stress the surface fields to generate a non-thermal flux that is transmitted along them.
The dependence of magnetic heating mechanisms upon the vagaries of a dynamo
involving both convective motions and rotation to generate the basic restoring force
-contrasts with the acoustic wave mechanism, which depends only upon convection. We
suspect that magnetic mechanisms may possess some of the stochastic properties of
the large scale solar magnetic field -cycles on the order of tens of years and variatic • -5
on the order of tens of cycles -to which some of the dispersion in observed
chromospheric and coronal properties at a given position on the HR diagram may be
attributed. In addition, the dynamo will vary as rotation varies, on a time scale
possibly short compared to evolution.
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Figure 3. Flow chart of energy transport through the sun and other cool stars (after
Rosner, previous workshop).
The magnetic field can do two things: First, as a flux tube rises because of the
buoyancy associated with its magnetic energy density, it will be subjected to the
turbulent stresses of the convection zone through which it passes. The tube rises up
into the corona, where the magnetic pressure dominates the gas pressure, so that any
unbalanced magnetic .forces cannot be resisted, and, after an agitated beginning, a loop
relaxes to a potential configuration (Galloway and Weiss 1981, Golub et al. 1980, Golub
et al. 1981). Its stresses are relieved by work done against the surrounding corona
(Book, 1980) and by dissipation of the currents associated with the helicity of the
magnetic field. It now appears that magnetic flux is continuously appearing all over
the sun, and that upward advection of stressed fields could make a substantial
contribution to coronal heating. Second, the turbulent convective motions can shake
MODIFIED
ATMOSPHERE
I 'RECYCLING
the flux tube, twist it and induce currents- to flow along it. As the energy is being
transmitted out very little is dissipated on route. However, when it gets up to a
region where the gas pressure is very low compared -to the magnetic pressure, the
magnetic field once again is important in dissipating the non-thermal flux. There are
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a number of dissipation mechanisms that astronomers are familiar with primarily in
the context of solar flare theory. These mechanisms involve either very high current
densities, filamentation of the currents so that the current density in a very small area
goes up and becomes unstable, or shearing of the magnetic field, which also leads to
instability. Once the non-thermal flux is dissipated, the energy can either escape to
space by radiation or via the solar wind if it is in an open structure, a coronal hole, or
it can be recycled, that is, conducted back down, changing the structure of the lower
atmosphere. Again the magnetic field plays a role in channeling this flux, which can
be a source of energy to a number of secondary processes, such as spicules. This
energy can be recycled and transmitted through many many processes before , it finally
escapes. Hence we must be careful that we don't become simplistic looking for a one-
shot mechanism throughout the entire atmosphere. That is the big picture and now we
shall discuss the individual components.
(i) Generation
The magnetic fields coring through the visible surface have a huge magnetic
energy, but often they are sitting there in a loop, a potential configuration. There is a
large energy density, but there is no way of using it, because it is in its lowest energy
state. There is no magnetic free energy. The potential field, those nice loops we see,
don't have any free energy. Magnetic flux coming up through the convection zone is
subject to a lot of stresses. When it emerges it is in a stressed configuration. It can
relax into a potential field and get rid of those stresses. Alternatively, once this flux
tube linking the convection zone with the corona exists, the convective motions can
agitate it, shale it around, because the kinetic energy density is greater than the
magnetic energy density. Consider a flux tube of length 9. I/ which is twisted a small
distance k r This will produce a perpendicular magnetic fieM of the order of
aB '% B(R2 
^,
//),
where Z A / is the tangent of the angle through which the magnetic field lines were
twisted. Th4 energy density is
2
e^ (Rl/ R,/^)2.
If the magnetic tube is twisted by the length Q I every correlation time r, by for
example granules or super granules, then the rate o#-energy generation is
B2 Z 2 -1
47T R//
C
	 If the driving velocity is u, then
fk	 Q1 uT.
E	 If the flux tube is twisted slowly, the non-thermal energy flux is
FDC % (B2/4,r)(u2 r/9,	 T> Z ///a
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x(Sakurai and Levine, 1981, Sturrock and Uchida, 1981) where a = B/1 i47rp is the Alfven
speed. If the agitation is rapid, that is on a time scale less than the Alfven propagation
time along the loop, then ^ becomes the distance the disturbance can propagate in a
correlation time,
2
FA = —TF u = P11 a.
	
T<Y, /a
We get something which looks very familiar, the kinetic energy density times the Alfven
speed. If the flux tube is twisted slowly enough a DC current is produced, if rapidly
enough Alfven waves are produced. Note, these waves are actually tube modes (Spruit,
1981a,b), because of the loop structure of the magnetic field.
Both currents and waves are extremes of a very similar situation. Twisting a flux
tube generates a vxB, a current. If the loop is capable of dissipating the energy more
rapidly than it is fed in, then a steady DC current along the loop is generated. If the
bottom of the loop is twisted rapidly, with a coherence time of the motion less the
Alfven propagation time along the loop, then waves are generated. These waves have
currents associated with them, which can be dissipated in much the same manner as DC
currents. There is, however, some difference in there two situations, since when the
field is twisted at high frequency macroscopic motions are associated with the currents.
Those macroscopic motions can be dissipated by all of the acoustic wave mechanisms,
so there is another dissipation channel. Alfven waves are somewhat of an exception, in
the sense that they are compressionless; they don't have a density fluctuation associated
with them. Other magnetic waves, the fast and slow modes, have compressibility
associated with the currents and that compressibility can lead to dissipation.
Let us note that Osterbrock had all these ideas way back in 1961. The problem
was that magnetic fields in those days were thought to be smaller, so the dissipation of
Alfven waves love i' iwn was very substantial, and the energy never got to the corona.
That can still be , , roblem for some modes. Even when enough non-thermal energy is
generated, it must propagate through the -emperature minimum and be transmitted to
the corona, not dissipated low down. Slow i,iodes will be damped by radiation, similar to
the acoustic waves we saw before. Mode coupling occurs whereby large amplitude
Alfven waves form other waves which run away and damp much more efficiently. So
the process of getting energy through the temperature minimum and up to the corona is
still complicated.
The expression for the energy flux due to rapid twisting of the flux tube footpoints
can be scaled to other stars (Stein, 1981). In an equipartition surface field, the flux
generated as Alfven and slow mode waves is comparable,
_	
FA
 4	
FS 
4
	 10-9 g-0.2T 2.2
a Teff	 Teff	
.
_	 eff
Slow modes are just acoustic waves travelling along the flux tube. Note that the
dependence on both surface gravity and effective temperature is much weaker than for
acoustic waves in non-magnetic regions, in much better accord with the MgII
observations. This leads us to think that slow mode (acoustic) waves heat the lower
atmosphere, the temperature minimum and low chromosphere, while Alfven waves,
which dissipate further up, heat the corona.
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(ii) Transmission
Recently, an interesting way of looking at the transmission of this magnetic free
energy through the temperature minimum up into the corona has been proposed by
Ionson (1980) and Spicer (1981). Instead of looking at the transmission of. waves along
the loop waveguide, the loop can be viewed as part of a complete current cir cult (Figure
4). A single loop can be viewed as a circuit with an emf, a distributed resistance,
inductance and capacitance. Or the circuit instead of closing from one footl*Int to the
other, can close within the same footpoint, and the loop contain antiparalle :l currents.
,How these circuits close in or below the photo sphere is a major uncertainty. Finally, in
an open field line, the circuit is closed at infinity. We can consider the circuit as made
up of parallel or coaxial wires. The inductance of the circuit is of order
L I k ///c2
where k! // is the length of the circuit, and we have neglected the logarithm of the ratio
of the w'it^e separation to their size. The capacitance of the circuit is
C	 e k 	 R//c2/a2
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Figure 4. Equivalent circuits for open and closed magnetic field configurations. See
also Ionson (1980) and Spicer (1981).
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where s is the dielectric constant of the plasma. The resistance of t1he circuit is
R = nP. /A,
where n = a 1 = 4v f / cc^,,2 is the resistivity, f is the effective collision frequency
of the electrons witft tadTi other, with ions or wi)^ clun-.pad charges due to instabilities
and waves in the plasma, w is the electron plasma frequency, and A is the cross
sectional area through whicrthe current flows. Although we treat the equivalent
circuit as a linear system, in reality the resistance is a function of the current, because
the effective collision frcquency and area through which the current flows are
determined by non-linear processes.
If we think of the circuit as a transmission liner then when the resistance and
leakage are small, it will propagate waves at the Alfven speed
-1/2
VtR )t^	 _a.
ll	 11
Small but finite resistance and leakage reduce this velocity. It is thus reasonable that a
L RC circuit with small resistance has a resonant frequency
wo _ (LC)-1 /2 a/ Y,// '
where L and C are the lumped values for the entire circuit. This resonant frequency
implies global oscillations of the entire loop (Ionson, 1980). The time constant of the
circuit (which also holds in the limit of large resistance and no oscillations) is
TM ^ L/R N Ahic2.
This is also the magnetic field diffusion time or resistive skin time. The Joule heating
time scale in the corona is, however, much shorter, since the thermal energy density is
much less than the magnetic energy density,
rJH	 a ^` M
(Spicer, 1981), where a Sit P/B 2 is the ratio of thermal to magnetic energy densities.
The transition region produces reflections in the transmission line because of the
Impedance mismatch across it, just as it produces reflections of waves because of the
sudden change in propagation speed. At the transition region the abrupt change in
Alfven speed produces an abrupt change in the capacitance, while the abrupt change in
density produces an abrupt change in resistance. Spreading of the loop also occurs and
reduces the resistance and to a lesser extent modifies both the inductance and
capacitance.
(iii) Dissipation
Whether one thinks of the energy as transported by Alfven waves or currents, it
mijst be dissipated. finless very small scale structures are somehow continually
generated, the damping lengths will be large compared with the lengths of coronal
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loops, and the dissipation rate will be very small. In terms of the circuit model, the
problem can be viewed as follows: If the resistance in the circuit is small, the circuit
will have a well defined resonant period rind a high Q value. Such a resonant circuit will
dissipate only the energy fed into it in the band width
A(4wo = Q I = R /C—7L—= (woT M)-1
about the resonant frequency. Even though all the energy produced by the driver in this
spectral range is dissipated, for a large Q this may be an insignifico;it fraction of the
total power in the driving photosperic velocity field. For significant treating, Q must be
near 1, or in the wave picture, the damping length must be comparable to the length of
the loop.
There are two processes that are treated more naturally in the wave picture: The
first is damping of waves by radiative transfer, which applies primarily to the slow
mode acoustic-gravity waves in the photosphere. The second is non-linear coupling
between wave modes. Coupling from Alfven to compressive slow cr fast waves is
especially important for damping.
Whichever model of energy transmission one uses - either waveguide or cirk nits
dissipation occurs because collisions transfer momentum and energy, in a way that
randomizes kinetic energy of directed moteons into thermal kinetic energy. This occurs
via two processes: viscosity and resistivity. Viscosity leads to energy and momentum
transfer between different portions of fluid in relative macroscopic motion. It is
significant only where fluid parcels a mean free path apart are in relative motion.
Resistivity transfers energy from the drifting electrons in an electric current to the
thermal plasma. It leads to Joule heating and magnetic field reconnection. Classically,
the collisions involved in both processes are binary collisions between individual
particles. However, in a plasma, collective effects (moves of the plasma) can clump the
charges, thereby increasing the effective charge of a scattering center enormously and
hence greatly increasing the effective coulomb collision rate, which produces
"anomolous transport" of energy and momentum.
The energy dissipated by currents or waves is ultimately either (1) radiated away,
(2) recycled back down to the chromosphere, or (3) on open field lines given to the
stellar wind. On open field lines the wind is a bottomless pit absorbing all the energy
and momentum fed into it. Indeed, as others at this meeting have stressed, energy and
momentum transfer from Alfven waves is crucial in producing cool winds in giant stars.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, acoustic waves are not everything they were cracked up to be, but
let us not overreact and forget them entirely. They are probably the dominant
mechanism at the temperature minimum. Magnetic fields are really not the scary
things we thought they were, although the ingredients of the magnetic controlled
mechanisms are not as well understood as the Lighthill mechanism for generating
acoustic waves. This is the canonical way to end a talk, saying that there remains lots
of good stuff still to do. Dynamos require a lot- more study. The rate of emergence of
flux tubes and the fraction of the surface area covered by them is very important, and
is still very uncertain. We have a very good mechanism for coupling the convection
rR . .
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zone to the corona, but a very small fraction of the convection zone is actually
permeated by these flux tubes and how that varies from star to star is very important.
The spectrum of energy generation is poorly understood. The whole question of
resonant circuits is exciting, but needs more development. Again we would like to
emphasize that waves and currents are largely two ways of looking at the same thing.
For dissipation processes we can fall back on what we have learned in solar flares. In
spite of the difficulty of that subject, we have learned a lot about the dissipation
mechanisms in the last several years. Finally, we shouldn't forget how important the
recycling of energy via advection and conduction is.
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SOLAR ACTIVITY — THE SUN AS AN X-RAY STAR
i
Leon Golub
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
ABSTRACT
The existence and constant activity of the Sun 's outer atmosphere are now
thought to be due to the continual emergence of magnetic fields from the Solar
interior and the stressing of these fields at or near the surface layers of the Sun.
The structure and activity of the corona are thus symptomatic of the underlying
magnetic dynamo and the existence of an outer turbulent convective zone on the
Sun. On this view, a sufficient condition for the existence of coroncl activity on.
other stars would be the existence of a magnetic dynamo and an outer convective
zone. However, theoretical estimates of the level of activity to be expected an
:f other stars are extremely uncertain at this time, so that tracers of activity and
their scaling relations must be sought. The theoretical relationship between mag-
netic fields and coroncl activity can be tested in detail by Solar observations, for
` which the individual loop structures can be resolved. However, a number of parame-
ters which enter into the alternative theoretical formulations remain fixed in all
Solar observations. In order to determine whether these are truly parameters of the
	
`	 _,
theory we need to extend our observations to nearby stars on which suitable con-
ditions may occur.
1, Introduction
A substantial fraction of the papers presented at this conference are being
devoted to the subject of how Solar observations can be used to help stellar stu-
dies. I feel it appropriate in the present contribution to address the specific ques-
tion, how can stellar observations help us to understand the formation and heating
of the Sun's corona? This is clearly an area which could be the subject of a meet-
Ing Itself.
In the following I will select only a single well-defined topic, namely observa-
tional testing of magnetic field-related Solar corona) heating theories and discuss in
some detail the ways in which stellar observations may be helpful in testing the
correctness of such, theories proposed within the context of Solar coronal observa-
tions. i will then discuss some of the complications which we know to exist in the
case of the Solar corona, the ways in which these complications may make
Interpretation of stellar data more difficult and some possibilities for simplification
which may allow us to use stellar data in testing Solar -derived theories.
GE BLANK NOT FILMED	 ^ ^ PRECEDING Pa	 ^3 ^^ ^39 ^....
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2. Magnetic Fields and Corona[ Structure
Certainly the most important advance in our understanding of the Solar corona
in the last twenty years has been tno close association found between the loca-
tion on the Solar surface of strong magnetic field regions and the enhanced x-ray
emission above those locations. The fact that ioops of hot plasma were located
above active regions was known many years ago (Billings 1988). However, It has
been the ability to observe the corona on the disk without line of sight integration
effects, which has allowed us to determine the precise nature of the Interaction
aetweer. the magnetic fields acid the Goronal x-ray emitting plasma.
The conne Aion between bipolar surface fields and Goronal x-ray loops is illus-
trated in figure 1. This figure shows four different exposures of an active region,
crasen to show the inner corn loops and the larger, fainter loops connecting more
widely separated portions of the active ragion. The magnetogram, which is
coaligned and to the same scale as the x-ray images, shows that the x-ray loops
do indeed ccnnect opposite polarity areas, as expected.
Fig. 1. 1-bur x-rav images of an active region, showing inner core loops
and larger, weaker outer loops interconnecting regions of opposite
magnetic polaritv,as shown by the bottom magnetogram (from Rosner
et al. 1978a).
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The rapid evolution and possible complexity of these corona) loops structures
is shown in figui a 2. The four images cover two days iii the history of three active
regions; one of then is large and well-developed at the start of the observing
sequence, while two small regions emerge during the observation. We see that the
large region develops a series of complex loops, some of which interconnect to
nearby surface areas on the Sun. The smaller active regions grow rapidly and one
of them flares early in its development (top right). The large range of scale sizes
for coronal loops and the even larger range of surface brightness values encoun-
tered in the Sular corona is evident even from this example.
Fig. 2, Two days in the evolution of an active region and two emerging
f lux regions. Note the rapid and complex development of the x-ray
loops, the flare in the young emerging region and the development
of interconnecting loops between the regions. (Photo courtesy of
G. S. Vaiana)
Figure 3 is a full disk view of the x-ray corona and illustrates most of the
major (non-flare) features seen on the Sun. The bright, overexposed areas are
active regions such as those shown in figures 1 and 2. The larger scale, more
41
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diffuse emission is the evolved state of such large active regions and is often
called quiet corona, although no part of the corona is truly quiet in x-rays. The
elongated dark north-south region is a corona/ ho/e. It is a large region on the sur-
face dominated by a single magnetic polarity, so that the magnetic field becomes
open to interplanetary space. Coronal holes are thus associated with high speed
streams in the Solar wind, recurrent geomagnetic substorms and other terrestrial
disturbances (Krieger, Timothy and Roelof 1973).
Fig. 3. X-ray image of the Solar corona, obtained from the 5-054 x-ray
telescope on Skylab, 1 June 1973. Most of the major non-flare
features of the Solar atmosphere can be seen, including active
regions, bright points, coronal holes and large-scale (quiet
corona) structures. 	 (Photo courtesy G. S. Vaiana)
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The numerous small bright features throughout the corona are the so-called x-
ray bright points. These are now known to be small bits of emerging magnetic
just as are the larger active regions (Golub et a/. 1977). They form a continuous
spectrum of scale sizes with active regions so that the distinction between them
and the larger regions is somewhat arbitrary. However, the shape of the size distri-
butlon is such that the small regions account for most of the emerging magnetic
flux on the Sun, 3xcept near times of maximum sunspot numaer. Equally surprising,
there is an ar .correlation observed between the large and small regions (Golub,
Davis and K..eger 1979), so that the emergence of magnetic fields on the Sun
throughout the Solar cycle is more an oscillation of the wavernumber distribution of
the emerging fields than d variation in the total quantity of flux emerging.
1973Cc [ZOE=-
June	 tune 1J
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 H
Fig. 4. Five Solar rotations of the x-ray corona as seen from Skylab.
Columns are arranged to show the same quadrant on successive
rotations. Note the eruption of a complex of activity in early
September and the very low level of activity in the corona at 90°
longitude separation.
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If we ask the question, what does the typical Solar corona look like in x-rays?,
the answer will depend on exactly when you look. This is Illustrated clearly in figure
4, which shows five Solar rotations observed from Skylab image across is -9w
separated from the adjacent images. Thus each of the vertical columns show the
evrlution of the same Solar longitude during the five rotations. It Is clear from exam-
ining these data, that the corona is highly variable, even during the relatively
brief duration of the Skylab mission. The rapid variability is particularly evident dur-
Ing the fourth and fifth rotations, in which a large complex of activity emerged on
one side of the Sun while there was a marked absence of activity on the ether
hemisphere.- Thus the corona was observed to vary from a Solar maximum type to
a Solar minimum type configuration during a period of only seven days.
The conclusions which we draw from studies of the type briefly reviewed
above -are:
- The Solar corona consists of a compiiceted mixture of structures, both topo-
logically closed and open, with enhanced x-ray emission coming from closed loop
regions.
- The coronal topology is determined by the stochastic emergence of strong
magnetic fields from the Solar interior and the subsequent diffusion of these fields
across the Solar surface.
- Significant variability of the x-ray  emission (outside of flares) can occur on
times scales of the order of the Solar rotation period, or less.
S
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3. Tests of Heating Theories
We will now briefly examine the way In which stellar observations can help to
evaluate theories which are developed in the Solar coiitojxt. We chose magnetic
field-related heating as an example and show that there are parameters which
enter into the theory which may be constant for all Solar loops, but which vary
significantly on other stars. Thus the possibility exists that this class of theories
can be tested by stellar observations, if enough of the other relevant parameters
are measurable quantities.
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The simplified model consists of a single loop of magnetic field, as shown In
flguro 5. We assume the following (see Golub et al. 11180 for a more detailed dis-
cussion):
- The energy necessary for confinement and heating of the plasma derives from
shear at the be, of the loop,
The potential field, labelled BZ, does no heating or confinement,
8	 above is done by the current-related azimuthal fl otd BJ.
The energy available for heating Is
Wm me j2V/81r	 (3,1)
and
dB^/dt = BZ 8vO /az	 (3.2)
The energy balance in the loop Is obtained by assuming that all of the energy gen-
erated In the shearing process is dissipated In the corona:
dWm/dt n EH	 (3.3)
where	 EH 
= 105 pT/d L-6/8	 (3.4)
is the heating function obtained by rxosner et al. (1978b) and assumed in the
fallowing to apply t.0  the full range of loops discussed in that paper.
Combining all of the above relations, we obtain the following general relation,
which does not depend on a particular heating mechanism provided that ,sq. 3.3
holds:
	 13/7 -1/7. p a 2.6(Bl BZ vo) 	 L(3.5)
For the Solar case, eq. 3.5 involves some quantities which are measurable,
namely the coronal plasma pressure p, the loop length L and the longitudinal mag-
netic field BZ at the base of the corona, I.e,, in the upper chromosphere. The quarr
tity v# Is the "effective twisting velocity" (Tucker 1973) and may not be directly
observable; however, It should be related to the fluid velocity at the P-1 level.
The quantity B Is not at the present time Arectly meaaviable In the corona
and theory does tl provide definitive limits on the range of values which It can
an In Golub et al. 1980 we assumed arbitrarily that 8 ) Is a constant fraction
of the longitudinal field BZ for all loops;
e) a a BZ .	 (3.6)
Subsequently, Galeev at a/. (1981) showed that, for a broad class of heating
mechanisms the azimuthal field Is related to the coronal plasma pressure: 	
fpIj
	 (3.7)	 i
The latter relation leads to
p n e3 8z3/2 c114 v;8/7	 (3.8)
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This equation may be integrated over an entire bipolar .region to yield an integral
relation among observable quantities:
U 42 3/2 L7 1/4  v^ 6/7T 	 T(3.9)
where the quantity UT is the total thermal energy content in the corona:
UT r f e dV = f 3p/2 dV .	 0. 10 )
We note that the relation between UT and the total magnetic flux IPT is dominatedby th- trivial dependence between area and volume, since the respective integra-
tions involved those quantities. however, the fact that the loop pressure p and the
longitudinal magnetic fi(Ad BZ in eq 3 .8 are related by the 3 /2 power is specific to
the heating mechanism assumed and does contain true physical content. Comparison
of eq. 3.8 with the previous relation 3.5 is .sufficient to demonstrate this point.
It is at present not possible to test the question whether vo is truly a parame-
ter in coronas heating. Even if it were in principle possible to observe the direct
Inter aption betwe=3n the fluid flows which provide the energy for heating and their
interaction with the magnetic field in producing a shear, it appears at the present
time that such processes occur at a spatial scale which is below the best resolu-
tion limit achieved to date in Solar observations. Moreover, it is likely that the pro-
cess of interest occurs at a depth in the Solar ez,.n,osphere which is not directly
observable by any known means.
Thus, we are forced to consider other means of testing the model. The obvious
method, which now seems to be within reach, is to observe other Solar-type stars
with corona) emission and for which the relevant parameter, in this case v 
'
is very
different from the Solar value. The attempt appears feasible, since the q antity UT
has now been measured on a large number of stars • of spectral type dG through dM
(Vaiana et a/. 1981; Pallavicini et al., this volume) and it now appears thatmay
be measureable on at least -nome of these stars (:wee contributions in these
proceedings). At the same time, the level of surface turbulence In late-type stars
varies by an order of magnitude, which may be enough to decide the question.
4. Are Attempts at Modelling Unresolved Coronae Realistic?
(i) The Division into "Active" vs. "Quiet'" regions
When we consider the extremely complicated mixture of loop structures which
are formed in the Solar corona, it seems reasonable to ask whether unresolved 	 & `
stellar observations which necessarily average over the entire ensemble of struc-
tures in the stellar atmosphere can really be of any use in explicating the proper-
ties of the Solar corona. In the following, we will examine some of the limited infor-
mation available and assess the feasibility of such work. in particular, we will find	 i
that within certain limits there is still a good possibility that unresolved stellar 	 {
observations can answer some Solar questions and that continued close interaction
between the two fields will be fruitful	 J ,i
The usual way in which structure is introduced into unresolved observations of
the emission in a particular line or radiative passband is to arbitrarily assign the
total emission to two atmospheric components, "active" and "quiet" (see, e .g. Giarn-
papa 1980). The question whether such a division is .reasonable in the Solar atmo-
 4
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sphere has specifically been examined by Cook et a/. (1980), In the wavelength
region 1175-2100 A. They used Skylab data from the S-082B instrument and cal-
rocket data, to cover the period 1973-79. Thus the study examined the usefulness
of the active/quiet division both at a single point in the cycle and as a function of
tha cycle.
For our purposes, the major result of the study was that the integrated full
disk flux can reasonably well be represented by:
FX
 = 7r <TQ > disk I fCA + (1-f)]	 (4.1)
where CX is a wavelength- dependent contrast factor I c ve/Iquiet and f is the
fraction of the disk occupied by plage. As a byproduct o the inVestigatirn, Cook 6.
a1. used data from Sheeley (1967) to relate the fraction f to another activity indi-
cator, the Zurich relative sunspot number RZ:
f = 6.3X10 4 R 	 (4.2)
A study of more direct relevance for XUV and x-ray observations was per-
formed by Pallavicini et a/. (1981), using Skylab S-054 and S-056 x-ray and XUV
data. A tyc±;ral set of XUV rasters of an active region is shown in figure 6, which
Fig. 6. Spectroheliograms of a Solar active region in XUV lines observed by
the HCO S-055 experiment on Skylab. (from Pallavicini et al. 1981)
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Illustrates the appearance of a plage region in lines ranging In temperature from
chromospheric ( C II ) to corona) ( Mg X ); the x-ray appearance of such regions
has been illustrated in .figures 1 -3 above. In this study we examined the question
whether there exist intensity values of coronal emission, such as x-rays or Mg X,
which can be used as cuts to separate active vs. quiet areas in the underlying
transition region and chromosphere. Such a procedure is clearly a necessary step
In attempting to interpret unresolved stellar observations and the success of this
effort Is necessary if we are to proceed with the analysis of the stellar data.
The findings of the study are illustrated in figure 7; we have chosen the line of
O VI at ).1032, but the result is similar for the other lines as well.. We find that the
very high contrast in the corona between active and quiet regions on the Solar sur-
face is translated down throughout the entire transition region and into the chrrmo.
sphere. That is, a spatial mask made by applying an intensity cut to a corona) emis-
sion line serves nearly as well in defining a spatial mask for the lower temperature
emission. The procedure allows us to not only divide the XUV integrated emission
Into active and quiet contributions, but also determines automatically the appropri- 	 -
ate value of the intensity value to be used as a cut In each line and the values of
the ratio IactivelIquiet'
r
j
i	
1
04
INTENSITY(counts/0.04s)
	
INTENSITY (counts/0.04 s)
Fig. 7. (left) Observed frequency distribution of intensities in the line of 0 VI
at 1032 A. "Active indicates an area centered on active region structures as
seen in a coronal line (Mg X) and "quiet" refers to the remaining picture
elements in the raster image.
1
(right) Percentage contribution to the integrated intensity over selec-
ted areas of the XUV raster, from data points brighter than I as a function
of I. The three curves plotted are for the entire raster,'for a subarray
centered on an active region and for the remaining area of the raster.
(from PalleVicini et al. 1981)
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(11) Atmospheric Components and Their Variation Throughout the Activity
Cycle
We have so far examined the question, whether coronas emission from
unresolved observations can be represented reasonably well by two-component
models. More precisely, we are asking whether it is possible by unresolved obser-
vations to determine the values of parameters which are of interest in testing
Solar-derived theories for the formation and heating of the corona. To this point it
appears that the approach is a promising one if we are seeking to differentiate a
particular type of Solar feature, such as a large active region, from the weaker and
more diffuse large scale structure generally referred to as "quiet corona".
Unfortunately, we must now face another complication. The Solar atmosphere
does not form itself neatly into just two types of structures. As pointed out in §2,
there are many different types of magnetic structures in the corona, both large and
small, open and closed and with substantially Oifferent temperatures, densities and
evolutionary timescales. A skeleton outline of the range of different atmospheric
constituents found on the Sun is shown in Table 1:
Table 1
Major Components of the Solar Atmospheric Emission
Feature	 Size (109
 cm) Lifetime (sec) Magn. ID (Mx) Distrib. Flux Contrib. M
at min at max
XBP	 1	 <3X104	 <1019	 Uniform	 70	 20
ER	 2-5	 <105	 <1020	 Peaked 20
	 20
AR	 10	 >106	 >1020	 Peaked 10	 40
AR Compl.	 20-50	 >107	 >1022	 Peaked	 0	 20
This table lists the atmospheric components which are important In terms of the
amount of magnetic flux which they bring to the Solar surface. We note that the
relevant quantity is the flux per unit time, denoted above as "flux contribution". If
we consider the effect on corona) structure of the emerged flux, then it is neces-
sary to consider the lifetimes of the various emerging features; thus, the longterm
,4 structure of the large scale corona is controlled by the largest active regions,
even though they account for only a small percentage of the total emerging mag-
netic flux.
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• During the ascending and descending phases of the Solar cycle, a single loop
sizelaingle temperature model is riot adequate to characterize the emission proper-
ties of the corona, except within the limits: noted above.
• Even at Solar maximum and minimum, there is significant short term variability,
on time scales from seconds to days (see figure 4).
In order to produce an overall representation of -Zw4> ,,nal emission in terms of
the various known atmospheric components, we need to consider the evolutionary
histories of the different types of emerging field regions, including their lifetimes,
temperatures, surface distribution patterns and their interaction with nearby atmos-
pheric components. in addition, it is necessary to consider the Solar cycle variation
of all of these quantities, since the relative importance of, e.g., large vs. small
active regions is known to be a strong function of phase in the cycle. Moreover,
the fraction of the, Solar surface area covered by corona) holes is strongly depen-
dent on the cycle, as is the scale size of the quiet corona since this depends on
the properties of the active regions which are feeding the large scale structure.
A first rough attempt at modelling all of these complications is shown in Table
2. We have listed not only the emerging field regions from Table 1, but also the
structures into which they evolve, namely large scale structure from active regions
and complexes of activity, coronal holes from large active regions, and XBP rem-
nants representing the equivalent of the large scale structure at Solar minimum (fig. 8)
Table 2
Properties of Atmospheric Components vs. Solar Cycle
Feature	 Luminosity Contrib.(%)
	
Phase wrt Cycle T (106K) Ine2dl (cm 5)
at min	 at max
XBP 2 0 1800 1.8 1028
ER 2 1 none 2.0 2X1028
AR 5 40 00 2.4 2X1029 r
AR Comp,, 0 30 00 2.4.4.0 1030
XBP Remn. 20 3 1800 1,8 2X1027
LSS 70 25 00 1.8 3X1027
°s
CH 1 1 *900 1.3 3X1028
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Fig. 8. Solar cycle variations of the major components of the Solar corona.
i	 Top curves show the variation throughout a cycle of the percentage area
9
coverage for the largest atmospheric features.
Bottom curves indicate the relative percentage contribution to the total 	 i
integrated Solar coronal emission for the features indicated above and
their evolved forms, where applicable.
I
From examination of this "composite corona" model, we may draw the following
preliminary conclusions:
e The average Solar corona Is dominated by a single type of structure approxi-
mately 50% of the time.
G	 At Solar maximum, we may characterize th^ entire corona) emission by thg %oper-ties of large active regions, with T — 3X10 K and emission measure — 10
10
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of Solar minimum, the corona _ is characterized by T - 1 .8X10 and EM
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6. Conclusions
In answer to the question we have posed, namely are attempts at modelling
unresolved coronae realistic?, the answer with caution seems to be, yes there is
hope. This implies that there is also hope for the larger question, whether stellar
observations can be of use in helping us to understand the physical processes
involved in the formation and heating of the Solar corona. The parameters involved
in testing Solar coronal theories - such as magnetic flux, X-ray and XUV emission,
rotation rates, optical, EUV and x-ray spectral features, surface turbulent velocities
- can be measured, at least on some stars. It is therefore not only legitimate, but
imperative, that Solar physics make use of the vast new opportunities now opening
In the stellar area as a means of advancing our understanding of the Sun's outer
atmosphere.
This work was supported by NASA under grant NASW-112.
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DYNAMIC PHENOMENA IN CORONAL FLUX TUBES
J.T. Mariska and J.P. Boris
E.O. Hulburt Center for Space Research and
Laboratory for Computational Physics
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.G. 20375
INTRODUCTION
One of the major unsolved problems in the study of stellar
atmospheres is the determination of specific physical mechanisms,
geometries, and magnetic structures by which coronae are maintained.
Ultraviolet and soft X-ray components observed in the radiative output
of cool stars and the sun require counter-entropic temperature gradients
for their explanation. The existence of a hot corona has long
been recognized as resulting from mechanical or fluid dynamic effects
and more recently the fact that the magnetic field plays an important
role in this heating has come to be accepted. Thus magnetohgdrodynam.ic
energy release associated with the emergence of magnetic flux through
the chromosphere and its dynamic readjustment in the corona are
major counter-entropic phenomena which must be considered as primary
candidates for coronal heating.
The medium in which these phenomena take place, a hot, magnetically-
confined low-pressure plasma, has itself numerous non-intuitive properties
which must be untangled and understood separately before observations of
transient and spatially localized heating phenomena in this medium can be
interpreted. It is the purpose of this paper to discuss results obtained
using the recently-developed Dynamic Flux Tube Model to simulate and
quantify some of these coronal plasma properties in magnetic flux tube
configurations representing the chromospheric-coronal transition
region, complete coronal loops, plasma jets, and flares. Results,
of these studies show that. the strong dynamic interplay between
thermal conduction and radiation gives the plasma a stressed, non-
local behavior which makes non-monotonic and shocked profiles difficult
to achieve. Nonlinear condensations can and do appear but their
acceleration to sonic velocity and higher indicates magnetic forces.
Numerical simulations show acceleration and flows generated by local
heating to be a highly inefficient way of generating kinetic energy
because enthalpy fluxes at flow rates of 5 - 10 km s-1 in coronal plasma
are large enough to redirect energy being deposited at a rate
adequate to maintain the corona.
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To perform these calculations a new computational model has been
developed to describe convective, wave, and heat transfer phenomena in the
outer layers of the solar atmosphere. In this model a locally axisymmetric
magnetic flux tube is represented by the complete nonlinear MHD equations
fully resolved in the axial direction but integrated over an assumed but
time varying similarity-like radial profile. To facilitate comparison with
observations, a time-dependent description of the nonequilibrium ionization
of oxygen has been included which is calculated along with the evolving
MHD flow. Special techniques have been devised to permit accurate
resolution of the dynamically important phenomena which take place in the
thin transition region. Many aspects of the model have been described
in previous publications (Oran, Mariska, and Boris 1982; Mariska et al.
1982). Here we concentrate on two aspects which have stimulated the Y
most questions: our treatment of the chromosphere and our resolution
of the transition region.
Although the coronal plasma has properties which make some aspects
of its behavior difficult to understand, it is an open book compared to
the complex interactions and processes in the chromosphere. Because of
these complexities, there has been a natural tendency to solve problems
which treat the transition region as a lower boundary to the corona
(e.g., Krall and Antiochos 1980). We have found, time and again, that
the chromosphere responds dynamically to changes in the coronal heat
flux and pressure in a way which cannot be modeled as a boundary condition.
The chromosphere behaves much like a loaded spring with the overlying
layers providing most of the loading. Thus, changes in the pressure,
such as might be caused by heating rate changes in the overlying layers,
will cause the chromosphere and overlying transition region to rise
and fall in response. This coupled system response requires inclusion
of at least two scale heights of chromosphere within the computational
region. A chromospheric region is also required in order to calculate
evaporation of chromospheric material into the corona or condensation
of coronal material back into the chromosphere.
Our computational treatment of the chromosphere avoids most of the
usual radiation transport, opacity, and atomic physics difficulties by
assuming the fluid to be an extension of the coronal plasma to higher
density without large energy input from below or correspondingly large
energy loss from radiation and transport. When the material exceeds
104 K, it radiates the excess heat away according to the Cox-Tucker-
Raymond optically.thin plasma law. This radiation includes L-alpha
components from 1 - 3 x 10 4 K but this loss is zero when the plasma
temperature drops below 104 K. The "chromospheric material" in
this approach moves, evaporates, condenses, compresses, etc. in a
realistic way to properly support the transition region and corona.
When compressed to temperatures above 10 K, the dense chromosphere
radiates the excess energy away. Thus, our chromosphere is essentially
54
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isothermal and we do not have to be concerned with large energy
depositions from below and corresponding large radiative losses from
the chromosphere.
A number of calculations have been performed looking at the steady
state transition region structure as a function of improving computational
resolution. These calculations were designed to address two questions:
the existence of a steady state and the necessary spatial grid size to
resolve the transition region accurately. Another paper at this con-
ference (Rosner 1982) has addressed the issue of whether or not the
equilibrium transition region is hydrodynamically stable or unstable.
The conclusion there, as in our papers, is that the combined corona-
transition region-chromosphere system is stable. deports of instability
in earlier works are traced to improper boundary conditions and/or applica-
tion of functionally unstable heating functions. This means that the
observed fluctuations in the transition region plasma have to be attributed
to external driving effects like changes in the heating rate or magnetic
flux tube geometry. They appear not to result from any inherent turbulent
tendency in the transition region structure itself. The uniformity and
repeatability of laser-plasma experiments, where the th;Ln ablation layer
is closely analogous to the transition region, supports this theoretical
conclusion indirectly.
In the transition region the temperature and hence the electron
thermal conductivity decrease rapidly requiring very short temperature
gradient scale lengths to maintain the downward directed heat flux. At
the typical quiet sun coronal pressures of about 0.2 dynes cm -2 , temperature
scale heights h < 1 km are required in the 1 - 5 x l04 K region. An
important part of the downward directed heat flux high in the corona
goes into te dense but th n transition region plasma at temperatures
between —10 K and w3 x 10 K which radiates L-alpha. Thus, our model
automatically allows for this significant energy leakage from the corona.
The leakage also means the lower transition region is constantly
"stressed" or connected by a significant heat flux well down into material
normally considered chromospheric. The profiles of temperature, density,
and hence radi?tion output in the hotter 3 - 15 x lo o K plasma just above
are correspondingly altered to steeper gradients which transport the
additional downward directed heat flux that is required to feed L-alpha.
This already moving heat flux connects separated regions in the transition
region and lower corona by a communication mechanism, electron thermal
conduction, which moves faster than sound and therefore tends to stabilize
purely fluid effects. The presence of steeper gradients also means that
other models may underestimate the resolution required for convergence.
A number of calculations were performed of the same physical condi-
tions for a typical quiet sun loop varying the spatial resolution from
20 km down to 1 km. While the structure of the low temperature
transition region clearly reflects the resolution changes, the total
P
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radiated power from the whole layer-1 - -5 x 104 K was remarkably
insensitive ( -10 - 20% variations) to whether the temperature varies by
a factor of two per computational cell or changes by only 106 per cell
(Mariska et al.. 1982) .
When an excess of downward heat flux beyond that needed for the
L-alpha radiation readjustment is supplied, the temperature rises in an
energy conserving way until the heat flux to lower 'layers plus the
increased radiation_ from higher temperatures can handle the increased
input. This channeling of heat flux to lower layers and increased
radiation.- in the vicinity of our L-alpha peak seems to be governed by
integral conservation constraints of mass, momentum, and energy flow and
hence is very insensitive to the local resolution. The success of the
method with 5 - 10 km resolution can be traced to this relatively
fortunate algorithm based insensitivity.
Several misconceptions exist in the literature concerning the
systematic flow of plasma from one end of a coronal flux-tube to the
other (e.g., Cargill and Priest 1980). Therefore, we have performed a
number of detailed simulations to study these issues. We find that a
pressure difference along the flux tube from the transition region at one
end to the transition region at the other cannot be sustained by the
complete chromosphere--corona-chromosphere system. The hot corona in a
low-lying loop effectively equalizes the pressure when a continual source
of coronal heat is present. Thus, the major flow is an expansion of the
chromosphere at the high pressure end of the loop and a corresponding
compression at the low pressure end, until the two pressures have
essentially equalized. The transition regions and corona readjust quickly
and smoothly to follow the damped acoustic oscillations of the two
chromospheres.
In the steady-state which eventually ensues (with or without
systematic flow) there can be no net pressure difference without a
corresponding acceleration of fluid from one end of the loop to the
other. Since there is no net momentum increase in the overall system,
the pressure difference at a given altitude can only arise from masses
of overlying material. Since the coronal densityis very low, the transi-
tion region pressures are essentially equal.
We do not see supersonic flows over the top of the loop at any time
during these calculations, nor have we been able to generate standing
shocks as postulated in the literature. The usual models for flow in
closed loops generally also neglect the smoothing, stabilizing effects of
thermal conduction. We have found, however, that systematic flows result
quite naturally from asymmetric coronal heating. In general the flow
direction is away from regions of excess heat deposition and in such a
t	 direction as to equalize radiative losses from the two transition regions.
,,I
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	 These flows are saturated in the sense that the flow is as fast as
it can be without actually over balancing the energy distribution in the
opposite direction to the nonphysical case where more energy is being
dissipated on the side of the loop farthest from the heat source.
Once the ,.symmetry becomes appreciable the velocity saturates at about
5 km s"'I. This is the velocity necessary to redistribute the energy
evenly via the enthalpy flux.
nnTTnT TTQTnTTQ
The work summarized here for the cool stars meeting includes as well
the efforts of our colleagues D. Book, C.-C. Cheng, G.A. Doschek, J.
Karpen, E. Oran and T. Young. From these investigations, referenced
below, the following conclusions, in the form of declarative sentences arose.
The nonlinear evolution of the condensational instability leads in
the presence of volumetric heating to a two-phase state in which a
cool, dense plasma is surrounded by a hot, tenuous plasma.
Once formed, these condensations will last a long time. In fact,
such phenomena are observed.
Once formed, a condensation may be accelerated by forces in the
plasma such as those arising from gravity, differential heating, or
magnetic fields.
Shocks generated by transition region mass ejections are a possible
coronal heating mechanism and these masses may be a possible sourn.e of
coronal mass.
The transition region is a dynamically stable structure which
resembles the state resulting from the nonlinear evolution of the
densational instability.
The thin laminar strl4i'*`ate of the transition region is insensitive
to changes in the heating function.
The heating and cooling of small loops results in relative ionic
abundances which can differ substantially from equilibrium values.
Systematic flows in coronal flux tubes result from asymmetric
heating.
Doppler velocity measurements of downflows in the network suggest
heating is concentrated elsewhere.
'.Systematic flows can exist without substantial chromospheric
pressure differences.
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Dynamic chromospheric-coronal coupling is required for meaningful
calculations of dynamic phenomena in coronal flux tubes.
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I:	 IS ENERGY CONSERVED AT THE FOOT OF THE SC<AR CHROMOSPHERE?
Wolfgang Kalkofen
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics
ABSTRACT
I Current empirical models of the solar atmosphere have kinetic tempera-
tures that are too low at the temperature minimum to balance radiative heating
and cooling. If there is additional energy input from the dissipation of
hydrodynamic waves the apparent imbalance is aggravated.
It is suggested that the problem lies in the assumption of a static upper
photosphere. It is proposed that the mechanical 'waves, which further out
cause the chromospheric temperature rise, traverse the temperature minimum
region with large amplitude and produce the apparent non-conservation of
energy as well as other difficulties of the empirical models through non-
linear, time-dependent effects.
I. INTRODUCTION
Most of the non-radiative energy that heats the solar chromosphere and
corona	 is	 dissipated	 at	 the	 base of the chromosphere. 	 Thus the radiation
emitted from these layers plays a crucial role in empirical estimates 	 of	 the
energy	 supplied	 to	 the medium and places tight constraints on any theory of
the generation of non-thermal energy in the 	 hydrogen	 convection	 zone.	 The
structure	 of the atmosphere at the temperature n!inimum and in the low chromo-
sphere is thereforg well studied and several empirical models have 	 been	 con-
structed.	 But, instead of agreeing with one another within the uncertainties
of the observations, these models differ 	 from	 one	 another	 systematically,
depending	 on	 the	 observed spectral feature on which the model is based; and
they have in common that energy appears not to be conserved. 	 In addition, the
limb	 darkening	 of radiation originating in the temperature minimum region is
steeper than the models predict. 	 This paper suggests that these problems	 may
be	 related	 and	 it ascribes them to the use of static models; time-dependent
models are proposed as the solution.	 Section II describes the inconsistencies
of the empirical models with each other, with the energy conservation law in a
static atmosphere, and with the observed limb darkening; Section III discusses
Ayres'	 proposal	 to	 solve the energy problem and Section IV, the wave model;-
',' Section V draws some conclusions.
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There are three unresolved problems associated with the' empirical tem-
perature structure of the transition region between photosphere and chromo-
sphere:
1) The kinetic temperature at the foot of the chromosphere in semi-empirical
models of the quiet sun (Gingerich et al. 1971, hereafter HSRA; Vernazza et
al. 1976, hereafter VAL) is too low to conserve energy in radiative equili-
brium (Avrett 1981; Ayres 1981). Because of the low temperature, less radia-
tion is emitted than absorbed; if any mechanical energy dissipation is admit-
ted, the difficulties are aggravated since the imbalance of heating over cool-
ing is increased.
2) The minimum temperature obtained from the analysis of different spectral
features shows a systematic trend with wavelength: The infra-red continuum
near 0.1mm yields the low temperature of 4170K of the HSRA, whi^.h agrees with
the value of 4150K of the VAL model, obtained from the same IR continuum and
from the Si continuum near 0.15Um. The lines of singly ionized Ca (Shine et
al. 1975) and Mg (Ayres and Linsky 1976) require higher temperatures for the
Fart of the lines (K1 and k1, resp.) that is formed in the temperature minimum
region; for the Ca II line at 3934A the minimum temperature is 4450K, and for
the Mg II line at the shorter wavelength of 2796A, it has the higher value of
4500K.
3) The limb brightening observed at 1400A of continuum radiation originating
in the layers on the chromospheric side of the temperature minimum as well as
the limb darkening observed at 1664A of radiation from the photospheric side
of the temperature minimum (Samain 1979) are both steeper than the center-to-
limb variation calculated from present models (Vernazza et al. 1981).
III. AYRES' BIFURCATED SOLAR MODEL
The most important source of opacity at the temperature minimum is the H
ion. At the kinetic temperatures of the empir4.cal models, heating due to the
absorption of radiation by H- exceeds cooling due to photorecombination.
Sine the - edium is optically thin, with the optical depth at 5000A between
10 and 10-1 , the bound-free heating rate per H ion, due to the absorption of
photospheric radiation is fixed ; 4bet the corresponding cooling rate at 4000K,
e.g., depends on temperature as T (Kalkofen and Ulmschneider 1979). There-
fore, with increasing temperature, the H cooling rate increases rapidly.
Energy balance by H alone can then be achieved at the much higher temperature
of 4900K (Ayres 1981).
In the theoretical model of Kurucz (1974), energy balance at an optical
depth that corresponds to the location of the temperature minimum in the
empirical models is found with the much lower gas temperature of 4300K. In
this radiative equilibrium model, the deficient cooling by H is compensated
by numerous metal lines, which are assumed to be formed in local thermodynamic
E
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Ayres has criticized the LTE treatment by Kurucz, pointing out that the
local net heating rate in a particular transition which in LTE is proportional
to J-B, where J and B are the integrated mean intensity and Planck function,,
is reduced by the effect of scattering to E(J-S) where E is the well-known
collision parameter and S the source function. For a typical metal line a
the temperature minimum the coefficient E may be as small as 10 '.3 or 10
(Avrett, private communication). Thus, for a given net transition rate J-S,
the net heating rate e(J-S) is very low. This led Ayres to conclude that the
metals are unable to compensate the excessive heating rate due to photodisso-
ciation of H and to suggest that the temperature is either very much higher,
where H alone can balance the energy, or very much lower, where the carbon
monoxide molecule becomes a very efficient coolant and hence CO and Hw
together can achieve energy balance. He thus proposed a solar model in which
the atmosphere is bifurcated into two distinct thermal zones; in the hotter
zone the temperature is near 4900K, and in the cooler one it is below 4000K
and may be as low as 2900K.
The reasoning by which Ayres rejected the metal lines as effective
coolants is fallacious: While it is true that for given mean integrated
intensity and source function the scattering of photons reduces the local net
cooling rate very significantly, the scattering also partly compensates for
the local reduction by increasing the effective distance a photon travels
before being truly absorbed and by allowing the migration of photons into the
line wings where escape is facilitated by the lower opacity. The latter
effect is inhibited in regions of dense line blanketing but the former iz
fully effective.
The consequences of scattering for the total cooling t)y a line can easily
be demonstrated in the idealized case of coherent scattering in a one-
dimensional medium, where the thermalization distance pia onl-; , of order 1 ►
rather than the full. value of 1/8  as for a Doppler broadened line with com-
plete redistribution. The source function is given by (cf. Kalkofen 1974)
S (T) = B [1- (1-VIE) e-'IE T]	 (l)
where the true emission fraction E and the Planck function B are assumed con-
stant. The local net cooling rate is therefore proportional to
S- J B l+EE e-^E T ,	(2)
and the total net cooling due to the line is proportional to
H(o) = 1 f B	 (3)
Thus, for coherent scattering, the line cooling is reduced only by the factor
3E.
For a strong, thermally broadened line formed with completely _non-
A
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coherent scattering in a static medium, the main effect of the scattering is
to distribute the energy loss over a larger region of the atmosphere; the
total cooling is not very different from that of a line formed in LTE. If the
atmosphere has motions, the cooling effect of the line with scattering might
well be larger than that of a line computed in LTE for a static medium.
The case against the LTE treatment of Kurucz is much weaker than appears
from Ayres' discussion. However, the observational basis of high temperatures
as seen in the UV metal lines and of cool temperatures as found for the molec-
ular lines in the infra-red (Ayres and Testerman 1981) remains strong. But,
instead of further analyzing Ayres' proposed model I will discuss a time-
dependent model in which temporal averages, rather than spatial averages, give
.rise to the variety of observed and inferred temperatures.
IV. THE WAVE MODEL
It is generally accepted that the solar chromosphere is heated by some
form of hydrodynamic wave. The waves are expected to be pure acoustic waves
in regions of the quiet sun with very weak magnetic field, and slow mode waves
in magnetic regions (Ulmschneider and Stein 1981). These waves are generated
near the top of the hydrogen convection zone and propagate outward into layers
of density decreasing exponentially with height. Their velocity therefore
grows nearly exponentially - except for radiation damping which is largest in
the dense layers of the photosphere, where most of the energy is lost from the
waves, and is negligible at the temperature minimum. Eventually the acoustic
waves turn into shocks, dissipating their energy and heating the medium. The
site of shock formation is the chromosphere. Below the region of strong dis-
sipation the waves reach large amplitude (Ulmschneider and Kalkofen 1977) but
gradients of the state variables of the gas are sufficiently small to be
insignificant for mechanical dissipation. The cooling time of the gas of ca.
8min. (Giovanelli 1978) is long compared to typical wave periods of 1/2 min.
(Ulmschneider 1970, 1974; Athay and White 1978). Therefore the waves travel
essentially adiabatically through those layers, where the atmosphere reaches
its lowest temperature.
Throughout the photosphere and the low chromosphere, the dominant terms
in the energy balance are the radiative and the mechanical energy fluxes.
Their time average must be constant, and the gradients satisfy the conserva-
tion equation (Ulmschneider et al. 1978)
d Fmech/dT
	 4Tr f0 dv 
K 
	 (Jv-BV) ,
	
(4)
where 
Fmech is the wave flul, h the height measured outward, and K. the mono-
chromatic opacity per cm , with the bar indicating time averaging. At the
temperature minimum, because of the near adiabaticity of the waves, the
mechanical flux gradient is very small and hence the radiative terms aline
must satisfy the energy equation, which is similar to the radiative equili-
brium equation except that the time average heating must balance the time
average cooling.
i
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Since the compressive waves reach large amplitude in the temperature
minimum region, they cause a variety of non-linear effects, depending on the
quantity that is averaged. The most interesting quantity at the temperature
minimum is the minimum temperature. Its inferred value depends strongly on
the observational criterion, i.e., whether it is defined by the degree of
excitation or degrees of ionization or dissociation, for example.
Consider the average temperature: The opacity and the Planck function
depend strongly on temperature. For bound-free transitions of H - ,  e.g4.9the
c^?4ing rate in LTE between 3500K and 4500K depends on temperatures as T	 or
T	 ,	 resp.; for the (grey) opacity provided by Kurucz,hP^ fit by
Ulmschneider et al. (1978) gives the temperature dependence of T While`
the precise value of the exponent of T in the opacity and the emissivity may
be quite uncertain, the observation that . the value is well in excess of unity
is not subject to serious doubt. An immediate consequence of this temperature
dependence, especially of the cooling term in the energy equation, is that the
excess of emission in the compressive phase of the wave can be balanced by the
deficit in the expansive phase only if the temperature increase above the
E. ambient temperature during compression is smaller than the decrease during
expansion. Therefore, the time averaged temperature at a fixed (Lagrangian)
position in the gas will fall below the temperature in the undisturbed atmo-
sphere.
An observation of the average temperature itself would determine a value
that is lower than that of the undisturbed, static atmosphere in radiative
equilibrium. In the calculations of Ulmschneider et al. (1978) the tempera-
ture depression is found to be between 200K and 500K, depending on opacity and
wave energy and period. However, a measurement of brightness temperature in
the far infra-red continuum does not isolate the effect of the wave on j7g
temperature. The density, p, is modified as well, with p proportional to T
for adiabatic compression. Neglecting changes in TeWl ionization, the varia-
tions of the emissivity caused by the wave is as T . Since this dependence
is weaker than that of the cooling term in the energy equation (4), the
inferred temperature in the IR may still be depressed, but by less than the
t i me averaged temperature.
The center-to-limb variation of radiation formed in the transition region
between photosphere and chromosphere depends on the run of the source func-
tion. The source function, in turn, is coupled to the Planck function via the
collision parameter e, which is proportional to the electron density. Now, if
the compressive waves increased the effective electron density over its value
in the static atmosphere, the coupling between source function and Planck
function would be increased; forcing the source function to have a stronger
depth gradient and the eti3ergent radiation to have a steeper center-to-limb
variation, as required by observations. The effect of the waves on metal ion-
ization therefore holds considerable interest.
We can easily analyze the result of the wave on metal ionization if we
assume, for the present, that the gas is in LTE. The temperature increase of
the gas during the compressive phase favors ionization; the concomitant
63
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press4re increase weakens it. The net result of the adiabatic compression is
an increase in the electron density. The opposite happens during the adia-
batic expansion. The balance, i.e., the time averaged electron density, is
higher than the electron density of the static atmosphere, provided the metals
are either very highly ionized or nearly neutral at both the highest and
lowest temperatures reached during the passage of the wave, assumed to-have a
symmetric temperature profile. Now at the solar temperature minimum, the
temperature and density are such that the degree of ionization, a , is strongly
affected	 by	 the	 wave,	 with a much more sensitive at the lower temperature,
resulting in a time averaged electron density that is lower than that 	 of	 the
undisturbed medium. h
The actual state of the gas depends on the ratio of the
	
time	 scale	 for a
metal	 ionization	 relative	 to	 that of the wave, which is expected to have a
period of about 1/2min.	 The time scale for collisional ionization by 	 neutral
atom impact is long compared to the hydrodynamic time scale but the photoioni-
nation time is short compared to the wave period.
	
We	 may	 therefore	 expect
that	 the ionized state is populated mainly by means of radiative transitions.
Now, the ionizing radiation field represents a source function average over 	 a
region of space and is therefore less subject to the instantaneous, local tem-
perature variations.	 The radiative recombination rate, on the other hand,	 is
fully	 affected	 by	 it,	 both from the temperature change itself and from the
density change.	 It is therefore likely that, during	 the	 compressive	 phase,
the	 radiative	 recombination	 rate	 exceeds the photoionization rate; and the
opposite is true during expansion. 	 It is	 conceivable,	 therefore,	 that	 the
electron	 density	 during	 the	 compression	 is lower than in the static atmo-
sphere.	 Even if it should be increased on. 	 account	 of	 the	 general	 density
increase during compression, the change in n 	 is not likely to be large enough
to have-a significant effect on the limb darkening.	 But the pro')lem 	 is	 cer-
tainly	 very complicated as it involves radiative transfer in a strongly time- y
dependent medium.
The low temperature reached during the expansion phase of the
	 wave	 pro-
motes
	
the formation of the carbon monoxide molecule by three3^odysassgciation l
involving C, 0, and H atoms.	 Given a rate coefficient of 10	 cm	 s	 (as an
estimate	 of an upper limit; for a general review of such reactions, cf. Kauf- -J
man 1969), the tine-scale for forming CO, about one week, is comfortably 	 long
compared to the wave period. 	 The CO density, therefore, assumes a value given
by the time average of the degree of 	 dissociation,	 < n	 >.	 The	 temperature
corresponding	 to <n	 > in the undisturbed atmosphere, r?<n	 >), is lower than
the temperature in tEee static atmosphere, T , and the densi U is higher.	 For
a	 symmetric	 wave	 with an amplitude of 508K travelling in an atmosphere with
T =4300K, the equilibrium density of CO varies by a factor of 20. 	 The actual,
i.e.,	 time averaged density, however, is only by a factor of about two larger
y
than the density in the undisturbed atmosphere, and corresponds to a 	 tempera-
ture	 by	 about	 10.OK	 lower than To .	 Since at the lowest temperatures of the
waves the carbon and oxygen atoms are nearly completely associated,
	 an	 asym-
metric 	 wave	 with a larger downward excursion in temperature increases the CO
density by only an insignificant amount.
a
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The effect of the compressive waves on the CO molecule is thus to
increase the density to a value corresponding to a lower temperature than that
of the static atmosphere. The populations of CO in the vibrational and rota-
tionai- states follow the temperature and density fluctuations of the waves
practically instantaneously, hence observations of the vibration-rotation
bands should reveal their presence.
The largest observational effect of the waves may be expected in lines at
wavelengths that are short compared to the wavelength at which the Planck
function at the temperature minimum reaches its maximum, because of the strong
amplification of temperature changes by the Wien function, which for the K-
line of Ca II is a factor of 9 and for the k-line of Mg II, a factor of 12.
If we consider again a symmetric wave with an amplitude of 500K about
T =4300K, the time-average of the Planck functions at the highest and lowest
temperatures corresponds to a Planck function at a temperature of 4470K for
the Ca II resonance line and to 4530K for. the Mg II resonance line. For an
asymmetric wave with a larger downward excursion, the apparent temperatures
are reduced very little because of the high weight in the Wien function of the
temperature peak. Thus, the temperatures typical of those encountered in the
numerical simulations of acoustic waves lead, qualitatively, to the increases
in the Planck function that are required by the atmospheric models based on
the UV lines. Whether the proposed mechanism can bring agreement with the
observations depends on line transfer with partial redistribution in a time-
dependent, moving medium; the trend of the apparent temperatures suggests that
it may.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The attractive feature of the hydrodynamic waves for the explanation of
the discrepant temperatures in the empirical models is that they were not
invoked specifically to solve the problems of the models. Rather, the
compressive waves are required in any event to explain the outward increase of
the temperature into the chromosphere. As a natural by-product, they produce
the apparent high temperatures observed in UV lines and the low apparent tem-
peratures seen in molecular lines. The high and low temperatures postulated
by Ayres are reached in the time-dependent model during the compressive and
expansive phases of the waves. In addition, as indicated by time-dependent
simulations of wave propagation, the time-averaged temperature falls well
below the temperature of the undisturbed, static atmosphere, leading to a low
apparent temperature, which may result in energy conservation without bifurca-
tion. Whether the wave model can reproduce the steep observed center-to-limb
variation of radiation originating in the temperature minimum region without
inhomogeneities will depend on the result of radiative transfer calculations.
Of course, apart from the effect on time-averaged quantities, the time-
dependent behavior of the waves should be observable in transitions reaching
unit optical depth at the temperature minimum. The best candidates may be the
vibration-rotation bands of carbon monoxide. Since these lines are formed in
LTE, the temperature and density fluctuations should leave a distinct sig:ia
ture. Observations of these transitions would establish whether the many
,:
E,
different phenomena seen at the temperature minimum are caused by compressive
waves with the properties postulated to explain the phenomena as well as to
produce the temperature structure of the low chromosphere.
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The Generation of Acoustic Energy from Stellar Convection Zonas
H. U. Bohn
Institut f. Astron. u.. Astrophys. Univ. Wurzburg, W.-Germany
1 Introduction
The heating of stellar chromospheres and coronae by the dissipation of
acoustic waves remains an important heating mechanism in spite of many contradict-
ing arguments. It is only in the lower solar chromosphere that short period acoustic
wave heating seems to be undisputed (Stein and Leibacher, 1979). The arguments
leading to the rejection of the so-called "acoustic heating theory" (cf. Uimschneider
and Bohn, 1981) are derived mainly from comparisons of calculated acoustic energy
fluxes with observational or theoretical requirements.
From the measurements of absolute Ca-11 K line fluxes for main sequence
stars (Blanco et al., 1974) it appeared relatively early that the theoretical acoustic
fluxes of DeLoore ( 1970) for stars later than KO were insufficient to account for
the emission of this chromospheric line alone. In the same way it is shown. by Vaia-
na et al. (1981) that the X-ray emission of Train sequence stars is up to four ord-
ers of magnitude larger than the calculated acoustic fluxes by Renzini et al.
(1977). For the construction of a theoretical chromosphere for the KO V star 70
Oph A Schmitz and Ulmschneider ( 1980a) found that a factor of five more acoustic
energy would be required for agreement with observations. This fec±or had to be
raised to 140 in the case of the dK7e star EQ Vir (Schmitz and Ulmschneider,
1980b). However, before the acoustic heating theory is rejected, one should re-
examine the boundary conditions of this theory, i.e. the amount of acoustic energy
available for dissipation. In particular, modifications are necessary in the convection.
zone modeis and in the sound generation mechanism.
11 Convection Zone Models
The amount of acoustic energy generated in a star depends sensitively on
the structure of the convection zone. Therefore, the material equations used -to
supplement the usual stellar structure equations and the mixing length theory have
to be evaluated as accurately as possible. In this respect there are # •^ :,o physical
effects that have been neglected in the former models (Nariai, 1969; DeLcore,
1970; Landini and Monsignori-Fossi, 1973; Renzini et al., 1977; Fontaine et al.,
1981) which are particularly important for later type stars. One is that absorption
from molecules and dust is not taken into account in the opacity tables, and the
second is the neglect of.the dissociation of the H 2-molecule since Hydrogen is the
most abundant element. A greater opacity shifts the upper boundary of the convec-
tion zone further out and results in higher convective velocities. The dissociation of
H2-molecules influences convection in the same way as any ionization process
does, i.e., the adiabatic temperature gradient is brought down below the value of
0.4 which facilitates convective instability.
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In this work the opacity tables of Alexander (1975) are used in addition to
the usual tables by Cox and Tabor (1976) to take into account absorption by
molecules and dust. This leads to an absorption coefficient for late M stars which is
five orders of magnitude greater than when this molecular absorption is neglected.
For the calculation of the thermodynamical quantities a set of Saha-
equations for particle densities is simultaneously solved with an equivalent equation
for the H2 dissociation. The partition function of the H 2-molecule is formed by sum-
ming over all possible energy terms of rotation and vibration, and at the same time
the internal energy is calculated from temperature derivatives of the logarithms of
these terms (Wehrse, 1977). This eliminates the need of a numerical differentiation
in the calculation of the internal energy. All the other thermodynamic quantities,
however, can be found from the internal energy by numerical differentiation in a
straightforward way.
Ili Sound Generatio;i
Almost all calculations of acoustic fluxes from stellar convection zones
(Nariai, 1969; 9eLoore, 1970; Laridini .ynd Monsignori-Foss!, 1973; Renzini et al.,
1977; Fontaine et al., 1981) rely on the theory of turbulent sound generation by
Lighthill (1952) and Proudman (1952). This theory assumes a homogeneous atmo-
sphere without mechanical boundaries which implies a pure quadrupole source term
in the inhomogeneous wave equation. It has been known for some time, however,
that for gravitationally stratified stellar atmospheres dipole and monopole sound
generation can also be expected (Unno, 1964).
The efficiency of acoustic energy generation depends on the multipole ord-
er and is largest for the monopole. The acoustic power Is
N« p u 2 u /I Q /A)2n+1,
where u is the mean crnvective velocity, 1, the diameter of a convective eddy, A
the wavelength of the emitted sound, and n = 0, 1, 2 for a monopole, dipole, and
quadrupole source, respectively. In the convection zone the quantity 1/A may be
replaced by u/c, where c is the velocity of sound, so the expression for the
acoustic flux becomes (Stein and Leibacher, 1980)
F m cc P u3 (u/c)2n {1 .	 (1)
Since u « c it is obvious that the acoustic efficiency for n = 0 is at maximum.
Stein (1967) has axtended LighthilPs theory to take into account density
stratification due to the stellar gravitational field. With his theory it is possible to
Ind a combined source term and to calculate the radiated power by solving the
Inhomogeneous wave equation after a multipole expansion of the source term. An
application of his method to the sun (Stein, 1968) showed that, inspite of some
power in the lower multipoles, the acoustic emission was dominated by quadrupole
r+
radiation and comparable in magnitude to previous results using the Lighthiii theory.
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However, considering the fact that the maximum convective mach number
Is about 0.25 in the sun and becomes much smaller for later type stars (< 0.05 at
M5V) it is evident from relation ( 1) that for stars of later than solar type monopole
and dipole radiat ion will be more important. Therefore, Stein's (1957) method is
used to derive the acoustic emission in our models. His original code was modified
to cut off the generation of g-modes and to calculate the sound generaticn from
pure multipoles in addition to the total emission.
IV Acoustic Energy Fluxes
In the following, acoustic fluxes for stellar models of 2500 K 5 Teff 5
9500 K and 0 5 log g 5 $3 are presented. For all models the chem,'cal composition
by mass is chosen to be X : Y : Z = 0.68 : 0.30 : 0.02 to represent population I
stars. The ratio of mixing length to pressure scale height is assumed to be one.
Figure 1 shows the three multipole fluxes in comparison with the to;ai
acoustic flux for log g = 4.5 stars. it is evident from this plot tha t the dipole and
monopole sound generation becomes indeed increasingly Important for stars of later
than solar type as was expected from the discussion in section Ill. The monopole
emission is even dominant for stars with Teff < 4000 K and log g = 4.5 .
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Figure 1. The total acoustic fluxes of log g = 4.5 stars in comparison to
pure monopole (M), dipole (D), and quadrupole (Q) sound generation.
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The total acoustic fluxes for all the calculated models are shown in Figure
2 with tog g as a parameter. Here the influence of the three I" L Voie contributions
can be seen from the two thin lines separating different regions - Te{^ and g in
the diagram. Below the lower line acoustic energy generation is dominated by mono-
pole emission. For a fixed stellar gravity, going from lower to higher Tefr, one finds,
after crossing this line, a superposition of all three multipoles with dominant
quadrupole emission. For the dependence of the total sound generation on stellar
parameters one finds approximately
dog Fm ^ - 26.15 + 9.75 + log T of f 0.5 log g.	 (2)
h
t
WE
rn
0
1a9 T.
Figure 2. Acoustic fluxes from stellar convection zone models with log g as
a perameter.
By comparison with the pure multipole emissions it is possible to calculate
the constants of proportionality for monopole, dipole, and quadrupole sound genera-
tion from relation ( 1). The constant for quadrupole emission is found to be 35.7 in
fairly good agreement with Proudman 's (1952) analytical results. The corresponding
values for dipole and monopole sound generation are 2 .0 and 0 .1, respectively.
Figure 3 shows the acoustic fluxes fei , log g = 4 and 4 .5 stellar me-dell
compared to older calculations by Renzini et al. (1977) and X-ray luminosities from
main sequence stars (Vaiana et al., 1981). The acoustic fluxes of this work are up
to five orders of magnitude larger than the results of Renzini et al. (1977) for the
	 r„j
latest type stars. It now becomes apparent that acoustic heating of stellar chromo
spheres and coronae cannot, be rejected by a mere insufficiency of calculated
a
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S
fluxes in comparison to observations. This is especially true in view of the conser-
vative assumptions which led to the results of this paper. These assumptions are:
the ratio of mixing length to pressure scale height of one is at the lower end of
the usually assumed range, molecular opacities ere still only partially known, and
r
	 the assumption of isotropic turbulence for the turbulent energy spectrum (Stein,
I	 1957) does not account for eventual enhancement of turbulent energy in the radial
direction due to stellar gravity. Thus, the calculated fluxes represent lower bounds
for possible acoustic emission from stellar convection zones. 	 G
1 4.0	 3.9	 3.8	 3.7	 3.6 
•+	 -- tog Te 
f f
i
Figure 3. Acoustic fluxes of log g = 4 and 4.5 stars (thick lines) in compari-
son to Renzini's (1977) results (thin drawn lines) and the absolute X-ray	 i
fluxes of main sequence stars (fully drawn histogram; Vaiana at al., 1981).
The vertical bars represent the range of observed X-ray emission within the
various spectral types. 	 a '
It also has to be pointed: out that there are, in contradiction to Ursk: 's
(1880) conclusions, arguments which support the acoustic heating thecry. First; the
observed minimum of the X-ray flux occurs at spectral type A5 where the acoustic
energy vanishes due to decaying convection zones (Fig. 3). Secondly, the maximum
of the X-ray scatter also happens at A5 where a small uncertainty in the stellar
gravity would cause a large change in the acoustic output.
.
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INTRODUCTION
The systematic, detailed observational and theoretical investigation of
the atmospheric structure of the dwarf M stars is especially important to the
general field of stellar chromospheres and coronae. More specifically, the M
dwarf stars constitute a class of objects for which the discrepancy between
the predictions of the acoustic wave chromospheric/coronal heating hypothesis
and the observations is most vivid. Conversely, they must therefore represent
a class of stars where alternative atmospheric heating mechanisms, presumably
magnetically related, are most clearly manifested. We thus propose to ascer-
tain the validity of a recently advanced hypothesis to account for the origin
of the chromospheric and transition region line emission in M dwarf stars.
As a prelude to the discussion of the heating mechanism that may give
rise to the chromospheric and transition region line emission in M dwarf
stars, we will briefly summarize our recent ultraviolet, optical and X-ray
observations of a sample of dMe and dM stars. In particular, we will de-
lineate the similarities and differences in the observed chromospheric line
spectra of dMe and dM stars, and discuss the relative importance to chromo-
spheric radiative cooling of various spectral line features. Finally, we will
perform a preliminary assessment of the role of coronal X-ray emission in the
heating of M dwarf atmospheres.
DISCUSSION
A detailed description of the ultraviolet and optical spectrum of M dwarf
stars is given by Linsky e_t al. (1981). We will briefly discuss a principal
result of this investigation and, in conjunction with our X-ray data, demon-
strate the importance of these results for theories that seek to describe the
heating mechanisms that give rise to stellar chromospheres.
a
The far ultraviolet line spectra of several dM and dMe stars are shown in i
Figures 1 and 2. The brightest "high temperature" features tend to be C IV
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X1550, C II X1335 and He II X1640, although the He II line may be formed by
recombination-cascade following photoionization by coronal X-rays. Hence its
temperature of formation is somewhat ambiguous. 'We also note, parentheti-
caily, that the C II X1335 line arises in more nearly chromospheric (T '.2  x
10 K) regions while the C IV doublet is purely a transition region diagnostic
(T ti 10' K). The transition region lines, such as C IV X1550, are brighter
than the relatively low temperature chromos^ ,13ric lines (e.g. C I X1657 and Si
II X1812) in the dMe stars while the reverse is true in the dM stars.F lurther-
more, the surface fluxes of the high temperature lines (N V, C IV, S IV,
etc.) in the dMe stars are 10 100 times greater than the corresponding line
surface fluxes for the quiet Sun. In contrast, the high temperature line sur-
face fluxes for the dM stars are similar to or slightly* less than those of the
quiet Sun.
A significant new result of our optical and ultraviolet survey of M dwarf
stars is the following: the Balmer lines are the most prominent chromospheric
emission line features in the dMe stars (see Figure 3 herein and Worden et al.
1981 for examples of hydrogen line profiles in dMe spectra). The Balmer lines
,are, in total, 3 - 9 times as bright as the Mg II resonance lines and, conse-
quently, emit more energy than all the other chromospheric lines combined.
Thus the Balmer lines are the principal contributors to the net radiative
cooling of the chromospheres of dMe stars. Utilizing the line surface flux
data given by Linsky et al. (1981), we find that the largest integrated cool-
ing rates for the dMe stars in order of decreasing importance are due to the
Balmer lines, Fe II, the Mg II resonance lines, and the Ca II resonance lines
(although the! last 3 cooling rates are within factors of-2 or 3 of each
other). Interestingly, this order of importance also follows the order of
elemental abundance, with hydrogen the most abundant element and calcium the
least abundant among the principal contributors to the chromospheric radiative
cooling of dMe stellar atmospheres. This result is likely a consequence of
the relative abundance of a particular atom or ion coupled with the colli-
sional control of the oource functions of the important line transitions. In
	 a
contrast, Vernazza, Avrett and Loeser (1980) find-for the average quiet Sun
that the largest integrated cooling rates in order of decreasing importance
are due to the Ca II infrared-triplet and resonance lines, the Mg II resonance
lines, H and La.
The value of the previously described observations is significantly
enhanced with the addition of recently acquired X--ray observations of these
stars. Recent Einstein satellite observations have shown that the dMe stars
are intense X-ray sources characterized by X-ray luminosities that can be as
large as 10% of the visual luminosity of the star (Vaiana et al. 1981). In
terms of bolometric luminosity, L B , the fractional quiescent X-ray luminosity,
L /LB , can still be an order of magnitude greater than that for solar active
rgions and two orders of magnitude greater than L X/LB
 for the quiet Sun
(Haisch and Linsky 1980). As a result, Cram (1981) has suggested that the
atmospheric regions (i.e. chromospheres and transition regions) beneath the
X-ray emitting coronae of these stars are illuminated by an intense flux of
X-rays, and are consequently heated above the temperature that would exist in
a pure radiative-convective equilibrium model. 	 In particular, the major
fi
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portion of the downwardi,y directed X-ray flux will be absorbed by the underly-
ing atmosphere, subsequ€>ntly leading to photoionization. The resulting high
energy photo-electrons will rapidly thermalize, thus converting the original
X-ray radiative flux from the corona to thermal energy. This thermal energy
is then emitted as transition region and chromospheric radiation.
If X-ray heating by an overlying corona is an important component in the
energy balance of dwarf 1.1 chromospheres, then the observed quiescent X-ray
flux from a dMe star should be similar to the total observed chromospheric-
transition region radiation. We may therefore consider the viability of the
hypothesis by comparing our recent optical, ME and HEAO-B observations of M
dwarf stars. The total chromospheric-transition region line luminosities and
.the X-ray luminosities, as taken from Linsky et al. (1981) and Vaiana et al.
(1981), respectively, for a small sample of dwarf M stars are shown in Table
1.
Table 1. A comparison of chromospheric and X-ray luminosities
in a small sample of M dwarf stars.
t
Chromosphe_r1 e Corona_1
—
Object Lc (erg s	 ) (ergLX s	 ) Lx/Lc
EQ Vir (dK7e) 1 1.1	 (29) 2.3 (29) 2.1
61 Cyg B (dMO)	 1 1.3
	
(28) 3.2 (27) 0.2
EQ Peg (dM4.5e+dM3.5e) 3.8	 (27) 6.3 (28) 16.6
YZ Cd•1i (dM4.5e) 3.0	 (28) 2.5 (28) 0.83
Proc Cen (dM5e) 1.1	 (27) 1.2 (27) 1.0
UV Ceti (dM6e) 4.9	 (27) 3.5 (27) 0.71
1 Estimate of chromospheric losses does not include radiative losses attribut-
able to Balmer line emission.
Inspection of Table 1 reveals that the chromospheric-transition region
luminosities, L , are comparable to the X-ray luminosities, L X , in four of the
six stars in this small sample. The fact that L„/L is greater than 1 in some
cases may be due, in part, to the lack ofAdaFa for Balmer line emission
strengths in the estimate of L . A further important caveat is that the UV
and X-ray observations were noF contemporaneous. Thus variability due to flare
activity as well as variability intrinsic to stellar surface active regions,
as recently demonstrated by Linsky et al. (1981), may also account for differ-
ences between L and L - The eventual acquisition of additional IUE data for
these stars, ascwell as other M dwarf stars for which X-ray data are currently
available, will enable us to more accurately define the mean quiescent level
of chromospheric emission present and thus partially circumvent the problems
introduced by variability.
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CONCLUSIONS
Our preliminary investigation corroborates the suggestion by Cram (1981)
that X-ray heating by an overlying corona is the dominant heating mechanism in
dMe stellar chromospheres. Of course this does not entirely resolve the prob-
lem of the heating of M dwarf atmospheres since the question concerning the
origin of the X-ray emission itself (i.e., coronal heating) still remains.
Nevertheless, the identification of a dominant chromospheric heating mechanism
for a particular class of stars is a significant advance for the understanding
of the origin of stellar chromospheres. The importance of X-ray heating in
other stellar types should be assessed by comparing the observed total
chromospherec-transition region line luminosities with the observed X-ray
luminosities for sets of "active" and "quiet" stars of various spectral types.
Interestingly, X-ray heating appears important in that region of the H-R
diagram where turbulent velocities are low. We therefore speculate that for
earlier stellar types, characterized by higher turbulent velocities, direct
heating of the stellar chromosphere by magneto-acoustic mechanisms (e.g., see
Ulmschneider and Bohn 1981; Leibacher and Stein, this volume) becomes rela-
tively more important than external heating by coronal X-rays.
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MOMENTUM AND ENERGY BALANCE
IN LATE-TYPE STELLAR WINDS
K. B. MacGregor
High Altitude Observatory/National Center for Atmospheric Research
I). Introduction
a). Overview
}	 ;a
i
4
The results of a variety of recent observations at ultraviolet and
X-ray wavelengths indicate that the classical picture of a static stellar
atmosphere containing a radiative equilibrium temperature distribution is
inapplicable to the majority of late-type stars. In fact, both mass loss
and the presence of atmospheric regions characterized by gas temperatures
in excess of the stellar effective temperature now appear to be almost ubiq-
uitous throughout the HR diagram. In the present review, we briefly sum-
marize the observational evidence pertaining to the thermal and dynamical
structure of the outer envelopes of cool stars. These results are then
compared with the predictions of several theoretical models which have been
proposed to account for mass loss (in the form of a stellar wind) from late-
type stars. Specifically, models in which the outflow is thermally-, ra
diatively-, or wave-driven are considered in an a9ti„-,tpt to identify the
physical processes responsible for the observed wind properties. In view
of the observed variation of both the wind thermal and dynamical structure
as one proceeds from the supergiant branch toward the main sequence in the
cool portion of the HR diagram, consideration is given to potential mechan-
isms for heating and cooling the flow from low-gravity stars. In the parti-
cular case of a wind driven by the force due to outwardly propagating Alven
waves, the results of several qualitative energy balance calculations are
presented.
The reader who is interested in a more detailed discussion of both the
observational and theoretical aspects of mass loss from cool stars should
consult the following recent review papers: Weymann (1978), Cassinelli
(1979), Goldberg.(1979), Dupree and Hartmann (1980), Hagen (1980), Holzer
(1980), Castor (1981), Dupree (1981), Hartmann (1981), Linsky (1981),
Cassinelli and MacGregor (1982).
b). Observational Indicators of Gas with T >Teff
In the present section, we enumerate a few of the spectroscopic indi
cators used to establish the existence of gas having temperatures T >Teff in
the outer atmospheres of late-type stars. A detailed discussion of the
temperature distribution throughout the solar atmosphere is
book by Athay (1976)• the subject of stellar chromospheres,
gions, and coronae is treated in the review papers by Wilso
F
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(1979), Ulmschneider (1979), Linsky (1980), and Cassinelli and MacGregor
(19-% 11rZ).
i) . Chromospheres
The term chromosphere is taken to refer to an atmospheric layer whose
morp^irjlogy is similar to that of the middle solar chromosphere. In parti-
cular, for stars having 3000 5 Teff S 6500 K, it is a region in which the
balance between non-radiative heating and radiative cooling gives rise to
gas temperatures T < few X 10 4K, and in which T is a fairly slowly increas-
ing function of height above the temperature minimum location. The presence
of c2,romospheric gas is most frequently inferred from the detection of spec-
tral lines whose formation requires temperatures and densities comparable to
those of the solar :chromosphere. Among the most commonly observed such
iiRes are the CaII H(a3968) and K(a3934) lines, the MgII h(a2803) and
k( 2796) lines, the La(1216) line of HI, the infrared triplet (XX8498, 8542,
8622) lines of CaII, as well as numerous ultraviolet - lines due to species
such as CI, CII, 01, S1II, SI, and FeII.
ii). Transition Regions
In the solar atmosphere, the transition region is a thin layer sepa-
rating the chromosphere and corona, in which T increases abruptly from a
value :u 3 X 104K to T - 106K. The most commonly used diagnostics of transi-
tion region gas are ultraviolet emission lines due to multiply-ionized ele-
ments, such as SiI7 (aa1394, 1403) CIII (Xa9'77, 1175, 1909) CI'V (U1548,
1551), NV (U1239, 1243), OV ( 1371), and OVI (aa1032, 1038). We note that
since the flux of ionizing radiation from stars with Teff < 6500K is gener-
ally small, the detection of any of the lines listed above should indicate
the presence of a collisionally-ionized plasma having a temperature some-
where in the range of 3 X 104 <_ T < 3 X 105K.
iii). Coronae
By analogy with the sun, the detection of transition region emission
lines in a stellar spectrum constitutes indirect evidence for the presence
of an overlying corona (T Z 106K). The solar corona is directly studied
through observations of emission lines (at X-ray,, UV, and visible wave-
length) due to highly-ionized species, continuum emission (at X-ray and
radio wavelengths), and photospheric radiation scattered by coronal elec-
trons. However, the weakness of coronal emission at visible and radio wave-
lengths, together with the fact that many of the characteristic UV lines
have wavelengths (a<1000A) outside the spectral region in which satellite-
borne ii-struments are maximally sensitive, generally precludes the use of
these indicators to detect hot gas in the atmospheres of stars other than
the sun.(see, however, Gar and Linsky 1981). Hence, efforts to observe
coronal gas in late-type stars have centered on the use of experiments de-
signed to measure emission at X-ray wavelengths (see, e.g., Vaiana et al.
1981; Ayres et al. 1981),
-	
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i). Main-Sequence Stars
The prevalence of soft X-ray emission among late-type dwarf stars
suggests that they possess coronae in which T>10 6K (cf. Vaiana et al. 1981).
By analogy with the sun, it therfore seems likely that such stars undergo
mass loss in the form of tenuous, hot stellar winds, driven primarily by the
force due to the thermal pressure gradient in the outflowing material (for
an extensive discussion of the physics of the solar wind, see the reviews
by Holzer .[}179, 1980]). Adopting the average quiet solar wind mass loss
rate (M -U Moyr-1) and terminal velocity (Voo 400-500 kms` 1) as repre-
sentative of the outflows from late-type dwarfs in general, it is easily
seen that the implied wind column density is too low to give rise to any
observable spectroscopic effects. Hence, mass loss from;. cool, main-sequence
stars is not direc,cly detectable. Furthermore, for M* = Mme, the time scale
over which such stars lose an appreciable fraction of their mass is of order
TM = M'`/M .- 10 14 yrs, a value too long for noticeable evolutionary effects.
However, in the solar case, the inclusion of the interplanetary magnetic
field in the treatment of coronal expansion indicates that magnetic stresses
enforce corotation of the outflow with the sun out to a distance signifi-
cantly in excess of the solar radius (Weber and Davis 1967; BI-lcher and
MacGregor ].976). As a result, the e-folding time for angular momentum loss,
TJJ = 3/J, is comparable to the main-sequence lifetime of the sun. Hence,
observations indicating that the average surface rotation speed of main
sequence stars (1) decreases sharply for spectral types later than FS, and
(2) is a decreasing function of age for stars like the sun (Skumanich 1912;
Soderblom 1980, and references therein) provide indirect evidence that late-
type dwarf stars lose both mass and angular momentum via magnetically-cou-
pled winds originating in hot stellar coronae.
ii). Giants and Supergiants
hinong late-type, low-gravity stars, mass lossapparently occurs at a
rate sufficient to produce several characteristic emission and absorption
features in the stellar spectrum. Frequently used indicators of appreciable,
continuous mass loss from cool giants and supergiants include: blue-shifted
absorption lines due to a variety of neutral and singly-ionized metals,
arising from the absorption and scattering of stellar radiation by atoms and
ions in the ou:.flow (cf. Reimers 1975; Goldberg 1979; Hagen 1980; Castor
1981; Hartmann 1981); emission cores of chromospheric collision-dominated
spectral lines (e.g. CaII Hand K, MgII h and K) which are asymmetric in the
sense that the intensity of the K 2 peak is less than that of the K22RR(or k 2 ) peak (Stencel' 1978; Weiler and Oegerle 1979; Stencel and Mullan
1980; Einsky 1980); 10 } gy m emission and infrared excesses, attributed to the
absorption and subsequent re-emission of.photospherie radiation by dust
grains in an expanding circumstellar envelope (cf. _Reimers 1975; Weymann,
1918 Hagen 1980; Castor 1981, and references therein). Detailed analysis
of each of the spectroscopic indicators listed above can, in principle, lead
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to an estimate-of the mass loss rate A for a given star (see Castor 1981
for an extensive discussion). In practice, however, incomplete understand-
ing of the physical processes affecting the dynamical, thermal, and ioniza-
tion state of the outflow gives rise to considerable uncertainty in the M
values so determined, as is evidenced by the case of aOri (M21ab), for
which the following estimates of M have been derived: M(Moyr l) = 5.0 x
10-6 (Weymann 1962b), 7.0 x ] 0-7 (Gehrz and Woolf 1971), 1.0 x 10-6 (Reimers
1975) 1.7 x 10-7 .7 (Sanner 1976 3.0 x 10 -5 (Bernat 1977), 1.5 x 10 -7 (Hagen
1978), 4.0 x 10	 - 2.0 x 10- (Knapp et al. 1980), 1.5 x 10 -5 (Jura and
Morris 1981). Despite the quantitatively unreliable nature of mass loss
rate determinations for low-gravity :.tars, we conclude that the detection
of any of the spectroscopic indicata •rs listed above implies a wind column
density corresponding to an M value significantly larger than those for the
sun and dwarf stars.
d). Behavior in the HR Diagram
When the observational results described briefly in the preceding
sections are considered together, the following schematic picture of the
variation or wind thermal and dynamical properties in the cool portion of
the HR diagram emerges. Main-sequence stars possess chromospheres, tran-
sition regions, and coronae, land probably undergo mass loss in the form of
hot (T-106 K) tenuous (A1~10 - Mw yr- ), and fairly high-velocity (Voo-
several x 10 km•s -l) stellar winds. Proceeding from the main sequence
toward the giant and supergiant branches, both the thermal and dynamical
structure of late-type stellar winds change. Transition region emission
lines-and coronal soft X-ray emission are not detected in the coolest
and most luminous supergiant stars indicat4.1.g the presence of little (if
any) hot (T-10 4K) gas. Circumstellar abso, : :p l ion lines and chromospheric
emission line asymmetries are seen it the jl,stra of these stars, suggest-
ing that mass loss occurs in the form of a cool, massive ( M-10-6 Me yr-l)
outflow. Moreover, the wind terminal velocities inferred from the observed
blue-shifted absorption features are generally in the range V00~10-100 kmS-1
, well below the surface gravitational escape speed. Intermediate be-
tween the main-sequence and supergiant stars are the so-called hybrid stars
(Hartmann, Dupree, and Raymond 1980; 1981), which show spectroscopic evi-
dence for both the presence of gas at transition region temperatures and
atmospheric expansion at relatively high velocities (Voo-100 km s-1). How-
ever, these stars may be undergoing mass loss at rates significantly higher
than those corresponding to the winds of dwarf stars:
II)	 Mass Loss Mechanisms
a). Overview
Complete understanding of mass loss from late-type stars necessarily
requires detailed knowledge concerning the identity of the physical pro-
cesses responsible for the observed outflows. Toward this end, we describe
several mechanisms which have been proposed to account for mass loss from
r
a
i
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Cool stars. We assume that the winds of late-type dwarf stars are essen-
tially thermally-driven, and restrict the following discussion to the mas-
sive outflows associated with giants and supergiants.
b). Thermally-Driven Winds
In the present se Lion, we attempt to determine whether or not the
winds from low-gravity stars can be driven by the force due to the thermal
pressure gradient in an expanding stellar atmosphere. For this purpose,
consider a steady, isothermal, spherically-symmetric flow emanatl,ng from a
star of mass M * and radius R*. Under these conditions, the sonic point lo-
cation (i.e., the distance r at which the flow speed is equal to the lo-
cal speed of sound) is given by r s
 = (GM*/ 2a ), where, for a gas of tem-
perature T and mean mass per particle p, a = (kT/U)'^ is the isothermal
sound speed (see, e.g., Parker 1963; Hundhausen 1972). It can likewise be
shown that the energy per unit mass carried by the wind is a constant of
the motion, from which an approximate expression for the initial velocity
Vo of the flow can be derived. When vo< ra, the result is
	
Va. aZs exp (3 - 2ZS ) ,	 (1)
(cf. Parker 1963). For illustration, adopt M* = 16 Mri, R* . 400 Ro; for
cool supergiant stars, the apparent absence of coronal and transition re-
gion emission indicates TS10 4K. Choosing T = 10 4K and p = 0.667 MH (char-
	
acteristic of a hydrogen andhelium plasma with N
	 , N /Ng = 0.1), it
follows that rs m 31 R* and Vo ^ s x 10'18 cm s' . SinceSi^ncetjconservation of
mass requires that M = 4ffr,* 11 N Vo (No is the total number density at the
base of the wind), it would seem that (for reasonable values of N ) the
lack of hot gas in supergiant atmospheres rules out the possibility of
thermally-driven mass loss at rates comparable to these inferred from ob -
servations.
An alternative approach to the same problem has been suggested by Wey
-mann (1962a, 1978). For the stellar parameters given above, we assume Na =
101 '1cm-3 and determine T such that v  yields a mass loss rate tai = 10-6 Me
yr 1 . The temperature so obtained is T = 68, 724K, a value incompatible
with absence of transition region emission lines (e.g., those due to CIV)
in the spectro of cool supergiants (see Weymann 1976 for further discussion).
c). Radiatively-Driven Winds
We consider the possibility that the winds from late-type, low-gravity
stars can be driven by the force due to the absorption and scattering of
radiation from the stellar photosphere by sources of opacity in the outflow.
An immediate and fundamental difficulty with this suggestion has been point-
ed out by Goldberg (1979). Namely, for the physical conditions appropriate
to the cool winds emanating from giants and supergiants, the abundant atoms
and ions have resonance lines (expected to be among the strongest sources
of opacity) situated in the visible and OV portions of the spectrum, while
the photospheric continuum radiation field ,peaks in the red or near IR. To
87
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date, there have been several proposals for circumventing this spectral
mismatch, three of which are described briefly below.
1.) Maciel (1976, 1977) has suggested that the IR bands of molecular
species such as Co, H 0, and OH may contribute to the wind opacity. At
present, it is not clear whether the rate at which momentum is gained by
the flow due to this mechanism is sufficient to account for the observed
wind mass loss rates. The attainment of supersonic velocities requires
that at some point in the wind, the radiative and gravitational forces on
the gas must be equal, e.g. GM*/22 ^Kmol L*/47Tr 2 (Phillips 1979). Adopt-
ing the estimate Kmol - 0.005 cm gm- (Salpeter 1974) for the molecular
opacity per unit mass of the wind material, it is seen that stellar lumin-
osities >106 Lo are neededto fulfill this constraint.
2.) Wilson (1959) and Haisch et al. (1980) have suggested that the
force arising from the scattering of chromospheric Lyman a radiation by
neutral hydrogen atoms in the flow could be responsible for the winds of
cool giants and supergiants. Such a force is sensitively dependent upon
both the degree of ionization of the wind and the La o tical depth. To
assess the plausibility of the mechanism, assume M-10 - Me yr 1 , V00-10 km
s , corresponding to a wind momentum transport rate of order M Voo-6 x 1025
dyne. If the outflow results from the sin 0e scattering of La photons, the
requisite La luminosity is M Vooc- 1. 9 x 10 erg s	 For a star having
R* = 400 Re and Teff = 3000-4000 K, this value amounts to a few x 10-2 L*.
For comparison, the solar La flux is approximately F(L(l) :-- 3 x 10 5 erg cm-2
s -1 , implying L(La)/Le;u4.8 x 10 -6 . If this value is representative of late-
type stars in general, we conclude that La radiation pressure may affect
the dynamical state of a small portion of the stellar chromosphere, but
cannot by itself drive mass loss of the type observed.
3). The presence of 10 pm emission and infrared excesses in the long
wavelength spectra of some cool stars and the interpretation of these fea-
tures in terms of dust grains in a circumstellar shell has led several
authors (cf. Gehrz and Woolf 1971) to propose that the grains themselves
are responsible for mass loss. The condensation of grains and their sub-
sequent outward acceleration by radiative forces can cause the entire cir
cumstellar envelope to expand into a wind, provided that the collisional
transfer of momentum from grains to the background gas is sufficiently
strong (Gilman, 1972). Numerous models of such dust-driven winds have been
constructed (cf. Salpeter 1974; Kwok 1975; Goldreich and Scoville 1976;
Lucy 1976; Menietti and Fix 1978; Phillips 1979); while they differ in the
extent to which they treat the details of grain formation, acceleration,
destruction, and the transfer of radiation in the envelope, the models have
in common the properties that the grain condensation radius Rc is located
in the immediate vicinity of the flow sonic point, and that the calculated
wind terminal velocity is approximately equal to the gravitational escape
speed at r = Rc . This value is generally too high in comparison with ob-
servational results, unless provision is made for grain destruction by
sputtering when the grains attain large drift velocities relative, to the
background gas (cf. Kwok 1975)
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Note that in order to produce mass loss at rates > 10
-7
 Mo yr l ,',it is
necessary for grain condensation to occur fairly close to the stellar sur-
face where the ambient gas density is high. There exist a variety of ar-
guments (both theoretical and observational) which suggest that this is
difficult to accomplish (see the reviews by Linsky 1981, and Cassinelli
and MacGregor 1982 for de^ailed discussions). Dust formation is thought to
require temperatures 5 10 K; such values are unlikely to occur within sev-
eral stellar radii of some stars which are observed to have both massive
winds and relatively high effective temperatures (e.g., K giants and super-
giants). Indeed, infrared observations of of Ori (Sutton et al. 1977) and
the Mira variable IRc 10011 (Zappaila et al. 1974) suggest that most of the
emitting dust surrounding these cool objects is located at distances >12 R*
and >3 R* from the respective stars. Additional evidence supporting a sub-
ordinate dynamical role for dust grains comes from observations of chromo-
spheric emission line asymmetries, extended chromospheres about red giant
stars (Stencel 1982, this volume), and mass loss from hybrid stars, each of
which indicates an tutflow which originates or is underway in atmospheric
layers having T>10 K. Moreover, Hagen (1978) has shown that mass loss rate
estimates for M giants and supergiants are apparently insensitive to the
dust-to-gas ratio in the wind, in controliction to the behavior predicted
by the dust-driven models. Finally, Castor (1981) has noted that the mass
loss rate which can be produced by grains is approximately MPAL/CVoo,
where AL is the rate at which energy is radiated by the dust. Using mea-
sured values of AL for several M supergiants, he finds that the above esti-
mate for f4 is generally less than the value derived from analysis of cir-
cumstellar absorption lines. On the basis of this and the foregoing re-
sults, we conclude that radiatively - accelerated dust grains appear to be
unable to account for the observed properties of the winds from the major-
ity of cool, low-gravity stars.
d), Shock Wave-Driven Winds
Observations of substantial mass loss from long-period (Mira) variable
stars suggest that the outflow may be a consequence of stellar pulsation
(Willson 1976 Slutz 1976; Wood 1979; Willson and Hill 1979). In this pic-
ture, the periodic compressional disturbances which are generated by the
oscillation of the stellar surface propagate outward as shock waves. As
noted by both Wood (1979) and Willson and Hill (1979), such discontinuities
can give rise to mass ejection from atmospheric layers in which the gas
density is sufficiently low that the propagating shocks behave adiabatical-
ly. An estimate of the mass loss rate attainable by this mechanism can
thus be obtained by determining the density which characterizes the level
at which adiabatic behavior begins (Willson and Hill 1979; Castor 1981).
For this purpose, we adopt as an estimate of the flow time scale for the
post-shock gas the time required to travel a distance equal to the local
density scale height, tflow - a/g, where a is the sound speed and g is the
stellar gravity (it has been assumed that V = a for the post-shock gas).
Likewise, the cooling time is given by tcool-kT/NHPR(T), where PR(T) is the
X
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radiative cooling coefficient. The onset of adiabatic behavior occurs when
tflow-tcool, or when NH-gkT/aPR(T). The resulting mass loss rate estimate
is therefore
A - 41 r2 UNHa - 47f GM*(.ikT/PR (T) .	 (2)
Adopting T = 10 4K, P(T)^2.61y 10-24 erg cm31s 1 (Avrett and Hartmann 1982),
it follows that i4-1.96 x 10 (M/Me)- me yr Although the estimate given
above is somewhat low, it must be remembered that the results depend sensi-
tively upon the magnitude of the cooling coefficient P , a quantity whose
value in the present circumstances is poorly known. One as yet unsettled
question concerning the mechanism is its applicability throughout the cool
porizion of the HR diagram, particularly for stars having lower luminosities
and higher surface gravities than the Mira variables. Along these lines,
Willson and Pierce (1982, this volume) have noted that in addition to di-
rectly accelerating atmospheric material, pulsationally-generated shock
waves may also induce mass loss by supporting gas out to distances beyond
which another mechanism (e.g., radiatively-accelerated dust grains; see
also Jones et al. 1981) can initiate an outflow, or by heating the atmo-
sphere to produce conditions under which thermally-driven mass loss can
occur.
e). Alfv6n Wave-Driven Winds
The observation of large amplitude Alfven waves in the solar wind
(Belcher and Davis 1971) suggests that such modes may also be present in
the atmospheres of late-type stars having mechanically/magnetically heated
chromospheres. Numerous authors have considered the dynamical consequences'
of the observed wave flux for solar coronal expansion ( see, e.g., Belcher
1971; Jacques 1977, 1978), and it has been noted that undamped Alfv6n waves
can drive a wind from stars having atmospheres too cool to undergo ther-
mally-driven mass loss (Belcher 1971; Belcher and Olbert 1975).
The effect of an outwardly propagating flux of Alfv6n waves on the
dynamics of winds from cool, low-gravity stars has been investigated by
Hartmann and MacGregor (1980) (see also Haisch et al. 1980). For radial
propaclation in the absence of dissipation, it is found that the force due
to wades is equal to thenegative gradient of the wave energy density E =
613/8'!f, where SB is the wave amplitude. In the limit that the wavelength
of the disturbance is shorter than any of the scale heights in the back-
ground gas (i.e., the WKB limit), it can be shown that E oc [MAO+Mpg) 2 1 1,
where if A = B 4 is the Alven speed, MA = V/A is the Alv&nic Mach number
(Parker 1965). For radially-directed magnetic field and flow, MAocp ,% as
a result, s is a decreasing function of distance from the star, and the
waves exert an outward force on the gas. Physically, the outward decrease
in a (and the wave flux), appears locally as an increase in the streaming
energy per unit mass of the flow, and results from the fact that the waves
do work on the background medium (whose properties vary with distance)
through which they propagate;.
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When thermal acceleration of the flow is negligible, critical point
and energy conservation considerations can be used to approximately deter-
mine the initial and, terminal velocities, Vo and Voo, of a wind driven by
Alfven waves. The results are
ro	 Eo
3/2	 2
V 2 (—
(3)
V
1/2
oo
2	 2GM*	 260	 3	 lV -
	
r	
+ P
	
+	 (4)o.	 ^
0	 o	 2 MAO
in which r is the location of a reference level in the stellar atmosphere,
and the subscript "o" denotes evaluation at ro . F21 illustration, adopt
the parameters M* = 16 Mo, ro = R* = 400Ro, No = 10 cm-3 , V 0.667 MH,
Bo = 10 G and 6B0 = Bo/v71__0 (yielding an initial wave energy flux z 3 x ).06	r
erg cm s-1)s ) Application of the above formulae yields t^h6.6 x 10' MW
yr Land Voo=379 km s-1 . The results of detailed numerical calculations
substantiate this result (cf. Hartmann and MacGregor 1980): namely, for
energy fluxes 10 5 -106 erg cm 2 s -1 , Alfv&n waves can initiate mass loss
at rates > 10-8
 Mo yr-1 , but the resulting values of Voo are significantly 	 t
higher than observed.
One way to alleviate this difficulty is to include the effect of wave
dissipation with a characteristic damping length L -R*. Such a pre;.crip-
tion causes most of the wave energy to be deposited near the base of the
flow where the gas density is high. As a result, wind models calculated
assuming L = R* exhibit reduced values of Voo, but have mass loss rates 	 ?
which are nearly the same as these obtained in the case of undamped waves
(cf. Hartmann and MacGregor 1980). While a number of plausible mechanisms
for damping Alfven waves in cool stellar winds exist, lack of knowledge
concerning wave periods, propagating directions, and the strength and ge-
ometry of the stellar magnetic field precludes accurate determination of
the dissipation length. However, the wave damping rates required to ac-
count for the observed wind properties imply that the flow is heated as
well as accelerated; the effect of Alven waves on the wind temperature dis-
tribution is considered in the following section.
III). Energy Balance in Wave-Driven Winds
9
a) . Energy Equation
In the present section we consider the effect of Alv6n wave dissipa-
tion on the thermal structure of winds from cool, low-gravity stars. The
energy equation for a steady, spherically-symmetric outflow containing ra-
dially propagating Alfven waves can be obtained by noting that the total
energy flux (i.e., the sum, of the wind, wave, conductive, and radiative
i
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energy fluxes) is conserved. Neglecting thermal conduction, the resulting
wind energy equation is (Hartmann and MacGregor 1982)
NkV dr r - A - NkT 
	
+ dr ,	 (5)
in which r and A are, respectively, the wave heating and radiative cooling
rates (units: erg cm
-3 S-1). The quantity r is determined by noting that
the rate at which thermal energy is added to the flow by wave dissipation
is equal to the difference between the total rate of decrease of the wave
energy flux and the rate at which the waves do work on the wind (Hollweg
1973). Using this prescription in the WKB limit, the time-averaged wave
heating rate is found to be r = E(V+A)/L, where 6 is the wave energy densi-
ty and L is the damping length. Note that by the discussion given above,
r = o in the absence of wave dissipation.
To complete the specification of the terms in the energy equation (5),
we assume that the radiative cooling rate can be written in the form A =
NH2 PR (T), where Ng is the total hydrogen number density and P R (T) is the
radiative cooling coefficient. The quantity PR(T) is taken to be a func-
tion only of T, and is determined in the following way. For TS15,OOOK,
PR(T) is obtained by assessing the net radiative losses at different levels
(corresponding to different temperatures) in model chromospheres computed
for the star 6 Gem (G8Ib) and the sun (Avrett and Hartmann 1982; see also
Avrett 1981). At higher temperatures, the fit of Rosner et al. (1978) to
the optically thin, collisional equilibrium cooling coefficient of Raymond
is used.
b). Results
Using previously calculated dynamical solutions to determine V and
dV/dr, the energy equation (5) has been integrated to obtain wind tempera-
ture distributions corresponding to several different values of the stellar
surface gravity g. For each solution, L = R , Bo = 3G, 6B O
 = Bo/Vr1__0, and
No is chosen such that the quantity (EO/L)/(poGM*/R*) (a measure of the force
ratio at the base of the flow) has the value 10- 1 . The results for models
having log g = -0.42, 0.75, and 1.79 are summarized in Table 1, which lists
the initial. Alfven wave energy flux Fo (xEoAo), the wind mass loss rate A
and terminal velocity Voo, end the maximum value of the temperaturg in thg
flow Tmax.
In order of increasing surface gravity, the solutions are character-
ized by the following values of No(cm 3) and To (K); (No, TO ) = (1.69 x
1010 , 5050), (3.88 x 109, 6250), (3:51 x 10 9 , 7333).
The details of the Energy balance throughout the wind are qualitatively
the same for each of the models. Near the base of the flow, conditions ap-
propriate to thermal equilibrium obtain, and T is determined by the local
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balance between wave heating and radiative cooling, i.e., 6(V+A)/LzNj; iPOT).
The rapid acceleration of the wind in the immediate vicinity of the stellar
surface causes NH  to initially decrease outward faster than the wave ener-
gy flux F_-EA. Since P R(T) is an increasing function of T for T<10 5K, the
gas temperature at first increases with 6,stance from the star. At larger,
distances, however, the depletion of th^-v,ave energy flux due to the effect
of dissipation causes T to decrease. Hence, the temperature distribution
contains a maximum, which, for the models listed in Table 1 occurs at dis-
tances z 2-3-R*. As is apparent from the table, the value of Tmax in-
creases with increasing g, a result due in large part to the assumed con-
stancy of the wave dissipation length L. Ultimately, adiabatic cooling
dominates the wind energy balance and T- r-4/3 . It is important to note,
however, that this occurs quite far from the star; for the models listed
above, the adiabatic cooling rate first exceeds the radiative cooling rate
at distances z 7-9 R* . Heat conduction does not contribute significantly
to the energy balance in any of the models, although the temperatures at-
tained in the model having log g = 1.79 are sufficiently high that the
thermal pressure gradient may beco*ne dynamically important.
Table 1. Wind Properties
(Mo) R*(Re) Fo(erg cm-2
 s-1 ) M (Me yr-1 ) V	 (km s-100	 ) Tmax (K)
7 707 2.23 x 105 6.96 x 10-7 28 7,160
9 209 4.65 x 10 5 2.02 x 10-8 66 19,430
1 21 4.89 x 105 1.99 x 10-10 106 84,070
The results presented in Table l indicate that as the stellar surface
gravity is increased, both Voo and Tmax increase while A decreases. We
close this section by noting that: (i) this behavior is in qualitative
agreement with the observed variation of wind thermal and dynamical proper-
ties in the cool portion of the HR diagram (cf. sec. I.); (ii) the heating
which takes place as a consequence of-requiring Alfv&n wave dissipation
(cf. sec. III. e.) gives rise to wind temperature distributions which are
consistent with recent observational evidence implying the existence of ex-
tended chromospheres surrounding late-type, low-gravity stars. The reader
is referred to the papers by Hartmann and Avrett (1982) and Stencel (1982)
(both contained in this volume) for further discussion of 'these points.
IV). Conclusion
In the preceding sections, we have briefly described a few of the me-
chanisms which have been suggested to account for winds from cool, low-
gravity stars. Space limitations have prevented us fromconsidering addi -
tional processes, such as winds driven by magnetic reconnection (Mullan
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1980; Pneuman 1981) or the effects of spicular downflows o'n atmospheric
energy balance and mass loss (Wallenhorst 1980, 1981). Where possible, the
physical predictions of models based upon the proposed mechanisms have been
compared with the results of observations. On the basis of this procedure,
we conclude that although a number of suggestive agreements/disagreements
exist between theory and observation, it is presently not possible to con-
fidently identify a particular mechanism as being primarily responsible for
mass loss from cool stars. Indeed, it may well be that then observed wind
properties result from the combined effects of several of the processes
considered above. Only continued theoretical and observational effort can
reduce the numbe'cl of quantitative uncertainties present in our current un-
derstanding of late-type stellar winds.
The author gratefully_ acknowledges numerous stimulating conversations
concerning mass loss from stars with Drs. L. Hartmann, T. E. Holzer, A. J.
Hundhausen, and E. N. Parker. The Nati'anal Center for Atmospheric Research
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ABSTRACT
Spectroscopic measurements of temperatures, densities and flow velocities
in the -polar wind acceleration region provide critical empirical constraints
on solar/stellar wind theory. Preliminary results of an analysis of H I
Lyman-alpha and white light measurements made on 16 February 1980 in a polar
coronal region are reported. The hydrogen kinetic temperatures in the
observed region were found to be nearly constant with T 10 K at heliocen-
tric distances between 1.5 and 4 R . The outflow velocities were found to be
subsonic indicating that the critical point in the observed region was located
atr>4R^.
1. INTRODUCTION
The solar corona provides a critical testing ground for theoretical
models of stellar winds generated in hot coronal envelopes. The objective of
the Center for Astrophysics/High Altitude Observatory coronagraphs program is
to measure temperatures, densities and outflow velocities in the solar wind
acceleration region. Measurements of these parameters place empirical con-
straints on mechanisms for plasma heating, solar wind acceleration and the
transport of mass, momentum and energy in the solar corona and also provide
empirical constraints on solar/stellar wind theory.
2. INSTRUMENTATION
The instruments consist of a pair of coronagraphs that are carried above
{ the UV absorbing layers of the terrestrial atmosphere by-a Black Brandt V
sounding rocket. A white light coronagraph measures the intensity and polari-
zation of the electron-scattered white light corona and thereby acquires
information on coronal structures and electron densities. A UV coronagraph
measures the intensity and profile of the resonantly scattered component of
thg H I Lyman-alpha coronal radiation. Even though only about one proton in
F
	
	 10 is in the form of neutral hydrogen at coronal temperatures,: there are suf-
ficient H I atoms to resonantly scatter a measurable amount of chromospheric
s=
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Lyman-alpha radiation. Coronal Lyman-alpha provide a direct measurement of
the hydrogen velocity distribution (along the line of sight) which specifies
the hydrogen kinetic temperature. The ratio of the Lyman-alpha intensity and
white light intensity provides information on solar wind outflow vcNlocities
via Doppler dimming as described below.
	
t
The rocket coronagraphic instruments have been flown twice, on 13 Ajril
1979 and on 16 February 1980. Results of the first flight have been repor'ed
by Kohl et al. 1980 and Withbroe et al. 1982. The present paper reports pre-
liminary results of the 1980 flight. The primary objective on this flight wa3
to observe, near solar maximum, a coronal hole located at the south solar
pole. Coronal holes are thought to be a primary source of solar wind, partic-
ularly high speed solar wind streams (cf. Zirker 1981), consequently, corona-
graphic determinations of plasma parameters of these features are of consider-
able importance.
3.	 TEMPERATURES
Figure 1 shows a profile measured at a distance
	 r'	 =	 1.8	 Rpp	 from	 sun
center in the southern polar region..
	 The profile illustrates the High quality
data that can be obtained with a UV coronagraphic
	 instrument.	 The
	 observa-
tions	 (solid	 line)	 can	 be	 fit very nicely with a Gaussian profile (dashed
line) svggesting that the velocity distribution of the hydrogen atoms
	
in	 the
line of sight was nearly Maxwellian.
	 The theoretical profile has lower inten-
sities in the line wings, however, until a more detailed analysis of the
	 data
is	 completed,	 we	 will	 not	 know whether or not this is significant.
	 It is
important to note that
	 thermalization
	 times	 are	 long	 in	 the	 solar	 wind
acceleration	 region.	 For	 example, the proton-proton thermalization time is
100 seconds at r = 1.8 R0 and 10100 sec at r = 	 3.0	 R0 .	 Consequently	 plasma 1
heating	 or	 energy transport mechanisms that introduce non-thermal components
in the particle	 velocity
	 distribution	 can	 produce	 non-Gaussian	 profiles. 3
Thus,	 measurements	 of spectral line profiles provide constraints on possible
mechanisms operating in the solar wind acceleration 	 region.	 How	 tight	 the
constraints	 are depends on whether or not'a given mechanism produces a signi-
ficant non-Maxwellian component in the particle velocity distribution.
Profiles were measured at several positions P on a radius vector drected
along	 the	 axis	 of a coronal hole that was centered on the south solar pole.
The parameter P is the distance measured in solar radii from sun-center to the i
point	 where	 the	 line	 of sight intersects the plane of the solar disk.
	 The
profiles measured at P = 1.5, 2.5 and	 3.0	 RD	had	 nearly	 identical
	 widths
implying that the hydrogen kinetic temperature was nearly constant (THI ti 10
over the height range where the line profiles were formed r = 1.5 - 4 H 0 .	 The
points	 in	 Figure	 2	 are the temperatures determined from the line profiles.
These points are plotted at the radii (r = 1.7, 3.1 and 3.8 Rp)	 corresponding
to	 the	 mean	 heights where the radiation observed at p = 1.5, 2.5 and 3.0 RE)
originated (see Withbroe et al. 1982).	 The magnitude of the
	 error	 estimates
given	 depend- upon	 the uncertainties in fitting the profiles with a Gaussian
curve and the uncertainties in the correction for the	 effects
	 of	 geocoronal`
;.1
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Figure 1. A comparison of empirical (solid line) and theoretical (dashed
line) profiles of the resonantly aaattered ooraponent of hydrogen Lyman-alpha,.
The theoretical profile has been convolved with the instrumental profile which
has a FWHM z0 .35 A.
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emission/absorption near line center W. Withbroe Eat al. 1982). The solid
line is the inferred run of temperature. It should be emphasized that this is
a kinetic temperature and includes the effects of both thermal and non-thermal
motions broadening theLyman-alpha line profiles.
For comparison we have plotted temperatures predicted by a simple two
fluid model with no plasma heating above the base of the corona ( cf. Hartle
and Sturrock 1968, Nerney and Barnes 1977, Hollweg 1978). The short dash line
gives the run of electron temperature with radius, while the long dash line
gives the predicted proton thermal temperatures. The electi-on and proton tem-
peratures diverge with height due to the rapid decrease in electron-proton
coupling with decreasing density. The electron temperature has a shallow tem-
perature gradient due to the high thermal conductivity of electrons, while the
proton temperature falls off nearly adiabatically. We obtained an estiwa; e of
the electron temperature from the ratio of the Lyman-alpha and whito :fight
intensities,. This ratio depends on the ionization equilibrium of hydrogen
which is a.functiot of the electron temperature (see Gabriel 1971). The value
obtainedry 1.5 x 10 K for r = 1.7 R0 , provides a boundary condition for the
assumed two fluid model.
Because of the strong coupling between coronal hydrogen atoms and protons
(due to charge exchange, see Holzer 1977) in the observed height range, one
expects the hydrogen and proton kinetic temperatures to be equal. The lack of
agreement between the observed coronal hydrogen kinetic temperatures and the
calculated proton thermal temperatures indicates that the assumed model is
inadequate. One way of bringing the calculated and observed temperatures into
agreement is to increase the rms velocity of the protons. There are several
ways of accomplishing this. One way is through extended proton heating in the
region 1.5 to 4 R_. Addition of thermal energy by a mechanism with an energy
dissipation lengEh of about 4 R, could explain the observations. A similar
conclusion was obtained for observations of an unstructured "quiet" region of
the solar corona acquired during the 1979 flight of the coronagraphs. See
Withbroe et al. (1982) for details.
Energy carried by waves could also be contributing to the rms motions of
the protons. Consider Alfven waves which have been suggested as a possible
source of energy and momentum for plasma heating and/or solar wind accelera-
tion in coronal holes (s172 review by Hollweg 1981). For non-dissipating
Alfven waves Hollweg gives N < v > = constant where v is the rms velocity
amplitude of the waves. If the rms velocity is specified at one height, then
this relationship can be used to calculate the rms velocities at other heights
from the measured variation of density N with height. The dotted line gives
the predicted proton kinetic temperature obtained by assuming
T  (kinetic) = T  (thermal) + TA
with
TA = m<v2 > /2k = m x constant/2kN1/2
where the constant was adjusted to give the best fit to the observations. The
adopted value of the constant corresponds to v
rms 
115 km/sec at r = 4 R0.
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The fit between the calculated and observed kinetic temperatures is suf-
ficiently good to suggest that plasma motions due to Alfven waves may be con-
tributing significantly to the broadening of the H I Lyman-alpha line. The
shapes of the line profiles, which are nearly Gaussian, place a constraint on
the spectrum of these Alfven waves, if they are present. It is important to
note that there are other explanations for the nearly constant width of the
Lyman-alpba line, such as the above mentioned extended proton heating. In
order to distinguish between thermal and non-thermal line broadening mechan-
isms, additional empirical constraints are needed, such as measurements of
spectral lines from ions with different masses (se3 Kohl and Withbroe 198,'_^).
4. FLOW VELOCITIES
As indicated in the introduction the ratio of the intensities of the
hydrogen Lyman-alpha line and the white light continuum provides an empirical
constraint on possible values of the solar wind outflow velocities in the
observed region. The intensity of the hydrogen Lyman-alpha line is due to
resonant scattering of chromospheric Lyman-alpha radiation. In a static atmo-
sphere the central frequency of the coronal scattering profile is identical to
that of the chromospheric spectral line. However, in a region with solar wind
flow, the coronal scattering profile is Doppler shifted with respect to the
chromospheric profile, hence there is less optimum scattering resulting in a
reduction in the intensity of the scattered radiation. This eff,et is known
as Doppler dimming (see Beckers and Chipman 1974, Withbroe et al. 1981 and
references cited therein). The measured ratio of the intensities of the
Lyman-alpha line and the white light continuum was nearly independent of
hei2ht. This indinates that the flow velonitv of the olasma emittina the
observed Lyman-alpha and white light radiation was less than about 150 km/secj
that is, the velocities were sufficieutly low that the Lyman-alpha line was
not significantly affected by Doppler-diming (cf. Kohl and Withbroe 1982).
In order to define the limits on the outflow velocities more carefully,
we compared the measured Lyman-alpha intensities with those calculated from a
series of coronal models (see Figure 3). The intensity of the scattered
Lyman-alpha radiation depends on the width of the coronal scattering profile,
the number of neutral hydrogen atoms in the line of sight (which can be calcu-
lated from the electron density and the electron temperature which determines
N 
HI 
IN e ) and the solar wind velocity. The width of the scattering profile was
measured and the electron densities were determined from measurements of the
polarization and brightness of the white light corona. The electron tempera-
ture at r = 1.7 R was determined from the obmvations as discussed earlier
and for other heigh^s was assumed to vary as r -	(e-&- the same as in Figure
4). use or a model with an isothermal electron temperature yields similar
results due to the insensitivity of the Lyman-alpha intensity to variations in
the electron temperature. For the radial variati2n of the solar wind velocity
V we assumed a constant outward particle flux NVr . The upper curve in Figure
3 is for a static atmosphere. The other curves show the predicted Lyman-alpha
intensities for models with different outward particle fluxes parameterized by
the velocity at r 4 R	 At low heights where the density is high and solar0*
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wind velocity is low there is little Doppler dimming. However, due to the
predicted steady increase in flow velocity with increas',nkl? height, the amount
of Doppler dimming increases with height causing the intensity to diverge from
that calculated for the static model. A comparison of the calculated intensi-
ties with those measured confirms that the amount of Doppler dimming over the
observed range of heights is small, corresponding to flow velocities at r 4
R  less than about 1950 km/sec. Given that the sound speed for a corona with
T = 1 to 1.5 x 10 K is 130 to 160 km/see, the observations suggest that the
solar wind flow in the observed plasma was subsonic for r < 4 R and thus that
the critical point was at r k 4 RG. We are developing a more detailed inhomo-
geneous model from ground -based synoptic coronal data, 1980 eclipse measure-
ments and data from the rocket coronagraphs. Results from application of this
model will be reported in a subsequen=t paper.
1.5	 2.0	 ?.5	 3.0	 3.5	 4.0
P (RO)
Figure 3• Lyman-alpha intensity as a function of radius. Observed values
(points). Solid lines give values calculated for models with different solar
wind particle fluxes parameterized here by the wind velocity at 4 R0- The
estimated uncertainty in the model fits is given by the error bars on the
points.
In order to provide tighter conocrai.nts on the magnitude of the solar
wind flow velocities within a few solar radii where subsonic flows have been
observed on the two flights of the rocket coronagraphs, the UV eoronagraph is
being modified to measure the 0 VI resonance lines at x1032 and X1037. These
dines are much more sensitive to low speed flows (30 A,V PC 100 km/sec) than
the Lyman-alpha line (see Kohl and Withbroe 1982). The first flight of the
modified coronagraphic instrument is scheduled for the spring of 1982.
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at solar maximum in .February 1980 we
constraints on theoretical models for the
- nearly Gaussian H I Lyman-alpha profiles
- nearly constant hydrogen kinetic temperature with THI (kinetic) ti 10 6 K
for 1.5 r ti 4 RO
- subsonic flow for r < 4 RG (critical point at r ;t 4 R0)
- an upper limit of 130 km/see for the rms velocity of waves capable of
broadening the Lyman-alpha line for 1.5 ti r < 4.0 RG
- some evidence for extended proton heating or a non-thermal contribution
to the motions of H I atoms in the observed region.
Future observations with the rocket coronagraphs are expected to provide
additional information about the physical conditions in the solar wind
acceleration region and thereby provide additional empirical constraints on
solar/stellar wind theory.
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THE IONIZATION STATE IN A GAS WITH A
NON-MAXWELLIAN ELECTRON DISIRTBUTION
S.P. Owocki and J.D. Scudder
Iiigh Attitude Observatory and Goddard Spaceflight Center
The inferred degree of ionization of a gas is often used in astrophysics as a
diagnostic of the gas temperature. In the solar transition region and corona, in
the outer atmospheres of cool stars, and in some portions of the interstellar
medium), photoionization can be neglected, and the ionization state is fixed by
the balance between icm-electron collisional ionization and dielectronic and/or
radiative recombination. Under these conditions, higher degrees of ionization
result from higher energy ion-electron collisions which are common in a high
temperature gas, and the degree of ionization is thus a reasonable temperature
diagnostic.
Actually, ionization occurs through collisions with electrons that have
kinetic energies greater than the ionization potential of the given ion, and so
the ionization rate depends on to the number of such high-energy electrons in
the tail of the electron velocity distribution (Roussel-Dupre 1979). High-
velocity electrons move across large distances between effective coulomb colli-
sions, and, in a strong temperature or density gradient, the tail can be overpo-
pulated relative to Maxwell- Boltzmann distribution of eojaivalent energy density
(Scudder and Olbert 1979, 1981; Shoub 1981). Under these circumstances, the
ionization rate can also be greatly increased. We illustrate these effects for a
parameterized form of the electron distribution function with an enhanced
high-velocity tail, namely the "kappa distribution".
Ionization in the Kappa Parameterization
Scudder and Olbert (1981) have shown that expected variations in the
non-equilibrium properties of the electron distribution function f can often be
well represented by changes in a generalized Lorentz function with a single
parameter K, i.e,
f = As 1 + 1 v	 {1}r n9/2yp x vF
where vp is the most probable speed and A, is a normalization constant given
by,
	
Ax° i2x+1) 	 (2)XS
	
P(x-	 '
and where r(6c+1)=x! is the gamma (factorial) function (cf. Abramowitz and
Stegun 1972, p. 255). This normalized "kappa " distribution is plotted in fig. 1
for various values of the parameter x; note that for uSVkvp the number of par-
ticles can be closely fit by a Maxwellian distribution, whereas for v »-Vrxvp the
distribution declines as a velocity power law of index a=2x+2. The prominence
of the power law tail diminishes with increasing x, and it can be shown that, as
x-rm, the distribution approaches a Maxwellian.
PRECMIIO IMAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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Fig. 1. Kappa electron velocity distribution function fr vs. electron speed v in
units of the most probable speed v...
The electron-impact collisional-ionization rate in a given distribution of
r	 electrons can be generally written in the form n. <av>. where n, is the overall
number density of electrons. the angular brackets denote an average over the
f electron distribution in particle speed v, and the ionization cross section a
^!	 1
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ln(v / V.)Varies with speed as v(v)-	 e	 , where v, is the ionization threshold speedv(see e.g. Lotz 1967). We can then define the rate enhancement P in a given iso-
tropic. but non-equilibrium velocity distribution f relative to the rate in a
f Maxwellian distribution	 (sn.^/ 2yrkT)3/2exp-1'"•"8/201 at a temperature T.
i	 fv in(v/v.)fdv
<OV >on--th _ v^
k	
<OV >th fv 1n(4A /v0)fmdv
V:;
=OT LPi T/ 	 j^v 1n (v/ v,)fav
	(3)
^ lto) v
where k is Boltzmann's constant, El is the first exponential integral (cf.
Abramowitz and Stegun 1972, p.228), and c, °X/ k T is the ratio of ionizationpotential to thermal energy of the Maxwellian.
Performing the integral in eqn. (3) for a kappa distribution with a tempera-
ture T (defined in terms of the second velocity moment of the distribution), we
find.
So	 ec 1Fg{IC, IG:lr♦ 1; 1G/ zo )
-A	 ()c	
^0	 K E1(£o) 	 4
where 1F2 is the Gauss hypergeometric function (cf. Abramowitz and Stegun
1972; .p. 556), and x,=v, /vp is the ratio of ionization threshold speed to the
most probable speed of the kappa distribution. For integer kappa, the definite
integral represented by the hypergeometric function is most easily evaluated
as a finite series through repeated integration by parts (cf. Gradshteyn and
Ryzhik 1979; eqn. 2 . 111.3. p. 58).
In fig. 2 the kappa distribution rate enhancement &(T) relative to a
Maxwellian with the same kinetic temperature T is plotted versus the ratio of
ionization potential to thermal energy e.=X/kT. N-3te that the enhancements
can be very large for high ionization potentials (i.e. fl, >>1 when e,>>1), but that
there can also be rate reductions for moderate ionization potentials ( i.e. #c<1
when e,^l). This rate reduction reflects the fact that 'ibe- electrons in the
enhanced high -velocity tail far above threshold are actually less effective at
ionization than those of lower energy closer to the distribution core.
Effect ors Specific Ionization Temperature Diagnostics
We thus see that ionization rates in a plasma with a non-equilibrium elec-
tron distribution can be substantia l ly higher than in an equilibrium plasma with
same density and temperature, and this implies that the possibly non-
equilibrium nature of the plasma should be taken into account when using
information on the ionization state to infer the gas temperature. As a specific
example, we consider here the . errors in inferred ionization temperatures that
can occur for the balances 0*6-0+7 and Fe +ll -Fe +12 under conditions
representative of those in the solar corona. Although the lower level of each
exchange is the most abundant stage in an equilibrium balance at a typical
coronal temperature of 1.5x108 °K (Jordan 1969, 1970), the oxygen ionization
threshold energy Xo+8=739e V is actually more than twice that of iron
XPb +11=331aV.
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Fig. 2. a. Ionization rate enhancement P,r(T) of a kappa distribution relative to a
Maxwellian with the same temperature T. b. Ionization rate enhancement &(11
of a kappa distribution relative to a Maxwellian with the same most probable
speed v..
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In table 1 are given the errors AT in inferring the true kinetic temperature
T=1.5x106 °Kof a kappa distribution from the oxygen and iron ionization state
if the non-equilibrium character of the distribution is neglected. Because of its
higher threshold potential, the ionization of oxygen is much more sensitive to
the high-velocity electrons and thus shows generally , much larger- temperature
errors. In calculating the ionization temperature error BT we have included
any changes in recombination rate, although these changes were never large
because recombination is most sensitive to low-energy electrons in the rela-
tively unaltered distribution core. These results indicate that -the oxygen ioni-
zation state is not as good a temperature diagnostic as that of iron for plasmas
of coronal temperatures.
Table 1; lonisation Temperature Errors
for Kappa Distribution at 1.5x106
 QK
Kappa	 ?>emperature 1;b^rar AT (1060K)
Fh 01 e
z	
0+04,0+7
2 -0.19 0.75
3 -0.08 0.80
4 -0.02 0.65
5 0.00 0.63
10 0.02 0.29
20 0101 0.16
m 0,00 0, 00
Summary
Since collisional, ionization in a plasma occurs through ion-electron colli-
sions at energies above a, given ionization threshold potential, ionization rates
can be ,greatly increased by an enhancement in the number of electrons in the
high-velocity tail of the electron velocity distribution. In astrophysical plasmas
with strong gradients in temperature and/or density, such high-velocity tail
enhancements may be common, and so ionization by non -equilibrium electrons
may be important to interpreting properly the inferred ionization state in many
astrophysical contexts, Specifically, the ionization rate in a non-equilibrium
"kappa distribution" can be enhanced by as much as a factor of 10* 0
 relative to
a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of equivalent energy density, and errors in
inferred ionization temperatures can be as large as a factor of two. The rela-
tive importance of the high-velocity tail to a given ionization balance depends
on the relative magnitude of the appropriate ionization potential and the mean
thermal energy of electrons. In pill- rticular, the rather high ionization threshold
for the oxygen balance 0*0N0+7 implies that the oxygen ionization is the solar
corona is more sensitive to a non-equilibrium electron distributions than the
ionization state of other elements (e,g. iron) with lower ionization potentials. A
comparison of the ionization state of species with different ionization potentials(e ox en and iron) could therefore field information o the f
	 f th.g, yg 	 y	 n	 orm o	 e
electron distribution function in plasmas at coronal temperatures.
Y
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MODIFICATION OF AVERAGE CORONAL PROPERTIES IN THE PRESENCE
OF PERIODIC TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY VARIATIONS NEAR THE BASE
STEVEN T. SUESS*
Time-dependent flow in the solar corona has been modeled using an
implicit time-differencing solution to the equations of motion for single-
fluid, spherically symmetric, radial flow. No ad hoc extended energy or
momentum addition is invoked in the present study. Instead, collisional
thermal conduction is:included (Spitzer, 1967) allowing local dynamic modi-
fications to or by the temperature field low in the corona to also have
effects on the flow field in the mid-- and outer corona due to the very rapid
propagation speed of a thermal pulse. The solution algorithm (Beam and Warm-
ing, 1976), new to solar wind studies (Suess, 1982), is an efficient method
for including the eft=acts of thermal conduction in a time-dependent model.
In the case of a transient motion in the corona, it is usually (but not
always) the case that thermal conduction allows energy to be transported
away from compression regions and into rarefaction regions. Thus, a simple
compression (rarefaction) propagating upwards through the lower boundary of
the computation mesh would generally carry with it a local temperature excess
(deficit). Energy is, in the form of heat, conducted out of (into) the com-
pression (rarefaction), tending to diminish the local amplitude of the propa-
gating disturbance. This effect is here called conductive damping of the	 y
motion. Conductive damping, and the consequences on the average flow field
of conductively re-distributed energy are the topics of the present study.
A particular example has been treated here. First, -a steady solution for
solar wind flow is found for a given set of steady boundary conditions, be-
tween 1.4 and 28 solar radii. These boundary conditions are that the density
is 1.6xEO6 cm-3 and the temperature is 1.6xEO6 degrees. The flow profiles for
this initial state are those shown at t=0 in the figures. Then, at t=0, peri-
odic, in phase, sinusoidal variations in temperature and density are initiated
and continued indefinitely. The amplitudes of the variations are 5 percent
and 7.5 percent for the temperature and density respectively, imposed at 1.4
solar radii. The variations have a period of 1 hour -- shorter than a
coronal transit time, but sufficiently long for the disturbances to propa-
gate for small distances (2-3 solar radii). These oscillations are like those
that might occur for acoustic oscillations, although no explanation is offered
here as to how an acoustic oscillation might extend to this radius in the
first place. The present example suffices to demonstrate conductive damping
and alteration of average coronal properties that existed prior to the peri-
odic variations in temperature and density that are imposed at the boundary.
'
	
	
The presence of oscillatory accoustic wave-like motions low in the
corona represents an energy input to the solar wind. Thus, the average solar
wind energy flux in the outer corona must also increase. What is found here
is the relative distribution of this energy in its various forms. Speci-
fically, due to conductive damping, essentially none of the input energy flux
remains in the form of oscillatory motion beyond 4-5 solar radii. Instead,
average properties of the flow are modified. At 14.5 solar radii, the
average solar wind flow speed is increased by about 5 percent, from 'ti 290 km/s
to flu
 
305 km/s, and the average temperature is increased by about 10 percent,
from 'L 1.13xE06 deg to 'L 1.25xE06 deg. This is in the presence of a pressure
variation of 'b 13 percent and an average flow speed of 22 km/s at 1.4 solar
radii. Due to the large propagation speed of a thermal pulse under the pre-
sent assumptions, the temperature variation is communicated to all radii in
a very short time. However, it takes % 15 hours for a new flow state to be
established at 15 solar radii.
Figure l shows results of the modeling as plotted versus radius. The
top panel shows the temperature at t=0, 10, and 20 hours, by which time the
new, but now time-dependent, flow state has been established. The curves at
t=10 and t=20 hours have been offset upwards by 100,000 and 200,000 deg re-
spectively in order to avoid confusing overlap at small radii. The middle 	
. i
panel shows a similar plot of the velocity at t=0, 10, and 20 hours, with
offsets of 50 and 100 km/s respectively at t=10 and 20 hours. The bottom
panel shows a plot of the relative density variation versus radius at 20
hours. The relative density is defined as the difference between the d+.nsity
at 20 hours and 0 hours, divided by the density at 0 hours. The plot is
done in this manner because the density variations never exceed 25 percent,
whereas the absolute density changes by three orders of magnitude between 1.4
and 10 solar radii. The overall density variation is shown in figure 2, with
curves plotted again for t=0, 10, and 20 hours.
In co>>siderinS the results shown in figures 1 and 2, it is important to
realize that the t=10 and 20 hour curves are plotted at the same phase with
respect t.-) the boundary condition oscillation at 1.4 solar radii, and so the
variation with radius is subject to a stroboscope effect. Figure 3 circum-
vents this difficulty by showing the temporal variations of the flow parameters
at several radii. The three panels show the variation over the interval from
t=0 to t=20 hours of the temperature, velocity, and density, respectively in
the top, middle, and bottom panels. The five curves in each panel correspond
to the variations at the base - 1.4 solar radii, at 2.1, 3.7, 7.0, and 14.5
solar radii with the curves at these radii labeled as shown in the legend.
Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate the increase in average temperature and flow
speed beyond 5 solar radii at the expense of the wave motion, but with negli-
gible modification to the density beyond 5 solar radii_ Figure 3 also illus-
trates this effect in the relatively large upward drift in the average temper-
ature at 7.0 and 14.5 solar radii between t=0 and t=10 hours, and a smaller
but similar drift in the average velocity. Close examination of the tempera-
ture variations also shows the large, but finite propagation speed of the
thermal pulses. Each oscillation'bf the temperature can be followed outward
in radius, but with a small phase shift to the right. The decreasing ampli-
tude o-^ the temperature oscillations demonstrates the conversion of energy
in the thermal oscillations into kinetic energy.
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Figure 1. Radial variation of the flow field variables. Top panel; tempera-
ture at t-0, 10 and 20 hours with 10 and 20 hour ourves offset upwards by
100,000 and 200,000 degrees respectively to avoid contusing overlap at small
radii. Middle panel; velocity at t=0, 10 and 20 hours with 10 and 20 hour
curves offset upwards by 50 km/s and 100 km/s respectively. Bottom panel;
variation of the density at 20 hours relative to the density at t=0 hours,
_normalized to the t-0 density.
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Figure 2. Radial variation of the absolute density at t=0, 10 and 20 hours.
The curves, although nearly
 indistinguishable, are labeled individually as
shown in the legend. This figure demonstrates the standard fall-off of
the density with radius, upon which the oscillations are superimposed.
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Figure 3. Temporal variations of the flow field variables at 1.4, 2.1,
3.'1, 7.0 and 14.5 solar radii -- labeled as indicated in the legend.
Top panel; temperature versus time. Middle panel: velocity versus time.
Bottom panel; density versus time.
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The velocity oscillations show steepening with distance between 1.4 and
2.1 solar radii.	 However, by 3.7 solar radii the velocity oscillations have
been so strongly damped that steepening no longer exists and the oscillations
have essentially disappeared by 7.0 solar radii -- as one would expect by the
modification to average flow parameters at these larger distances. 	 One inter-
esting feature of the velocity variations at 1.4 solar radii is that at the
minimum temperature and density,- which corresponds in phase to the minimum in
velocity, the velocity is actually momentarily negative.
	
This momentary re-
turn toward the surface shows that a 13 percent pressure variation at 1 hour
period corresponds to a rather strong acoustic oscillation.
The density oscillations appear to grow in amplitude between 1.4 and 2.1
solar radii, as seen in the bottom panel of figure 3.
	
Again, this growth is
arrested by conductive damping to result in only very small oscillations at
3.7 solar radii, and essentially none by 7.0 solar radii.
i
DISCUSSION
The obvious motivation for the just-described modeling exercise is as a
preliminary investigation of the energetics of coronal expansion using a new
t
numerical tool for the study of wave effects.
	 As such, the model suffers
from several deficiencies such as (i) starting at a too-large radius, 	 (ii)
use of a collisional description of thermal conduction at radii far larger
than is justified, (iii) invoking acoustic waves at radii larger than such
waves are generally thought to exist, and (iv) the magnetic field is neglected.
On the other hand, it is also generally believed that energy deposition in
the outer corona is necessary to produce at least the high-speed portion of
the solar wind (Suess et al., 	 1977; Hundhausen, 1977). This energy deposi-
tion is an unresolved problem.
	 Holzer (1979), in assuming the possibility
that magneto-acoustic waves are responsible, suggests that conversion of
wave into flow field energy could involve a two-step process, in which the
wave flux is converted into a thermal conduction flux that in turn is con-
verted into a bulk flow energy flux.
	
Holzer also suggested the alternative
to this is a direct conversion into kinetic energy with the thermal conduc-
tion flux always being a small fraction of the total energy flux.
	
Both of
these possibilities are slightly different than the description given by Kopp
(1977) of the classical hypothesis that wave motion is converted to bulk flow
energy either through viscous dissipation or through wave pressure. 	 In the 3
present model, wave pressure is explicitlyaccounted for through solution
of the complete equations of motion.
	
However, viscous dissipat^;n is not an
explicit part of the model.
What the present model does do is to show that any waves with a compres-
sive component (i.e. magnetoacoustic waves) will be conductively damped or, a
in the words of Holzer, energy conversion will tend to take place in a two- z
step process via the thermal conduction energy flux and into bulk flow energy.
This conversion would tend to take place in the range of 1.5-5.0 solar radii A
for waves with periods comparable to one hour.	 This is not to say that such
a mechanism would necessary be the dominant mode of damping for magnetoacous-
tic
	 waves -- but it is an _effective mode in the absence of more efficient >V
mechanisms.
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Although extended studies are necessary, and have not yet even been
initiated, it can be suggested that longer period oscillations or perturba-
tions will be yet more effective in flow accelezation. In a separate descrip-
tion of the algorithm used to solve the equations in this model (Suess, 1982),
an example was given invoking a single transient in the corona, caused by an
instantaneous increase in the base temperature. In that example, it was
possible, for relatively low base densities and starting at 1.0 solar radii,
to raise the temperature in ,front of the transient to values equal to the
base temperature of 2.OxEO6 degrees. Conversely, behind the transient the
temperature was reduced to less than 1.5xE06 degrees. This was the result of
a "refrigerator-like" action of the passing transient. Compression low in the
corona resulted in enhanced temperatures which, in turn caused a thermal pulse
to propagate into the outer corona. The resultant energy loss from the low
corona then temporarily produced the diminished temperatures until conduction
could fill in the deficit from lower yet in the corona. A similar process is
occurring in the present model, except that it is going on continuously in
the presence of the train of waves coming up from the base of the computation
mesh.
Even in the absence of thermal conduction, a polytropic model produces an
analagous phenomenon of increased termperature in the compression region and
a reduction in temperature behind the compresssion, in the rarefaction (Wu
et al., 1975). However, the energy transfer to radii outside the compression
region does not exist, and hence energy transfer from conduction to kinetic
occurs over a longer time scale.
The present model was begun at 1.4 solar radii because of the negative
velocities being produced at the bottom of each pressure oscillation. In
principle, it is necessary to alter the manner in which the boundary condi-
tion is treated at the base, in the presence of negative velocities. The
extremely short duration of the negative values in the present example, how-
ever, allows them to be tolerated with negligible effect on the accuracy of
the overall, computation. To lower the base of the computation to near 1.0
solar radii will probably require re-writing the analysis to utilize boundary
conditions oil 	 velocity and either temperature or density, rather than the
temperature and density, to avoid the possibility of negative flows. Alter-
natively, it would be necessary to set up a switching condition that altered
the computation mode in the presence of negative flows 	 and the mathematical
approach to this method is not necessarily well defined. Both of these
approaches will be examined in a more comprehensive analysis.
A simpler extension to deal with is the introduction of alternate forms
of the thermal, conduction energy flux to account for the non-collisional
nature of the plasma beyond a few solar radii. It is possible to utilize
several alternative hypotheses for treating the flux within the framework of
the numerical model. It is obvious that desirable consequences will almost
always result because conduction of thermal energy to the outer corona and
then a confinement from effective escape further into the interplanetary
medium will improve the efficiency with which the solar wind flow speed is
increased in most cases.
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Dependence of Open Stellar Coronal Regions on Coronal Heating
Reiner Hammer
Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics
University of Colorado and National Bureau of Standards
Boulder, CO 80309
Abstract
Models of open regions in hot stellar coronae are presented. For a given
star these regions depend on the total amount 
^Mo of coronal heating and on
the characteristic length L over which this energy is dissipkted. The height
of the temperature maximum is mainly determined by L. The coronal tempera-
ture, the mass loss rate, and the relative fraction of wind energy losses in-
crease strongly with L as long as L is much smaller than the stellar radius.
For large L, however, these quantities are only weak functions of L, while
they still increase with increasing ^Mo . Thus, if the heating occurs close to
the stellar surface, the open coronal regions are cool, and most of the energy
is used for radiation. Extended coronal heating, on the other hand, leads to
hot coronal regions with small base pressure and predominating energy losses
due to stellar wind ( for larfte tMo) and /or outward thermal conduction (for
small ^Mo)
I. Methods
Hot, solar-like coronae are known to exist around main-sequence stars of
spectral type later than early F, giants of not too late type, and possibly
helium-rich white dwarfs. By analogy to the Sun these coronae are expected to
consist of both magnetically closed, loop-like structures and open coronal
regions. In open regions thermally driven stellar wind contributes to the
coronal energy losses in addition to radiation and thermal conduction. For a
given star the relative importance of these terms is obviously controlled by
the total amount and by the spatial distribution of coronal heating.
t
In order to investigate this dependence, I computed a series of
,-	 theoretical models of open coronal regions. For simplicity possible effects
E!
	
	 of magnetic fields, nonspherical symmetry, and external momentum sources were
neglected. The energy equation included the terms due to stellar wind, opts-
Fr'	 cally thin radiation, classical thermal conduction, and mechanical heating.
r	 As the detailed physics of the heating of stellar coronae is presently not }
6	
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known, the absorption of mechanical energy flux ^M was described by the equa-
tion
^M = ^Moexp(- rL ) 	 ,	 (1)
where L is the damping length, r is the radial distance, and ^ Mo is the total
amount of mechanical energy flux that enters the transition region and corona
at their base r = R. This heating law has often been used in the literature
(e.g., Lamers and Kuperus 1974; Kuperus and Chiuderi 19 16; Kopp and Orrall
1976). Tests showed that more sophisticated heating laws yield qualitatively
the same results (Hammer 1981, 1982b).
The boundary conditions were those proposed by Couturier, Mangeney, and
Souffrin (1979); namely, both the temperature and the conductive flux at the
E	 base of the transition region are assumed to be small compared to their maxi-
i	 mum values in the inner corona, the solutions go through the Parker critical
point, and they have vanishing temperature at infinity,; The numerical method
to solve this boundary value problem is described elsewhere (Hammer 1982a),
._	 along with an investigation of the influence of the boundary conditions.
Models of this type depend on four parameters; namely, the stellar mass
and radius, the total amount ^Mo of coronal heating, and the damping length L
which describes where the energy is deposited. As the details of coronal
heating are not known, both parameters ^Mo and L have been varied over two
orders of magnitude. The following results refer to solar mass and radius;
however, there exists a variable transformation which allows us to apply them
to arbitrary stars by simply scaling the axes of the figures (Hammer 1981;
1982c).
II. Results and Discussion
	
The dependence of the coronal temperature on the damping length is 	 t:^
illustrated in Figure 1. It shows the temperature vs. height for three models
in which the same mechanical energy flux ^Mo io dissipated with different
values of the damping length L, With increasing L the coronal temperature is
seen to be larger, and the temperature maximum (indicated by a circle) lies at E .
greater heights. This can be explained as follows. In the lower part of the
transition region the temperature is lowest, therefore the density is highest,
and radiation is efficiently produced. Further, some energy is required to
heat up the outflowing stellar wind material.:, These energy losses due to ra-
diation and enthalpy can not be balanced by local mechanical heating, because
the lower transition region. is very thin compared to the damping length L over
which the energy dissipation .occurs. Therefore, they have to be supplied by
thermal conduction from above. Only at heights which are comparable to the
f	 damping length can mechanical heating become efficient and balance the down-
f^
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w:;: conductive flux. thus producing the temperature maximum. As up to thin
pn' ' t the temperature continues to rime, this explAtnH why hoth the height of
the temperature mAx t mttm mind the corona l temperature increase with increasing
damptng length (cf. Emiler, li.rtmner and fllmschneider 1979).
1 X1011
106
	
1 x1010
1 x109
Y
F- 10 5
104
10 3 10 2	 10-1	 1	 10
z
Fig. 1.	 Temperature T as ftinctlo ►► of hetght r (in ► ,nits of the stellar
radius; the reterence level z - 0 has M e er chot ► en at 2 x 10-3 below
t he base of ( he t rnns i t lot ► region) . The mode Is have t he sHt ►n e amount
of tnechmitcal energv flux S%, - l x 10 5 ergs cm ? H -1 , hilt different
v: ► luec+ of the damping leuKth 1. (tu •m). Vie temperature maxima are
imileated by circlaea.
ht:+ behavtor Is mere clearly :+hown in Figure 2. Roth the maximum
temperature '1' m and the te ►t►perattire 1'
r at the critical point increase monotont-
•ally with L. However, while for small L the increase of Till is rather strong,
it is mach weaker when L to comparable to the tttellar radius (i.e., 7 x 1010
cm In the present case). It call
	 shown (Natnme• r 1981) that there are two
1 , 4 1 1180; 1 H for this saturation.	 FIrHtly. for large L the energy losses occurring
below the temperature maximum, like radiation of the transition region, de-
crense in favor .)f the energy losses which occur above the temperature maxi
-tnnm, like the outward thermal conduction lommes and part of the wtnd losses
(sve helow). Therefure, less conductive flux has to be transported inward to
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balance the energy losses of the lower atmosphere. Secondly, as soon as L
(and thus the height of the temperature maximum) :, comparable to the stellar
radius, this inward conductive flux is geometrica?iy diluted. Both effects
reduce the temperature gradient and thus also the temperature at that height
where the heating suffices to produce the temperature maximum.
Tm
Po	 TC
L	 i	 i	 i	 i l l	 i	 i	 i	 I	 I	 I	 t
1010
0.08
0.07
N
0.06 'E
U
0.05
0.04 0
rl
0.03
0.02
10 11
L (cm )
Fig. 2. Maximum coronal temperature T m . temperature T  at the critical
point, and pressure p  at the base of the transition region as
functions of L for constant OMo a 1 x 105 ergs cm Z s 11.
In addition to the coronal temperature, Figure 2 shows also the pressure
Po at the base of the transition region. It has a flat maximum for relatively
small damping lengths.
The global coronal energy balance is illustrated in Figure 3 which shows,
as a function of the damping length, the relative fractions of the total me-
chanical energy that are used for radiation, outward thermal conduction, and
stellar wind.
The outward heat conduction at the critical point increases with L. This
is mainly caused by (Hammer 1981) the increase of the temperature at the cri-
tical point (cf. Fig. 2) and thus of the thermal conductivity.
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So far we have only discussed the influence of the damping length L for a
single, constant value of the mechanical energy flux ^ Mo . For other values of
this quantity, however, the qualitative results were the same.
As for the dependence on OMo, some of the basic trends that emerged from
the models are as follows (cf. Hammer 1981): With increasing O Mo , the coronal
temperature reaches larger maximum values at only slightly smaller heights.
The increase of the temperature again leads to a strong increase of the mass
loss rate and of the wind energy losses. The wind energy losses were found to
increase so strongly that the relative contributions to the energy losses due
to radiation and outward thermal conduction have to decrease.
In short, the dependence of open coronal regions on coronal heating can
be summarized as follows. The height of the temperature maximum is almost
exclusively determined by the damping length. Temperature, mass loss rate,
and wind energy losses increase with both the amount of coronal heating and
the damping length. The dependence of these quantities on the damping length
is strong for small L, but weak when L is of the order of the stellar radius.
If the heating occurs close to the stellar surface, open coronal regions are
cool and lose most of their energy by radiation. Extended heating, on the
other hand, leads to hot open coronal regions, and the dominating energy
losses are stellar wind (if the total amount ^Mo of heating is large) and/or
outward thermal conduction (if ^Mo is small).
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PREDICTIONS OF WAVE-DRIVEN WIND MODELS
L. Hartmann and E. Avrett, Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics
There is a great deal of observational evidence that large-scale "tur-
bulent" motions exist in the outer atmospheres of cool, low-gravity stars (cf.
Wilson 1960; Smith 1980). This evidence led Hartmann and MacGregor (1980) to
look for ways in which the energy in such turbulent motions could be tapped to
x produce low-temperature winds, since othe). , theories had their difficulties.
At the same time, IUE observations showad that stars could posess both cold
winds and hot gas, the latter at temperatures characteristic of the solar
transition region (Hartmann, Dupree, and Raymond 1980). This suggested a
closer link between cool flows and solar activity. A combination of these and
other considerations caused us to investigate the possibility of using mag-
netic fields to carry the turbulent energy outward, creating Alfven-wave
acceleration of cold CS shells analogous to the solar wind mechanisms studied
by Belcher (1971), Hollweg (1973), and Jacques (1978).
Assuming radial flow and several other
equation of motion can be put into the form
	
dv 1 d
	
<6B2.
	
V dr + P dr	 (pg + 87T -
simplifying appoximations, the
which explicitly displays the effect of the waves. The magnetic turbulent
pressure gradient replaces the gas pressure in the canonical thermally driven
wind in order to drive low-temperature flow.
This equation of motion exhibits multiple critical points ( cf. Holzer
1.977); multiple solutions are therefore possible, although generally the solu-
tions through the innermost critical point exhibit by far the largest mass
fluxes and so are of greatest interest (Holzer and Leer 1981).
At the critical point of a cold wind, the turbulent magnetic pressure
gradient must essentially balance gravity. However, since for an Alfven wave
(6B/B) (6v/A), where A is the Alfven speed, this requirement can be phrased
in terms of the wave velocity amplitude. The result is that 6v must be of the
order of the escape velocity at the critical point; this means that the theory
predicts the presence of large "turbulent" velocities.
The amount of mass loss obtainable clearly depends upon the field
strength. One knows essentially nothing about possible surface magnetic
fields and wave amplitudes. Therefore, all that can be done at the moment is
to find the parameter range in which mass loss rates are compatible with
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observational estimates. Typically, the calculations result in
2.5
	 -0.5	 B	 2
14 ti 6 x 10-g 100RO	5Mp	 3G	 MD yr
-1	
(2)
Thus magnetic fields
large mass loss rates.
requirements; for B = 3G,
This appears reasonable
which indicate the dissip,
Basri and Linsky 1979)•
of a few gauss are sufficient to generate acceptably
One may alternatively consider 5the ener§y flax
the wave flux is of order a few x 10 erg cm
	
s- .
in view of chromospheric radiative loss estimates
ation of a similar amount of mechanical energy (cf.
A further important property of the theory is that it requires wave heat-
ing which accompanies the momentum deposition. It was found that unless the
waves are damped on scales comparable to the stellar radius, the calculated
wand velocities are much higher than observed (Hartmann and MacGregor 1980).
Although this damping is not understood in physical terms, by fixing the
damping length to yield the proper velocities a further prediction is made.
With an estimate of the radiative cooling law, for which the low-temperature
properties are taken from PANDORA calculations of stellar chromospheres (cf.
Vernazza, Avrett, and Loeser 1981), the heating rate can be used to define
wind temperatures. The balance between wave heating and radiative cooling
determines the wind temperature maxima in this theory.
The consequences of such heating are displayed in Fig. 1, where winds for
a variety of stars in the HR diagram have been computed, assuming B = 3G.
One can see clearly that wind velocities and temperatures increase with
increasing stellar grav^ty. At sufficiently high gravities winds with tem-
peratures in excessof 10 K appear, as radiative cooling becomes less effi-
cient. At present the computations cannot handle winds with higher tempera-
tures. However, these results suffice to show roughly where low-temperature
winds are expected to occur.
A comparison with Reimers' (1974) survey indicates that this simple-
minded calculation agrees with many of the features of the observed distribu-
tion of CS shells in the HR diagram. The calculated wind velocities are sys-
tematically too high by a factor ti 1.5 - 2; however, this problem may be
alleviated by considering complications such as non-radial magnetic field
geometries (Hartmann and MacGregor 1981). Furthermore, the mass loss rates
indicated by (1) are adequate, and the position of the boundary of cool winds
is not too far off from the ob;ei` nations.
A more direct test of the theory is to observe the wave heating effects
on the wind temperature distribution. Extended chromospheres are produced
over typical height scales of a few R* . As an example, a wind calculated for
a 4star with 4M 1 M0 , R = 2.1 RO , indicates that temperatures in the range 1 x10 - 2 x 10_
	 out to ti 1.3 R*, where the electron densities are of
morder 10 8
 c . These values compare favorably with the results of Stencel et
al. (1981) from IUE observations of the density-sensitive C II lines in red
giants.
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Figure 1. The variation of wind properties in the HR diagram, assuming all
stars have surface magnetic fields of 3G. The models are la4elled by the ter-
minal velocity and the maximum wind temperature (68K 6.8x10 K). The filled
circle is a model for which no ^ind could be calculated, since the maximum
wind temperature is in excess of 10 K. The dashed line roughly indicates the
transition line beyond which wind models with T , 10 5K are calculated. The
encircled H symbols are positions of observed hyDrid atmosphere stars, which
exhibit both winds visible in circumstellar absorption lines and emission from
ionsP resent for T = 1-2x10 K.
Models constructed for the M2I star a Ori predict wind temperatures which
peak L 6000K - 8000K at ''•3 R e . This model has two obvious observational
consequences: a) Excess radio free-free emission is produced; evidence for
such an effect has been observed (Altenhoff, Oster, and Wendker 1979); b) Ha
is predicted by our preliminary radiative calculations to be formed in a shell
of height ti 5 - 7 R 9 . This appears to be compatible with recent occultation
and speckle interferometry measurements, as discussed by Goldberg (this
volume).
Further observational efforts to study the chromospheric structures of
red giants and supergiants are highly desirable, since the wave-driven wind
theory demands extended heating regions accompanying the flow acceleration.
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Figure 2. A comparison 1 of the radio fluxes calculated for an a Ori wind model
with M - 10 b MO
 yr and T = 6000K, as compared with the observed radio
excess (Altenhoff, Oster, and Vnxdker 1979). The dashed line indicates the
probable photospheric contribution.
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SPECKLE INTERFEROMETRY OF a ORI: PRELIMINARY RESULTS
L. Goldberg
Kitt Peak National Observatory
and
E. K. Hege, E. N. Hubbard, P. A. Strittmatter, and W. J. Cocke
Steward Observatory, University of Arizona
OBSERVATIONS
The Steward Observatory intensified video speckle camera (Hubbard et al.
1979, Hege et al. 1980) was used at the Steward 2.3m telescope on 24 November
1980 and at the KPNO 4m telescope on 2 and 3 February 1981 for observations
of Alpha Orionis. We have preliminary reductions, using procedures described
in Hege et al. (1981), for three of these observations.
Detector
	
Date	 Bandpass	 Scale	 Resolution
	
Comments
o 	 o
	
24 Nov 80
	 6563A/2.4A 0"0109/pixel
	
0:1058
	
Very windy. Seeing — 1.5
	
3 Feb 81	 6563A/2.4A 0.0143
	 0.033
	
Scattered cirrus. Seeing 5 1"0
	
3 Feb 81	 6500A/20A
	 0.0143
	 0.033
	
Scattered cirrus. Seeing S 1:'0
For the H-alpha line observations at the 2.3m telescope, 15ms shuttered
exposures were reduced using photoelectron event detection procedures to
produce speckle image autocorrelation functions (ACF) for both a Ori and 'y Ori
using a 2.4R interference filter manufactured by Omega Optical of Brattleboro,
Vermont. In order to facilitate the intercomparison of results obtained at
the 4m telescope, a set of observations was made in similar fashion with
the addition of a 16% transmission neutral attenator to allow reductions using
event-detection procedures. Otherwise, the same observing set -up and data
edu tion rocedures were used for both observations Seein -corrected auto
	
r c	 p	 g
correlation functions (ACF s ) were produced for both stars (Hege et al. 1981).
The seeing correction is produced from the long-exposure (LE) image accumulated
from the same data sets. A correlation function (XC), defined as the Fourier
transform (FT) of the square modulus of the Fourier transform of the long-
exposure,
XC = FT FT(LE)12),
Visiting Astronomer at Kitt Peak National Observatory, which is operated by
the Association of universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under con-
tract with the National Science Foundation.
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is used to estimate the seeing. The seeing-corrected autocorrelation function
is
ACFs = ACF - n(XC),
where n is a normalization determined by the average value of the quotient of
the two functions at radii at which seeing effects predominate in the ACF.
n = I<ACF/XC>I
	.
seeing
Although this seeing-corrected ACFs is known to have significant residual
	 h
contribution due to seeing effects and to contain the excess width due to the
telescope aperture point-spread function (PSF), it is nevertheless useful,
	 i
especially when compared with an ACF S for an unresolved source observed and
reduced in the same way.
Ha RESULTS
The H-alpha line measurements at both telescopes show evidence for struc-
ture
-
at large scale when ACF s (a Ori) is compared with ACF (y Ori). In both
measurements, the ACFs (a Ori) signal showed large intensities at image scales
well resolved but near the telescope diffraction limit. However, they also
contained significant intensity at distances which could not be attributed to
errors in seeing corrections since correspondingly extended intensity distribu-
tions were not seen in ACFs
 ('y Ori). We are confident that this structure is
real since the same effects were seen in observations made on different dates
at different detector image scales using different telescopes.
In attempting to establish a characteristic diameter for the Ha, envelope
	 )'
we adopted the following procedures. First the ACF of a uniform disk was
fitted to the extended part of the ACFs derived from the observation in order
to provide a first estimate of the disk diameter D. This gave D = 0.23 ( +
 0.02)
arc sec and 0.22 ( +
 0.05) for the 2.3m and 4m data,respectively. The "goodness
of fit" between model and observation was satisfactory but by no means perfect.
	 G'
Furthermore, the power in the extended envelope ACF seems rather too high com-
pared to that which would be expected from an optically thin Hot emitting
envelope on the basis of the emission intensity in the observed Ha spectrum.
We are therefore led to suggest that the principal component observed in the
extended ACF represents the cross-correlation between the just resolved photo
spheric contribution (the ACF of which provides a strong central peak ir, !..,
	
y
total ACFs ) and that of the extended emission. In this picture the ACF of
	 M
extended envelope would be too weak to be clearly detectable at the observed
signal-to-noise ratio. In this interpretation the extended ACF component con-
silts of an image (and its reflection) of the envelope emission convolved with
the energy distribution of the central star. The measurements given above for
the diameter would then represent more closely the radius of the envelope
while the radial dependence in the observed ACF represents the radial inten-
sity distribution in the envelope. The observations would thus imply that the
Ha envelope is not well represented by a uniform disk but declines towards
larger radius as might be expected in -a wind flow. It is not possible to
	 a;
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specify a radius for such a distribution but it is clear that a significant
contribution from the envelope has been detected out to a radius of '\, 0.27 arc-
secs in both the 2.3m and 4m data.
The signals are not radially symmetric. There is evidence for elongation
in both sets of observations. In order to suppress as far as possible any
residual asymmetries due to seeing or the data acquisition and reduction
techniques, the power spectra (PS), obtained by PS = FT(ACF) using the raw,
uncorrected speckle ACF, for both a Ori and y Ori were corrected for detector
noise bias (liege et al. 1981) and the quotient power spectrum.
PS (a Ori) - BiasDeconvolved PS = 
(PS(Y Ori) - Bias)
was analyzed. The deconvolved power spectra show that the image of of Ori (in
Ha light) is elongated. The results for 24 November 1980 show the extension
to be at P.A. 157 +50
 (mod 180°) while those of 3 February 1981 indicate a
PA at 176 +50
 (mod 180°).
CONTINUUM RESULTS
For the higher intensity signals obtained with the wider (20R) continuum
filter, analogue detection procedures were used to produce power spectra (PS)
for both a Ori and Y Ori. The reduction methods produce seeing corrected ACFs
in which no evidence-for any extended structure with surface brightness greater
than a few percent of that of the photosphere was detected. However a position.
angle asymmetry at 280 (mod 1800) was clearly evident in ACFs (a Ori); the
diameter of the major axis was measured to be 63 + 2 mas and that of the minor
axis 59 + 2 mas, the major uncertainty arising from uncertainty in image scale,
not from random errors.
Image phases accumulated in the course of the analogue reductions (Cocke
1980) were used, together with the debiased, deconvolved PS, to initialize
image reconstruction by the Fienup (1978) method. The resultant image shows
that the asymmetry is due largely to an unresolved feature at position angle
208°.
The excess brightness of this feature, compared to the brightness of
neighboring image pixels, is of order 25%. Since the mean diameter in the
continuum is about 60 arc-milliseconds and the measurement resolution is about
30 arc milliseconds, there are about `L 3 resolution elements in the resolved
image. Thus the hot spot will contribute an excess of order 25 ( +15)/3 per-
cent or 6m = 0.08 (+0.05) to the integrated brightness of a Ori.
DISCUSSION
To summarize, the reconstructed image of a Ori in 65008 continuum radia-
tion on the night of 3 February 1981, has a mean diameter of about 60 mas,
and shows an unresolved bright feature near the SW limb at position angle
208°. The contribution of this feature to the integrated brightness of the
star is-OT08 + 0.05. Narrow band Ha observations on 24 November 1980 and
x
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3 February 1981 both show significant emission at relatively large distances,
(radii exceeding 0.25). Moreover, the data clearly indicate that this Ha
envelope is elongated, the 24 November observations yielding an extension at
position 0angle 1570 (mod 180°) and those of 3 February at position angle 1760
(mod 180 ). We shall postpone a detailed disucssion of these observations to
a later paper, after a full image reconstruction has been attempted. It is,
however, worthwhile at this stage to note some possible implications of the
above results.
The continuum results are clearly important in relation to the well-known
variations in both brightness and linear polarization, which a Ori is known
to undergo on time scales of a few months. The brightness variations are
irregular and amount to about a factor of 2, whereas the polarization varies
in ancu:derly fashion over periods of several months. As shown in a classical
paper by Stebbins (1931; see also Sanford 1933) the short-term brightness
fluctuations modulate a regular, cyclic variation with a period of nearly six
years. The visual magnitude and B-V color of a. Ori have recently been observed
by Krisciunas (1981), on 19 nights spread over the period from 1979 October to
1981 April. The brightness varied over the range V = 0m78 to V Om29 but B-V
remained constant at lm85. Observations during the 1980-1981 season began at
the end of December at which time the star had brightened to V = Dm30 + 0.01.
The last previous observation was on 22 March 1980 when the magnitude was
Om73 + 0.02. Between 5 January 1981 and 26 February 1981, the brightness
decreased steadily from 0.29 + 0.01 to 0.57 + 0.01. By 17 March 1981 i
 a
second brightening occurred, to V = OT44 + 0.05, after which the brightness
again declined, to Om61 + 0.03 on 6 April 1981. It is entirely possible that
the increased brightness at the beginning of 1981 was the result of the bright
limb feature we observed on 3 February. On 1 February, the visual magnitude
was OT44 + 0.01, which is not out of line with our estimate of Om08 + 0.05
as the excess brightness of this feature. 	 -
The observations of time-dependent intrinsic polarization at visual wave-
lengths in many late-type giants (c.f. Serkowski 1966; Dyck and Jennings 1971)
also provides evidence for some form of nonsphericity in the structures of
these stars. If the polarization arises from scattering, then either the
scattering medium or the star's brightness distribution must depart from
spherical symmetry (Woolf 1972). Such asymmetries may be caused by con-
vective cells which, in red supergiants, may extend over an appreciable
fraction of the stellar radius (Schwarzschild 1975). The scattering itself
could be due to dust (Dyck and Jennings 1971), atomic or molecular hydrogen
(Kruszewski et al. 1968) and/or electrons.
Of significance in the present context is the recent discovery of ordered
changes in the linear polarization of visible light from the red supergiants
a Ori and a Sco (Haynes 1980,1981; Tinbergen et al. 1981). The scar a Ori
was observed by Haynes on 66 nights during 1979-1980 and on 62 nights during
1980-1981. In 1979-1980, the position angle of the plane of polarization
first decreased in ordered fashion for three months beginning on September;
1979, from about 157 to 115 , and then increased to about 170 , while the
amount of polarization decreased more or less regularly from about 0.8% to
0.4%. Most of the variation occurred during the first four months of the
observing season, with very little changeoccurring during the period 1 Febru-
ary 17 April. In October 1980, the polarization resumed its variation, the
angle increasing from 0° to about 125° and the amount of polarization from
about 0.2`k to 0.85%.
I
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Haynes (1980) has suggested that the changes in polarization arise from
in the lower atmosphere and finds them consistent with the growth of achanges
a surface feature followed by progressive changes in its orientation. 	 The
speckle and brightness observations quoted here lend general support to this
model and permit a certain amount of further elaboration. 	 We conjecture that
in September - October 1980, a bright feature developed on or near the stellar
limb a >, position angle 2G8' and grew in luminosity until about the end of
December 1980.	 As shown by the photometry (Krisciunas 1981), the feature
then began a steady decline in integrated brightness.
	 The secondary maximum
in the visual light curve may well have been caused by another brightening
elsewhere on the stellar disk. 	 The progressive increase in the angle of the
plane of polarization before and after 3 February implies either that the
bright feature was moving around the limb
	 which seems unlikely,g	 g	 y, or that
light from the surface feature was being scattered by material in motion above
the limb and changing its orientation with respect to the active region.
	 It 1
may be significant that, on 1 February 1981, two nights before the bright
feature was observed at position angle 208°, the angle of the plane of polari- J,
zation was 113°, or within 5 0 of being at right angles to the direction of the
bright spot -- as would be expected in the Hayes model.
Further information concerning the surface stgi4cture and envelope of a Ori
can be derived from high angular resolution observations at other wavelengths.
The present results, however, clearly illustrate the power of the speckle
interferometry technique especially when the results can be combined with
accurate photometric and polarimetr-c data.
This work has been supported by the AFGL through contract No. F19628-78-
C-0058 and by the AFOSR through contract No. 82-0020. We wish to acknowledge
helpful discussions with J. Beckers, J. Drummond and N. Woolf.
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EMENCE FOR EXTENDED CHROMOSPHERES SUPAOUNDING RED GIANT STARS
Robert E. Stoncel
Joint Institute for laboratory Astrophysics
University of Colorado and National Bureau of Standards
There 
is 
now 
an Increasing amount of both observational evidence and
theoretical arguments that regions of partially ionized hydrogen east tinding
several stellar radii are an important feature of rod giant and 8upetgiant
stars. The purpose of this paper is to summarizo this evidence and to examine
the implications of the existence of extended chromosphoras in terms of tile
nature of the outer ►tmospheres of, and mass loss from* tool atars6
1. Spectroscopic Evidence
1.1. Emission measure 
in 
the mid-UV lines of e
A marvelous marriage between observational astrophysics and theoretiLtal
atomic physics recently occurred when the density-sonsitiva variation of Wid
ratios within the Civet-lined 2325 A multiplet (UV 0.01) of 0 It was studied in
the spectra of red giants (Stencel et al. 1981)4 The sensitivity  of	 oll Lhe 'bor
100ejeFtronic sequence to the electron density of lines in. the 28 2 212 1)   -
2s2p # P
 multiplat has been known for some yoarsi, Previous work lids conton-
troted on N 111, 0 IV and higher sequence members it the context of the solar
atmosphere. The C 11 features are sensitive to densities in the 107-10) am-3
regime, inappropriato for the dense': solar chromosphere, but valtiable. in 11*4-
auri"g densities in low gravity cool stars. Observations of the 0 It 2325 A
multiplat in the Son and in the planetary nebula N00 6572 fix the high and low
density ratios for three pairs of lines. By Iteratively- adjo q t!)^g collision
strangtho and A-values, Stencel et al. achieved an optimum fit co the do ►isity
extremes, reducing the spread in N e as derived from three line ratios for in-
dividual rod giants. The line ratios are relatively insensitive to changos in
T . over the 1000-20,000 K range. More accurate collision strength ealtuld-
tions are needed, however, and observations of objects ticatet the 10W and high
density limits are being requested, but such observations require long expo-
$ure$ evea with the 1U . sats1litoo The implied electron densities for a Boo
and a Tau are 2-3 x 10 em. ) in reasonable agreement with upper ehtomo4pheria
values in models by Kelch et al. (1978) and Ayres and Linsky (1975).
In addition to the valuable density diagnorstic, the ratio of total flux
in the 2325 A moltiplat to that in tho 1335 A resonance line m:ultiplot pro-:
E sLANK NOT FILMED
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vides an independent measurement of Te • This information combined with
ionization equilibrium estimates and abundances cm leadto estimates of the
hydrogen column density, j NHdh, which is -6 x 10 cm for a Boo. Then
assuming the carbon ionization fractions and the value of Ne/NH , we derive a
lower limit to the (C II) chromospheric thickness for a Boo of ^-2 x 10 12 cm,
which is at minimum comparable to the stellar radius. More precise calcula-
tions for the hydrogen and carbon ionization equilibria and line formation,
including collisional excitation would be valuable. Preliminary calculations
assuming a two-level C+ ion and optically thin line, and the observed values,
suggest that chromospheric thicknesses range from about 6R * in a Boo to 10-15
R* in M giants and supergiants, like P Peg and a Ori. It is encouraging that
this same technique predicts a very thin (0.01 R* ) chromosphere for the Sun.
Recent C II observations of the KO III star P Gem indicate Ne - 109 ' 1 and a
chromospheric thickness of 0.06 R* . This result is encouraging, because S Gem
exhibits soft X-ray emission transition region emission lines, indicative of
an outer atmospheric structure similar to the Sun, including a geometrically
thin chromosphere. It seems physically appealing that among the red giants
which show no evidence for hot coronae, the chromosphere occupies a volume
homologous to that of coronae in warmer, higher gravity stars.
1.2. Other estimates of . chromospheric extent and inner CS radius
The coolest and most luminous red giants are known to be surrounded by an
extensive, cold circumstellar (CS) gas and dust envelope, extending possibly
hundreds of stellar radii (for a Ori several arc-minutes in apparent extent --
Honeycutt et al. 1980). The radius of the inner edge of this CS shell is re-
ferred to as min and its value is importat'r in estimating mass loss rates,
but it also provides an outer limit to the extent of warm, chromospheric ma-
terial near the star. Sutton et al. (1977) employed optical heterodyne inter-
ferometry on the 10 µm silicate feature in a Ori and a Sco, and found that
dust emission ceases within 12 R* , implying an extended warm interior region.
Less direct techniques have inferred Rmin for a Ori to lie in the 8-12 R*
range, cf. Bernat and Lambert (1975), Knapp et al. (1980), van der Hucht et al.
(1980), Castor (1981). The radio spectrum reported by Jtenhoff et al. (1979)
is consistent with free-free emission from a 2-3 R* warm region around a Ori.
1.3. Variable He 110830 A emission
The appearance of variable He I 10830 A emission and absorption among red
giant stars (O'Brien 1980; Zirin 1976) for which upper limits on coronal X-ray
emissions are very small (Ayres et al. 1981a) poses the difficult problem of
line formation that perhaps can be resolved by recognizing that the chromo-
spheres of these stars are probably extended. The existence of emission in
10830 A is easier to understand if it is formed over a region large compared
to the photosphere. This is in contrast to thin chromosphere dwarfs where
138 j'
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10830 A appears consistently in absorption. More importantly, the nature of
the 10830 A variations themselves has been used by O'Brien to argue for moving
prominence-like material at large distances from red giants. The nature of
these events is far from established, but they strongly imply the existence of
chromospheric material at ;large distances above the stellar photosphere.
Evidence for episodic mass ejections among red giants has also been found by
Bernat (1981).
1.4. Atmospheric structure in 32 Cyg
a
	
	
High resolution ultraviolet spectra obtained during the recent eclipse of
32 Cyg by Stencel et al. (1982) provide direct measurement of the chromo-
spheric temperature rise with height above the supergiant's photosphere as a
result of the different lines of sight through the KSIb stellar atmosphere to
the partially eclipsed B5V companion star. Preliminary analysis using Fe. I
and Fe II curve of growth indicates an excitation temperature that appears to
plateau at 7200 K above approximately 2 RK.
1.5. Ionization anomalies
Ramsey (1981) has reported on the ionization balance in G5-M2 giants and
supergiants, using Ca 16573 A and [Ca I] 7324 A lines. He found an increas-
ing discrepancy between observed and LTS line strengths for Teff < 4250 K,
which he interpreted in terms of increased overionization. This effect high-
lights the inadequacy of radiative equilibrium, LTE atmospheres for such
stars, wlelch could be due in part to a lack of collisional deexcitation in low
density and extended material, or subtle filling of the line core by chromo-
	 {
spheric emission. The NLTE effect and core filling both 'could have substan-
tial impact on attempts to perform abundance analyses of these objects (see
below).
1.6. Ca II K and Mg II k
Chromospheric temperatures and velocity fields can be derived from pro-
files of the emission cores of the resonance doublets of Ca + and Mg+. Reimers	 1
(1977) has delineated that portion of the 'HR diagram where cool stars typi-
	 A
cal`ly show CS (K4) features in their K line cores, thus indicating the pre-
tence of outflowing 3000-7000 K material well above the low chromosphere.
Stencel (1978) and Stencel and Mullan (1980a,b) have studied the statistics of
asymmetries in the doubly reversed emission cores. They find that the Ca II K
line changes from a solar-like (K2V > K2R) asymmetry to an outflow (K 2V < K2R)
type of asymmetry along a locus in the 11-R diagram similar to that proposed by
Reimers for the presence of K4 features, whereas the Mg II k line undergoes a
similar asymmetry change several spectral subtypes earlier, nearly coincident
with the division between stars with and without detected soft X-ray emission
(Ayres et al 1981a). Effects of interstellar Mg II absorption can affect the
ORIGINAL PAGE
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apparent asymmetry (Bohm-Vitense 1981) although to first order, the impact can
be judged by comparing the stellar radial velocity against the "expected
asymmetry for the stars' location in the H-R diagram.
Several bona-fide "discrepant asymmetry" (Ca II K # YZ II k) stars have
-	
been isolated by Mullan and Stencel (1982), including a Boo (K2 III), a Tuc
(K3 III), a Oph (K3 II), x Her (K3 II), 56 Peg (KO II + wd).	 Several others
are suspected of having discrepant asymmetries (e.g., 56 UMa, G8 II), although
interstellar Mg II absorption may interfere.	 In contrast, the G giants and M
giants tend to have asymmetry agreement.	 It is significant that when the
discrepancy is found, it is always in the sense that Ca II shows V > R while
Mg II k shows the opposite asymmetry.	 This "preferred parity" must be phys-
ically meaningful, unless a reliable counter example can be found.
At the tune of this writing there is no definitive explanation for this
.3
1
i
phenomenon, although several hypotheses have been advanced. 	 Our attempts to
simulate discrepant asymmetries numerically using plane parallel, hydrostatic[
equilibrium (HSE) model atmospheres and comoving frame multilevel NLTE calcu-
lations including PRD have not been successful; the formation regions of Ca II
K and Mg II k overlap to a great extent (cf. Fig. 1 of Vernazza et al. 1981)
r	and unphysically steep velocity gradients would be required to produce the
discrepant asymmetries.' There is no reason to believe that the high pressure
chromosphere models of Baliunas et al. (1979) would do any better. 	 There are
two possible solutions: we could adopt very nonsolar Ca/Mg abundance ratios to
separate the Ca II and Mg II formation regions; or we could assume that the
chromosphere is extended and inhomogeneous.	 The latter option seems prefer-
able.	 Spectral synthesis calculations are needed for the following models:
(1) one component, geometrically extended chromospheres (T 	 - 8000 K); (2) rmaxr	
extended chromospheres, including stellar prominences (Tmax - 10,000 K), and
(3) "double valued" chromospheres (Tmax initially rising to 10 5 K, then drop-
ping back to	 8000 K).	 None of these models can assume HSE, a point we'll
return to later.
For a one-component chromosphere without a high temperature corona at its
upper bounds the Mg II k formation region will extend well above that of Ca II
K, such that it should be possible to produce discrepant asymmetries, with
plausible radial velocity gradients. 	 In the stellar prominence model an
upward moving layer, which is optically thick in Mg II k but thin in Ca II K,
t	 overlies a static chromosphere, and adds absorption and emission components to
the symmetric underlying profile in any desired proportions. 	 Such models are a
highly nonunique however. 	 Finally, the model based on temperature distribu-
tions proposed for other reasons by Hartmann and MacGregor (1980) may have
merit tin the pr sent case.	 Above an initial chromospheric rise is a high
temperature (10	 K) transition region (TR) above which lies an extended,
cooler chromosphere.	 For this model the Ca II K core emission could be pri-
marily formed in an interior deceleration zone, while most of the Mg II k
:F
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could be formed exterior to the TR, in an expansion zone. Again, radiative
transfer calculatio y = in spherical geometry need to be carried out to demon-
strate the feasibility of this appealing idea. This model does predict that
TR emission lines would exist in proportion to Tmax, and the TR thickness.
Stringent limits to the emission measure of TR features must be borne in mind
(e.g., a Boo), despite the existence of "hybrids" and their possible TR line
variability. Actual differences in the amount of TR material in K giants and
bright giants may relate to intrinsic age and evolutionary differences, much
as may be the case for the G-type giants whose range of X-ray luminosities
suggests this possibility (Simon et al. 1982). Finally, it should be remem-
bered that a complete statistical sample based on simultaneous observations is
far from complete, although the suggestion of discrepant asymmetries must mean
either extreme variability or unique physical circumstances for such chromo
spheres.
1.7. Additional spectroscopic indicators
Subordinate emission lines, such as those appearing in the wings of the
Ca II H and K lines (Stencel 1977) and those in the mid-UV spectra of many red
giants (Stencel et al. 1980), tend to lack counterparts in warmer, high grav-
ity, coronal-type stars. In part this could be a matter of contrast with the
photospheric continuum distribution, but their appearance in stars only above
the asymmetry dividing line for Ca II K (Stencel 1978; Hagen et al., this
volume) suggests that they maybe useful in studying extended chromospheres.
2. Direct Evidence
2.1. Narrow-band speckle spectroscopy
A very significant advance in the study of red giants and supergiants
occurred with the discovery of a large increase in the apparent diameter of
a Ori when viewed in the light of Ha (see Hege et al., this volume). They re-
port that the diameter increases from about 50 milliarsec (mas) in continuum	 4
light to over 250 mas in the Ha ± 3 A core, suggesting chromospheric emission
extending to at least 5 R* , consistent with the previous discussion. In prin-
ciple, it should be possible to resolve time-dependent chromospheric struc-
tures and possibly stellar rotation. Several groups are busy planning how
best to exploit this technique; narrow band observations are being planned for
a variety of strong lines. The results are guaranteed to be exciting and
fundamental.
r!
	 2.2. Narrow band observations of occultations
Similar efforts involving narrow band occultation observations have also
indicated extended chromospheric emission among red giants. White et al.
3
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(1981) found that 119 Tau (M2 Ib) is at least twice its continuum diameter in
Ha light. Similarly, Radick and African (1981) found suggestions of a small
increase in angular diameter of a Tau (K5 III) when viewed in a 7 A FWHM fil-
ter that had the Ca Il 8542 A line near one edge of the bandpass. Estimates
that correct for light loss, etc., suggest a larger angular diamet :'z would.be
found with the filter centered on the chromospheric line. White ALL al. sug-
gest that several bright cool stars, and all M supergiants with 1(104) : 2P,
may be suitable targets for such observations.
3. Discussion
3.1. Failure of hydrostatic equilibrium (HSE)
Dimensional arguments indicate that extended chromospheres are orders of
magnitude larger than their isothermal pressure scale heights (RT/µg). The
average chromospheri5 densities implied by the C II diagnostics for a Boo and
a Ori are 10 4and 10 cm respectively. The isothermal pressure scale
heights in 10 K chromospheres are 10 1 and 10 cm These are 50 and 250
times smaller than the dimensions implied by 5 R *
 chromospheres for these
stars. It appears that hydrostatic pressure alone is incapable of supporting
these chromospheric extents.
Another source of pressure in red giant atmospheres is due to turbulent
and expansion velocities. The averaged pressure, Pchr' implied by_pgRchr is
sufficiently large that rms turbulent velocities of 70 and 50 km s 11 would be
required for a Boo and a Ori, respectively, to support it. 	 While for a Boo,
70 km s-1 is consistent with the transient Ca II K4 feature displacements
reported by Reimers (1977) for similar stars, 50 km s 	 seems a factor of 3 or
more above chromospheric or expansion velocities derived for a Ori (Bernat
1981).	 A plausible alternative to hypersonic velocites would be the support
due to a modest magnetic field energy density (B 2/8x).	 Aseuming an r2 diver-
gence, the surface (1 R* ) field required is only 9 and 2 gauss, respectively.
These field strengths are comparable to those assumed by Hartmann and
MacGregor (1980) in their Alfven wave heating model for red giants. 	 However,
the magnetodynamic support arises in the tangential component of the field
(B x 0 x B), and if small Alfvenic perturbations on a stronger, fixed radial
field are required, the total energy in the support field over large-dimen-
sions must be enormous. 	 The Alfven wave heating theory is probably appropri-
ate to describe the stellar wind in the far-field limit, but an alternative
may be necessary in the near-field.
	 Mullan (1981) has discussed the stability 3
of emerging flux loops in stellar atmospheres, and argues from analogy with
solar helmet streamers that below a certain mass-to-radius ratio (i.e. log g
2), such loops will not find stable configurations, and must evolve to open
topology.	 Reconnection near the base may pinch off magnetically confined
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plasma bullets which are propelled upwards, in effect driving the mass loss
(see comments by Mariska and Boris in this volume). The idea is appealing in
that it explains the observed episodic nature of mass loss, but it has not yet
been supported by realistic calculations (Pneuman 1981).
3.2. Energy balance and the hybrid stars.
It has been noted by R. Hammer (private communication) that the intensity
distribution across the extended chromospheres will be indicative of radiative
loss and hence of the heating mechanism. Although the details of the dissipa-
tion remain preliminary, compressional wave heating modes (e.g. acoustic and
slow mode with field equipartition) are much more closely tied to the deneity
distribution than the noncompressional wave heating modes (e.g. Alfven-waves).
The radiative loss rate as a function of radius then indicates the heating
mode, assuming an exponential density falloff. Considering that if the number
of isothermal pressure scale heights involved is large, the radiative losses
in Ha then appear essentially insensitive to density, as there is detectable
signal from the extended material. This points toward noncompressional wave
heating as the important mechanism, although the details of its dissipation
await further clarification. The spatial variation of chromospheric line
emission provides an important clue, and needs more careful measurement.
If Alfvenic wave heating is an appropriate description of the outer 	 i
atmospheres of noncoronal stars, the thickness and density of their transition
regions determine the visibility of their 10 5 K emission features in the far
ultraviolet. Again, the statistics are incomplete, but perhaps as many as one
in four of the K giants and bright giants so far sampled are hybrid (Reimers, A
this volume; Simon et al. 1982). It is particularly dangerous to draw prema-
ture conclusions for this region of the H-R diagram because it is also oc-
cupied by the Ba II stars, many of which are thought to have white dwarf com-
panions and thereby enhanced transition region emission (Schindler et al. this
volume). If the transition regions of such stars are also extended (2-3 R * in
the MacGregor-Hartmann models), they might be spatially resolved near the star
in speckle spectroscopy of helium or other "lines. The suggestions of varia-
bility in TR emission lines (e.g. comparing the Iota Aur and Theta Her at
different epochs) indicate changes in the energy input responsible for the TR
formation, and the mass loss. This may be important in the formation of the
variable He I 10830 A absorption and emission seen among such stars.
3.3. Future prospects.
9
r
	
	
The concept of a geometrically thick chromosphere surrounding noncoronal
type stars is appealing in that a wide range of observed properties of red
giant stars can be more easily understood. One characteristic of extended
chromospheres that distinguishes them from the thin chromospheres of the Sun
and G giants, is the fluorescent line pumping that can occur: e.g. 0 L (pumped
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by Ly-P, Haisch et al. 1977), numerous lines of S I (Brown and Jordan 1980)
and CO (Ayres et al. 1981b). Note that these fluorescent features can be con-
fused with important TR lines due to wavelength coincidences, and any hybrid
candidate must be carefully scrutinized with respect to this possibility.
Further, abundance estimates may be suspect if the filling in of line cores by
chromospherec emission, which reduces line equivalent widths, is overlooked
(e.g. 0 I and metal lines, Sneden et al. 1979).
Among the high priority observations in the next few years should be
simultaneous X-ray (EXOSAT), far ultraviolet and Mg II (IUE), Ca II, Ha and
He 110830 A observations of red giants, as well as a thorough exploration of
the immense potential of speckle spectroscopy (section 2.1 above) of such ob-
jects. In terms of calculations, models for line formation and radiative
losses in extended, spherical chromospheres should receive first attention.
Any attempts to comprehensively interpret the outer atmospheres of red giant
stars must take into account the evidence for the extended chromospheres,
their variability and large scale asymmetries (as suggested by the speckle
data	 Hege et al. this volume — and by linear polarization work — Hayes
1980).
I am pleased to acknowledge useful conversations with Leo Goldberg,
Reiner Hammer, Jeffrey Linsky and Dermott Mullan. Unparalleled editorial
assistance was cheerfully provided by Lorraine Volsky, Leslie Haas, and Gwendy
Romey. This research was supported in part by NASA grants to the University
of Colorado, for which I am grateful.
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Introduction
Large amplitude shock waves are observed to be present in the atmospheres
of the Mira variables: spectral line doubling with Av > 30 km/s is present in
infrared spectra (Hinkle et al. 1981) and even the visible spectra contain
some evidence for such shocks (Willson, Wallerstein, and Pilachowski 1982).
These shocks are sufficiently large to clearly dominate the energy balance of
the atmosphere. Mira variables also show symptoms of substantial mass loss
rates: they are strong maser and infrared continuum sources and have strong
circumstellar absorption features (Gehrz and Woolf 1971; Knapp et al. 1981;
Wallerstein 1979). The pulsation induced shocks which are seen to be present
are obvious suspects for causing or enhancing the mass loss from these
stars. The Miras thus present an ideal case for the study of dynamical
effects on atmospheric structure, since both the dynamics and the results are
clearly observable.
The motivation for the present study of the structure of the shocks in
the atmosphere was the determination by Willson and Hill (1979 = WH) that the
shocks alone could be sufficient to cause the observed mass loss. In the
Tower atmosphere the shock heated material is expected to cool efficiently,
and hence the conditions for isothermal shocks are satisfied. As the density
decreases, however, the cooling length becomes comparable to the acale height
and/or the separation between shocks; at this point the isothermal shock
approximation breaks down. If the isothermal shock equations are replaced by
adiabatic conditions at this point, the overlying atmospheric layers will be
driven off, producing mass loss rates comparable to or even larger than those
observed. Obviously the transition from isothermal to adiabatic shocks will
not occur discontinuously; a coupled study of the shock structure and the
atmospheric structure is clearly needed to determine what will, in fact,
occur. Such calculations are not yet available. Published studies have
either assumed isothermal and/or adiabatic shocks and studied the resultant
atmospheric structure or have calculated cooling behind arbitrarily selected
shocks. in this paper we present the results of calculations of the
thermalization and cooling of the material passing through shock fronts whose
properties were selected to be consistent with both the isothermal models and
the spectroscopic observations.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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The input to the present calculations.' wa`sm( a set of shock amplitude-
density combinations selected from the models presented in Hill and Willson
(1979) as likely to occur in the Mira atmosphere.. For each combination of
amplitude and density the relaxation behavior of the gas behind the shock
front was followed for a time interval equal to the period of the star; the
procedure was iterated until the conditions reached at t = P were identical
with the pre-shock conditions assumed. Cooling mechanisms included were
metallic line radiation and radiative recombination of ions and molecules for
atomic and molecular species from H (log N = 12) through B (log N = 3). For
details of the assumptions, parameters, and procedures used see Pierce
(1980). The amplitude-density-altitude relation used for most of the
calculations is sketched in Figure 1.
Results
The shock relaxation behavior defines four physically different zones in
the Mira atmosphere. In the lowest zone, (A), the isothermal shock
approximation is probably satisfactory, although the complexity introduced by
H + H <=> H2
 together with large optical depth in the shock rendered the
solution beyond the present effort. In the next atmospheric zone, (B), w1jere
the shock is sufficiently optically thin for transfer effects to be negligible
in the relaxation calculation, the shocks are isothermal; however, for the
periodic solution the minimum temperature reached between shocks increases
gradually with altitude in the atmosphere. In the third region, (C), the
shocks are no longer isothermal; the temperature is still decreasing at the
time of the arrival of the next shock. Through this region the minimum
temperature reached increases even more rapidly than in the second zone. In
the fourth region, (D), the thermalization time also becomes comparable ^o the
time between shocks; here, no single temperature suffices, and the processes
of ionization and excitation are decoupled. Details of the behavior of the
material in this zone were also outside the scope of the present study. These
four zones together comprise the atmosphere for the Mira from R *
 - 1 AU,
log p0 = -10.5, to R = 2-3 R* , log p0 = - 15.
The temperature structure of individual shocks is shown in Figure 3; the
atmospheric temperature structure, defined as the minimum temperature reached
between shocks, is shown as a function of pre-shock density (or distance) in
Figure 2. This latter plot may be compared directly with an observational
constraint on the temperature structure of the Mira atmosphere: the
requirement for the,collisional excitation of the v=2 and v=3 levels in siO
which give rise to observed maser features is T = 3000-5000 K in the region
where log p " (-12) (Elitzur 1981). This is quite consistent with Figure 2,
suggesting ghat the most important cooling processes have been included in our
calculations.
Thus: shock waves in the atmospheres of the Mira variables drastically
alter the atmospheric stucture, producing a steady increase in temperature
outward through most of the atmosphere. The shock waves are isothermal in the
lower atmosphere, but the cooling time exceeds the time between shocks in the
region with -13.5 > log p  > -15, and in the regions with log p  < -15 the
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Figure 1. Shock velocity and amplitude as a function of density based on the
models of Hill and Willson (1979) and used as input for the shock relaxation
calculations. Distance and phase of arrival of shock front at a given layer
are al po indicated for Pierce (1980) case A: 1.2 Mo , 332 d , 225 Ro
"fundamental mode" Mira.
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Figure 2. The minimum temperature reached in each cycle in a steady state with
repeated shock passage is plotted as a function of pre-shock density for the
model of Figure 11 the values are substantially the same for other models
calculated as a function of density but not as a function of R.
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Figure 3. The temperature of representative mass shells is plotted as a function
of phase for the steady state model of Figure 2. The temperatures immediately
following the shock passage are purely electron temperatures and are off scale
in the directic-n of high temperatures. Lower atmosphere shocks are clearly
isothermal, but above log p = -13.5 the cooling tine exceeds the time between
shocks.	 °
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thermalization time exceeds the period, and a single temperature no longer
describes the gas.
Implications
From these calculations of shock relaxation we can conclude that the
conversion from isothermal to adiabatic shocks discussed by WH in their mass
loss calculation is supported by more detailed shock structure calculations.
In the WH calculation the minimum temperature reached eras assumed constant
throughout the atmosphere; the adiabatic shocks assumed in the upper
atmosphere sufficed to eject that portion of the atmosphere. In Wood's (1979)
study of mass loss from coupled shocks and dust the temperature was assumed to
decrease monotonically through the atmosphere; dust was assumed to form when
the temperature became low enough, and this also resulted in substantial mass
loss. However the present study raises doubts about the assumed decrease in
temperature through the atmosphere, and hence leaves uncertain the location
where dust forms around these stars. Clearly any detailed understanding of
the mass loss processes in Miras must await further coupled calculations of
the overall structure of the atmosphere with the detailed structure of the
shocks.
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ABSTRACT
N
Ma
Synoptic observations of solar magnetic fields are discussed. Seen in
long-term averages, the magnetic fields of the sun show distinctive behavior.
The active-region latitudes are characterized by magnetic fields of preceding
polarity. The flow of following polarity fields to make up the polar fields
is episodic, not continuous. This field motion is a directed poleward flow
and is not due to diffusion. The total magnetic flux on the solar surface,
which is related linearly to the calcium emission in integrated sunlight, varies
from activity minimum to maximum by a factor of 2 or 3. Nearly all this flux
is seen at active-region latitudes—only about 1% is at the poles. The total
flux of the sun disappears from the surface at a very rapid rate and is re-
placed by new flux. -All the field and flux patterns that we see originate in
active-region latitudes.
1
The polar magnetic fields of the sun were observed to change polarity
recently. The north polar field changed from positive to negative in the late
spring of 1980, and the south polar field changed from negative to positive in
the autumn of 1980.
A large-scale velocity feature is found to be associated with the
active-region latitudes. This consists of latitude zones with slightly slower
than average and slightly faster than average rotation rates. These are
formed in a pattern of travelling waves that originate at the poles in both
hemispheres and drift to the equator in a period of 22 years. At any one
latitude, this torsional oscillation has a period of 11 years. The active-re-
gion latitudes are centered about one shear zone of the torsional wave at the
lower latitudes.
3
The variations of the full-disk solar flux are shown to lead to the proper
rotation rate of the sun, but the phase of the variations is constant for only
a year or two at most.
1. Introduction
Synoptic solar observations of various sorts have been made at the Mount
Wilson Observatory for decades. Since 1967, full-disk longitudinal magnetic
and line-of-sight velocity observations have been recorded digitally at the	 t
r[}.Yo
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150-foot solar tower telescope magnetograph on a daily basis. This paper is
a review of recent published research from Mount Wilson concerning the large-
scale latitude distribution of magnetic fields and the large-scale association
of solar activity and rotation. In addition, results concerning the torsional
inclination of field lines and the persistence of solar-active longitudes
are discussed.
All these results have come about as a result of the accumulation of
many years of fundamental, synoptic data of the sun. Such observing programs
are necessary if we are to address the problems of long-term solar variability
and large-scale atmospheric circulation.
For all these observations, the line Fe I 5250.2 A was used. The square
aperture was changed in 1975 from 17.5 areseconds to 12.5 areseconds. With
this smaller aperture, we obtain a full-disk observation with about 24,000
data points. The instrument and the observations have been described (Howard
1976) .
2. Magnetic Fields Over the Solar Cycle
A recent study of the accumulated magnetic field data (Howard and LaBonte
1981) has led to new results concerning the large-scale magnetic field and
flux distributions. These results refer to data averaged over several rota-
tions, so there is no longitude discrimination in the analysis. The results
may be summarized as follows:
a) The sunspot latitudes (which vary during the cycle) are characterized
by the presence of preceding polarity magnetic fields.
b) Following polarity fields migrate poleward from the active-reCa.lon
latitudes in several discrete flows that result from directed motion -riot
diffusion. These flows increase in velocity as the cycle progresses, averag-
ing about '10 ms-1.
c) The polar magnetic fields of the sun appear to be built up only from
such flows of magnetic fields from lower latitudes. The flows of the new
cycle reverse the sign of the polar fields around or shortly following maximum.
Most recently, the polar fields reversed in the spring of 1980 in the north
and in the autumn of 1980 in the south.
d) The weak (<2 Gauss) fields show basically the same patterns as the
stronger fields. For both the strong and the weak fields, all organized
large-scale field patterns originate in the active-region latitudes.
e) The magnetic field strength at the poles of the sun is no more than
a few Gauss.
f) The variation of total magnetic.flux (F 	 I F 1 +1 F I) on the sun
is only about a factor 3 from spot minimum (1976T to a +very active maximum (1979).
1
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g) Magnetic flux is highly concentrated toward the solar equator. The
flux in the polar fields is a small fraction Oil%) of the total flux on the
sun.
h) Magnetic flux can spread rapidly (50-100 m s -1 ) over the solar surface
from outbreaks of active regions without segregating into separate unipolar
latitude zones. This is presumed to be due to diffusion by the supergranular
network.
i) Horizontal (non-radial) magnetic fields are not an important factor
in the large-scale field patterns in the photosphere.
j) The rate at which magnetic flux appears at the solar surface is suf-
ficient to replace the total flux present in about 10 days.
k) Nearly all the magnetic flux seen on the sun emerges and subsequently
disappears at the activity latitudes.
3. Solar Cycle
Recent results (Howard and LaBonte 1980; LaBonte and Howard 1981) have
demonstrated a significant connection between a large-scale velocity pattern
and the activity cycle. This pattern, seen in Figure 1, consists of latitude
zones of slower than average or faster than average rotation. These zones
originate at the polar latitudes and drift equatorward, requiring about 22
years to drift from pole to equator. There are two sets of slow and fast
zones in each hemisphere at any one time. The central latitude of active-re-
gion flux eruption occurs at the shear zone (at low latitudes) between a fast
and poleward slow zone. The amplitude of the effect is about 3 m s-1.
The high latitude portion of this travelling torsional wave _s clearly
the most interesting part, both observationally and theoretically. It would
be very difficult to prove that the low-latitude wave was not the result of
some small-latitude-dependent bias in active-region velocity fields, but the
extension of the same wave to high latitudes makes this explanation appear
very unlikely. In order to examine the possibility that the high-latitude
wave is caused by some mathematical artifact from an existing low-latitude
pattern, LaBonte and Howard (1982) have repeated their reduction procedures
with a simulated torsional pattern at low latitudes only. This analysis
demonstrates that the pattern seen at high latitudes is not created artifi-
cially by the low-latitude pattern.
All the evidence, then, suggests that the torsional oscillations are a
true solar velocity field. Consequently, an important question arises: Is
the torsional wave direct evidence of a large-scale subsurface oscillation
that provides in some way a mechanism to cause the activity cycle, or is
k- this surface velocity field an indirect consequence ofsome subsurface dynamo
effect? Yoshimura (1981) has suggested the latter explanation. He proposes'
that the torsional oscillation is a Lorentz force wave, caused by the motion
{
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of the subsurface flux tubes predicted by contemporary dynamo theory. A
similar suggestion has been made by Schussler (1981). But the observed torsi-
onal velocity pattern is incompatible with this explanation because: 1) Such
a Lorentz-force wave approximates the behavior of the observed torsional wave
at low latitudes, but it cannot account for the high latitude portion of the
pattern; 2) the amplitude of the observed torsional shear does not decrease
with time as one would expect in the case of a Lorentz-force wave, and, indeed,
as the calculations of Yoshimura and Schussler predict; and 3) one would
expect the Lorentz-force wave to disappear before it reaches the solar equator
because the resulting flux eruption dies out before it reaches the equator,
but the torsional wave proceeds with little or no decrease in amplitude right
down to the equator.
Several attempts have been made to accommodate the torsional oscillation
with the heuristic model of Babcock (Moore 1981; Giovanelli 1981,). These
efforts give promise of providing an important start toward a theoretical
understanding of the solar cycle. At any rate, the a-w dynamo, which in recent
years has received much attention from theoreticians, appears not to operate
in the sun, or at least not on a scale that can be important as a mechanism
for the solar cycle.
From time to time, it has been suggested that a torsional oscillation of
the sun is responsible for the activity cycle. Most recently, Layzer et al.
(1979) have suggested that torsional oscillations of a primordial magnetic
field might be responsible for the cycle, but no detailed models have been
calculated.
4. The Orientation of Magnetic Field Lines
The magnetic field lines in the solar photosphere are oriented very nearly
in the meridional plane (Howard 1974). The small toroidal inclination that is
observed is such as to trail the solar rotation slightly. Foukal and Duvall
(1980) have suggested that this is due to the Reynolds stresses of supergranu-
lar convective motions, not to the drag caused by the loss of angular momen-
tum to the solar wind.
Figure 2 shows a plot of east-minus-west. magnetic fluxes which suggests
a tilt of a_few tenths of a degree —preceding polarity fields trailing the
rotation, and following polarity fields leading the rotation. This effect is
seen only at the active-region latitudes.
5. The Sun as a Star
The measured total magnetic flux of the sun is a good indicator of the
level of solar activity, and it is related in a simple way to the "S" parameter
of stellar chromospheric Ca emission (LaBonte 1982). From a study of this
solar-flux parameter from the Mount Wilson data, LaBonte (1982) has shownthat
the phase of the rotational (27-day) variation of the full-disk flux can stay
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This effect is illustrated also in Figures 3 and 4, which show autocorre-
lations of the measured full-disk total flux for one-year intervals and super-
posed-epoch plots of this quantity for multiple-year intervals. The super-
posed-epoch plots have been constructed with the Carrington synodic period
(27.2753 days). This period has been shown to be a fair approximation to the
true period of rotation of the sun at the active-region latitudes where nearly
all the magnetic flux is found (Bumba and Howard 1969), but certainly some
smearing occurs in the superposed-epoch plots over intervals of several years.
Support for this work has come from the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (Grant NGR 09-140-015), the Office of Naval Research (Contract
N00014-81-C-0065), and the National Science Foundation (Grant AST-80-20445).
Dr. Barry J. LaBonte has been a collaborator on much of this work. Mr. John
E. Boyden has done much of the computer programming.
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CONVECTIVE DYNAMOS FOR ROTATING STARS
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OF POOR QUALITY
High Altitude Observatory,
National Center for Atmospheric Research*
p
i. Introduction
Let me first set some bounds on my topic, since I have only thirty minutes. First,I feel it appropriate to focus primarily on the global stellar dynamo problem, as
opposed to the problem of how individual magnetic flux tubes are formed and behave.
One reason I do this is that we are now confronted with rather clear evidence that
some stars have field reversing dynamos, and others do not. I believe global dynamo
theory is currently better able to provide Aues as to why this occurs. I do not mean
tr.) imply that flux tube dynamics is not important for stellar dynamo theory; on the
contrary, it may be crucial. Howel er, no one has yet attempted to incorporate flux
tube dynamics into dynamo models beyond very crude parameterization s. This prob-
lem. is difficult enough for tit:: sun, for which at least we can see some of the proper
ti,6s of flux tubes at the top of the convection zone. Clearly the uncertainties rise sig-
nificantly for other stars.
The second reason. I choose to focus on the global dynamo problem is that I feel I
know more about it, and it gives me the (selfish) excvse to say something about my
own recent work!
My current view is that convectively driven dynamos are t 1he most likely source of
magnetic fields in stars that have convection zones. Dynarna theory applied to the sun
and stars still has numerous serious difficulties yet to be cleared up, and it could, in
the end, still fail, but on balance I find the case for dynamo origin of fields much more
convincing than any other explanation. Certainly dynamo origin has been explored
much more extensively and carefully. Competing "theories," if we can call them that,
usually involve torsional or some other kind of oscillations acting on a perhaps pri-
mordial field buried under the convection zone. Such oscillations can always be pos-
tulwLed, but rotation observations made at the surface, e.g., Howard and LaBont€ ,(1980); LaBonte and Howard, (1981), indicate perturbations on the differential rota-
tion of less than 0.57. As we will illustrate ?ater in more detail, differential rotation
plays a central role in stellar dynamo theory, because of its ability to induce toroidal
magnetic fields from poloidal ones. it's very hard for me to see how such weak oscilla-
tions can compete in inducing fields. The same argument applies to acoustic oscilla-
tions in a star competing with convection to generate and maintain either differential
rotation or magnetic fields, and yet such effects have been proposed.
Even rr_ore extreme is the notion that Relds in the solar or a stellar convection
zone are primordial, having never been dissipated, as has b9en argued principally by
Piddington (see, e.g., Piddington, 1978, and earlier references cited therein). I feel the
crucial point that has been missed here is that, however large the electrical conduc-
tivity, turbulence is quite capable of cascading magnetic energy down to length scales
on which ohmic dissipation takes place, on a time scale which is essentially the eddy
turnover time for the energy containing eddies. `Frisch (1977) has made this argu-
ment by analogy with ordinary turbulence, and I find it quite convincing. I believe the
*The National Center for Atmospheric Research is sponsored by the National Science
Foundation,
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difficulty with stellar dynamo theory is not that there is no induction of fields (-%Thich
would have to be the case if the fields were primordial, since they are not growing
without limit) but that the theory predicta too much induction. As I will argue later,
we are currently probably underestimating the magnitude of processes which bound
the field.
Tidal forcing from the planets (principally Jupiter in the solar system.) has also
been proposed numerous times (particularly in the Soviet literature) to explain the
solar cycle. I have not attempted a calculation of the tidal flows expected in the sun,
but, again, they seem very unlikely to be able to compete with convection and dif-
ferential rotation. So far, all we have here is the apparent near coincidence of solar
cycle and Jupiter orbital periods. But of course the true magnetic period of the sun is
22 years, not 11. The planetary tidal hypothesis is amusing to contemplate in one
respect, in that, if it held for stars generally, then we should expect that stars
observed to have CaII, and therefore magnetic, cycles also have planetary systems
whose major planets have orbital periods sc-mewhere near a decade. while stars with
non-cyclic CaII emission apparently do not. I leave it to others, if they wish, to ponder
that possibility further.
II. Brief sketch of solar dynamo theory
Dynamo theory as it is currently applied to the sun and stars has its roots princi-
pally in the work of Parker (1955). Parker demonstrated that the combination of a)
differential rotation b) "cyclonic" or helical motions, and e) turbulent diffusion of
magnetic fields, could give rise to amplification of large scale toroidal and poloidal
magnetic fields, as well as migratory dynamo waves which could explain the migro.tion
of the sunspot zones toward the equator. New toroidal fields are produced from the
poloidal field by the shearing of differential rotation; new poloidal fields are generated
from the toroidal field by the lifting and twisting of the helical motions; and turbulent
diffusion allows coalescence of small scale magnetic structures into a net global pat-
tern.
Important papers by Babcock (1961) and Leighton (1964, 1969) followed, which
were closer to the solar dynamo problem in a phenomenological sense, but were
mathematically and physically less rigorous, more ad hoc. But all involve an oscillating
feedback between poloidal and toroidal fields, and a dissipation mechanism to keep
the fields from growing without bounds.
Greater rigor and formality returned to the dynamo problem with the develop-
ment, principally by Steenbeck, Krause, and Radler, of "mean field electrodynamics" in
the late 1960's (for reviews, see Krause 1976, Radler, 1976). This theory attempts to
predict the behavior of a global scale average field from the action of small scale fluid
motions on small scale mag, etic fields. 3n mathematical terms, the induction equation
for this mean field B takes the form
Vx(VxB+aB)--aVxVxR.
	
t1)
ON
In equation (1) V represents the global motion present, larger in scale than the
averaging element (which in practical terms is a volume element larger than an,indivi-
dual eddy but smaller than the dimensions of the fluid body, or perhaps an axisym
metric ring of fluid of small cross-section). The parameter a incorporates Parker's
`t
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cyclonic motions, and in the theory is proportional to the helicity H = v • V x v of the
fluid flow v in the form
a=- 3--u V x v r	 (z)
; n which T is a correlation time which measures the persistence of the small scale
motion and the overbar denotes an ensemble or volume element average. X is a tur-
bulent diffusivity for magnetic flux. a and X are usually taken to be scalars although
in general we should expect them to be tensors.
When V is taken to be an axisymmetric differential rotation w(r, o), where r is
radius and 0 latitude, and a/rw«1, then the a effect is ignored in generation of
tc-oidal fields, and we have the so-called a — w dynamos, which are a more formal and
general version of Parker's migratory dynamo. a — w dynamos have been applied most
extensively to the sim, because they generally give field reversing solutions with
migratory toroidal and poloidal fields. The long series of dynamo models by Yoshimura
(see, _., Yoshimura 1975a) are also of this type. However, Yoshimura has identified a
(his "regeneration action") with global or "giant cell" convection on the sun, while
most. other solar dynamo modelers have been less specific about the scale of motion
principally responsible for a.
In simple a — w dynamo models, the frequency of field reversals is proportional to
the square root of the product of a and the angular velocity gradient, so the larger
the helic;ity, or shear in the differential rotation, the shorter the dynamc period. With
"tuning" of the parameters w, a, and X, a — w dynamos can simulate rrar_y features of
the solar cycle. Results from a particularly simple example from Stix (1976) are illus-
trated in Figure 1. This model has angular velocity Increasing with depth in a step
function, and an a—coso. An 11 year period is seen in the migration of toroidal and
poloidal fields toward the equator.
0 rEAIS •
	 rE.:RS t YEARS V
	
S YEARS
0
. 
+
::^	 : O	 O
• ♦ EARS	 S YEARS	 7 'EARS O
Q	 O::
e "YEARS •
	 90YIA.110 YEARS 11 YEARS
Figure 1. a—w dynamo solution from etix (1976) showing evolution for one com-
plete "solar cycle." Closed contours on left in each cross section are toroidal field
magnitudes (solid and dashed opposite signs); Poloidal field lines are on the right.
Reprinted by permission of the publisher.
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Dipole symmetry of the fields, such as is reflected in Hale's sunspot polarity law
and polar fields, is slightly favored in dynamo models where a and w gradients are con-
centrated in low latitudes, but it is not really understood why. More highly tuned
models involving more complex functions for a and w, such as that of Yoshimura(1975a), can give poleward migration of poloidal fields near the poles. Still further
elaborations involving introduction of ad hoc nonlinear feed backs with time delays(e.g. Yoshimura 1978a,b) allow generation of successive solar cycles of varying ampli-
tude and period.
Yoshimura (1975b) demonstrated that in a — w dynamos the migration of toroidal
field with time is along isorotation surfaces. Which direction the field propagates is
determined by the sign of the product of the helicity or a and the sign of the angular
velocity gradients. Propagation toward the equator with the right phase relation
between toroidal and poloidal fields requires the angular velocity increase with depth,
as well as a>0 (helicity left handed or negative) in the northern hemisphere, u < 0 in
the southern hemisphere. We will illustrate in more detail how helicity and differential
rotation interact to produce migration of the toroidal field when we sketch some of
our own recent results below.
A large part of the "success" of a — co dynamos in simulating solar cycle behavior
is clearly due to the number of free parameters that can be tuned. In addition, with
few exceptions, only the kinematic dynamo problem is being solved. That is, the
motions are assumed, not calculated, and feedbacks from the induced
electromagnetic body forces are ignored. But even in the kinematic dynamo context
there are serious difficulties. The turbulent diffusivity A is a considerable oversimplifi-
cation of what must really be happening; it is undoubtedly a time varying tensor,
perhaps even changing sign, and is dependent in some nonlinear fashion on the scale
and magnitude of motions included. The angular velocity gradient with depth in the
sun is not known beyond inferences from the difference between sunspots and
doppler rotations that it increases inward in the outermost 10 - 20 x 10 3 Km. But
perhaps most important, mixing length arguments (Kohler, 1973) and consistent glo-
bal convection models such as our own predict helicity and a which are 2 - 3 orders of
magnitude too large to give the correct solar cycle period. (The sign of a does not
appear to be a serious problem) An a this large implies that helicity is competing on
equal terms with differential rotation in determining the toroidal field, so that we no
longer are dealing with a pure a — w dynamo. If a is large enough, it determines both
poloidal and toroidal field, and we have an "az" dynamo. Most dynamos of this type are
not field reversing! This point may be very important for explaining the existence of
stars with strong magnetic activity but no apparent cyclic behavior.
in the Yoshimura dynamos, a is small in the limit of weak influence of rotation
upon convection that he assumes. But in this limit it is impossible to maintain a dif-
ferential rotation of the magnitude and even sign that the sun has with convection of
the amplitude he assumes. We return. to this point later when considering our own
model results.
III. Some current nonlinear dynamo calculations.
In part to try to get away from the relatively large number of free parameters andjfunctions present in kinematic dynamo theory, we have for the past three years been
doing nonlinear full MHD dynamo calculations, starting from a nonlinear model for
convection in a rotating spherical shell. This model was originally developed to study
what amplitude and profile of differential rotation is generated by global convection,
as a function of such basic input parameters as the rotation rate of the system and
ORIGINAL PAGE 19
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the amount of heating at the bottom of the shell. The mathematical structure of this
model has been described in detail in a number of previous publications, e.g. Gilman
1975, 1977; Gilman and Miller, 1981. In brief, it represents a stratified but incompres-
sible shell of fluid heated uniformly from inside and rotated at a specified rate. Stress
free boundary conditions confine the angular momentum to the shell in the absence
of magnetic stresses acting across a boundary. The fluid is assumed to have constant
diffusivities for momentum and temperature. Solutions are found for the three
dimensional nonaxisymrnetric velocity, temperature and pressure patterns using a
Fourier expansion in longitude, and a grid in the meridian plane. Typically between 16
and 25 longitudinal wave numbers are included. The nonlinear interactions among all
these modes are explicitly calculated.
We have used this model primarily to determine the conditions under which dif-
ferential rotation similar in profile and magnitude to that of the sun are obtained,
when solar values are used for most of the physical parameters of the model. In gen-
eral, we have found that large amplitude, broad equatorial acceleration occurs only
when the convection zone is relatively deep, say 1/3 of the radius or more, and the
influence of rotation upon the convection is strong (the opposite limit to that used by
Yoshimura, 1972).. Under these circumstances the amplitude or kinetic energy of the
convection is comparable to that of the differential rotation, the precise ratio depend-
ing sensitively upon such parameters as the eddy viscosity of the fluid.
We have generalized the hydrodynamic code to a full MHD code using the same
solution procedures (see Gilman and Miller, 1981) to find a number of dynamo
solutions, mostly for the case when the model differential rotation surface profile is at
least initially similar to that of the sun. In these calculations, we are, as r:;.th the a—to
dynamos, forced to use a turbulent diffusivity for magnetic field, but there is no
assumed a as in equation (1). The full induction effects of the convection and dif-
ferential rotation are instead explicitly calculated,, and the full feedback of the elec-
tromagnetic body force arising from the dynamo generated fields is retained. Under
certain circumstances, its effects can be quite important, as we shall see.
Usually, we find a dynamo solution by first allowing the hydrodynamic solution for
convection and differential rotation to become fully established, through a time
integration of the equations starting from an initial random temperature field. Thcn
we add a toroidal magnetic field and follow its subsequent development or decay. In
some cases, we use as initial conditions for a new calculation the end solution for a
previous case with somewhat different parameter values, partly in order to speed con-
vergence, but particularly to find certain finite amplitude dynamo solutions for condi-
tions under which a small amplitude magnetic field would decay.
Although our model is not an a—w dynamo in the sense that we do not lump
induction effects into a parameter a, our solutions behave in many ways sirrAlar to
such dynamos, and is useful to describe their behavior in terms of the separate
effects of differential rotation and helicity. Let me take you through a series of
schematic drawings that describe the induction process going on in this model, which
repeats many of the arguments given in Parker (1955) made specific to the properties
of convection and differential rotation we find in the model.
Figure 2 gives a schematic of the global convection pattern found in the model
and the differential rotation it drives. I call your attention particularly to the struc-
ture of the convection. The horizontal velocity vectors are tilted relative to the east-
west direction, and the whole flow pattern has a spiral structure. The first feature
implies angular momentum transport by the convection toward the equator, which is
responsible for maintaining the equatorial acceleration. The second feature indicates
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the flow has helicity, which together with the differential rotation, drives the dynamo.
Both of these properties of the convection arise due to the influence of coriclis forces.
This particular drawing of the convection is for a case of moderate inf l uence of rota-
tion upon the convection, for which the axis of the convective roll bends toward the
pole with latitude. With stronger influence, the axis cuts the outer surface at a finite
latitude, as the roll atternpts to align with the axis of rotation. The convecti^'a pattern
seen in Figure 2 illustrates how closely linked the mechanism for differential rotation
maintenance (angular momentum transport) and dynamo action (helicit)) are. The
physics of the system really does not allow them to be varied independently, as has
been done in kinematic; dynamo calculations.
Rotation axis
^ I
differential rotation
Figure 2. Schematic of global convection patterns which drive the differential
rotation in a spherical shell convection model.
Figure 3 shows typical meridional cross sections of differential rotation. and heli-
city found in solutions with strong influence of rotation upon the convection. The
angular velocity 0 is constant on cylinders concentric with the exis of rotation, and
therefore 0 decreases with radius as well as latitude. Outside the tangent cylinder to
the inner boundary (dashed line) the helicity is negative (left-handed) in the northern
hemisphere, positive in the southern hemisphere. (The shell is cut off at 6G degrees N
and S to avoid computational instability due to convergence of the meridians.)
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(Incompressible Nonlinear Global Convection Model )
Figure 3. SchenLa + .ic distritution of an;ular velocity (left) and helicity (right)
generated in global convection model when influence of rotation upon, the con-y	 ♦ 	 1
vection is strong. Helicity H = v 0 x v, where v is the convective velocity- vector.
In our dynarao calculations, we have found that it is the helicity outside the
tangent cylinder that is primarily responsible for the dynamo action (the model
clearly does not handle high latitude helicity and dynamo action as well, either, some-
thing %hich needs further study). What that helicity does to a toroidal flux tube or
ribbon is shown in Figure 4, which is a cross-section of the shell at a northern hemi-
sphere low latitude in the plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation. Clockwise flow
is associated with fluid, rising out of the plane lcounterclockwise with sink ng fluid. An
initially straight toroidal flux ribbon will be kited in a direction parallel to 1,ne rogation
axis and pushed out toward the outer boundary, sunk and pushed toward the inner
boundary, taking on the structure shown. (The solid line part of the ribbon lies above
the plane, the dashed part below the plane.) The end result of this listing r.,nu twitting
process is schematically shown for one loop in Figure b A new loop in the meridian
plane has been formed from the original toroidal field.
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axis of rotation )
nJ
Left Handed Helicity of Northern Hemisphere from
Global Convection
Figure 4. Schematic of convective flow field (heavy solid arrows and words "ris-
ing" and "sinking") that gives rise to left-handed helicity in the northe-n hemi-
sphere, along with superimposed magnetic flux ribbon (light, broad, arrows drawn
in perspective). Flux ribbon is shown defcrmed from purely toroidal ribbon by
the action of helicity pattern shown. Solid Fart of ribbon above the plane, dashed
ribbon below the plane.
With rotation constant on cylinders, the angular velocity gradient is in the direc-
tion perpendicular to the axis of rotation (z direction in Figure 5). This gradient then
shears the meridional flux loop again out into the toroidal direction. Witl, angular
velocity increasing outward, the outer part of the loop will be pushed forward in longi-
tude, the inner part backward. This results in new toroidal field near the top of the
loop of the same sign as original, and toroidal field of the opposite sign near the bot-
tom. The net effect is to move the pattern of toroidal field upward, and therefore
poleward, roughly parallel to the rotation axis. In the southern hemisphere, due to
the change of sign in helicit y , the toroidal field pattern would move downward. This
propagation direction is opposite to what we went for the sun, and we return to this
point below.
What we have illustrated is what a single convective mode whose structure looks
like that in Figure 2 Would do. In reality in the model, there is always present a whole
spectrum of convective modes of different longitudinal wave numbers, different ampli-
tudes, and somewhat different structures. But their net effect is similar to what we
have shown.
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Positive Toroidal
Field Line
Schematic of Deformed Field Line to be Acted
Upon by Differential Rotation
Figure 5. Schematic of flux ribbon twisted up into meridional plane by helicity,
about to be acted upon by differential rotation.
IV. Nonlinear dynamo results
For a given hydrodynamic solution, whether we get dynamo action (grolving rnag-
netic fields sustained at fi,tite amplitude) or not depends upon what magnitude we
assume for the turbulent diffusivity A. Obviously, the smaller is X, the more dynamo
action we should get. In every case, there is a threshhold value of A above -which
(magnetic Reynolds number below which) an initial perturbation field decays, below
which it grows. This behavior is similar to that. for the kinematic dynamo problem.
But the kind of dynamo action we get depends sensitively on the relative amplitudes of
differential rotation and convection. We find it convenient to measure these c.mpli-
tudes by the total kinetic energies integrated over the whole volurne of convecting
fluid.
The first dynarno calculations we p erformed (Gilman and Miller, 1981) v.ere for
flow patterns for which the kinetic energy of the convection was 2/3 or more of the
total, the differential rotation 1/3 or less. *e found what I would call "random"
dynamo action, in which amplified fields were maintained, but no clear pattern of field
reversals emerged, nor was any dominant symmetry in the magnetic field about the
equator established even if one was assumed initially. The toroidal field %ves a small
percentage or the total magnetic field energy ( 5 - 10% ), and its maintenance was
primarily by the helicity of the convection, not by differential rotation. Thus, in t.his
case our dynamo was more of the az type than the a — w type. Initially, this was a
discouraging result, but it seemed clear we needed to find other hydrod; , n.arnic solu-
tions for the same amplitude differential rotation (since that is constrained by obser-
vations) but smaller convection amplitude, in order to reduce the relative role of con-
vection in maintaining toroidal field. A second reason for doing this is that. the con-
vection spectrum significantly exceeded the upper limits estimated fo r t`:•e sun by
LaBonte. Howard and Gilman (1981).
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We have recently found such solutions, by reducing the eddy viscosity and ther-
mal conductivity in our model by a factor of 10. In these solutions, the differential
rotation without magnetic field is now as much as 809 of the total energy of the sys-
tem, the sum of all the convection energy as small as 20%. The reason thlsj is possible
is that with smaller viscosity, a smaller angular momentum transport rate by the con-
vection can maintain the same amplitude differential rotation.
The dynamo action we are finding from these hydrodynamic solutions is quite dif-
ferent. Within about 10% above the threshhold for dynamo action to occur, an initial
toroidal field antisymmetric about the equator (such as the sun is believed to have)
remains predominantly antisymmetric, leading to polo,dal fields of dipole type, and
undergoes clear, regular reversals. The toroidal field energy is a much larger fraction
of the total (up to 30%), and it is maintained mostly by shearing of the axisymmetric
poloidal field by the differential rotation. Thus we are obtaining solutions very much
like an a — w dynamo. We are still calculating solutions for an initially symmetric
toroidal field, for which reversals may not last beyond an initial transient. But the
threshhold for both symmetries is about the same, and both initial symmetries seem
to be preserved in this parameter range.
For slightly smaller X, or larger magnetic Reynolds number, we find the fields
grow to the point where feedbacks from the electromagnetic body force cause fun3a-
mental changes in the dynamo itself. In particular, the convection is relatively unaf-
fected, but the differential rotation can be severely reduced. For an antisynzmetric
dynamo only 15% or so above the threshhold, the feedback is strong enough to reduce
the differential rotation kinetic energy by more than a factor of 2. At 60% above the
dynamo threshhold, the differential rotation kinetic energy reduction is a factor of 5.
In the latter case, the field reversals appear to cease, (more like the "a2i dynamo
again) and the dominant symmetry changes from antisymmetric to symmetric. In the
former case, the solutions are tetering on the edge of the same behavior. Presumably
in solutions still further above the dynamo threshhold, the differential rotation would
be damped even more.
The preferential suppression of differential rotation compared to convection is,
we believe, a rather general result. The reason it occurs is that, ever when the dif-
ferential rotation is substantially larger in amplitude than the convection, the work it
does against the viscous force is much less, because it is a much larger scale flow pat-
tern and its velocity gradients are weaker. Consequently, a given electromagnetic
body force is, compared to the viscous force, a larger brake on the differential rota-
tion than on the convection. With the convection undiminished, the angular momen-
tum transport by it remains the same, but the differential rotation drops in magnitude
until the sum of work done against the viscous force and the electro-magnetic body
force roughly equals the work against viscosity alone in the absence of a magnetic
field.
Presumably, if we calculate dynamos for even smaller turbulent magnetic dif-
fusivity X, we would generate fields of such magnitude that the convection itself would
start to be suppressed. This would provide the final upper limit on dynamo field
strength since the strength of the entire induction process would be bounded by its
own feedbacks.
Even though the differential rotation is damped, the average magnetic energy
sustaim.,d
 is higher in the solutions we have studied. We appear, therefore, to have
found at least two distinctly different classes of solutions: field reversing dynamos
with somewhat lower levels of magnetic fields, and non-reversing dynamos with a
higher level of field. We suggest these two types of solutions might pro ride an expla-
nation for the two types Hof variability seen in calcium emission, e.g., Vaughan and
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Preston, (1980). The strong, irregular emitters have generated a strong enough field
to greatly reduce their differential rotation, while the weaker emmitters have not. It
is not clear how a change in rotation rate in the model would affect when field rever-
sals occur and what the field amplitude is, because it would be felt in both the dif-
ferential rotation maintenance and in the helicity. We would need to do a lot more
calculations to sort this out, but it may be that for higher rotation rates, the range of
parameter values over which the dynamo action suppresses differential rotation is
expanded, making it more likely to occur in a sample population of stars.
Durney, Mihalas and Robinson (1981) have also proposed that the strong, non-
cyclic CaII emitters are dynamos operating further above the dynamo threshhold.
They argue that as a result several different dynamo modes are excited which interact
and interfere, obscuring a simple cyclic variability. In a nonlinear dynamo model such
as ours it is not possible to separate out different dynamo "modes" but it is clear that
when differential rotation is suppressed, more of the magnetic energy goes into
smaller scale, and the field does take on a less global character, as they suggest. Our
mechanism is different from theirs, however, in that it employs a nonlinear feedback
from the induced fields to suppress the global, reversing component of the total pat-
tern - it is not just obscured, it is not present.
Returning to the solar case, when we do get field reversals in our model, the
period is too short for the sun by about a factor of 10. Our reversing toroidal field is
quite bread in spatial scale compared to what may be the case on the sun as evi-
denced by sunspots. I continue to suspect the short period occurs because the model
does not capture the true small scale interaction between an intermittent solar field
and global convection. The solar field may "escape" a lot of the helicity if, for exarn-
ple, the field is continually pushed into the corners of giant convection cells, contrary
to the idealized picture we drew in Figures 4 and 5. Indeed, Childress (1979) has illus-
trated with a very simple model how this might happen. Alternatively, or perhaps as
well, the global convection on the sun may be even smaller in amplitude than even in
our present model calculations.
V. Role of compressibility
An additional difficulty is that when field reversals occur, the migration of the
toroidal fields is toward the poles (along the isorotation surfaces) rather than toward
the equator. Currently, the only way we see around this difficulty is through the, addi-
tion of several scale heights of density variation with radius in our model convection
zone, something we obviously need to add anyway. The reason compressibility may
help is that we have early indications (Glatzmaier and Gilman, 1981a) that global con-
vection modes that extend all the way from top to bottom in a rotating compressible
convection zone will generate a differential rotation nearly constant on cylinders with
equatorial acceleration or'y near the bottom of the zone where the scale height is
large. The rotation will decrease with height in the outer part. The helicity profile will
remain similar to that in .Figure 3 at all levels (Glatzmaier and Gilman, 19.81b). Figure
6 shows a schematic differential rotation profile we might expect from a full nonlinear
compressible calculation (not yet attempted), showing_ a maximum angular velocity
somewhere in the middle of the layer.
Given such a profile, the migration of the toroidal field with time would be toward
high latitudes and toward the outer boundary deep in the convection zone until the
field reaches the level of angular velocity gradient. reversal. Thereafter migration
would be back toward the equator. Thus a new magnetic cycle would be thought of as
starting near the equator deep down, where synchronization of the two hemispheres
would be a natural consequence. Toroidal field, Le.,, sunspots, of a new cycle would be
seen first in a mid latitude, as observed. This scheme is consistent- with an informal
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suggestion made by Raymond Eide more than a decade ago, that the latitude where
new cycle spots first appear may be a measure of the depth of the convection zone.
This Pssumes whatever dynamo action maintains them is operating primarily outside
the tangent cylinder to the inner convection zone boundary due to rotational effects,
as is the case with our dynamo.
DIFFERENTIAL ROTATION fl(r,o )
(Compressible Model - Glatzmaier 8
Gilman Initial Tendency Calculation )
Figure B. Contours of differential rotation predicted to be produced by compres-
sible global convection when indi:,idual convection cells reach from bottom to top
of the convection zone, as calculated by Glatzmaier and Gilman (1991a).
This picture is rather different from present a — w dynamo models applied to the
sun. It should be regarded as an hypothesis to be tested with a full compressible
dynamo model, certainly not as a result already obtained. We should remark that in a
compressible dynamo model, magnetic buoyancy %q ll also be present, and we expect
this effect to be particularly important in the top part of the convection zone where a
field of given strength results in a much larger buoyancy force than near the bottom.
VI. Other feedback effects.
In addition to the feedback effects already described, there are two others also
worth mentioning. The first is that even if the induced magnetic field is weak, say hav-
ing magnetic energy no more than 10 -9 or 10 -4 of the kinetic energy of the system, the
cumulative effect can still be significant. In particular, the fluid flow is instable Lo
small perturbations, so that the time histories of two solutions, one with no magnetic
field and one with a small field, diverge away from each other after a few thousand
timesteps. At the same elapsed time in the two cases, the same convective modes, i.e.,
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the same longitudinal wave numbers, will have different amplitudes and phases. The
two solutions eventually become uncorrelated with each other. This limits the predic-
tability of such flows, and argues against any deterministic feedback with a long, but
essentially fixed, time delay, such has been invoked by Yoshimura (1978 a,b) to
explain the amplitude meanderings in the envelope of the solar cycle.
Another, quite different form of feedback we have encountered is one which gives
rise to a finite amplitude dynamo instability. For a certain range of magnetic tur-
bulent diffusivity a a small amplitude magnetic field decays, but a large eumplitude
field, which has already partially suppressed the differential rotation, is sustained,
and has field reversals. The mechanism is that, for a small field, further decay does
not amplify the differential rotation, so the decay continues. But a drop in a finite
amplitude field results in some resurgence of the differential rotation, which.prevents
further decay. In this case we have essentially a servomechanism which keeps the
field within a certain range. How important this mechanism might be in stars is unk-
nown, as is the range of X for which it is true. Presumably, if X is large enough, the
field will decay no matter how much differential rotation growth there is. And, as we
have already mentioned, if X is small enough, a large amplitude field is maintained
even though the differential rotation is almost completely suppressed. We are con-
tinuing to study these kinds of nonlinear dynamos.
VII. Questions concerning application of dynamo theory to the sun and stars
Let me close by summarizing some of the uncertainties and difficulties involved in
applying dynamo theory to the sun and stars.
(1) We do not know the profile of angular velocity with depth on the sun, and we know
virtually nothing about differential rotation for any other star. There is some
hope we can infer rotation with depth for the sun from frequency shifts in the 5
minute oscillations (see, e.g., Rhodes, Deubner and Ulrich, 1979). Measurin g
 d:if-
ferential rotation in stars is an extremely difficult problem, likely to elude us for
along time yet, although Bruning (1981) may have pointed the way as to what to
look for.
(2) The form and magnitude of the helicity of the motions cannot be measured, and
theoretical predictions of this quantity generally give values much too large when
used in dynamo models applied to the sun.
(3) Since global convection has not been measured even on the sun, we cannot pin
down the ratio of differential rotation to convection. Our model, and kinematic
dynamo theory before it, indicates this ratio is very important for determining
what kind of dynamo a star will have.
(4) The theory of turbulent diffusion as applied to stars, particularly diffusion of
magnetic flux, is very uncertain.
(5) The relative importance of magnetic buoyancy and convection in stellar dynamos
is unclear, and probably can be assessed only in theoretical models which allow
both to exist.
(8) The "filling factor" for the magnetic field, that is, what fraction of the volume
contains strong fields, is known for the surface of the sun, but not below; only a.
few very qualitative inferences have been made for other stars. How intermittent
the field is will strongly affect the behavior of the dynamo, both induction
processes and feedbacks.
(7) Convection zone depth is somewhat uncertain for stars. It is an important param-
eter for dynamos, because it puts limits on the spatial scale of the largest convec-
tive elements, the turnover time for these elements, and it helps determine the
r
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profile of differential rotation. Shallow* convection zones are bound to have dif-
ferent differential rotation profiles than deep zones (Gilman, 1980). Convection
zone depth will also affect the tendency of stars to form more complex differen-
tial rotation profiles, such as illustrated in Figure 8. Also, the region just under
the bottom of the convection zone might be the seat of more regular motions
favorable for dynamo action, as has been suggested by Galloway and Weiss (1980).
A final remark I wish to make is that even stars without convection zones might
conceivably be acting as dynamos. This is most likely to be the case for rapidly rota^r-
ing stars, where the violation of Von Zeipers theorem would be greatest. In such stars,
Eddington - Sweet circulations should be set up, due to nearly spherical pressure and
temperature surfaces not coinciding with more rotationally distorted potential sur-
faces. However, Busse (1981) has recently argued that the end result of these circula-
tions would instead be primarily a differential rotation, in the form of a baroclinic
thermal wind. He demonstrates that such differential rotation profiles are likely to be
unstable to non-axisymmetric disturbances in the form of baroclinic waves sinular in
many respects to those which occur in the terrestrial and other planetary atmo-
spheres. In such a rapidly rotating system, there is no doubt such disturbances would
contain helicity, so that the, resulting mix of reduced differential rotation and finite
amplitude waves could easily act as a dynamo. Baroclinic instability in stars is virtu-
ally unexplored at present, but may prove to be ,important, and is worth further study.
It may also occur above convective cores, and possibly beneath convective envelopes.
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SOLAR PLAGES AND THE INTERPRETATION OF STELLAR
Ca II H AND K LINE VARIATIONS IN LATE TYPE DWARFS
J. W. Cook
E. O. Hulburt Center for Space Research, Naval Research Laboratory
Approximately a dozen late type dwarf stars have been observed by Wilson
(1978) to undergo cyCIic variability in Ca II H and K line emission which
seems analogous to the solar activity cycle. What might be learned about
these stars from solar analogies? We first estimate the Ca II K index
variation of the Sun viewed as a star, and compare with the observed range
of Wilson's stellar observations. We suggest trends of increasing relative
variation H-K(max)/H-K(min) with later spectral type, due to decreasing
dilutional contribution of residual photospheric flux to a 1 A band at
line center, and of increasing relative variation with decreasing relative
time of rise to maximum ?'rise/Z', reminiscent of the observed solar cor--
relation of a quick rise to sunspot maximum with a strong cycle.
I. INTRODUCTION
Two long	 erm observational programs illustrate the
	 	 	 growing interaction t
between solar physics and stellar astronomy suggested by the phrase "the Sun
as a star."	 Wilson (1978) has recently summarized results from moaitoring
Ca II H and K line emission core fluxes in 1 A bands from 91 late type
dwarfs (F V - K V) over more	 'ban a decade.
	 He has convincingly demonstrated
that about a dozen of these ":;.p completed a cycle of variation which appears
j analogous to the solar -xcti-ty cycle.
	 White and Livingston (1978) have
reported results from a program to monitor the solar Ca II H and K line full
disk .flux.
	 They found an increase in the full disk K index with the onset
of activity in the current solar cycle 21.
	 The quiet disk center K index
remained constant, leading White and Livingston (1978) to conclude that the
full disk K index increase is due to an increasing flux contribution by
plages and does not represent a more global brightening.
t '^
Because the Sun is the only late type dwarf for which we can obtain
M	 , spatially resolved observations of inhomogeneous surface structure, modeling
of stellar atmospheres must rest heavily upon solar analogies.
	 In this
paper we first consider the Sun as a star and estimate the K index variation
4 expected over a solar cycle viewing the Sun as a point source, and compare
with observations of Livingston and White.
	 The range of stellar variations '+
observed by Wilson (1978) are then examined.
	 We also estimate the modula*ion
of the amplitue of variation for different lines of sight to the stellar
rotational axis if stellar "plages- were confined to low stellar latitudes,
as is seen on the Sun.
	 We argue that relatively small extensions of
properties already observed on the Sun will match the stellar observations.
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II. THE SUN AS A STAR
We make use of the observed solar plage-to-quiet region contrast, the
observed latitude distribution of solar plages, and an estimate of the
fractional flat disk area covered by plages versus sunspot number. We assume
that solar Ca II K line flux variability arises from a changing .traction of
the surface covered by plages having an average contrast C to the quiet back-
ground. Sheeley (1967) used this approach to estimate a ratio of 1.40 for
the Ca LI K flux at solar maximum to that at solar minimum, using C - 3
from observations of the Ca II K line in quiet and plage regions and a value
of 0.20 for the maximum fractional flat disk area f covered by plage from
planimetry of Mt. Wilson Ca II K2 spectroheliograms.
Cook, Brueckner, and VanHoosier (1930) used a contrast model to examine
flux variability in the far UV over the solar cycle. They determined an
approximate calibration of f (viewed in the solar equatorial plane) with
sunspot number RZ , based on Sheeley's (1967) measurements, which gave
f	 6.25 x 10_
4
 RZ . They also examined the importance of center-to-limb
variation (basically arising from the different sampling of `t= cosh over
lines of constant heliocentric latitude versus radial lines), and showed
that the straightforward formula Flux(RZ ) - Flux(RZ=O)[Cf + (1-f)] is
adequate for the flux variability viewed in the equatorial plane.
Wilson's (1978 stellar H and K indices are proportional to the equiva-
lent widths over l A intervals centered on the Ca II Hand K emission cores.
A 1 A band at line center is somewhat wider than optimal for sampling the
solar chromospheric emission core (see Figure 1 in White and Livingston,
1978). The observed variation over an activity cycle is diluted by inclusion
of a residual photospheric contribution from the line wing and core. We
estimated the solar plage K index contrast from Sheeley's (1967) obserovations
of quiet and plage Ca II K profiles by integrating the flux over a 1 A
intetval at line center. We also determined the K(0.5A
0
) contrast over a
0.5 A band at line center, and the K 3 contrast in intensity at line center.
This gives a range C = 1.67-2.33 for the Wilson K index contrast, and we
adoptC = 2.0. Similarly, the K(0.5 A) contrast is 3.0, and the K3
contrast 3.5.
Figure 1, from Cook, Brueckner, and VanHoosier (10 980), shows a fit to
solar Ca II K line measurements of the flux in a 0.5 A band at line center
furnished by Livingston and White (1979, private communication) for the
period up to the end of 1978, well into the rise of the current sunspot
cycle, which are well reproduced by a contrast factor C = 3 and a value for
f from the calibration with RZ. Figure 2 shows more recent observations
(Livingston and White 1980, private communication) toward the peak of the
current cycle of the K3 index, fit using C=3.5. Both sets of observations are
in good agreement with a contrast model estimate of K(RZ) = K(RZ=0)[Cf+(1-f)]
using the appropriate C, with no free parameters.
The latitudinal flux anisotropy arising from the predominant occurrence 	 ! ';;
of plages at low heliocentric latitudes was estimated by Cook et al. (1980)	 i
at several wavelengths in the 1400-2100 A continuum, and for I;Ot. They
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Figure 1. Solar full disk Ca It K (0.5 R width) measurements furnished by
Livingston and White (private communication). These measurements
have been fit by a contrast-model with C=3,0 using monthly aveiage
sunspot numbers for June and December of the years shown.. From
Cook, Brueckner, and VanHoosier 1980.
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Figure 2, Solar full disk Ca It K3 measurements furnished by Livingston
and White (private communication) These measurements have been
fit by a contrast model with C-3.5 using monthly average sunspot
numbers for Jute and December of the years ,shown.
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assumed that plages are confined within zones of approximate latitude
+(5°-35°). The projected fractional flat disk area F of two zones ranging
from +(81-82) in heliocentric latitude, viewed at angle QC to the solar
equatorial plane, is approximately F(di) = Fj, + (F^l -Fy)cos2&, where
F M F(0=0) = ( 11s6 [2(92-91)+(sin 262 - sin 291)] and Fj = F( =M12)
Cos	 Cos 2- c s62 . Cook et al. (1980) assumed that plages are distributed with-
in these zones in such a way that f(a)/fly = F(QC)/FII , where f11 (= previous "f")
is known for given RZ. If we ignore center-to-limb variation we have
Flux(RZ,Ct) = Flux(RZ=O){( C-1)f 11 [F(4f)/F11 ] + 1). For low heliocentric lati-
tudes the ratio FL/F11
 is relatively independent of the width of the assumed
plage zone and depends essentially on the central latitude 8 0 = (e1+62)/2.
Typical values for Fi /FIB at central latitude 60 , in the form 60(Iy /F^^),
are 5°(0.14), 10°(0.27), 15°(0.42), and 20°(0.57).. We assume a solar value
of d90 = 20% Thus we estimate the solar K index as a function of sunspot
number RZ and line of4sight et to be K(RZ ,U) = K(RZ=0){(C-1)f11 [F(V1) /F11 ] + 1},
where fib = 6.25 x 10	 R . For a plage zone ranging from +(5°-35°) F11
0.577, Fl = 0.321, and F2;) = Fl +(F11 -F1 )cos 2Gt. K(RZ=O) is independent of GG .
If fl, = 0.20 (very active days at the peak of a strong cycle) the solar
fractional increase in the Wil^: on K index is 1.20 in the equatorial plane
and approximately 1.11 over the poles. The average over a longer period
such as a month, at a cycle peak with monthly average sunspot number
<RZ> = 200, would be approximately 1.13 in the equatorial plane.
III. EXTENSION TO STELLAR OBSERVATIONS
Using the framework developed for the Sun we can estimate the range of
fractional variability generated by relatively small changes in the plage
contrast, plage area, and plage latitude dependence, illustrated in Table 1.
We consider contrasts of 2, 3, and 5; values for f max from 0.10 to 0.30;
and central plage zone latitudes of 10°, 15°, and 20°. We give relative
fractional flux variability in the equatorial plane K11/K11(quiet) and the
pole-to-equatorial plane anisotropy Kl/K 11 for different value of 190 . How
do these ranges of variability compare with Wilson's observations of G and K
dwarfs with cyclic flux variation?
Wilson (1978) plots nightly mean, and tabulates seasonal average, values
of mean H-K fluxes. We assume that the contrast in both lines is identical,
and will directly compare our estimated changes in the IL index with the H-K
index observations from Wilson (1978). These observations are not absolutely
calibrated in flux, and our use of them involves only relative variations.
In Table 2 we list the 13 stars considered by Wilson (1978) to have completed
a cycle of activity; they show a range in H-K(max)/H-K(min) of 1.15-1.45.
Examination of Table 1 shows that these values are easily matched by several
combinations of available parameters. In fact a choice of parameters near
the observed solar values is grossly consistent with the observed stellar
variations.
Figure 3 shows a plot of H-K(max)/H-K(min) versus spectral type for the
13 dwarfs. Also shown is our estimated range of fractional variation of the
solar K index on active days at sunspot maximum for viewing angles ranging
r 
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TABLE 1
VARIABILITY OF CA 11 K INDEX
KL/KH
NS/Wquiet) Bo	 10 15° 20°
fmax C -f (C-1)+1 y/F7j 0.27 0.42 0.57
0.10 2 1.10 0.93 0.95 0.96
3 1.20 0.88 0.90 0.93
5 1.40 0.79 0.83 0.88
0.20 2 1.20 0.88 0190 0.93
3 1.40 0.79 0.83 0.88
5 1.80 0.68 0.74 0.81
0.30 2 1.30 0.83 0.87 0.90
3 1.60 0.73 0.78 0.84
5 2.20 0.60 0.68 0.77
TABLE 2
-,a
VARIATIONAL AMPLITUDE OF CYCLIC DWARFS
	
Stan	 Spectral Period	 H-K index	 H-K(max) rrise
(HD number) Type	 (years) Min	 Max	 H-K(min)-
	
81809	 G2	 10	 0.154 0.194	 1.26	 0.45
	
103095	 G8	 7	 0.164 0.189	 1.15	 0.50
	
3651
	 KO	 10	 0.184 0_229
	 1.24	 >0.45
	
149661	 KO	 8	 0.317 0.404
	 1.27	 0.31
	
165341A	 KO	 10	 0.317 0.459
	
1.45
	
0.20
	
10476	 K1	 9	 0.187 0.249	 1.33	 0.44
	
155886	 K1	 8	 0.366 0.442	 1.21
	
0.50
	
219834B	 K2	 8	 0.196 0.241	 1.23	 0.44
	
160346	 K3	 8 	 0.246 0.353*
	 1.43
	
0.31
	
4628	 K4	 9	 0.205 0,272	 1.33	 0.44
	
131156B	 K4	 10`	 0.864 1.138	 1.32	 0.35(?)
	
201091	 K5	 7	 0.440 0.618	 1.40	 0.36
	
201092	 K7	 8(?) 0.530* 0.820*
	 1.30	 0.63(?)
*Value estimated from Figures 1-5 in Wilson (1978) rather than
taken from tabulated average seasonal max or min.
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from the equatorial plane to the pole. This gives an idea of the possible
range of corrections that might be applied to the other plotted points for
reduction to a common viewing angle.
G2 G4	 G6	 G8 KO	 K2	 K4 K6
SPECTRAL TYPE
Figure 3. Amplitude of variation H-K(max)/H-K(min) versus spectral type.
The estimated range of solar variability is shown for viewing
angles ranging from the solar equatorial plane (top) to the
poles (bottom).
There appears to be a general trend toward increasing fractional vari-
ation in later spectral type. G dwarfs are poorly represented in Figure 1.
Some further support for the suggested trend is offered by consideration of
12 stars which Wilson (1978) believed to possibly be undergoing cyclical
variation. He observes that the 3 candidates in the spectral range F7-G3
are uncertain because of very small measured amplitudes, whereas in the
later groups [9 stars of type G8 and later] the uncertainty is more often
due to an insufficient time of observation." A possible explanation for
this trend lies in the lessening of photospheric dilution of the K index
with later spectral type.. We recall that the average solar plage contrast
in the K line over a 0.5 A band at line center is approximately 3, which
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is diluted to approximately 2 over a 1 I band. Observations of the Ca Il
K line profiles from 43 stars of spectral types FO-M2 reported by Linsky et
al. (1979) illustrate the quick rise of cbromospheric emission over photo
spheric residual background, arising from decreasing Teff, for late type
dwarfs beyond approximately G8-K0. The increase in fractional variation o
seen in Figure 1 is at least consistent with a rise in contrast over a 1 A
band from C - 2 at G2 (giving H-K(max)/H-K(min) - 1.20 for f - 0.20 in the
stellar equational plane) to an undiluted solar value of C - 3 in later K
types (giving H-K(max)/H-K(min) - 1.40 for f - 0.20).
In Figure 4 we show the fractional variation H-K(max)/H-K(min) versus
the fractional time of rise to maximum T rise/4': also listed in Table 2.
Notice that the star with greatest fractional variation, HD 165341A, shows
the steepest rise to maximum of the 13 cyclic dwarfs (approximately 20% of
the period). We have determined a value for each star using Wilson's (1978)
suggested total period T and an estimate from his plots of the time of rise
from minimum to maximum flux. These quantities are not well determined from
the observations, and have a Large possible error. Nevertheless a general
trend of increasing fractional amplitude with decreasing fractional time of
rise to maximum is apparent. Part of this would be expected from the argu-
ment of increasing contrast factor C with later spectral type if quick rise
time stars were predominantly K types. For this reason we label each point
with the stellar spectral type, in order to demonstrate that within a single
spectral type or small range of types the trend is still evident. The sug-
gested stellar trend is reminiscent,of the solar correlation (Bray and
Loughhead 1965) of a quick rise to sunspot maximum with a strong cycle (high
peak sunspot number).
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Figure 4. Amplitude of variation H- K(max)/H-K(min) versus fractional time
of rise to maximum.
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For an average line of sight angle to the stellar rotational axis of
45°, F(#t-45°) /Fjj - 0.78 for a plage zone centered at +20° stellar latitude.
For the typical example of HD 103095 (G8 V) the observed value of H-K(max)/
H-K(min) is (0.189/0.164) - 1.15. If CC - 45° this would correspond to a
value in the equatorial plane of 1.21 using C - 2, with about 21% of the
flat disk covered by plage at cy,`a,e maximum, or 16% of the surface area.
IV. DISCUSSION
We suggest that approximately solar values for contrast and plage area
can reproduce the stellar variational amplitudes observed by Wilson (1978)
for the subset of his program stars which underwent a cycle of flux variation
over approximately a decade, and might be expected to be most similar to the
Sun. This does not mean that chromospheric heating rates per unit surface
area do not vary greatly in different stars at any given spectral type; a
range of activity can be observed. Kelch, Linsky, and Worden (1979) have
estimated chromospheric heating rates in eight late type dwarfs from observa-
tions of Ca II K profiles. Using radiative equilibrium models for each star
they determined the temperature enhancements above the radiative equilibrium
values necessary to produce the observed profiles, and so obtained the upper
photospheric, temperature minimum, and chromospheric non-radiative heating.
They found a typical range of total Ca II K line chromospheric energy losses
of approximately a.factor of 5 from quiet chromosphere to active chromosphere
G and K dwarfs; at spectral type G2 this is equivalent to the ratio of chromo-
spheric losses from plages versus quiet regions. We suggest that this is
the approximate range of normal quiet, or global, stellar activity, while
variation in the basic level of activity arises from stellar "plages 	 The
variational range, at any given quiet activity level, is consistent (though
not uniquely so) with approximately solar values for the maximum fractional.
surface area covered by stellar "plages" and a relative contrast in Ca II
K1R-K1V emission flux between stellar "plage" and "quiet" regions of
approximately 3, the observed solar contrast, throughout the G V K V range.
This contrast would be diluted over a 1 A band at line center to approxi-
mately 2 b- a residual photospheric contribution at spectral type G2 ; and
rise to an undiluted value of 3 in latter K types. Modulation of the
variational amplitude by the line of sight to the polar axis could amount to
40% in extreme cases of stellar contrast, plage area, and plage latitudinal
dependence. Of course r,.onsistency does not guarantee correctness, but solar
analogies should be considered first in interpreting the stellar observations.
Wilson's (1978) observations give us some information on a single cycle
from a number of stars; for the Sun we know the past behavior of a number of
cycles in a single star. The stellar observations allow the possibility of
determining which of the observed regularities in the solar cycle are of more
universal significance and which are not. As an example, we have suggested
that quick rise to maxirium and strength of the cycle are correlated in other
stars, as with'the Sun. We have found no correlations involving the cycle
period. Also, the amplitude of variation does not appear to be correlated
with the actual minimum value of the H-K index, which for dwarfs of the same
spectral type is a meaeure of the basic (quiet) level of activity. That is,
amplitude of variation does not appear to be correlated with quiet level of
chromospheric heating.
r
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Because of the small number of stars and th?, , scatter of plotted cor-
relations we can only suggest trends which we believa are plausible because
of their comprehensibility in terms of solar analogs. We hope that this	
F
paper at least suggests types of analysis which could be performed on a
larger base of observations.
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HIGH-SENSITIVITY CIRCULAR POLARIMETRY OF THE SUN, 0.5 — 1.7 u
James C. Kemp
Department of Physics, University of Oregon
ABSTRACT
Using an isometric (symmetrical) photoelastic-modulator polarimeter and
a Cassegrain telescope, I have obtained broadband polarization measures of
the Sun, with unprecedented sensitivity. With an instrumental background of
<3 x 10-6 , differential effects Aq = V/I of 1 x 10 -7 were detectable. Some
results: (1) The a dependence of broadband circular polarization in spots
was observed out to 1.7 U, extending the visible-light measurements of Il.ling,
Landman, and Mickey. The q drops to of the order of 1 x 10- 5 at 1.2 _p (in a
strong spotl, then rises at 1.6 u. While molecules or other special mechanisms
must play a role in the visible-light polarization, at a > 1.5 u the q values
seem consistent with gray magneto-opacity. (2) By surveying inactive regions
I have _set upper limits to broadband polarization due to global or deep-seated
magneti/c fields. For a double-toroidal pattern I find a differential measure
-4 	(`glgE + qSW - qNW - qSE) /4, at 1.7 u, of (+1.2 + 0.7) x 10- 7 , a mean from
,t;.i.ee, series in 1981. Based on a simple estimate by L. Biermann this would
r orr_•espond to deep-down toroidal fields of < 2000 gauss. Extensions of this
work are discussed.
1. BACKGROUND
Magnetic fields in the Sun, known as sunspots but presumably also permeat-
ing the entire sphere, are closely connected with short-term and .long-term
changes in the sun's external behavior. All approaches to the study of the
solar magnetic fields,should be developed. The classic approach involves the
Zeeman splitting of spectral lines, particularly through the magnetograph
method, in which unresolved Zeeman splittings are sensed by differential cir-
cular polarization as between the red and blue wings of a line. A less well-
known approach involves measuring the broad-band circular polarization, using
pass bands much wider than the line widths. While 'red- and blue-wing polariza-
tions of an atomic line are approximately equal and opposite, and tend to can-
cel out over a broad band, it was pointed out by the writer (Kemp 1970) that
at least a residual non-cancellation always exists, owing to a gray magneto
emission or magneto-opacity effect. Illing, Landman, and W.ckey (1974a,b;
1975) studied the broadband circular polarization in sunspots, and found that
the polarization levels were 10-100 times larger than those expected from the
gray magneto-opacity, in the mid visible. Two extra mechanisms were proposed.
One was a differential-velocity effect (Illing et al. 1975); the otM". involves
the special properties of electronic transitions in molecules, in which net or	 r
non-cancelling circular polarization may occur over appreciable spectral_in•Cer-
vials (Illing 1981). Detailed circular polarization spectra in sunspots had
w,
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been reported by Harvey (1973), in which molecular transitions of CN around
1.1 u has shown a net polarization. Thus at least three mechanisms are recog-
nized for broadband magnetic circular polarization; the first of these is
always present.
While the broadband effects here are quite small, they may have a special
importance. Zeeman splittings of atomic lines are formed high in the photo-
sphere, or more precisely, the effective depths probed by magnetographic obser-
vations are quite small, probably T - 0.2. This is due both to the line opa-
c i ties and perhaps to the fact that the line widths are greater at larger depths;
there the line-wing polarizations, which are inversely proportional to the line
widths, would be diluted. Continuum and other broadband effects, on the other
hand, may reflect deeper-lying magnetic-field geometries. For the continuum
polarization, line blocking and broadening are obviously inoperative. A further
point is that the continuum magneto-opacity extends into the infrared, where
the density of spectral lines falls off. Thus, the opacity minimum in the
solar photosphere near 1.6 u can be taken advantage of in broadband polarimetrv,
to probe as deeply as possible.
With photoelastic-modulator polarimeters (Kemp, Wolstencroft, and Swedlund
1972; Kemp 1981) the instrumental circular polarization can be as small as 10-6,
at '?east if linear-to-circular conversion is unimportant. The linear polariza-
tion of the sun well away from the limb in :inactive regions is -42 x 10-5 at
wavelengths 0.5 - 1.7 u, as verified by my own measurements in the course of
this project. A linear-circular conversion factor of <0.01 is typical for
photoelastic modulators, thus it was anticipated that circular polarizations
of 10-6 would be accessible assuming zero instrumental circular polarization
in the telescope. Cassegrain telescopes are ideal in this connection, having
no oblique reflections.
II. OBSERVATIONS
Measurements with a PEM polarimeter were carried out during June-August
1981 using the 81-cm Cassegrain stellar telescope at Pine Mountain, Oregon.
The telescope was fitted with a screen passing 2% of the sun's light, the
screen consisting of an opaque plate with an array of 1-cm holes, covering the
top of the telescope tube. Because of the essential symmetry the screen should
not have introduced polarization artifacts, and'this presumption was verified
by tests in which the screen was rotated to various positions. The detector
used was a germanium photodiode, which is effective over the band 0.4 - 1.7 u.
An 84-kHz photoelastic modulator of the isometric type (Kemp 1981) was used.
In the first tests on the sun, I found what seemed to be an instrumental cir-
cular polarization of -5 x 10- 6 at 1.6 u, smaller in the visible. (I should
note that nothing other than the sun itself could be used as an unpolarized
standard, at least not at 1.6 p.) It was known that a spurious signal at this
level could arise due to a modulated reflectance in the PEM optical element,
an effect which is more severe in the i.e., due to the increased strain ampli-
tude required at long wavelengths. This limiting effect could be cancelled in
principle by a precise orienting of the analyzer ("decoder") polarizer, such
that the polarizer axis is precisely 45 0
 rotated from the PEM eigenaxis (see
}
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Kemp 1981). An optimum alignment was made in the lab, and tests on the tele-
scope were also made with the aid of a spinning depolarizer wave plate added
above the pol.arimeter. n residual apparently instrumental polarization of
about 2 x 10-6 seemed to remain, at 1.6 u (the worst case). This was seen as
a uniform background over the sun's disk and did not, for example, change with
horizon distance nor from day to day. Thus an instrumental residue at this
level was arrived at, but this was nominally constant. Differentially, as
between different regions on the sun, the detection limit was at least as low
as 0.5 x 10`7 . With later developments of this instrumentation I .feel that
absolute solar polarimetry at levels down to 10 -8 will be quite feasible.
Photon-statistical errors were not a limitation. These errors were negli-
gible in broad filter bands such as the 1.66 V band (©a - 0.15 0, for integra-
tion times of 5 10 minutes with the large apertures used, -1 arcminute
diameter.
The 1.6 u filter band was emphasized because this corresponds to the
opacity minimum in the solar photosphere, as noted above, thus we see most
deeply into the sun at this wavelength.
Detections were easily made of broadband circular polarization in sunsjots,
as showi, in Figure 1. On the two dates shown, comparison was made with nearly
simultaneous magnetographic ,pictures made at Big Bear Solar Observatory (Cal
Tech), by A. Patterson (Patterson and ""irin 1981). Generally I used a_1.6
arcminute-diameter aperture ., which was usually larger than individual active
regions. Comparisons with a 45 aresec-diameter aperture on one or two large
spots indicated that the dilution of pol:a tzed flux by unpolarized light out-
side the umbra was by a factor not 'much more than 2
In Figure 1, the predominant magnetograph polarities (N,S) are compared
with the circular polarization signs. Here the .actual sense of circulation
of the electric vectors, as seen on a stationary plane above the solar disk,
is indicated by circular arrows. In i;he axial-vector convention (Kemp 1970,
1977), q = V/I is called positive if the E vector rotates counterclockwise on
such a stationary plane. Uniformly in Figure 1, positive broadband q is found
with south magnetograph polarity, and vice versa. This correlation agrees with
the signs observed in mid-vitAble .filter bands by Ill ng et al. (1974a,b; 1975),
if account is taken of an apparently opposite sign convention used by them for
V, I (Mickey 1981) . My ,treasures in other bands at 0.5 }t, 0. 86 p and l.2 U all
had the same signs as the 1.6 p sign, for a given spot.
in Figure 7 is shown a 4-filter sequence on one strong spot. The largo q
value at 0.55 1, is in rough agreement with the sizeable polarizations in green
and yellow bands for strong sunspots reported by Tiling ot^al. The monotonic
	
h
sign in Figure 2 is noteworthy, but I cannot rule out sign changes in the gaps
between bands.
Observations were made of inactive regions, with a view to .finding over- 	 'j
all patterns — poloi,dal or toroidal The measuring scheme of Figure 3 was used,
in which a 1.5 arcmi.n-diameter aperture was placed sequentially in NE., NW, SB,
and SW quadrants, also in N and S regions. Obvious active features were
avoided. The sampling positions ware varied somewhat during measuring sequences,
so as to achieve a crude averaging over the regions indicated.
a
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igure 1. Sketches of sunspot configurations studied on two dates. Circular
arrows indicate senses of broadband circular polarization (E vector
rotation senses in a stationary plane above the spots). Letters
N,S indicate magnetograph polarities.
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Figure 2. Circular polarizations in four interference-filter bands, for the
strong sunspot A of Figure 1. Horizontal bars indicate the approxi-
mate band passes (FWHM)
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Figure 3. Scheme for observations searching for sector (quadrant) and hemi-
spheric broadband circular polarizations. Hypothetical, internal
double-toroidal magnetic fields are also sketched, including
expected senses of emergent circular polarization The most prob-
able observed sign of the differential quantity gg (see text) is
consistent with the pattern shown.
For these measures, I define certain differential polarizations qNS -
(qN - qS)/2; and qB - (q"r + qSw - qNW - gSE)/4. The latter would be a meas-
ure of double-toroidal magnetic fields with opposite directions, discussed in
the next section.	 My measures for these quantities in the 1.6 u band are
listed in Table 1.	 Here the errors were computed from the fluctuations among
integration sequences spanning up to several hours. 	 Greater interest attached
to the qB measures and much more time was spent on these; the NS measurements
were relatively brief and had larger errors. 4
Table 1. A
Differential circular polarizations from secC-ors, 1.6 U band.
!	 Date	 107 qNS	 107 qB
1981	 ("poloidal")	 ("double toroidal
28 May
	 -11 + 30	 +1.0 + 3.0
14 June	 -33 + 30	 -
6 Aug.
	
-3.7 + 5.0	 -
12 Aug.	 -3.4 + 3.0	 +1.4 + 1•r
j	 20 Aug.	 +2.7 + 5.0	 +1.2 + 0.7
III.	 DISCUSSION 7	 4
I
The probable role of molecular effects in the broadband circular polariza-
^
tion of sunspots has been discussed by Illing (1981).	 I believe that the-under-
lying gray magneto-opacity circular polarization (Kemp 1970, 1977; Lamb and
Sutherland (1974) is'also evident, notably in the infrared. 	 The estimate for
gg
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gray, free-free magneto-opacity is q = 2 eH/(mcw), where w is the
angular frequency. For B = 4000 gauss and w = 27T c/a = 27r c/(1.6 } ►), we find
q — l x 10-4 . If we take into account a twofold dilution of the polarized
umbral flux in our measuring apertures, corrections due to radiative transfer,
end dilution due to slightly weaker polarization due to bound-bound and bound-
free magneto-opacities, the 1.66 u q value is not out of keeping with this
estimate. The polarization does have the correct sign for absorptive, elec-
tronic magneto-opacity: A North-polarity spot, with outward B field (see
Figure 1) should and does have negative q. At wavelengths beyond 1.5 u, most
of the molecular bands would be of the vibrational-rotational type, which
would not be s.i;gnificantly Zeeman-active. Thus it appears that the underlying
gray magneto-opacity is visible in the 1.66 U circular polarization.
In the sector polarizations of Figure 3 and Table 1, no clear detections
are claimed. As for the North-South poloidal effect, relatively brief samples
gave the upper limit qNS S 4 x 10-7 at 1.6 ^.
As pertains double-toroidal fields, previous evidence was given by Duvall,
Scherrer, Svalgaard, and Wilcox (1979), based on Zeeman measures using the Fe I
5250 A line. They indicated fields of the order of 0.1 —0.2 gauss for such
fields. Since these fields are essentially "buried," considerably stronger
fields of this type might be observed deeper into the photosphere.
Internal double-toroidal magnetic fields ought to produce a finite differ-
ential measure of the type qB , defined above, in the broadband circular polar-
ization. In Table 1, I indicate JgB I 5 1 x 10-7 , at 1.6 P. From the gray
magneto-opacity formula for the free-free case referred to above, for 1.6
this corresponds to B S 2 gauss. For qB positive, the toroidal ^airculation
would be precisely as drawn in Figure 3, with the field directed inward in the
NE. An effective observing optical depth T - 1,0 at 1.66 u means a geometrical
depth of about 500 km. From equation (11) of Biermann and Schluter (1951) we
can make an estimate for the double-toroidal field at a small depth h into the
surface, at latitude -45 0 , namely B < 2000 h/R, in gauss, where here —R
 =
0.7 x 106
 km, the sun's radius. At h = 500 km this would give about 2 gauss.
(The interior field would be in the kilogauss range.) Thus, in this crude
framework our upper limit for qB could be a marginal detection, but I do not
claim this here.
If sunspot pairs are produced by the convection or tearing upward of
internal toroidal fields of this sort, then the present polarities of spot
pairs (South-polarity spots "leading" in the Northern hemisphere) are consis-
tent with the senses of toroidal circulation drawn in Figure 3. The polarities
E
	
	
are also consistent with the measured most-probable sign of the differential
circular-polarization measure q B , namely positive. I propose a long-term pro-
gram of yet more accurate measurements of the broadband circular polarization
to determine, first, whether a real effect of the "qB " type is really present;
and if it is, whether the sign of qB changes over the activity cycle. (We
`
	
	 might hope to see a reversal — or lack of reversal - at the next predicted
minimum in 1981 (Waldmeier 1981).)
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A problem with the douba.e-toroidal magnetic fields as generated by the 	 1,
Biermann mechanism is that the senses of circulation of the fields are dictated
only by the differential-rotation function w(z). The canonical view is that
the differential rotation pattern is invariant, as measured either by spot rota-
tions or by sectoral radial velocities (Scherrer, Wilcox, and Svalgaard 1980):
The equatorial angular velocity w is larger than the angular velocities at
large latitudes (plus or minus). However, at this Workshop, Howard (1981) has
summarized data which suggest systematic, although complex, changes in the
differential wigular-velocity pattern over the 22-year solar cycle. For the
Biermann mechanism to explain the double-toroidal fields and the 11-year rever-
sal of the spot polarities, it would be necessary for the deep-down differen-
tial-velocity pattern w(z) to be periodically reversed. Might it be possible
that there is a deep-down reversal, which is somehow obscured by purely surface
observations? The proposed reversal suggests a kind of internal torsional
oscillation, only dimply perceived at the surface — apart from the manifest
reversal of the sunspot-pair polarities!
I am grateful to various persons who encouraged this project and exchanged
information about related work. These were especially J.W. Harvey, Rainer
Illing, D.L. Mickey, J.M. Wilcox, and P.H. Scherrer. I thank Hal Zirin and
Alan Patterson for generously supplying magnetograms as well as whole-disk
photographs of the sun, taken at Big Bear Observatory on certain dates.
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STELLAR CON'"RIBUTIONS TO THE DIFFUSE SOFT X—RAY BACKGROUND
s	 is
Jay Bookbinder, Y. Avni L. Golub, R. Rosner and G. Vaiana
Harvard—Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the results of the EINSTEIN/C.f..A. x —ray stellar survey was a
determination of the contribution of the disk stellar population to the
galactic	 component of the diffuse soft (0.28 — 1'.0 keV) x—ray background.
Our analysis employed both binned and unbinned nonparametric statistical
methods that have been developed by Avni et al. (1980). These methods
permitted us to make use of the information contained in both the 22
detections and 4 upper bounds on the luminosities of 26 dM stars in order to
derive their luminosity function. We have not as yet developed luminosity
functions for earlier stellar types, which leads us to use a delta—function
approximation for their true luminosity functions. For these earlier stellar
types, we have used the median luminosities as determined by Vaiana et al.
(1981), which underestimates their contribution to the background. We find
that it is the M dwarfs that dominate the disk population stellar contribution
to this background.
To calculate the contribution of the stellar sources to the background,
we have made use of simple models both for the spatial distribution of the
stars and for the properties of the intervening interstellar medium. We
choose a model in which all stellar classes have the same functional form for
their spatial distribution: an exponentially decreasing distribution above the
galactic equatorial plane, and a uniform distribution within the galactic
plane for a region of several kiloparsecs centered on the sun. In the same
spirit of keeping our model simple, we assume that it is sufficient to choose
a uniform interstellar medium, characterized by a single relevant parameter,
ro , which is the energy weighted mean free path of an x—ray photon. This
k
	
	
quantity is regarded as a free parameter, and our calculations span the range
of ro — 200 'c to ro — 10 kpc. We believe that these values of r o are the
correct order of magnitude for ISM absorption at high galactic latitudes d b0
300
 ), and since they cover the range from strong absorption to essentially
free propagation, we will be able to estimate the effect of interstellar
t	 absorption on the stellar component of the x—ray
i
#* Also from Weizmann Institute, Rehovot, Israel
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background. Since we assume a uniform ISM^thatis charactdrized by average
quantities, whereas the real ISM is both quite inh000gencous and has an
exponential density profile perpendicular to the galactic plane, our model can
be compared only with the average properties of the soft x
—rty background.
such as observed with a wide field of view.
II. DISCUSSION
We present our first result, the integra l x—ray luminosity function for
dM stars, in Figure 1. Among these M dwarfs, the ratio of their x—ray to
visual luminosity, f xlfv , varies from 10 
3 
to 10
-1
 (Rosner and Vaiana 1980). As
we will see below, probably only in the case of dM stars is it necessary at
present to construct a detailed x —ray luminosity function; and for this
purpose we have used the data from the Einstein Observatory/CfA Stellar Survey
of nearby stars. Stars that were included in the pointed survey for a priori
reasons of noted activity (i.e. flare stars) were not included i n the
construction of the luminosity function, as they would tend to bias the
function towards the high Luminosity tail. The stars that are included in the
construction are all members of the survey of dM stars within a 6 pc radius,
selected solely by the distance criterion.
UPPER BOUNDS
	 'i	 1111 -1
DETECTIONS	 I	 I	 ] fi i t ! lilt
v 26	 27	 28	 29
LOG L x (erg s ^)
Figure 1.	 Integral x—ray luminosity function for dwarf M stars. Also
indicated are the values of x—ray luminosity detections and
upper bounds (top of the figure), and the mean x—ray
luminosity for dM stars.
y	
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To reduce the information contained in the survey to a luminosity
function, we use a non-parametric statistical approach developed by Avni et
AL^, (1980) that can, as a special case, be applied to volume-limited
samples. This method is quite different from the standard procedures, which
involve observations of 'complete' samples. The complete samples are most
often flux-limited, and one traditionally develops the luminosity function
based solely on those objects whose fluxes are higher than the sample
threshold. This paper uses a method which permits the use of objects which
have been observed down to a limiting-flux level, whether they have been
positively detected or not; the flux limit may also be different for each
object. The maximum-likliehood technique that is employed allows us to
combine data sets that were acquired with quite different sensitivities.
Moreover, this method does not waste the information that can be obtained by
considering	 those	 objects whose fluxes fall below the observational
thresholds.
Frci4 the integral luminosity function we obtain a mean x-ray luminosity
for dwarf M stars: L = 2.3 (+1.1 -0.7) z 10 2 ergs s . The two-6 error bars
are (+2.6,-1.2). We are now able to calculate the integrated stellar flux
f i
.(Ibl) (in the range of 0.28 - 1.0 keV) as a function of galactic latitude:
z -I
f i (Ibl)	 n i (0) L14ny i ergs cm	 s	 sr-1
where L i is the mean x-ray luminosity of the ith source class and y i = ro +
sinlbl/P i is the effective inverse scale height. The stellar parameters
given in Table I are used to generate Figure 2, where we show results using an
interstellar absorption parameter of r o = 200 pc (solid curve) And r o = 10 kpc
(dashed curve). We note that the integrated flux has a considerable dependence
on the ISM absorption. Because most of the flux is due to distant sources,
the result of decreasing r o is to decrease the flux by a factor of nearly
three. Several other aspects of this plot are of interest as well. First,
concurrent with the decrease in the flux as the absorption is increased,
comes a decrease in the latitude dependence of the flux. Examination of the
figure shows essentially no latitude, dependence of the flux when r o = 200 pc
and IRI ) 300 .	 Secondly, M dwarfs dominate the x-ray background in this
bandpass. The next most important contributors are dF stars, whose
contribution to the soft x-ray flux is a factor of five less than that of the
dM stars.
We are now able to compare our model's predictions with the observations
of Tanaka and Bleaker (1977), whose total average soft x-ray background flux
in the M-band is:
_z
f obs(0.28 - 1.0 keV) - (0.4 - 2.6) x 10 
a 
ergs cm	 s_i sr 1
These integrated energy flux values are indicated for both the low-flux and
high-flux regions (excluding known point sources), though it is important to
note that the high- and low-flux regions is different energy bands are not
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Table 1
Log L ( 1) n(o)[pc-23.(2) b(pc) (2) x
dF 29.0 0.003 190
dG 27.8 0.006 340
k
dK 27.8 0.01 350
dM 28.36 0.065 350
1. Estimated median Lx (ergs s	 ) from Vaiana at al. 1.981,
for spectral classes dF,dG	 and dK.	 The mean Lx
 for Of stars
is	 derived from the integral luminosity function
that is shown in Figure	 (1).
2. Stellar space densities	 and the galactic scale height
are the values given by Allen (1973).
10 ,
q
30	 50	 70	 90
GALACTIC LATITUDE [deg]
Figure 2,	 Predicted contribution to the diffuse soft x-ray background
(0.28 - 1.0 keV) from stars [solid: r = 200 pc; dashed:
r = 10 kpcl. Also shown is the range of observed
background fluxes obtained from the results of Fried et al-.
F	 (1980) for the (0.28 - 1 . 0 keV) band for -900 < b < -300,
and the corresponding flux range quoted by Tanaka a 4ad Bleeker
(1977). The 1-v error bounds on the M dwarf contribution
(which dominates by far) are also indicated.
t
k	
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always coincident. For a choice of model parameters	 30° and r  = 200 pc,
we predict a total stellar contribution to the M—band flux of 2.5 (+11.1
—0.8) x 10 ergs cm s sr or 7% to 14% of the L;aximum observed flux.
The error bars, here as elsewhere, reflect only the uncertainty in the x—ray
luminosity function, but not in the assumed stellar distribution or ISM
absorption properties. If we observe an area of the sky that is characterized
by a low value of interstellar absorption, then the stellar contribution
_a	 ra _s _s
rises to 1.0 (+0,5 —0.3) x 10 	 ergs cm	 s	 sr—1 ,
 
corresponding to between
27% and 58% of the maximum M—band flux.
We can perform the same comparisons with the more recent Wisconsin
results (Fried et al. 1980). Because of the strong possibility that the North
Polar Spur is an (independent) x —ray source, we will confine our attention to
the Southern Galactic hemisphere, at latitudes Ibl> 30°. Note that the range
of the Wisconsin data is comparable with, and overlaps, that quoted by Tanaka
and Bleeker (1977). For the same stellar parameters that we used above; the
comparison suggests that the stellar contribution may account for 11% to 240
of the minimum flux and 6% to 12% of tht maximum observed flux. Again, for
region of low absorption, the contribution rises to 23% to 48% of the maximum
observed flux.
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I. Introduction
X83 20s
Observations of FK Comae Stars
Bernard W. Bopp
University of Toledo
Since 1975 I've been obtaining observations of three puzzling objects
(FK Comae, HD 199178, 'UZ Librae) that, I now believe, comprise a new and
potentially very important class of variable. My acquaintance with the stars
goes back several years. During a cloudy night on Kitt Peak, while reading
an old issue of PASP, I ran across an article by Merrill (1948) describing
the spectrum of a remarkable object: HD 117555. The star was intriguing in
that it was a rapidly rotating•fv sin  - 100 kin s -1 ) G-giant with Ca II
emission and a very broad (-20 AT Ha emission line. I was surprised to learn
that little else was known of the .object, and apparently no follow-up spec-
troscopy had been performed. At abnut the same time (1974) an article by
Wisniewski (1973) appeared, describing some photometry of a K-star with Ca II
emission. The star, UZ Lib, varied by °'0.3 mag with a period of -9.5 days:
Though Wisniewski called the object a 0 Lyrae variable, I believed the vari-
ability was-due to surface activity (starspots) and thought UZ Lib was a
BY Draconis-type variable. Spectrograms I obtained in 1974 showed this idea
was wrong; UZ Lib instead showed rotationally broadened lines and Ha emission
and was apparently a giant. UZ Lib and FK Com were clearly related.
For the next few years I concentrated on obtaining more data, especially
spectroscopic, of these objects. It turned out that Greenstein, Herbig,
Alter and Popper had made some rather extensive observations of FK Com during
the years 1955-70, but nothing had been published. I borrowed and measured
some of these spectra, in addition to obtaining more data on my own. At
that time, I assumed FK Com and UZ Lib were binary star systems of one sort
or another; this would after all, explain the rotational speeds (the result
of tidal synchronism) and might vaguely hint at the origin of the Ha emis-
sion (gas streams?). However, after measuring a few dozen spectrograms, I
could not be firmly convinced that the velocities of these two stars showed
any large periodic variations. I also started a small program to search
for additional variables like FK Com by obtaining Ha spectrograms of giants
with Ca II emission, and turned up a new member of the class, HD 199178.
[Unknown to me, Herbig (1958) had obtained a spectrogram of HD 199178 years
earlier, and had noted the similarities with FK Com.]
The late spectral type and rapid rotation certainly suggested that
these stars should have strong UV emission features from a highly active
chromosphere, and this is indeed the case. Bopp and Stemcel (1981) report
IUE observations that show FK Com and HD 199178 to exceed the RS CVn's by
up to an order of magnitude in the flux from emission lines such as
MC1EDING PAGE BLANK NOT FII MED
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While the importance of these FK Coin stars to the rotation-activity
connection is clearly important, I believe the evolutionary status of these
objects is even more significant. The FK Costars may represent the further
evolution of W UMa (contact) binaries into a coalesced configuration, a
scenario that had been posed by Webbink (1976) years earlier. In this paper
I intend to describe the observational data I've accumulated, and relate
FK Com, UZ Lib and HD 199178 as ar9 oup of stars. At the same time, I will
note the crucial observational tests of the proposed evolutionary status of
these stars that need to be performed.
II. Observations
a) Spectral Type
The existence of a G-giant like FK Com with a rotational velocity
? 100 km/sec was, initially at least, so outlandish to me that I suspected
an incorrect classification. However, luminosity discriminants, such as
X4077 Sr II, are strong in FK Com. Harlan (1974) gives FK Com a spectral
type GO pnIII, and Keenan and McNeil (1976) classify it G2 IIIa. Perhaps
abundance anomalies could affect these classifications, and as a check i
obtained IR observations of the three stars while at the University of
Wyoming in 1974 and 1980. All the FK Com stars have 2 -101 energy distri-
bUtions that are characteristic of giants, and none show an IR excess. The
IR data for FK Com are given in Table 1. Finally, Slettebak (1975) classi-
fies UZ Lib as KO-1 III, and Nassau and van Albada (1947) give a spectral
type of G5 IV for HD 199178.
Table 1.
IR Observations of FK Comae.
Date UT 2.31 3.61 4.81 8.7u	 11.41
29/30 Apr. 1975 +6.06 +5.95 +5.96 +6.05	 >529
16 March 1981 +5.99 +5.88 +5.91 ---	 ---
Color Indices
V-R V-K V-L V-M
G5 III +0.69 +2.08 +2.18 +2.02
G8 III +0.70 +2.16 +2.27 +2.09
FK Com	 +0.75	 +2.19	 +2.30
	
+2.29
	
E
62 V
	
+0.53	 +1.44
	 +1.61
	 +1.44
}	 G5 V
	 +0.54	 +1.49	 +1.67	 ---	 ra
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All the FK Coin
	
are photometrically variable by 0.1 -0.3 mag,
with periods of a few days. Chugainov (1976] first reported FK Coin 	 be
variable by 0.1 mag in V, with a period of 2.412 days. (Apparently others
had doubts about FK Com--the GCVS classifies it as an ellipsoidal variable,
with double Chugainov's period.) Wisniewski's (1973) rather extensive
photometry of UZ Lib yielded a period of -9.5 days, with a V amplitude of
-0.3 mag; little or no color change was seen. However, Wisniewski chose to
interpret UZ Lib as a ^ Lyrae eclipsing binary, clearly untenable in view of
the spectral type. We suggested (Evans and 8opp 1974) that the correct
period of UZ Lib was 4.75 days, which is also the one used by Hoffmann (1980).
Hof fmann's data show that amplitude to have decreased to -0.25•mag and the
shape of the light curve to have changed significantly since Wisniewski's
observations five years earlier. There are additionally some puzzling photo-
graphic observations by Parenago (1931) which resulted in a classification
of the star as an RR Lyrae variable with a period of 0.4413 days(!).
The available photometry of HD 199178 is meagre, but definitely estab-
lishes it as variable. Differential photometry with high precision was
obtained at my request by W. H. Sandmann at McDonald Observatory in 1975.
His differential observations (Figure 1) show HD 199178 to vary by -0.03 mag
in V, and a period of 3-4 days is suggested by the data. Additional obser-
vations from KPNO in 1976 confirm the variability, but because different
comparisons were used, they are not suitable for improving the period.
Note that the nature of the photometric variability of these stars is
consistent with a starspot model. The periods, amplitudes, and sense of
color change argue that cool spots are respoWsible for the variability, an
interpretation very consistent with the stars' late spectral types and rapid
rotations. Rucinski (1981) has modeled his photometric data on FK Com by
assuming 109 of the stellar surface is covered by spots 600 -1000 K cooler
than the surrounding photosphere. Parenago's early data on UZ Lib might
even be interpreted as the product of intense, rapid, flarelike activity.
Short-duration brightenings, possibly flare-related, have been reported in
FK Com by Chugainov (1976) and Rucinski (1981).
c) Emission Lines
Ca II is a strong emission feature in all the objects. The H +K
region in FK Com is shownin Figure 2. The Ca II emission is rotationally
broadened, apparently to the same extent as the photospheric absorption
features. The Ca II lines are symmetric, and show no signs of structure.
They do vary in intensity, however. At times the intensities of the lines
are about up to the surrounding continuum, but sometimes only 50% as high.
I don't have adequate data to determine if the Ca II emission variability
i-s periodic, or phased with the photometric periods.
The Ha emission in these stars, especially in FK Com, is perhaps their
most bizarre aspect. I illustrate two profiles fromFK Coin in Figures 3 and
4; note particularly the extreme width of the feature (-1000 km/sec full
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Figure 1. Photometric variability of MD 199178. Differential magnitudes
with respect to HD 199547 are plotted (the scatter in the measures
can be judged from the lower C1-C2 curve). An amplitude for
HD 199178 of -0.03 mag is indicated, with a period near four days.
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Figure 2. The Ca II H +K region in FK Com, from a KPNO coude spectrogram.
Y	 Note the extremely broad Ca II reversals.
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Figure 3. The Ha profile of FK Com from a Ritter Observatory spectrogram.
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width at the continuum) and the changes in profile (V/R ratio). I will i
strict my remarks on the Ha profile of FK Com, since both Walter and Bast
(1981) and Ramsey (1981) have more homogeneous, better data sets. However, the
feature is variable in profile and intensity on at least a night-to-night
timescale. I certainly do not doubt the periodicities in Ha profile and
V/P, ratio that Walter and Ramsey find, but a 2.4 day periodicity is not
clearly apparent in FK Coin 	 data obtained by Herbig in 1958 and 1967
(private communication). Perhaps the lower eesolution and S/N of the earlier
data are to blame, but another possibility, much more likely I believe, is
that stochastic Ha variations (flare related?) may at times overwhelm any
periodic changes. Such effects are well known in other surface-active stars
like HR 1099.
For UZ Lib, the Ha data are limited but the profile (Figure 5) is
quaitatively similar to that of FK Coin, though the total width is "only"
10 ^. My initial spectroscopic observations of HD 199178 were disappointing,
in that they showed a weak absorption feature at Ha. However, further
observations showed the line to have a blue-shifted emission peak at times
(Figure 6).
d) Radial Velocities
Up to this point, all the characteristics of the FK Coin stars (with
the possible exception of the unusually broad Ha emission) might be explained
by-assuming them to be binaries--"super RS CVn's", if you wish. I almost
wish it could be this easy, but the velocity data argue strongly against
this interpretation.
HD 199178 has the best velocity data, extending over a four year base
line, and with internal errors of about 2 km/sec (Table 2). No variability
significantly in excess of the internal error is indicated, but the Ca II
velocities are offset by +10 -15 km/sec from the absorption velocities.
(This latter behavior is not seen in the RS CVn's). Even going back more
than 50 years, Adams et al. (1929) give a radial velocity of -22.0 ±1.0
km/sec from three plates, not significantly different from the Table 2 data,
especially considering the different dispersions employed. For UZ Lib, we
have only a few coude plates, but no large absorption line velocity varia-
tions are seen, and the Ca II emission is again offset by about +15 km/sec.
I actually obtained, or had access to, the largest amount of spectro-
scopic data on FK Coin 	 but these data turn out to be the most
ambiguous. FK Coin 	 rotating at the fastest rate of the three, and the
absorption line profiles are a mess. In addition to being shallow and
dish-shaped, the lines are severely affected by blending, making measure-
meat of plates difficult even on Grant-type comparators. As a result, only
a few lines could be measured with any reliability, and the internal errors
are about f10 km/sec. About all that can be said is that I see no large
variations in radial velocity (and certainly no trace of line doubling, or
variable line widths). There is stronger evidence for velocity variation
S
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Figure 5. The Ha profile of UZ Lib, from a Lick coude spectrograw loaned
by George Herbig.
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Figure 6. The Ha profile of HD 199178 from a Ritter spectrogram. Note the
shallow absorption feature and blue-shifted emission wing.
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in the H +K emission lines,  whi'cl seem ,to vary erratically by 60 km/sec or
so, and again are displaced to the r:l of the absorption lines by 20 -30
km/sec. For completeness, I mention that Heard (1956) did claim FK Com to
be variable in velocity. Needless to say I've subjected all the velocity
data to standard period finding programs, with null results.
Table 2.
Velocity Observations of HD 199178.
HJD Velocity (km s -1 ) Disperson (A mm-1)
2440000+ Ca II Abs. (m.e.)
2692.575 -13.9 -23.6 (1.5) 30
2708.630 -20.0 -32.6 (2.1) 30
2712.572 -19.0 -28.1 (1.9) 30
2715.628 -23.3 -35.2 (1.9) 30
2716.596 -	 9.1 -33.4 (3.7) 30
2731.528 -32.6	 . 7 30-A (2.0) 30
4507.737 -26.2 -39.6 (0.9) 16
4509.768 -15.2 -39.9 (1.8) 16
4511.745 -26.1 -31.6 (2.2) 16
4512.732 •	 -23.6 -36.3 (1.5) 16
III. Evolution
Though there are differences in the Ha profile among the three FK Com
stars, I believe there are enough similarities to merit the creation of a
group of objects. The FK Com stars, then, are rapidly rotating G-K giants
with strong chromospheric activity and no strong evidence for periodic
velocity variations. They are certainly not RS CVn's in the conventional
sense, nor do they resemble any of the stars in the "long-period group"
(like X And, for example). Instead it has been proposed (Bopp and Rucinski
1981, Bopp and Stencel 1981) that the FK Com stars are the descendants of
the W Ma binaries, having evolved according to a scenario described by
Webbink (1976). In Webbink's model, the mass ratio (secondary/primary)
decreases on an evolutionary time scale until the secondary is completely
dissipated, during the primary's initial ascent of the giant branch.
Webbink predicts that a contact system, initially with 1.1 and 0.7 M 0 on
4
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the main sequence will evolve to the following configuration when the primary
is at the base of the giant branch (spectral type C9 III): the mass ratio
will have decreased to -0.09, the period will have increased to 2.41 days,
and the rotational velocity of the primary will be 108 km s -1 . Of course the
secondary, or rather its remnant, will be much too faint to detect in the
combined visual spectrum. The orbital velocity variation of the primary
would amount to only f16 km s-1.
The resemblence to FK Com is so striking (though I confess the observed
and predicted agreement of period is probably fortuitous!) that I believe it
presents us with an origin for these objects.	 FK Com is the most rapid
rotator of the three, and thus may represent a system of extreme mass ratio,
on the way to complete coalescence. 	 Conversely, the further evolution of
Webbink's contact systems results in the dynamical instability of the secon-
dary, and it is completely swallowed by the primary.	 Angular momentum is
lost in this stage by the development of an "excretion disk" around the
system.	 Perhaps the bizarre Ha profile has its origin in such a mechanism.
The larger period objects HD 199178 and UZ Lib have then evolved beyond FK
Com itself.	 The rotation should be slower (as is observed);	 the stars should
be completely coalesced, and the Ha may then be a pure active-chromosphere
phenomenon, induced by the rapid rotation. 	 I note that the Ha profile of
UZ Lib is not terribly different from that observed in HR 1099.	 Regarding j
HD 199178, filled- in Ha absorption is a universal characteristic of long- and
short-period RS CVn's,and even blue shifted emission peaks have on occasion
been seen in HK Lac and SZ Psc.
IV..	 Future Observations }
The high space density of W UMa binaries implies that the FK Com stars,
their descendants, should be common. 	 Future research on these objects
should concentrate on finding more of them. 	 I have been very encouraged by
the discovery of two new bright FK Com stars in the southern hemisphere by
A.	 C.	 Collier (preprint).	 Again these stars have all 	 the characteristics of
the three stars I have described:	 they are rapidly rotating, chromospheri- z
cally active G-K giants with photometric (rotational) periods of a few days. -
Most importantly, Collier has good-quality radial velocity data on both
stars which limit their velocity variations to <±3 km s -1 .	 The two new
objects confirm the existence of a group of stars, and support their inter-
pretation as evolved contact systems. 	 Collier presents space density
arguments which indicate support for a scenario where the FK Com stars
evolve from W UMa predecessors.
The most fruitful way of finding additional FK Com stars appears to be
high-resolution observations of Ca II emission objects that are found from
objective prism surveys 	 (see e.g., Weiler and Stencel 	 1979).	 Of course,
most of the stars found in surveys of this sort will be chromospherically
active RS CVn's or BY Dra variables, so a high-resolution spectrum to detect
extreme rotational broadening is necessary.	 Low-resolution objective prism
surveys at Ha do not appear to turn up new FK Com objects. 	 Certainly
objects with little or no emission above continuum, like HD 199178, will	 be
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missed. But I have examined nearly two (dozen F-G-K Ha emission objects from,
for example, Henize's lists and the AS catalog, without turning up any FK Com
(or even RS CVn) objects. Instead these surveys pick put rather intense Ha
emitters which upon examination turn out to be T Tauri stars, RV'Tauri vari-
ables, F supergiants, or heavily reddened Be stars. By way of contrast, the
Ca II emission surveys effectively select out the RS CVn-like stars--Collier's
southern hemisphere FK Com's were found as part of a high-resolution survey
of the Ca. II emitters in Bidelman and MacConnell's (1573) list.
Finally, let me briefly list the important optical observations that
need to be obtained for the FK Com stars:
1. Improved velocities. In the case of FK Com itself, velocities with
precisions of about t5 km s -1 could decide if the star is evolving toward
coalescence or already coalesced. With modern digital detectors and
cross=correlation techniques, such observations are readily feasible.
2. Synoptic photometry. While the photometric periods of FK Com and UZ Lib
have been reasonably well determined at a single epoch, photometry over
a baseline of several seasons could do much to determine the timescale
of spot formation and infer the existence of differential rotation.
Alternatively, if the light variations arise from a mass-transfer
mechanism, as Walter and Basri (1981) suggest, then stability of photo-
metric period is to be expected, rather than the period and phase changes
so characteristic of the appearance and disappearance of spots.
3.. Line profiles. For the photospheric absorption spectra, detailed fits
of the profiles, employing model atmospheres, should be attempted.
Possibly other atmospheric peculiarities of the FK Com stars could be
identified in this way.
Even more intriguing is the idea that the absorption features in the FK
Com stars could be prone to variable asymmetries as the spot rotated into
and out of view. Such an effect has been seen in 'high resolution/high
signal to noise spectra of some of the more rapidly rotating RS CVn stars by
Vogt and Fekel (private communication). Their data show the absorption
contribution of the spot, and suitable deconvolution of the line profiles
will yield important information on temperatures and geometries. Of course
this technique works best in stars where the rotational profile is clearly
resolved, and where the effects of a binary companion are minimized. Clearly
the FK Com stars are ideal for this sort of observation.
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1. INTRODU Cr ION
Stellar chromospheric and coronal activity appears ubiquitous among late-
type stars to the left of the TR-wind boundary line (Li psky and Haisch 1979).
The level of activity as measured by the _X_—ray surface flux is linearly pro-
portional to the stellar angular velocity, with the exception of slowly roitat-
lag dwarfs (Walter 1981, 1982; Walter and Bowyer 1981). The peculiar rapidly
rotating G giant FK Comae (Merrill 1948) appears to fit into this pattern.
Line widths indicate V sin i - 120 + 20 km s -1 (Bopp and Stencel 1981); pho-
tometry indicates a `x,14 rotational period (Rucinski 1982). FK Com has strong
Ca II H and K and Rq emission, strong tr-nsition region UV lines (Bopp and
Stencel 1981), and an X-ray surface flux ,i good agreement with its rapid
rotation (Walter 1981).
Yet, FK Comae is an enigmatic star. It is a rapid rotator, but it is not
clear why it is a rapid rotator. There is no direct evidence for duplicity;
indeed, the upper limit of 20 km s 1 on the K velocity puts tight constraints
on any binary configuration, especially if sin 1 -1, as indicated by the large
V sin i. An upper main sequence star conserving angular momentum as it evolves
across the Hertzsprung gap may give rise to a rapidly rotating G giant. How-
ever, the luminosity of FK Comae makes it unlikely that its progenitor was ear-
lier than ^-A5, which makes this scenario doubtful. Bopp and Stencel (1981)
have suggested that FK Comae is an example of a coalesced W UMa system (Webbink
1976), wherein the orbital angular momentum has become rotational angular mo-
mentum of the coalesced star.	 ,
i	 Equally peculiar is the Ha emission line profile, as displayed in figure
F'
	
	
1. The line profile varies markedly from night to night and the Ha emission 	 A
equivalent -width varies between 2 and 10 A. Because of the extreme width of
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Figure 1. Three representative Ha profiles of FK Comae obtained in second
order with the IDS scanner on the 40" Nickel Telescope. The -5
channel instrumental full width is indicated. These data are
plotted in counts per second, uncorrected for the instrumental
response function. The profiles were obtained at the following
days (JD-24 ,440,000.0) ; ) 655.781} b) 735.757, c) 734. 699.`
tea, Y	 4q	 I .
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the line (-20 A), it is unlikely that the line could be formed in a chrome-
sphere, for if it were all the metallic lines would also be in emission
(Walter and 11Osri 1982), as in the extreme T Tauri stare. Furthermore, Hp
is not in emission above the continuum, indicating that Ha likely &rises in a
low density atmosphere.
11. OBSERVATIONS
In the spring of 1981 we obtained 95 Ha Line profiles in 16 nights using
the, 40" Nickel reflector and tae IDS scanner of the Lick Observatory. The
data were reduced by Fitting each ►la profile as a sum of two Gaussian lines.
Because the central absorption often all below the continuum level, it is
likely to be true absorption and not merely a lack of emission. The data were
fitted as cite suns of a broad emission line and a narrow absorption line, with
ail parameters free to vary. The V/R ratio shows a strong modulation with the
294 stellar rotation, as also has been shown by Ramsey et al. (1981). In
Figure 2a V/K is plotted modulo the rotation period. AlWo plotted ,in Figure 2
is the radial velocity of the lla emission centroid, measured with respect to a
photospherie absorption .feature. This too shows a strong modulation, on the
stellar rotation period, with a semi-amplitude equal to the photospheri.c
V sin i+, The wavelength of the central absorption is consistent with the ila
rest wavelength on most occasions.
T lese data show that Cite 1la emission is localized on one side of the
6 t ,, near the photosphere. It cannot be corotating at any significant dis-
tance above the photosphere, else the radial velocity would show a much larger
semi-amplitude. The .Lack of strong modulation in the Zia equivalent width
argues -for a large extent of Cite lla emitting region. The cause of the extreme
width of the 11(c profile is obscure, but this width may be tite clue which un-
ravels the enigma of FK Comae.
Ill. A MODEL FOR FK CrJKAr
The data in Figure 2. Tire plotted with zerPr phase corresponding to the
ephemeris of Rucinski's (1982) optical photometry. Rucinski noted that his
photometry agreed well in phrase with that which Chtrgainov (1976) obtained five
years previously. Phase stability of dark spots over .five years is unexpected;
it is not observed in RS CVn systems since the spots migrate around the stair.
Phrase stability over such a long; Cerra (-800 stellar rotations) implies the ex-
istence of a preferred direction, perhaps supplied by a low mass binary com-
panion, to FK Comae.
Our Ha spectroscopy was obtained 1.5 years after Rueinski's photometry.
If one assumes a dark spot model,, then the Ha should arise on the dark side of
tine star (tile one with tlae spots and the enhanced stellar activity). Our data
Oro exactly out of phase with this interpretation. Rather than postulate a
0.5 cycle, phase shift in the photometric phase during that year and a half,
we assume that the phase is indeed stable (as it was during the 40 rotations
covered by our observations). The Ho: emission seems to arise on the bright
side of the star, with maximum blueshift near phase 0.2, ae the star; is be-
coming brighten in the visual..
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i itYee	 1toperttoA of the M li.nd of FK Comaa plotted raltativa to tha tY14
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j	 From the available data, we can obtain limits on the parameters of this
binary system assuming sin i u 1. From V sin i and P, R > 5.2 4. This is a
lower :limit oil 	 diameter a of tlae system. From the upper limit to the K
velocity variation, and assuming ma << ml, aq < 0.94 RR, where q - m2/mis and
0 < q < 0.18. From Kepler's law, assuming rotational and orbital synchron-
ization tlee mass of FK Comae is bounded by a 3 /1.18 < 424 mII,, < a , with ml
in solar units. if we assume that the flat width of 1400 kwls is the escape
velocity from the G giant, then ml .. 2.2 M@, m2 < 0.4 Mo, and 9.7 R9 < a <
10.3 Xd .
We hypothesize that Roche lobe overflow from the secondary gives rise to
an accretion stream which falls directly onto the surface of the G giant. Due
to the size of the primary, no accretion disk can form in this system (lubow
and Shu 1975) . The photometric variability is due to heating of the ehoto- ^
sphera by the accretion stream; the observed 011 variation indicates m N 10-
M@/yr, if no mass is lost to the system. It is likely that 41 shock will form
iii the atmosphere of the C giant where theaccretion stream impacts (at an
angleof N50 *); the accreting matter, with velocities ova order of the escape
velocity, will spread over it large fraction of the equatorial region of the G
giant. Presumably that lla emissions arises from recombination in this warm,
s<ymueetric halo. The lla emission and the photospheric heating will be centered
at the impact point of the accretion stream, The chromospherie and TR lines
should show a strong rotational modulation, with the atmosphere being hotter
and denser above the brigllt aide of the star. The gravitational potential is
insufficient to account for the X-ray  emission,, which may be due naturally to
dynamo action induced by file rapid stellar rotation.
Ica Figure 3 we plot the JLaidVil velocity of tile lla emission centroid, as
predicted by this accretion model, thong h 4th the deata f The predicted radial
velocity curve 1s an intensity woighted numerical integration oven "Jid visible
hemisphere. A good de3seription of the data is obtained for a surface bright
ness distribution falling off linearly from the Impact point, with the extent
in the leading direction twice that in the trailing direction, and with the
emission. at a radius of 1.15 stellar radii. The expected lla equivalent width
modulation is -50%, which is consistent with the observations.
FK Coma.e3, by our interpretation, is not a peculiar rapidly rotating
single giant, but is a synchronously rotating mass accreting; G giant in a high
mass ratio close: binary. In evolutionary status, FK Comae could well be inn
evolving W UHa system which has not yet coalesced into a single star. The
mass transfer, and presumably the evolution as well, is occurring on a thermal,	 q
timescale.
The stellar activity on FK Comae appears to be a combination of normal
rotation induced stellar activity sand accretional teeating, which dominates at	 a
low temperatures. By colmtational standards, FK Comae is a chimera at this
evolutionary stage. l eplace3 the 'primary with an upper main sequence dwarf and
one has all 	 system. Replace tlee primary with a degenerate dwarf and one
has a cataclysmic variable. Perhaps further study of this system will provide
insights not only into stellar Activity but also into stellar evolutionary
processes under large mass transfer rates.
i
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Figure 3. The radial velocity data for the Ha emission centroid (Figure 2b)
are plotted along with the best model prediction. The model has
emission distributed, over 270* of the stellar surface in a triangu-
lar pattern wi.th the leading edge twice t itte length of the trailing
edge, and an effective radius for the emission centroid of 1.15
stellar radii. The error bar represents the typical measurement
error of the radial velocity.
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ABSTRACT
We present observations of a very energetic flare event in the peculiar
rapidly rotating star FK Comae. During this event on June 18th 1981 the
usual asymmetrical d uble peaked H alpha emission feature with an equiv ent
width (EW) of ti 3-4 A changed to a broad emission feature with EN ti 13 A.
Sixteen spectra were obtained over 2 hours. Some changes in the emission
profile are apparent on this time scale. The following night the enhanced
emission persisted but at a lower level and it was substantially redshifted.
This event is interpreted in terms of a model where material is injected into
a disk co-rotating with the angular velocity of the stellar surface. A
localized region of surface activity is conjectured to be the source of the
event.
I INTRODUCTION
The rapidly rotating G giant FK Comae has lately re-emergedas an object
of some interest as other papers in this volume attest. This is in no small
part due to the suggestion by Bopp and his collaborators (Bopp and Rucinski
1981; Bopp and Stencel 1981) that FK Canae may represent the remnant of a
coalesced contact binary system. This suggestion rests largely on the
unusually high rotation (v sin i = 120 km/s) for a giant star coupled with
the apparent lack of radial velocity variations indicative of a binary
system. In addition Ramsey et al. (1981) discovered a regular variation in
the asymmetry of the highly t:nusual H alpha emission line which is consistent
with the observed rotational and photometric period (Chugainov 1976). In
that paper it was suggested that mach of the observed H alpha emission comes
from a disk of material co-rotating with the same angular velocity as the
surface of the star out to several stellar radii. Thle existence of such an
"excretion" disk in coalesced binaries was suggested by Webbink (1976). The
observed asymmetry variation was explained in terms of a disk density
inhomcgeneity concentrated near the stellar surface and associated with a
region of enhanced surface activity on the star. We report heXe on obser-
vations of a flare event observed in the H alpha line at 6563 A. We present
evidence that this flare event appears to be originating from a localized
region of the stellar surface longitude consistent with the postulated
inhomogeneity.
II OBSERVATIONS
Observations were obtained on 18 June 1981 starting about 02:30 UT. A
series of sixteen 300 second integrations were obtained over a period of two
and a half hours on this date. In addition three 300 second integrations
were done on the following night, June 19th. The SIT spectroscopy system was
used on the fiber coupled spectrograph (Ramsey et al. 1980,1981) with the 1.6
k,,
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meter telescope at Penn State's Black Moshannon Observatory in central_	 ix	 ^a
Pennsylvania. The data were reduced in a standard fashion by subtracting a
combination of sky plus pedestal and then ratioing to a flat field obtained 	 !
from a tungsten lamp. Figure 1 shows the normalized stun of all the data for
the 18th in the top spectrum. This should be compared -to the "normal"
E
	
	
spectrum of the H alpha region in FK Comae as depicted below it. It is clear
that the H alpha line has greatly increased intrength from its normal,
equivalent width (EW) of about 3 R to about 13 §. The profile is also
nearly symmetrical.
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Fig. 1.
	 The top spectrum is the summed and normalized flare spectrum
for June 18, 1981. For comparison purposes the non-flare spectrum is
displayed below. This second spectrum is on the sar^ie scale but offset 0.5
continuum units.
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III DISCUSSION
Observations of a similar event in February 1981 by Walter (1981)
indicate that the rise time of these events can be on the order of hours or
less. Given this we thought it might be interesting to see what short time
scale variations might be present in our sequence of spectra on the 18th.
As mentioned above the integration time per spectra was 300 sec with saile
variation of the intervals between the spectra which were used to obtain
radial velocity and flat field calibrations. We have chosen to search for
variations by ratioing individual spectra with the mean flare spectrum
displayed in Figure 1. The results are given in Figure 2. The position
of the photospheric H alpha line center is indicated b the vertiole dashed
line. The fluctuations in the ratio spectra 40 to 50 K away from line
center are a good indication of the noise. Each ratio spectrum is labeled
with the mean time of the exposure. These data show strong indications of
changes in both the shape and intensity of the emission line profile on time
scales as short as 20 minutes. Perhaps most ratable in Figure 2 is the
slight asymmetry change apparent in the ratio spectra. In the initial
spectrum a slight blue enhancement and red deficit are indicated whereas in
the later spectra this situation is reversed. In addition there is slight
evidence for some weakening in the ratio spectra as time progresses. This
weakening is also apparent in a comparison of the line profile sequence.
One of the most significant results of our observations comes from
comparing the radial velocities of the emission features on the consecutive
nights. We choose to estimate the emission coming from the flare/disk
combination by subtracting off the spectrum of a normal giant star from that
of FE Comae. This is done by artificially broadening the spectrum of the G8
giant HR4932 which was observed concurrently on both nights and has nearly
the same radial velocity. Figure 3 illustrates this process for the 19 June
data. The resultant H alpha profile is designated the Reduced Emission
Profile. Men this is done for the average profiles for both nights we
obtain the reduced emission profiles shown in Figure 4. Again the vertical
line represents the position of the photospheric H alpha line center. It is
clear that the mean radial velocity of the emission feature has changed
substantially from --123 km/sec on the 18th to +145 km/sec on the 19th. This
strongly suggests that the source of the emission is localized relative to a
fixed range of longitude on the stellar surface. Thus it might involve
either a local instability in the disk or the ejection of matter from a
region of activity on the star itself.
The mean phase of the 18 June spectra is 0.54. This corresponds to when
the density enhancement postulated by Ramsey et al. (1981) is above the
visible hemisphere of the star. Thus the blue shift is consistent with
material being ejected from an active region generally associated with the
disk density enhancement. On the following night (phase 0.95) the density
enhancemmnt was more nearly n the oppositeoste side of the star. Consistent
with this the emission was redshifted. Thus our radial velocity measurements
indicate that the flare event involves the ejection of material from a
localized region on or above the surface of the star. It is also apparent
that on the second night the EW had decreased by a factor of two and the
blue/red asymmetry has re-emerged.. It is not entirely clear whether this
represents a real decay of the flare or just an occultation effect. The high
LJ{	 227	 ^`
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Fig. 2.	 Here we present the ratio of the individual flare spectra to
the normalized mean spectrum in Figure 1. We show here 8 of the 16 flare
spectra, basically every other spectrum. The mean time of each integration
is also shcwn with each ratio spectrum. The vertical bar In the upper left
shows the size of a 5% variation. Again all these spectra are on the game
scale but offset for display purposes. The vertical dashed line indicates
the position of the photospheric H alpha line.
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Fig. 3.	 We illustrate here our technique for obtaining the Reduced
Emission Spectra. The spectrum of FK Canae on June 19th is shown with the
broadened spectrum of HR4932 matched to it. By subtracting these we obtain
the bottom Reduced Emission spectrum which represents the ccibination of the
flare, chrcmospheric and disk spectra.
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Fig. 4.	 The differing mean radial velocities of the reduced emission
profile for the 18th (phase 0.54, top) and the 19th (phase 0.95, bottom) are
illustrated here. Again the vertical line represents the photospheric H
alpha position.
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value of v sin i for FK Comae cited above suggests that the inclination is
near 900
 and an emitting region near the surface of the star would be
occulted. Thus material streaming away at some distance from the star is
likely responsible for the very enhanced red asymmetry in the spectrum in
Figure 3. On the other hand the fact that the spectrum appeared normal four
'	 days later at phase 0.62 suggests that it is reasonable to consider that
sane decay might have taken place from the night of the 18th to the 19th.
Our model to explain this flare event differs substantially from that
proposed by Walter (1981) in which he postulates that a shell ejection
mechanism may be at work. We conjecture that the flare event originates on
the star itself in a surface active region. This surface active region is
the same region which is the source of the magnetic loop structures
hypothesized by Ramsey et al. (1981) to contain the density enhancement in
the disk which is in turn responsible for the emission line profile asymmetry
under normal conditions. During the flare event material is ejected radially
outward from the star, possibly along magnetic field lines. The H alpha
emission is assumed to be recombination radiation as the material expands
into the existing disk structure. It is quite possible that the material in
the disk, estimated by Ramsey et al. (1981) to be ti 2 x 10-11 solar masses,
is entirely due to such flare events. Scaling the numbers given in the above
quoted paper the flare emission measure is about 3 - 5 x 1056 cn 3 .' If we
assume a volume of 1 R*
 for the flare we can estimate that up to 4 x 10-13
solar masses are ejected. Under these circumstances about 50 events/year
could c.onpletely replenish the excretion disk.
We would like to acknowledge useful and stimulating discussions with
Drs. Lawrence Auer, Bernard Bopp and Frederick Walter during the preparation
of this paper. We also acknowledge the valuable assistance of Mr. Samuel
Barden in working with the fiber spectrograph. This research has been
supported in part by NSF grants AST7819317, AST8025204 and the United States
Air Force (contract F19628-80-C-0036).
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A Comparison of Circumstellar Gas and Dust
in M Giants and Supergiants
Wendy Hagen, Wellesley College
Dale F. Dickinson, JrL
Rober " a M. Humphreys, University of Minnesota
and
Robert E. Stencel, JILA
IN TRODUCTION
Mass loss from M stars was first observed in 1935 by Adams
and MaeCormack, who observed violet-displaced absorption cores in
strong resonance and low excitation potential lines in the
spectrum of Alpha Orionis. In 195.6 Deutsch was able to prove
that the expanding matter observed was actually being lost to the
system through observations of the binary system Alpha Herculis.
The observed absorption lines due to the expanding circumstellar
(CS) envelope of the M primary were superimposed on the spectrum
of the G star companion #
 and such lines are never observdd in a G
star spectrum. In addition, the covq anion is itself a
spectroscopic binAary, and the radial velocities of the CS lines
did not share the variations present in the normal G-star lines
due to orbital motion. Detailed analyses of CS gas based on
studies of line profiles have since been presented by Weymann
(1962), Sanrer (1976) and Bernat (1977).
Mass loss is also observed in the Ca II H and K lines in M
giants and supergiants. The normal K3 central absorption feature
is replaced by a deeper (central intensity indistinguishable from
zero) K4 feature, which is generally blue-shifted with respect to
line center. These H and K features can be used to establish the
existence of mass loss from stars whose CS envelopes are not
sufficiently extensive to be observable in the weaker lines.
Unfortunately, the great Strength of the transition gives rise to
such large optical depths in the line that observations of the H
and K profiles cannot be used to determine column densities nor
mass loss rates for the stars. Reimers (1977) has studied the
regions of the H-R diagram for which mass loss is observed in the
H and K lines, and Boesgaard and Hagen (1979) have used
observations of the K4 features to study velocity gradients in CS
envelopes of M giants.
!	 The extended envelopes of M giants and supergiants are also
detected in the infrared. Dust grains surrounding the star
e	 radiate in the infrared, and an infrared excess is observed for
the star. Oxygen-rich stars show an emission feature at 10
microns which is attributed to silicate grains, and carbon stars
{{	 show a much smoother spectrum, with a less prominent emission
6.
tt
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feature due to SiC at 11.5 microns (c.f. Merrill and Stein 1.976) .
Observations of CS dust have been used to estimate the amount of'
CS material by Gehrz and Woolf (1971), Dyck and Simon (1975) and
Hagen (1978).
The mechanism of mass loss is not yet understood. Some
authors favor radiation pressure on the dust grains, which are
then able to drag the gas along with them (c.f. Kwok 1975,
Menietti and Fix 1978). An analogy of the solar wind may be
driving the Pass loss--thermal expansion of the outer atmosphere
takes place after a mechanical energy deposition has heated the
gas (c.f. Fusi-Pecci and Renzini 1975, Mullan 1978). Hartmann
and MacGregor (1980) have suggested momentum deposition by Alfven
waves as a mass loss mechanism in red giants. In the case of the
Mira variables, shock waves appear to be able to drive the mass
loss (Willson and Hill 1979, Wood 1979). For an excellent review
of proposed mechanisms for mass loss see Castor ( 1981) .
Previous work comparing the relative amounts of CS gas and
dust by Hagen (1978) showed no correlation between the two. If
the mechanism of mass loss were indeed radiation pressure on
grains, one should expect to see that the dustiest stars should
also show the greatest amount of CS gas, which was not observed
to hi the case.
In the spectra of red giants and supergiants, luminosity-
sensitive weak emission features appear super. -posed
 
or. the broad
absorption line wings of the Ca II H and K lines (Stencel 1977).
Similar features are seen to occur in solar chromospheric limb
spectra (Cs._ifield 1971) and are due to singly ionized metals and 	 j
rare earths. These features in stellar spectra appear to be
related to the existence of an extended chromosphere surrounding
red giants and supergiants and may be diagnostics for
chromospheric heating. These lines have been modeled in the
solar thin-chromoE-.,here case, by Cram et al. (1980) as due to UV 	 a
line wing photons from the deep photosphere pumping upper levels
of multiplets UV 1 of Fe II, with the cascade in multiplet V 3
becoming visible due to the added opacity of the Ca II line	 o
wings. It is not clear that this would be the case in a thick
chromosphere, where many subordinate transitions appear opticallythick. Implicitly, one might think that the emission features
occur then because of geometrical effects, suggesting that the
wing emission lines can serve as secondary diagnostics of 	
a
chromospheric heating, particularly when the K-1ne core is
obscured by extensive CS absorption, as in stars in the present
study.
This paper presents the results of a study of CS gas and
dust in a larger sample of stars than that of Hagen (1978). If
the gas-to-dust-ratio varies considerably from star to start does
this variation correlate with any other observable properties of
{
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the stars, such as the appearance of chromospheria diagnostics
like the Ca 11 H and K profiles, the presence of Ca TI wing
emission lines, or other extended CS envelope diagnostics such as
the presence of microwave maser emission?
The observations were obtained at Cerro Tololo Interamerican
Observatory and Kitt Peak National Observatfzry. CS gas was
observed with 2.5 and 5.1 Afmm echelle spectra obtained with the
4-meter telescopes. CS dust was observed through infrared
photometry done with the CTIO 60" and KPNO 50" telescopes.
RESULTS
1. THE H AND K TINES. All stars observed showed the deep CS
K4 component. All but the latest stars of luminosity class III
showed nearly identical Ca 11 H and K profiles, with a relatively
narrow K4 absorption, whose blue shift with respect to dine
center leaves the long-wavelength emission peak stronge p . The Ii
and K profiles of the latest giants and most of the supergiants
showed much broader V1 absorption, and reduced or no emission.
Those which did show emission had th g two peaks of nearly the
same intensity or the short-wavelength component stronger'.
Emission intensity was estimated on a scale of 0 (no emission
seen) to 3 (emission intensity roughly equal to the continuum
level outside the H and K wings), and the width of the K4 feature
was measured off the tracings. These values appear it Table 1.
The Mira variables showed a variety of profiles, some with
extremely strong emission die to shook waves in the stellar
atmosphere. As the Miras were not all observed at the same phase
they do not provide a uniform sample for comparison of the 11 and
K profiles.
2. CTRCUMSTELLAR GAS. Optical, observations of CS gas are
hampered by the fao t that the majority of the metals in the CS
gas are singly ionized, but the majority of observable resonance
lines arise from neutral metals. The ionization conditions
within the CS envelopes are very poorly understood (see Bernat
1977P flagon 1978) and use of the lines of neutral metals to
estimates total column densities would require ,ionization
corrections which would be both very large and very uncertain.
Consequently the line of Sr 11 at 1 077 A has been used for the
estimation of the total amount of CS gas, as this line arises
from the dominant stage of ionization in the envelope. However,
it should be noted that there is a possibility that the abundance
of strontium may not be normal in these evolved stars ► which
would affect the derivation of the total CS column density from
the Sr line.
The oolu-an density of Sr 11 was derived from the degree of
asymmetry in the observed line profile following Hagen (1978)
ti3
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TABLE 1
Estimated emission intensities of Ca H and K and K4 absorption widths. +
1.	 Stars With "Early Giant" h and K Profiles
Star Spectral Tau Tau K4 Em Loss
Type ( Sr) (10) Width Str Rate
(A) (M8/yr)
45	 Ari gM6 <0.5 <.005 0.3 2 <1.3 E-7
Delta 2 Lyr M4 II <0.5 <.005 0.4 3 <1.3 E-7 n^
Eta Per K3 Ib <0.5 <.005 0.3 3 <1.3 E-7 )	 i
Pi	 Aur M3 Il <0.5 <.005 0.3 3 <1.3 E-7
R Lyr M5 III <0.5 <.005 0.3 3 <1.3 E-7
HR	 8421 gM8 <0.5 0..01 0.3 3 6.1 E-8-1.6 E-7
18 Cep gM5 <0.5 <.005 0.3 3 <1.3 E-7
57	 Psc gM4 <0.5 <.005 0.3 3 <1.3 E-7
Rho Per M4 II-III <0.5 <.005 0.3 3 <1.3 E-97
Delta 2 Gru M3 III <0.5 0.01 )s.3 3 6.1 E-8-1.6 E-7
Psi	 Phe M4 III <0.5 0.01 0.3 3 6.1' E-8-1.6 E-7
HR 587 gM5 <0.5 0.01 0.3 3 6.1 E-8-1.6 E-7 d
HR 257 M4 III <0.5 0.01 0.3 3 6.1 E-8-1.6 E-7
Lambda Vel K5 Ib <0.5 <.005 0.3 3 <1.3 E-7
Alpha Her M5 II 3.7 0.01 0.5 2 7.8 E-7
2.	 Stars With Late -Giant/Supergiant H and K Profiles
119
	
Tau M2 Iab 4.0 <.005 0.6 2 8.0 E-7
^`	 a
=
<<	 TV	 Gem M1 Iab noisy 0.1 0.5 0 >9.2 E-8
BU Gem M1 Ia noisy 0.06 0.6 0 >5.5 E-8
EU Del M6 III <0.5 <.005 0.4 1 0.3 E-7
W Cyg Moe - M6 <0.5 0.015 0.6 0 9.2 E-8-1.9 E-7
TW Peg M6 - M7 <0.5 0.1 0.8 0 6.1 E-7-7.1 E-7
KK Per M2 Iab 44 0.02 0.9 1 8.7 E-6
SU Per M3 Iab 50 0.1 1.2 1 1.0 E-5
AD Per M3 Iab 7.8 0.03 0.6 2 1.7 E-6
HD 37536 M2 Iab 4.6 0.02 0.6 2 1.,0 E-6
R Dor M8 III <0.5 0.02 0.6 0 1.2 E-7-2.2 E-7
HD 90586 M2 Tab/b 9.6 0.08 0.8 <0.5 6.8 E-6
EV Car M3 Ia/Iab 1.8 0.3 0.8 0 5.3 E-6
k '	 V396	 Cen M4 Iab/b 5.0 0.06 0.6 1 1.3 E-6
AH Sco M5 Ia/Iab 2.9 0.2 1.3 0 1.8 E-6
BO Car M4 Ib 3.4 0.005 0.6 1 6.9 E- 7
HD 95950 M2 Ib >50 0.03 1.0 3 >9.9	 E-6
VX Sgr Moe Ia - M8 0.86 0.1 1.6 0 7.8 E-7
Mu Cep M2 Ia 6.3 0.2 1.1 0 2.5 E-6
Alpha Ori M2 Iab 12.3' 0.05 0.8 2 2.7 E-6
Alpha Sco M1 Ib 3.2 0.02 0.7 2 7.4 E-7 1
X Her M6e 0 .5 0.08 1.0 0 5.9 E-7
RX Boo M7e - M8e 0.6 0.06 0 4.8 E-7_
HD 207076 117 III 0.9 0.1 1.0 0 7.9 E-7
234
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The observed asymmetry was compared to theoretical line profiles
computed with the Kunasz-Hummer code for the calculation of line
profiles formed in an expanding, extended atmosphere. Due to the
difficulty of measuring radial velocities on the echelle plates
with their curved orders, shell expansion velocity was .assumed to
be 10 km/sec in all cases. Should the expansion velocity be less
than this value, the CS column densities will be underestimated,
and vice versa. Column densities would be underestimated by
about 30% for a true expansion velocity of 7 km/sec.
No star with a Ca II K profile typical of the early giants
showed detectable CS Sr II, with the exception of Alpha Her,
which showed the widest K4 absorption of all stars observed to
have a stronger long-wavelength emission component. Most of the
stars with late giant/ supergiant H and K profiles did show
detectable CS Sr II. CS absorption in Fe I and/or Al I was seen
in most stars v_'th late giant or supergiFnt H and K profiles, and
in none of the early giants. The derived optical depths at Sr II
4077 are presented in Table 1.
Asymmetries in the sense expected for mass loss were seen in
the Sr II lines of several of the Miras. However, the assumption
of the 10 km/sec expansion velocity for the CS envelope would be
far more dangerous. The photospherie spectrum of Miras goes
through substantial radial velocity variations during a cycle,
while the overlying CS spectrum would be expected to be found at
a constant velocity, invalidating the assumption of a 10 km/sec
displacement between the photospheric line and the CS core.
3. CIRCUMSTELLAR DUST. The quantity of CS dust was
estimated from the contrast in the 10-micron silicate emission
feature as described by Hagan (1978), assuming an inner shell
radius of 10 R*, and that the d L st falls off as the -1.5 power of
the radius. Stars with early giant H and K profiles all showed
very little CS dust, with tau(10 miorons) never greater than
0.01. Derived optical depths are presented in Table 1.
4. WING EMISSION LINES. Virtually all of the stars
observed, including the Miras and those which did not show Ca II
H-K core emission, showed one or more of the H-K wing emission
lines, identified on the basis of wavelength coincidence with the
stellar line list by Stencel (1977; see also Rutten and Stencel
1980). The most frequently found lines were near 3932 A (Ti II),
3936 A (Fe I or Fe II?), 3938 A (Fe II) and 3967 A (Fe I?), in
addition to the occasional appearance of H-epsilon emission at
3970 A. H- epsilon emission is associated with low chromospheric
pressures (Ayres and Linsky 1975). The strong wing emission
lines found in the Miras at 3938, 3945 and 3969 A are due to 	 4 jeollisionally excited Fe II V3 formed in the atmospheric shocks
of such stars. For the non-Miras, the widths of the wing
emission are luminosity sensitive, particularly the 3936 A ;. a
i':I
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feature, where M Y % 40 - 18 log HWHM(mA) (c. f. Hagen et al.
1981). Among the non-Mira stars in our sample with zero K-line
emission strength, BU Gem, EV Car, AH Soo, VX Sgr and Mu Cep have
3936 A emission features consistent with their supergiant
luminosity classifications, yielding M. < -6. Improvement of this
technique must await correlations based on high signal-to-noise,
ultra-high-dispersion data that are presently unavailable.
DISCUSSION
The quantity of CS gas is plotted against the quantity of CS
dust in Figure 1. As seen by Hagen (1978) no correlation is
seen, although stars in which CS gas is below the threshold of
detestability are generally the same ones in which no dust can be
observed. As the sample contains stars of varying temperature and
luminosity, the plot was redone for only M1-3 Iab stars, and no
correlation was seen-within this more uniform sample either. As
concluded by Hagen (1978), that the dustier stars do not also
show more CS gas indicates that the dominant mass loss mechanism
is probably not radiation pressure on dust grains.
Jennings and Dyck (1972) noted an anticorrelation between
the presence of CS dust and Ca II H and K emission--dustier stars
show less emission. In Figure 1, the stars with emission
strength 0 are shown as open circles. It can be seen that no
emission is seen for some stars which are considerably less dusty
than some stars which show emission. What appears to be
important is the dust-to-gas ratio, the degree of condensation of
grains. The more complete the condensation, the less H and K
emission. However, the H-K wing emission lines appear to be
insensitive to the disappearance of the H-K core emission even in
the high dust-to-gas stars. This implies that either
ehromospheric heating is occurring although masked in the cores
of H and K, or that an alternate mechanism for exciting the wing
emission lines (T,.>5000 K) must be postulated.
Apart from this correlation of gas-to-dust ratio with K2
emission, the most striking thing about this collection of data
is the lack of correlations. CS envelopes apparently contain a
heterogeneous set of properties among stars in our sample.
A large K4 absorption width is indicative of velocity
gradients in the shell and/or large turbulence (Boesgaard and
Hagen 1979). However, if the CS absorption feature in the Sr II
4077 line is formed over a large velocity gradient, the sharpness
of the CS core will be washed out and the column density
underestimated. Thus an anticorrelation between K4 width and Sr
II column density might be expected(especially among stars of
similar spectral and luminosity class). However, plots for both
the entire sample and the M1-3 Iab stars were scatter diagrams.
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Figure 1 A comparison of quantities of gas and dust. The
optical depth as derived for the Sr 11 4077 line is plotted
against the optical depth as derived for the 10-micron silicate
feature. Open circles represent stars for which no emission
was seen in the Ca II H and K lines. The small circles each
represent several stars with giant H and K profiles. The filled
circle in the region of the diagram populated mainly by open
circles represents BM Sco, a peculiar K supergiant.
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The mass loss rates quoted in Table 1 should be regarded as
estimates at best, due to the number of assumptions included in
their derivation. The inner shell radius enters linearly into
the derivation of a mass loss rate from a column density. It has
been assumed to be 10 R* in all cases, but values ranging from
star to star of a factor of 10 on, either side are not out of the
question. For a recent review of the inner shq.,l radius problem
see Castor (1981).
e
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PREDICTED MAGNITUDES AND COLORS FROM
COOL-STAR MODEL ATMOSPHERES
2 0 8 7 1
Hollis R. Johnson
Thomas Y. Steiman-Cameron
Indiana University
An intercomparison of model stellar atmospheres and observations of real
stars can lead to a better understanding of the relationship between the
physical properties of stars and their observed radiative flux. In this
spirit we have determined wide-band and narrow-band magnitudes and colors for
a subset of models of K and M giant and supergiant stars selected from the
grid of 40 models by Johnson, Bernat and Krupp (1980) (hereafter referred to
as JBK). The 24 models selected have effective temperatures of 4000, 3800,
3600, 3400, 3200, 3000, 2750 and 2500 K and log g = 0, 1 or 2. Emergent
energy fluxes (erg/ cm' s A) were calculated at 9140 wavelengths for each
model. These computed flux curves were folded through the transmission
functions of Wing's 8-color system (Wing, 1971; White and Wing, 1978) and
through Johnson's (1965) wide-band (BVRIJKLM) system. The calibration of the
resultant magnitudes was made by using the absolute calibration of the flux
curve of Vega by Schild et al. (1971).
By folding the models through the Wing filters, we have extended to
lower temperatures the work of Picciriilo et al.
	 (1981) in determining the
relationship between effective temperature and Wing color temperature.
	 The
predicted Wing magnitudes are listed in Table 1.
	 Color temperatures are
computed by fitting a blackbody through the magnitudes predicted by those
filters which represent the continuum.
	 This usually involves fitting the
magnitudes given by filters 2 and 6.
	 Before this fit is made, corrections
must be made to the magnitudes of filter 1 and 2 to account for absorption by
CN.	 A description of the reduction method is given by White and Wing (1978). }F
The color temperatures predicted by these models are shown in Figure 1 for
the log g = 0 and log g = 2 cases.
	 Also plotted are the empirical relations
found by Ridgway et al.
	 (1980) and model predictions by Bell et al.
	 (1976).
The color temperature-effective temperature relation for the JBK models has 3
been previously shown by Picciril'lo et al. for effective
	
temperatures
	 aboves	 3200 K.	 As shown by these authors, the color temperatures predicted by model
atmospheres with effective temperatures between 3200 and 4000 Kure insensi-
tive to gravity and are in good agreement with observations.
	 We now find
f that for effective
	 temperature below 3200 K the predicted color temperatures z
.;	 demonstrate a strong gravity dependence.
CN and TiO indices are determined by the depression of the flux through
filters 1, 4 and 8 below that predicted by a blackbody through the continuum
points.
	 Filters 4 and 8 determine the CN index while filter 1 determines the
TiO index.
	 Predicted CN and TiO indices for the models are given in Table 1.
White and Wing have calibrated the Eight-Color TiO index with spectral type.
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TABLE 1.
Predicted Wing Magnitudes
Model CN Ti0 Wing 1 Wing 2 Wing 3 Wing 4 Wing 5 Wing 6 Wing 7 Wing 8
4000/2 7 13	 2.51	 2.33	 2.35	 2.38	 2.55
	 2.55	 2.57
	
2.68
4000/1 11	 9 2 48	 2 33	 2 31	 2 40	 2 55	 2 53	 2 55
	
2 70
4000/0 16 10 2.47 2.31 2.26 2.40 2.52 2.49 2.50 2.71
3800/2 5 36 3.03 2.62 2.73 2.64 2.75 2.74 2.75 2.84
3600/1 8 26 2.94 2.62 2.66 2.65 2.75 2.74 2.75 2.88
3800/0 12 18 2.86 2.61 2.58 2.66 2.74 2.71 2.72 2.90
3600/2 5 64 3.66 2.94 3.29 .2.94 2.93 2.92 2.93 2.99
3600/1 7 55 3.59 2.95 3.19 2.96 2.96 2.96 2.96 3.05
3600/0 10 44 3.49 2.96 3.07 2.97 2.94 2.96 2.96 3.10
3400/2 7 99 4.47 3.34 4.04 3.31 3.09 3.08 3.08 3.13
3400/1 8 90 4.43 3.40 4.02 3.37 3.16 3.15 3.15 3.21
3400/0 9 86 4.39 3.39 3.90 3.37 3.21 3.19 3.19 3.28
3200/2 9 136 5.30 3.75 4.72 3.68 3.24 3.22 3.23 3.27
3200/1 10 130 5.53 4.00 4.97 3.90 3.35 3.32 3.31 3.37
$200/0 11 132 5.69 4.13 5.07 4.01 3.45 3.41 3.39 3.47
3000/2 11 162 5.93 4.07 5.21 3.95 3.38 3.35 3.35 3.42
3000/1 11 155 6.30 4.45 5.56 4.26 3.53 3.48 3.46' 3.53
3000/0 12 155 6.74 4.84 5.,99 4:58 3.68 3.61 3.57 3.66
2750/2 15 202 6.75 4.43 5.87 4.25 3.56 3.51 3.53 3.65
2750/1 14 181 6.98 4.82 6.11 4.57 3.72 3.65 3.64 3.75
2750/0 14 171 7.38 5.28 6.49 4.93 3.92 3.81 3.77 3.90•
2500/2 23 251 7.62 4.75 6.52 4.51 3.76 3.68 3.77 4.00
2500/1 20 224 7.68 5.06 6.67 4.77 3.90 3.81 3.84 4.05
2500/0 18 142 7.41 5.56 6.71 5.19 4.13 4.01 3.98 4.16
Ns
i
i
„
x
4
2
3000
GOUDR TEMPERATURE (K)
Figure 1.
	 Color temperature vs. effective temperature for JBK log g = 0, 2
models. Also shown are relations found by Ridgway et al. (1980).
and Bell et al. (1976).
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The calibration was originally determined for giants but has been found to
give good agreement with supergiant spectral types as well. The spectral
type of each of the JBK models has been determined on the basis of the Ti0
index of that model and the Wing calibration. In this manner the effective
temperature scale for K5 through M5 giants and supergiants has been evaluated.
Table 2 gives the result of this evaluation.
In a similar way, model fluxes were folded through the B, V, R, I, J, K,
L and M filters of the Johnson wide-band system. The models were not run
through the U and N filters. Those color indices involving the B or V
magnitudes give colors which are too blue, indicating an opacity source(s)
unaccounted for in the models. Theoretical models by other workers show the
same problem. The predicted wide-band colors are listed in Table 3. For
completeness the V-R index is listed with the acknowledgement that this index
is too blue.
Figure 2 shows a plot of R-I versus effective temperature for the JBK
log g = 0, 2 cases. The relation between spectral type and Ti0 index found
by Wing allows us to establish the relation between effective temperature
and spectral type found in Table 2. Using this temperature scale, color
indices for various observed spectral types can be compared with the model
predictions. Lee (1970) observed R-I colors for M giants and supergiants as
a function of spectral type. Using the calibration in Table 2 to convert
spectral type to effective temperature, we have plotted Lee's observations in
Figure 2. The comparison of observed and predicted R-I colors for M giants
demonstrates an incredible correlation! The R-I observations for M2 through'
M5 agree almost exactly, while the agreement between theory and observation
for M1 and M2 is extremely good. The comparison for the supergiants, while
not quite as good as for the giants, is still excellent.
Figure 3 shows the predicted relationship between the Ti0 index and R -I
color index for giants and supergiants. On the same diagram the Ti0 indices
for M giants and supergiants as determined by Wing and the R-I colors as
determined by Lee are plotted. Again excellent agreement is found. The
location of the giants agrees extremely well with that predicted by the models.
Supergiants, while not agreeing as well with the models, still exhibit a
remarkably good fit except for the very coolest stars (M5).
The excellent agreement between observed and predicted quantities is
very reassuring regarding use of the JKB models. Good agreement between
model predictions and observations has also been found for the relation be-
tween TiO band strengths and J-K colors for M supergiants in the Galaxy, LMC,
and SMC (McGregor 1981) and for the relation between TiO band strengths and
near infrared colors of globular cluster giants (Johnson et al. 1982).
Additional comparisons of model predictions with observations -- including
triumphs and difficulties -- will be discussed in a forthcoming paper
(Steiman-Cameron and Johnson 1982).
F
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TABLE 2.
Effective Temperatures Calibrated by the TiO Index of White and Wing
Spectral Type Effective Temperature (K) Effective Temperature (K)
Giants (log g = 2) Supergiants (log g = 0)
K5.0 3980 3850
MO.0 3900 3720
M1.0 3800 3630
M2.0 3690 3560
M3.0 3560 3460
M4.0 3400 3330
M5.0 3180 3150
TABLE 3.
Values of Wide-Band Colors Predicted by the Model
Model	 V-R	 R-I	 R-J	 R-K	 R-L	 R-M	 J-K
4000/2 .83 .75 1.62 2.62 2.71 2.66 1.01
4000/1 .84 .73 1.60 2.59 2.69 2.63 1.00
4000/0 .85 .73 1.60 2.57 2.68 2.61 .96
3800/2 .87 .92 1.89 2.98 3.07 3.03 1.09
3800/1 .90 .86 1.82 2.92 3.02 2.96 1.10
3800/0 .93 .83 1.78 2.86 2.98 2.91 1.08
3600/2 .90 1.23 2.33 3.48 3.58 3.52 1.14
3600/1 .94 1.14 2.23 3.42 3.53 3.48 1.19
3600/0 1.00 1.05 2.13 3.33 3.45 3.40 1.20
3400/2 .96 1.61 2.92 4.06 4.16 4.08 1.14
3400/1 1.03 1.56 2.87 4.12 4.24 4.17 1.24
3400/0 1.09 1.48 2.77 4.07 4.20 4.14 1.30
3200/2 1.06 1.93 3.39 4.46 4.56 4.44 1.07
3200/1 1.19 2.00 3.61 4.83 4.96 4.83 1.22
3200/0 1.31 2,02 3.68 5.02 5.17 5.06 1.34
3000/2 1_.18 2.12 3.64 4.61 4.71 4.57 .97
3000/1 1.35 2.23 3.97 5.11 5.23 5.06 1.14
3000/0 1.57 2.37 4.32 5.63 5.78 5.60 1.31
2750/2 1.38 2.33 3.87 4.71 4.88 4.73 .84
2750/1 1.56 1.40 4.15 5.17 5.29 5.11 1.01
2750/0 1.81 2.50 4.52 5.71 5.85 5.62 1.20
2500/2 1.69 2.47 3.99 4.74 5.04 4.78 .76
2500/1 1.86 2.51 4.20 5.X 5.31 5.05 .89
2500/0 2.05 2.48 4.45 5.51 5.75 5.85 1.12
la
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BK log g -2 models
IBK log g -Omodels
Tsuji
Lee (Giants)
Lee (Supergionts)
EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE (K)
Figure 2.
	
	 R-I vs. effective temperature for JBK Tog g = 0, 2 models, Tsuji's
(19718T relationship and Lee's (1970) observations for giants and
supergiants.
so
ID	 L2	 I..	 IJ	 19	 20	 22	 24
R-I
Figure 3.	 TiO index vs. R-I for JBK log g 0, 2 models. Also shown are 	
1
observed va ues for K5 - M5 giants and supergiants, with TiO index
taken from White and Wing (1978) and R-I taken from Lee (1970)
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HIGH-RESOLUTION WE OBSERVATIONS
OF THE 1981 ECLIPSE OF 32 CYG
D. Reimers, A. Che, and K. Hempe
Hamburger Sternwarte, Universitat Hamburg
F	 Summary
32 Cyg shows a spectacular pure emission line spectrum during eclipse.
Six weeks later, most lines, which were observed in emission during eclipse,
are seen as P Cygni type profiles with strong absorption components.
The lines are formed through line scattei ing of B star light in the extended
atmosphere (wind) of the K supergiant. During eclipse, the emission parts
of the P Cyg lines remain visible since the size of the line scattering
"sphere" around the B star is larger than the red giant.
Other emission .lines are formed in a shock front near the B star ( CIV,
SiIV, FeIII ) and possibly in an accretion disk.
The strong FeII UV Mult. 191 XX 1785-88 A is shown to be formed
through optical pumping via FeII UV Mult. 9 photons.
The phase dependence of the P Cyg type profiles is modelled by meads
of line transfer calculations in nonspherical, 3-dimensional geometry with
velocity fields.
The s enai -amplitude of the B star Orbit has been determined as
KB = 35±5 km/s. This yields a mass ratio near to 2.
I Introduction
In a project to determine mass-loss rates of red supergiants through
.	 observations of circumstellar lines in the UV 'spectra of their hot B star
companions, we have obtained high-resolution ME spectra of the systems
Boss 5481, o Sge, 32 Cyg, 47 Cyg, and 9, Car. (qualitatively, the spectra of
these stars in the UV are B star spectra upon which P Cyg type lines and
broad emission lines are superimposed. These lines are formed i) through
line scattering of B star light in the extended winds of the red supergiants
(Stencel et al. 1979, ' Reimers, 1980), ii) in accretion disks and/or shock
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fronts around the B stars (Reimers and Kudritzki, 1980 ; Chapman, 1981),
iii) in the chromospheres of the red giants near eclipse (MgII in pure ab-
sorption, Chapman, 1981). The lines seen as P Cyg type lines out of eclipse
turn into pure emission lines during eclipse in 32 Cyg (and in S Aur, 	 j
Chapman, 1981) . r
In this preliminary note we present a qualitative explanation of the
origin of the different types of lines observed.
II Observations and Discuss ion
The observations used in this note are high-resolution short- and
longwavelength IUE spectra of 32 Cyg taken on August 2, 1980, March 31
and June 17, 1981. The corresponding locations of the B star in its orbit 	 t
relative to the K supergiant and the observer is shown in Fig. 1.
^	 32 Cp,g 
e=0.3
w= 218.2'
a
Fig. 1. Orbit of 32 Cyg with location of B star at times of observations.
Black dot: B star. Small hatched circle: K supergiant.
Phase a: March 31, 1981 ; b: June 17, 1981 ; c: August 2, 1980.
F
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On March 31, the B star is totally eclipsed in the UV, and a spectacu-
lar pure emission line spectrum with hundreds of `;:,i,_ was observed. A
similar spectrum was observed with the WE during tia :n eclipse of S Aur B
(Chapman, 1980) . For wavelengths k ;r 2600 A, the K giant continuum begins
to emerge. Six weeks later, the B star has emerged from eclipse again,
and most of the bright shell lines observed in emission on March '31 are
seen as P Cyg type profiles, i, e. with strong absorption components on the
violet side and reemission on the red side at the same wavelengths the
emission7 lines had on March 31.
The observed nonstellar lines can be classified as follows
a) Scattering lines
Resonance lines and low excitation lines of abundant ions like FeII (e, g.
UV Mult. 1, 2, 3, 8), SiII, MgII, AIII etc. belong to this class. In Fig. 2,
as an example the line profile of SiII 2 1533.43 A is displayed on a velocity
scale with the B star radial velocity as reference zero velocity. The latter
is determined from B star lines like SiIII 1298.9 A. For the emission line
phase, interstellar lines visible at all phases have been used to set up the
wavelength reference scale.
Fig. 2. Phase dependence of typical resonance lines on a velocity scale v^ith
B star at zero velocity (Phases: a: dotted line (eclipse), b: broken
line, c: full line). For illustration, the zero flux niveau of the
emission line at eclipse has been set up to the B star continuum
flux at the other phases.
E
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Lines belonging to this class are in emission. during eclipse (phase a).
The emission is slightly redshifted relative to the B star velocity since at
this phase the K giant wind in the line scattering region around the B star is
moving essentially away from us towards the B star. Shortly after egress
from eclipse (b), we observe a particularly strong, blueshifted absorption
line formed in the long absorption path close to the K giant (covering wind
velocities from -v,Q to +v,,). The emission is essentially unchanged and super-
	 'V
imposed upon the strong absorption line. At phase (c), far out of eclipse, a
normal looking P Cyg profile emerges.
The wind velocity as measured from the violet edges of weaker lines
of this class is nearly independent of phase and close to 60 km/s. At other
phases (not shown here), multiple absorption components appear in several
lines with velocities of several hundred km/s as was first noticed by Stencel
et al. (1979).
It is obvioua from Fig. 2 that, due to the strong phase dependence of
the lines, besides density, velocity and mass loss rate, the location of the
B star relative to the supergiant and to the line of sight can be inferred
from the line profiles if the line transfer problem is treated properly.
For this purpose, a nonspherical, 3-dimensional line transfer code
has been developed for line scattering in 9 Aur systems, i, e. with the light
source outside of the density and velocity symmetry center (Hempe, 1981) .
The basic assumption is that the wind is expanding spherically from the K
supergiant. That means that in a first approximation, we neglect distur-
bances of the K.. star wind by the close B star. Bending of stream lines due to
the orbital movement of the red giant are taken into account. Entrance para-
meters are the orbital elements, orbital inclination, wind velocity, and the
mass-loss rate. Line transfer calculations are performed with a Sobolev
type approximation for the line source function plus exact integration of the
formal integral for the line flux profiles (for details, see Hempe, 1981) . Our
first results are displayed in Fig. 3. No attempt has been made at this time
to match the observed profiles in detail. As can be seen and according to
our present experience with a larger set of calculated profiles, the observed
variation of lines with phase is reproduced by the model calculations. We	 -
expect therefore to be able to determine mass-loss rates of the red giants
in a number of these systems.
b) Lines formed by optical pumping
9 AAs mentioned above, there is complete correspondence between all the
emission lines visible onk March 31 and the P Cygni type lines with strong
absorption parts seen on June 17 except the FeII-resonance UV mu tiplet 9
X71 1260 - 12 76 A , These lines are strong in absorption on June; 17 while in
248
ab
Si 11 /2
I 	 I 
-
I 	 km/s
-200 0 200
I
Fig. 3. Schematic comparison of observed SM resonance line with phase
dependent theoretical line profiles. Wind velocity and optical depth
are not properly chosen here for a quantitative fit.
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the emission line phase on March 31 none of the lines is seen (Fig. 4). This
is in striking contrast to all other observable FeII resonance line multiplets(UV Mult. 1, 2, 3, 8). As an example, we show the behaviour of UV melt.
8 (Fig. 4). The disappearance of multiplet 9 is accompanied by exceptional
strong FeII UV mult. 191 ,U 1785-88 emission lines (Fig. 5). The exception-
al strength of this FeII multiplet is conspicuous in all systems consisting of
a cool supergiant and a hot B star.
The interpretation of this peculiar behaviour is self-evident: the FeII
multiplets 9 and 191 have a common x Upo upper level (cf. FeII energy level
diagramme, Fig. 6). Since the branching ratio for downward transitions of
mult. 191 to molt. 9 lines is of the order of 10 2 (the former have very large
f-values, Table 1) and since there are no further allowed downward tran-
sitions from x 6P° , all photons absorbed in the resonance mult. 9 are con-
verted to mult. 191 photons. The favourable circumstances of the 32 Cyg
eclipse made this pure case of optical pumping directly visible to the
observer.
Collisions are not important: with typical cross sections for electron
collisions of the order of 10- 8
 cm2 and a typical electron density near the B
star of 10 7 cm -3 , the collision rate is many orders of magnitude below the
fast radiative rates (Einstein coefficients x 108 s-1 ).
Remarkable is also the intensity ratio within the 1785-88 A triplet
(Fig. 5). The ratio of the f-values 1785.26 / 1786.74 / 1788.00 is 2.25
1.71 / 1. 13 (Table 1) which is confirmed by the relative stre , .4 t'hs of the
absorption parts of the lines in the post-eclipse phase on Juice 17 (not shown
here), while in the emission phase (and among the emission components on
June 17) the central ,l 1786.74 A component is strongest. This can be under-
stood as a direct consequence of the pumping mechanism: the 1785. 26 A line
is pumped via 1260. 54, 1266. 69 and 1271.24 A with a combined f-value
Z f = 0. 0317, the 1786. 74 A line via 1267. 44, 1272. 00 and 1275. 15 A with
If = 0.033, and the 1788.00 A line via 1272.00 and 1275 A with S f = 0.0239
(cf. Table 1 for the transitions and f-values) .
Obviously, due to the fast decay of the x 6P° state via multiplet 191
lines, the intensity ratio within this multiplet is controlled only by the pump
rates. This is confirmed by the correspondence of the observed line intensi-
ty, ratio 1785 / 87 / 88 with the respective pump rates represented by the Z f.
The ')L 1785 line must be somewhat weakened by the coincidence of FeII 1260.
54 with SiH 1260. 42, since part of the B star photons at 1260. 54 A are re-
moved via the SHI line (this is visible as an emission line at the position of
SHI on March 31) and no longer available for pumping. Without this coinci-
dence, the 1785.26 line could be expected to be nearly as strong as the
1786.74 A line.
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Fig. 4. Position of the pumping FeII Mult. 9 lines (vertical bars) in the
E emission line phase of 32 Cyg on March 31, 1981 (upper left) and
in the spectrum taken shortly after eclipse on June 17 (lower left).
For comparison, the normal-behaving FeII resonance Mult.8 is
shown at the same phases. x
9
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o r 	 I
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Fig. 5, FeII UV multiplet 191 lines in 32 Cyg during eclipse. -
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Table 1. Atomic data for lines of FeII multiplets 9 a 6D - x 6P° and multiplet
191 a 6S - x 6P° (Moore, 1952 ; Kurucz and Peytreman, 1975).
LaboratoryMult. Angular f - valuewavelength momentum
i	 9	 1275.15 1.5 - 2.5 0.0073
1.271.24 2.5 - 3.5 0.0017
1275.80 1.5 - 1.5 0.0071
1272.00 2.5 - 2.5 0.0129
1266.69 3.5 - 3.5 0.0069
1272.64 2.5 - 1.5 0.0068
1267.44 3.5 - 2.5 0.0128
1260.54 4.5 - 3.5 0.0177
r
191	 1785.26 2.5 - 3.5 2.25
1766.74 2.5 - 2.5 1.71
1788.00 2.5 - 1.5 1.13
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We have searched without success for further pumping lines, lines
present as strong absorptions on June 17 without a counterpart in the
emission line phase, similar to FeII mult. 9. There are two more anoma-
lously strong emission lines, FeII multiplet 193 )- 1473.82 A and 1465.04
A which are probably pumped via the resonance multiplet FeII 18 (AL 1096
to 1105). Since the lines are not observable with IUE, and since we had no
f-values available to check the branching ratio, we can only suspect optical
pumping.
c) Shock front and/or accretion disk lines
Lines of highly ionized metals (C IV, Si IV, Al III, and Fe III) as well
as FeII UV Mult. 60, 78, 99 and. a few others do not show P Cyg type pro-
files. Before and during eclipse (phases c, a) the lines appear in pure
emission, immediately after eclipse (b) in absorption (Fig. 7a, b ). There
is evidence that the emission line region is partially eclipsed in phasewith
the B star. Since temperatures of the order of 10 5 K are required for the
highest ionization stages, these are probably formed in a shock zone near
to the B star.
ORIGINAL=
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The FeII Mult. 60 and 78 lines appear in all these binary systems as
emission lines, e.g. in E Car, HR 2902, 47 Cyg, Boss 5481, VV Cep and
Sge. In S Sge it could be shown that the lines must come from a rotating
disk around the B star (Reimers and Kudritzki, 1980). The association of
Si IV, C IV, and Fe III lines with a shock front near the B star has also
been suggested in 5 Aur by Chapman (1981) .
Finally, we report upon the first determination of the mass ratio in the
32 Cyg system which is not available with sufficient accuracy from optical
observations (cf. Wright, 1970). Since the IUE does not permit to measure
absolute radial velocities, we have determined the semi-amplitude of the
B star orbit KB [km/s] from the varying shift of the B star lines relative to
sharp interstellar components in Si II, Fe II, and Mg II lines. The result of
a fit of the line shifts to the known form of the radial velocity curve is
KB = 35 ± 5 km/s. The accuracy cannot be improved at present, since
there are only few photospheric B star lines uncontaminated by the shell.
With KK = 17 km/s (Wright, 1970), a mass-ratio x 2 is found, close to the
mass-ratios of _5 Aur and 31 Cyg.
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POLARIMETRY AND PHOTOMETRY OF TWO RS CVn STARS
Mark S. Barbour and James C. Kemp
Department of Physics, University of Oregon
r
I. Introduction.
We began in late 1979 a photometric and polarimetric study of two RS
CVn-type stars, HR 5110 and a Andromeda. The combined instrumentation of two
telescopes at Pine Mountain Observatory, 61-cm and 81-cm telescopes equipped
with photometer-poiarimeters, was applied. A large quantity of high-accuracy
data has been amassed, some of it as yet not synthesized. The intent is to
show interesting and representative results from portions of the data.
The optical polarization studies had two general aims. One was to find
the phase-locked "orbital" polarization variation, which is expected in bina-
ries. Such an effect in HR 5110 was reported already (Barbour and Kemp 1981).
The pattern and amplitude is comparable to that in Algol (Kemp et al.1981),
except that the wavelength dependence is different; other comments will be
made below. Our second aim was to look at variability on other time scales,
with a view toward seeing polarization effects due to either spot rotat'on,
flaring, and/or general activity.
The photometry was directed particularly toward rapid variability,-on
time scales down to minutes. Indeed, such activity was immediately evident
especially in x And.
Correlated rapid photometric and polarimetric variability was also looked
for, and one clear example is shown here. Much more such coordinated obser-
vation is needed. Of great interest is whether flaring and other active events
are global, "spherical" in character -- or whether "directed" outbursts occur.
In the latter case, the asymmetry should produce a polarized effect.
The physical parameters and other facts about a And are summarized by
Baliunas and Dupree (1979), who give key references. General references on
HR 5110 are listed in Barbour and Kemp (1981).
II. Observations and Comments.
Photometry was carried out on the 81-cm telescope at Pine Mountain using
semi-continuous comparisons against 25 CVn, for HR 5110, and against ^ And,
for a And. Generally 50-second integrations in the sequence object-sky-
comparison were used, under a computer-controlled automatic program. Errors
i,n the Figures were computed from the variances among series of suchsequences.
The polarimetry was done on the 61-cm PMO telescope using the instrumentation
of Kemp and Barbour (1981).
5
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Phase-locked olarization.,.,In;HR`5110, 18 additional nightly points were
added to the U-band data'of Barbour and Kemp (1981), in 1981. The basic phase
curves were unchanged. Thirty nights of V-band data show similar phase curves
but with much reduced amplitude.The 2nd harmonic amplitude P2 = ( QJ+UJ) `2 in
V band is smaller than that in U band (where it is about 0.017%) by a factor
of 0.4. The rise in intrinsic polarization in the u.v. is strongly indicative
of Rayleigh scattering, probably on the cool secondary, as a main polarizing
mechanism. In Algol, which is a similar system to HR 5110 in some respects
(see Kemp et a1. 1981), the corresponding ratio of V-band to U-band polariza-
tion amplitudes is 0.7, which is consistent with a large ratio of-Thomson to
Rayleigh scattering- in that case due to the warmer secondary.
In a And, about 25 nights of U=band-data folded on the 20.5212-day period
indicate a phase-locked polarization amplitude of roughly 0.02%, while in V
band the amplitude seems decidedly less than 0.01%. Our phase coverage on the
20.5-day period is still inadequate, thus we forego showing curves here.
Definite polarization variability in the two stars occurs also on time
scales down to 30 minutes. While this is interesting in itself, the rapid
variation is probably stochastic in nature, thus a large number of nights'
averaging are called for to clarify the mean phase-locked (orbital) curves.
Rapid variability. In Figures 1 and 2 we show cases of changes within a
night in the two stars. Figure l illustrates an apparently correlated
photometric and polarization change in HR 5110. In Figure 2 we compare the
light variation in a Andromedae as between a seemingly "quiet" night, and a
night showing a sharp transition. Using a number of nights of such data, we
searched for signs of some sort of periodicity or quasi-periodicity in the
rapid changes, without success. Of great interest will be methodical search
for a systematic relationship between the light-flux and polarization changes.
A two time-scale light curve of a A d. In Figure 3 we show a real-time
light curve of this star, ex i iting botTi changes within individual nights as
well as a long-term trend. Note that the short-time errors per single point
(involving a few minutes' integration) are typically 0.007 magnitude. The
object is clearly "noisy": Note the enormous transition on the night JD
2444535.
As for the long-term trend in Figure 3, a roughly sinusoidal change with
a period in the vicinity of 20 days is perceived. However, no claim is made
here for an orbital light variation since scarcely one cycle is covered. In
fact the recognized long-period light variation in'a And has an approximate to
period of 50 days (Landis et a1.1978) rather than 20.5 days, and is suspected
be connected with spot rotation, rather than with the orbital motion. Thus
our curve here may be atypical.
Continuation. We are continuing these observations and would like to
publish a synthesis in coming months, the data shown here being only samples.
However, the work being unsupported, funds are not available for fuller
analysis and publication at this time.
r
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Figure 1.	 Example of seemingly correlated light and and polarization changes
in HR 5110, on a time scale of 1-2 hours. I
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Figure . 2. Some high-sensitivity rapid photometry of a Andromedae from two
nights, showing extreme cases of "quiet" and "noisy" behavior.
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Figure 3. An almos r-continuous series of nights of photometry of a And in
SeptembE. ictober 1980, showing rapid changes within nights as
well as a long-term trend.
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